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Preface

In the last decade, nanomaterials have become a double-edged sword. On the one
hand, there has been an increase in the production of nanomaterials, since they
have proven their limitless potential not only for technological applications, but also
for medical ones. On the other hand, the increasing use of these nanomaterials has
raised concerns regarding their safety for environmental and human health, due to
their potential toxicity. Their faith in the human body, along with their interactions
with different tissues, became of vital importance. The toxic effects of nanoma-
terials depend on their type, synthesis, surface geometry, diameter, length, and 
functionalization.

This book discusses the main and new aspects related to nanomaterials’ toxicity
divided into four main areas: Assessment of nanomaterials’ toxicity; Environmental 
and health impact of nanomaterials; Modulation of nanomaterials’ toxicity; 
Characterization and applications of nanomaterials.

The overall idea of the book is to provide the reader with an evidence–based, 
comprehensive, and up-to-date overview of the current state of the art of nano-
materials’ toxicity, including their synthesis and characterization, environmental 
impact, tests to assess their toxicity in vitro and in vivo, ways to modulate their
impact on living organisms, and their beneficial use in biomedical applications.

At the beginning of the book, Professor Gustavo Nascimento presents an overview
of a challenging up-to-date subject, nanofibers. In the Prologue, the main existing 
results regarding the synthesis, characterization through Raman spectroscopy, and 
applications of polyaniline nanofibers are reviewed. 

In Chapter 2 the authors discuss the most recommended and frequently used 
methods, including both in vivo and in vitro tests, which are the most suitable ones
for the assessment of nanomaterials’ toxicity. Also, toxicity of the environment is
taken into account, along with toxicity related to human health. Finally, the need 
for the standardization of these methods is discussed.

Chapter 3 focuses on carbon nanomaterials and presents new tools and methodolo-
gies to assess the exposure and risk evaluation of hazards used in health, safety, and 
environmental management of these kinds of structures. Possible relations between
safety aspects and biokinetics interaction of living organisms according to the
exposure route, along with the major protocols, standards, and guidelines on the
safe handling of nanomaterials, are also presented.

The environmental impact of urban atmospheric nanoparticles is presented in
Chapter 4, with a focus on the oxidative stress produced by this type of nanomate-
rial. The authors discuss different mechanisms involved in the interaction between
these nanomaterials and living organisms, including cellular internalization, 
activation of signaling pathways, decrease of cellular antioxidants, activation of the
proinflammatory cascade, lipid peroxidation, and activation of the cellular signal-
ing pathway leading to apoptosis, with impacts on human health.
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The toxicity of tungsten nanoparticles with respect to normal human skin fibroblast 
cells is evaluated in Chapter 5. The authors have analyzed the cytotoxic effects of  
tokamak dust produced in laboratory cell lines on human fibroblasts and have dem-
onstrated that the effects are dose dependent. At low concentrations (<100 µg/mL), 
tungsten nanoparticles proved to have no toxic effects, while at concentrations up to 
2 mg/mL they can exert toxic effects on the cells.

Chapter 6 focuses on the methods used for the synthesis of nanomaterials, methods 
by which shapes and sizes could be controlled, and also looks at the methods used 
to characterize the biomaterials. The manipulation of nanomaterials’ shape and size 
could lead to less toxic nanomaterials.

A new method for the treatment of heavy metal ions in soil or water is presented 
in Chapter 7. Heavy metal ions can be mineralized by phosphate-mineralization 
microbes and stable phosphate nanomaterials are formed. This is a mineralization 
method that can remove heavy metal pollutants from soil or water. In addition, 
heavy metal pollution can degrade the environment and be a threat to human 
health.

Chapter 8 focuses on the use of SiO2-based nanomaterials as support for compounds 
with biological activity such as antibodies and enzymes. The authors emphasize the 
synthesis of SiO2 nanomaterials with different morphologies, their physicochemi-
cal characteristics, the biocatalytic activity of immobilized enzymes on simple 
SiO2, and their behavior dependent on the morphology of SiO2 inorganic carriers 
obtained by the sol-gel method.

Chapter 9 is a revision of the density function theory calculation methods of the 
vibrational zero point for organic molecules containing silicon atoms. This class 
of molecules are the building blocks of nanomaterials. In addition, the authors 
provide an extensive amount of calculated data compared to other literature. The 
chapter gives abundant material for the spectroscopic characterization of advanced 
materials. 

Chapter 10 gives a detailed calculation of the vibrational modes, proton and carbon 
nuclear magnetic resonance spectra, and other different properties for 5-nitro-
1,3-benzodioxole and derivatives. The non-linear optical behavior of the examined 
molecule is investigated by the determination of hyperpolarizability. This result 
indicates that 5-nitro-1,3-benzodioxole is a good candidate for non-linear optical 
study. 

A broad review of the synthesis and characterization of carbon nanotubes is 
described in Chapter 11. Since their discovery, carbon nanotubes have offered tre-
mendous opportunities for the development of new materials and composites. This 
chapter provides a report on recent advances in the science of carbon nanotubes 
and their potential applications. 

Chapter 12 focuses on a number of applications of cadmium telluride quantum dots 
(CdTe QDs) in nanotechnology. A hybrid device fabricated from three layers—an 
organic polymer, an electron injector from organic molecules, and a semiconduc-
tor material (CdTe QDs)—proved to be effective in white light generation. The 
synthesis, characterization, and evaluation of optical, electrical, morphological, 
and electroluminescent properties of CdTe QDs and of the obtained device are 
presented and discussed by the author.

V

Even though the knowledge regarding the real impact of nanomaterials on the
environment and human health is still limited, we hope that this book will provide
a useful tool for the reader to understand the complex field of nanotechnology and 
nanomedicine.
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Chapter 1

Prologue: Nanofibers
Gustavo M. Do Nascimento

1. Introduction

The preparation of polymers with morphology well determined in the nanomet-
ric range is one of the great challenges in the polymer science and technology. The 
possibility to prepare nanofibers (or nanofibers) brings the opportunity to produce 
polymers with new or reinforced properties. Many ways have been developed to 
synthesize polymeric nanofibers, for instance, the polymerization into media having 
large organic acids. The interfacial polymerization can also form nanofibers at an 
aqueous-organic interface. Hence, a great variety of “bottom-up” approaches, such 
as electrospinning, interfacial, seeding, and micellar, can be employed to obtain pure 
polymeric nanofibers. The preparation of nanostructured polymers by self-assembly 
with reduced post-synthesis processing warrants further applications, especially 
in the field of biotechnology and removable resources. The notable applications 
include tissue engineering, biosensors, filtration, wound dressings, drug delivery, 
and enzyme immobilization. In this chapter, the state-of-the-art results of synthesis, 
spectroscopic characterization, and applications of polyaniline nanofibers will be 
reviewed. The main goal of this work is to contribute to the rationalization of some 
important results obtained in this wonder area of polymeric nanofibers.

2. Nanofibers

Despite that nanofibers are produced for a long time, only in recent years, 
the scientific interest in this field has rapidly increased. The reason for that is, 
probably, owing to the improvement of the synthetic pathways in the production 
of better nanofibers. In addition, the combination of spectroscopic and micro-
scopic techniques leads to a better corrletion between structure and properties of 
nanofibers. Figure 1 shows that in 2018, more than 6000 papers having “nanofi-
ber” or “nanofibre” as keyword were published. In addition, Figure 2 shows that 
at least 20 different research fields have more than 1000 papers published related 
to “nanofiber” or “nanofibre.” These two graphs clearly show that nanofibers are 
one of the focuses in the science of advanced materials.

Our group has dedicated to the preparation and characterization of polyaniline 
nanofibers [1–10]. Among the different techniques used for structural investiga-
tion, resonance Raman spectroscopy is the most important technique for these 
systems. Thus, in this chapter, mainly the Raman results obtained for polyaniline 
(PANI) will be discussed.

3. Nanofibers of conductive polymers

Nowadays, the preparation of conductive polymers with organized morphology 
and structure is a desired deal. Since the discovery of poly(acetylene) doping process 
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in the early 1970s [11–16] and posterior investigation of its properties mainly done by 
Hideki Shirakawa, Alan J. Heeger, and Alan G. MacDiarmid (see Figure 3), the field 
of conductive polymers brings many contributions to different applications: from 
batteries to organic light-emitting diode (OLED) displays. The preparation of nano-
structured conductive polymers can turn the polymer more efficiently to applications. 
The doping process [17–25] in conjugated polymers is characterized by the passage 
from an insulating or semiconducting state with low conductivity, typically ranging 
from 10−10 to 10−5 Scm−1, to a “metallic” regime (ca. 1–104 Scm−1; see Figure 3).

Reversibility is one main characteristic of chemical doping; in fact, the 
polymer can return to its original state without major changes in its structure. 
Counterions stabilize the doped state in the polymeric chain. The conductivity 
can be modulated only by adjusting the doping level, varying from non-doped 
insulating state to highly doped or metallic. All conductive polymers (and their 
derivatives), for example, among others, may be doped by p (oxidation) or n 
(reduction) through chemical and/or electrochemical process [16–18]. The doping 
process can also be characterized by no loss or gain of electrons from external 

Figure 1. 
Number of publications by year having the keyword “nanofiber” or “nanofibre” in the text. The research was 
done in November 25, 2018, using Web of Science database. The total score found are 54,611 papers.

Figure 2. 
Number of publications by year having the keyword “nanofiber” or “nanofibre” in the text divided by the main 
research areas or categories. The research was done in November 25, 2018, by using Web of Science database.
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agents. This is the point for polyanilines (see Figure 4), and this process is named 
internal redox process.

PANI-ES is formed after protonation with the appearance of the free radical 
tail of band in the NIR spectral region (starting from ca. 1.6 eV or 780 nm), which 
is attributed to a charge transfer from the highest occupied energy level of the 
benzene ring (HOMO) to the lowest unoccupied energy level of a semiquinone 
(polarons) ring (LUMO) [25].

Figure 3. 
The Nobel winners (Hideki Shirakawa, Alan J. Heeger, and Alan G. MacDiarmid) and the chemical 
structures of the most common conductive polymers. The conductivity values for different materials are 
displayed in comparison with conducting polymers before and after the doping process. The doping causes 
(addition of nonstoichiometric chemical species in quantities commonly low ≤10%) dramatic changes in the 
electronic, electrical, magnetic, optical, and structural properties of the polymer.

Figure 4. 
Generalized representation of chemical structure of PANI and its most common forms.
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PANI nanofibers can be prepared by using different routes, and the resulting 
polymer shows improvement in its electrical, thermal, and mechanical stabilities. 
The conventional synthesis of polyaniline, based on the oxidative polymerization 
of aniline in the presence of a strong acid dopant, typically results in an irregular 
granular morphology with a very small percentage of nanoscale fibers. Highly 
uniform PANI nanofibers with diameter ranging from 30 to 120 nm, depending on 
the dopant, are prepared by interfacial polymerization [26, 27]. The diffusion of 
the formed product from the interfacial solvent-solvent region to the bulk of the 
solvent can suppress uncontrolled polymer growth by isolating the fibers from the 
excess of reagents. In fact, the addition of certain surfactants to such an interfacial 
system grants further control over the diameter of the nanofibers. Isolation of the 
nanostructured PANI from the solution can be achieved by filtration in a nanopo-
rous filters or dialyzed, and then the cleaned solution containing the nanofibers is 
centrifuged in order to separate the nanofibers from the solution.

Another approach is the synthesis of PANI nanofibers or nanotubes by making 
use of large organic acids. These acids form micelles upon which aniline is polym-
erized and doped. Fiber with diameters from 30 to 60 nm can be modulated by 
reagent ratios [28–31]. PANI nanofibers can also be obtained in ionic liquids (ILs) 
as synthetic media [2, 6]. There is a large variety of ionic liquids, and the most used 
ones are derived from imidazolium ring, pyridinium ring, quaternary ammonium, 
and tertiary phosphonium cations. The most unusual characteristic of these systems 
is that, although they are liquids, they present structural organization and can act 
as a template-like system, and PANI nanofibers are obtained when the aniline is 
polymerized in these media.

4. Raman spectroscopy of polyaniline nanofibers

Raman spectroscopy is a technique par excellence for probing the vibrational 
frequencies by inelastic scattering the incident light (see Figure 5) [32–35]. In the 
conventional Raman spectroscopy, the intensities of the Raman bands are linearly 
proportional to the intensity of the incident light and proportional to the square of 
the polarizability tensor. However, when the laser line falls within the region of a per-
mitted electronic transition, the Raman bands that are tightly coupled or associated 
with the excited electronic state have a tremendous increase of about 105–6 times; this 
is what characterizes the resonance Raman effect. In the case of multi-chromophoric 
system, like polyaniline, just by tuning an appropriate laser radiation on an electronic 
transition of the polymer, the spectrum changes dramatically (see Figure 6).

PANI shows a characteristic Raman bands for each oxidized or protonated form 
[36–40]. The presence of a free carrier tail absorption in the UV–VIS–NIR spectra 
for both PANI nanofibers/nanotubes prepared with NSA (β-naphthalenesulfonic 
acid) or with DBSA (dodecybenzenesulfonic acid) confirmed that polymeric chains 
have an extended conformation. In addition, the band at 609 cm−1 is sensible to 
conformation changes of the PANI chains [1, 3]. The studies of doping and heat-
ing behavior of PANI-NSA nanofibers show the loss of the fibrous morphology 
of PANI after treatment with HCl solution [4]. However, the PANI nanofibers are 
more susceptible to cross-linking (bands at 578 and 1340 cm−1; see Figure 6) than 
conventional PANI, and after heating at 200°C, it is possible to dope the polymer 
with HCl and maintain the nanostructured morphology.

PANI nanofibers prepared from interfacial polymerization were also character-
ized by Raman spectroscopy. Bands at 200 and 296 cm−1 related to Cring-N-Cring 
deformation and lattice modes of polaron segments of PANI practically disappear 
in the Raman spectra of PANI nanofibers. The changes indicate the increase of the 
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torsion angles of the Cring-N-Cring segments. In addition, the FTIR spectra for PANI 
nanofibers display higher changes in the region from 2000 to 4000 cm−1. Both data 
are associated to the formation of bipolarons (protonated, spinless units) in the 
PANI nanofiber backbone higher than the conventional PANI. The PANI nanofiber 
morphology permits major diffusion of the ions inside the polymeric matrix leading 
to a more effective protonation of the polymeric chain [5]. In addition, only for 
PANI nanofibers with a diameter of 30.0 nm, low dispersion of the νC〓N band 
is seen (see Figure 7). The Raman dispersion is associated to the electron–phonon 
coupling into a conjugated structure. In other words, very low D values indicated 
more electronic homogeneity into the PANI nanofibers, due to the stacking of 
quinoid-quinoid rings, leading to high torsion Cring-N-Cring angles.

Figure 5. 
Schematic representation of Raman effect. The Raman scattering was discovered by C. V. Raman and is 
characterized by inelastic scattering of the incident radiation (νo) with laser energy (EO). The scattered light 
has two components: Stokes radiation (νs) with lower energy than Eo (Es < Eo) and the anti-stoke radiation 
(νas) with higher energy than Eo (Eas > Eo).

Figure 6. 
Resonance Raman spectra of PANI-NSA after heating at indicated temperatures and doping with HCl. For 
comparison the SEM images are also given.
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5. Conclusion

The structural studies of the polyaniline nanofibers by using resonance Raman 
spectroscopy, as the main technique, have been decisive to elucidate intra- and 
interchain interactions and chemical and thermal stabilities of PANI nanofibers. 
The presence of phenoxazine rings is observed in PANI nanofibers formed in micel-
lar media. The presence of these rings is crucial for stacking and stabilization of 
the fibers. In addition, the changes in bands at low energies are associated with an 
increase in the torsion angles of Cring-N-Cring segments due to the formation of bipo-
larons (protonated, spinless units) in the PANI nanofibers. The major diffusion of 
the ions inside the nanofiber gives a more effective protonation. However, only with 
the previous thermal treatment, it is possible to retain the nanofiber morphology.

Hence, the π-stacking between quinoid rings and the presence of π-π stacking 
formed by phenoxazine rings can be the driving forces for the formation of the fiber 
morphology of PANI. The quality of the PANI nanofibers can be monitored by the 
influence over the Raman dispersion curves. Finally, the example of characterization 
of PANI nanofibers by using Raman spectroscopy can be applied to other nanofiber 
materials with the improvement of future nanofiber structural studies.

Figure 7. 
Raman dispersion of PANI nanofibers.
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Chapter 2

How to Assess Nanomaterial 
Toxicity? An Environmental and 
Human Health Approach
Matheus M. Roberto and Cintya A. Christofoletti

Abstract

Nanomaterials had been used because of the properties they exert in such scale 
(<100 nm), and they have been used in a wide variety of products like paints, 
electronics, fabrics, and also personal care products. Recent manuscripts available 
in the literature demonstrate the potential benefits of nanotechnology with these 
products. However, when released in the environment or when in contact with the 
human body, it is hard to track their final destination and their influence over the 
living beings. So, since nanomaterials were considered an important technology, 
a concern about its risks also started. Due to the variety of sizes, physicochemical 
properties, and uses, many researchers are aiming to assess the possible toxicity of 
this class of particles. Because of that, the chapter objective is to gather which assay, 
performed in vivo and in vitro, is the most frequently used and recommended to 
measure nanomaterial toxicity. Also, it is important to know which is the most 
suitable test to evaluate the toxicity over the environment, through direct effect 
and after biodegradation, and also related to human health. This chapter presents a 
concise review about the accepted methods to assess nanomaterial toxicity and also 
discuss about the need for regulamentation.

Keywords: toxicity assays, test organisms, in vitro models, in vivo assays, nanoscale 
assessment

1. Introduction

Emerging and promising nanotechnology represents a field of multidisciplinary 
knowledge responsible for development and application of materials, which 
measure less than 100 nm [1, 2]. The Royal Society and Royal Engineering Academy 
proposed this concept in 2004, which was associated to nanoscience as the branch 
responsible for studying the phenomenon of materials with atomic, molecular, and 
macromolecular scales, whose properties differ significantly from those with major 
scales [3, 4].

Nanoparticles can be generally described as ultrafine small material with 
1–100 nm; however, several types of systems not limited only by small particles of 
certain material are included in this definition, as nanotubes, nanospheres, and 
nanocapsules [4, 5]. The properties exhibited by nanomaterials are unique and are 
being applied in many fields, from industrial to medicine [6, 7]. According to Arora 
et al. [8], the use of nanomaterials is increasing for commercial purposes as fillers, 
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opacifiers, water filtration agents, cosmetic ingredients, semiconductors, electronic 
parts, and others. However, these same authors report that nanomaterials are 
being used in the medical area, mainly as agents for drug delivery, biosensors, and 
imaging contrast, i.e., human contact can happen both indirectly and directly, also 
being administered by ingestion or injection [8]. Once nanomaterials are used, 
environmental releasing turns dependent on the incorporation form of this product 
in each matrix, intrinsic material properties and also environmental conditions [9]. 
When there is human exposure or direct intake of nanomaterials, nanoparticles’ 
physicochemical properties and its possible modifications can influence absorp-
tion, distribution, and organism metabolism. Besides the potential to accumulate 
in some organs, relevant rates of nanomaterials are excreted, being released to the 
environment [10]. About the nanomaterials presence in the environment, a detailed 
description regarding its sources and fates can be found in the review of Part [11].

Due to the new scale of some materials, new physicochemical interactions may 
occur bringing unexpected and also adverse effects because these elements gener-
ally become highly reactive [12]. Physicochemical properties observed in engi-
neered nanomaterials are attributed to small size, chemical composition (purity, 
crystallinity, electronics characteristics, etc.), structural surface (reactivity, organic 
or inorganic coating, etc.), solubility, form, and agglomeration potential [8].

In view of the properties that the nanomaterials present, studies that evaluate 
the toxicity, their behavior in different environments, and the interactions with the 
biological system are of extreme importance. According to Dusinska [6], the safety 
assessment of nanomaterials is based on principles of risk assessment of “bulk” 
chemical substances. However, it is known that the behavior of these materials, 
both in the environment and in the cells, is different from such crude samples, and 
therefore the monitoring needs to be more specific. Catalán et al. [13] emphasize 
that the damaging potential of biodurable nanomaterials is not well demonstrated, 
and thus the classical toxicity evaluation trials must undergo adaptations.

2. Brief history of nanotoxicology

According to Maynard et al. [14], until the 1990s, many studies that focused on 
environmental epidemiology indicated a relationship between exposure to aerosols 
and increased mortality and morbidity of organisms. The relationships between 
particle size, chemical nature, and toxic effects were demonstrated, with the most 
pronounced effects observed in the lungs and heart due to exposure to smaller 
particles. These same authors argue that only in this decade has there been evidence 
that environmental particles with a diameter of less than 2.5 μm could cause delete-
rious health effects due to their reduced size [14]. Now it is known that engineered 
nanoparticles can perform these same activities [12].

Since the inception of this science, the studies and applications of nanoparticles 
have grown exponentially and, to the same extent, heightened concerns about 
environmental and health implications. In this context, the term nanotoxicology 
was formalized by a proposal of Donaldson et al. in 2004 [15] in an editorial in the 
journal Occupational and Environmental Medicine [5] and, since then, has been used 
to describe specifically the harmful effects of nanomaterials on environmental, 
animal, and human health. In 2005, nanotoxicology was consolidated as an area 
of expertise, with the launch of the journal Nanotoxicology, with the first article 
published by Oberdörster et al. in 2007 [16]. This article discusses the history of 
nanotoxicology as a science and presents some challenges to be faced by researchers.

Considering that nanoparticles have a greater potential to travel through the 
body than conventional-sized materials, researchers warn of the possibility of 
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numerous interactions with biological fluids, cells, and tissues. Therefore, in vitro 
tests are recommended for an initial evaluation of the cytotoxicity and genotoxic-
ity of nanomaterials, as well as for the identification and understanding of cellular 
mechanisms of toxicity [3]. In vivo methods are also used and, for both, some meth-
ods have already been developed by the Organization for Economic Co-operation 
and Development (OECD) and can be used for regulatory purposes.

3. Toxicological aspects of nanomaterials

According to Paschoalino et al. [3], the growing investment in nanoscience 
boosted the world market, as well as increased the use and consumption of prod-
ucts and processes aimed at this area. Despite this, it is true that research aimed at 
evaluating the toxicity of nanomaterials is still necessary, since the same properties 
that make nanomaterials so attractive may also be responsible for harmful effects on 
living organisms.

In this context, there is a recommendation for the analysis of physicochemi-
cal properties of nanomaterials in relation to human health and environmental 
safety (Table 1). In 2006, the OECD established a working party on manufactured 
nanomaterials to determine the appropriate methods for evaluating nanomateri-
als. According to the guidance manual developed, 26 physicochemical properties 
should be considered [6]. However, according to these same authors, only a few 

Property Relevance

Particle size distribution Essential

Degree/state of agglomeration Important

Particle shape Important

Chemical composition/purity Essential

Solubility Essential (if 
applicable)

Physical properties

Density Matrix dependent

Crystallinity Matrix dependent

Microstructure Matrix dependent

Optical and electronic properties Matrix dependent

Bulk powder properties (important for dosimetry/exposure) Matrix dependent

Concentration (can be measured as mass, surface area, or number concentrations) Essential

Surface properties

Specific surface area/porosity Essential

Surface chemistry/reactivity Essential

Surface adsorbed species Important

Surface charge/Zeta potential (especially in aqueous biological environment— may 
change according the environment)

Important

Surface hydrophobicity Essential

Adapted from Powers et al. [17]

Table 1. 
Properties used for nanomaterial characterization regarding toxicity evaluation.
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methods are available for the characterization of the toxicological properties of the 
nanomaterials, and the association of the effects with the physicochemical charac-
terization is still a challenge.

Nanomaterials encompass a broad spectrum of materials with different physical, 
chemical, and biological properties. Thus, they do not constitute a homogeneous 
group and are usually defined by the type of core, which may be organic, such as 
fullerenes (carbon derivatives) and carbon nanotubes (single and/or multilayer), or 
inorganic, such as those of metal oxides (iron, zinc, titanium, etc.), metals (mainly 
gold and silver), and quantum dots [4].

According to Ju-Nam and Lead [4], some nanomaterials can have their surfaces 
manipulated in order to introduce specific functionalities for new applications. 
Thus, a vast field of possibilities opens up for materials with different properties 
and, therefore, also for infinite interactions with organisms and environment. 
However, the major challenge of nanotoxicology is to understand and prevent the 
risk of the use and/or exposure to nanomaterials that can cause toxicity by mecha-
nisms not yet known or not yet explained by traditional toxicology [5].

Concern about the toxicity of nanomaterials lies primarily in production and 
commercialization on such a large scale as at present. Thus, the risk of these com-
pounds reaching the different environmental compartments (atmosphere, water, 
and soil), becoming bioavailable, is very large [3, 17].

Since 2005, the European Commission Scientific Committee on Emerging and 
Newly Identified Health Risks (SCENIHR) has published reports on the impacts of 
nanoparticles on human health. The aforementioned committee focused its efforts 
on the evaluation of nanoparticles physically capable of entering the human body 
via inhalation, ingestion, and dermal absorption and reported that the size, shape, 
surface area, and chemical composition of the nanoparticle are closely associ-
ated with its toxicity. In addition, it has been explored how these characteristics 
affect bioavailability and interactions, as well as influence on exposure and dose. 
Therefore, the dose, the physicochemical properties, and the biokinetics are also 
important parameters to be evaluated when considering the toxicology of nanoma-
terials [14].

4.  Deposition and interactions of nanomaterials with cells and the 
environment

In view of the numerous properties and characteristics of nanomaterials, prod-
ucts that are increasingly light, resistant, and often of lower cost are daily produced 
and marketed by the most different segments, such as electronic, medical, pharma-
ceutical, cosmetic, food, and agricultural [3]. In this context, when considering the 
ecotoxicology of particles whose components are nontoxic in the micro- or macro-
metric scales, studies that elucidate the routes of exposure and effects of nanomate-
rials on environmental compartments and different organisms are fundamental.

According to Laux et al. [7], the entry of nanomaterials into the environment 
occurs by the release of their components during use and by final disposal, so it is 
important to track and understand the kinetics and transformation of these materi-
als in organisms and the environment. Knowledge of the influence of biopersistence 
on biokinetics and environmental fate is of utmost importance when determining 
the toxic potential.

When a nanomaterial comes in contact with the human body or the environ-
ment, it is difficult to track it again. In the environment, some nanomaterials such 
as metallic (e.g., Ag and Cu) and metal oxides (e.g., ZnO and Fe2O3) can dissolve 
rapidly, while others are more persistent (e.g., TiO2, SiO2, carbon nanotubes, and 
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graphene) [18]. However, according to these authors, soluble nanomaterials present 
the best scenario of toxicity evaluation, since their behavior is generally similar to 
that presented by their ions. However, when cells internalize them, they can solubi-
lize and release toxic metals through a mechanism known as “Trojan Horse” [18].

The aquatic ecosystem is the main route of exposure to a nanomaterial, since this 
type of environment is usually the final destination of nanocomposites introduced 
in natural systems [19]. After the aquatic environment, the atmosphere (tropo-
sphere), soil, and sediment follow an order of priority as routes of exposure. When 
present in aquatic environments, nanomaterials can be absorbed by cells, especially 
during filtration by aquatic organisms, directly interfering with their physiology 
and/or their ability to feed and breathe [3]. According to these same authors, other 
pathways of entry of nanomaterials into receptor organisms occur through cellular 
uptake, inhalation, or ingestion (Figure 1).

According to Bhaskar et al. [20] and Dusinska et al. [6], nanomaterials can enter 
the cells actively or passively, overcoming any protective barrier of the organ-
ism, including the blood-brain barrier. The capture mechanisms are related to the 
intrinsic physicochemical characteristics of the nanomaterial, as well as its route 
of exposure. Considering human health, generally the main route of exposure is 
inhalation, in which smaller particles reaching the alveoli and depending on their 
physicochemical properties cross the blood-air barrier of the lungs and reach the 
liver, heart, spleen, and kidneys [7]. There is a challenge when it comes to nanopar-
ticles developed to cross human body barriers, such as those applied in medicine. 
There are materials that are developed to pass through barriers, not to enter cells, 
while there are others that are designed to act within them [10].

The first contact of the cell with any extracellular material occurs through the 
lipid (e.g., phospholipid) and protein components (e.g., membrane receptors) 
present in the cell membrane. For Paschoalino et al. [3], the nanomaterials present 
greater permeability to the skin, mucous membranes, and cell membranes due to 
their diminutive size.

Figure 1. 
Main sources, routes of exposure, and possible interactions between nanoparticles with the environment and 
organisms (adapted from Paschoalino et al. [3]).
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ceutical, cosmetic, food, and agricultural [3]. In this context, when considering the 
ecotoxicology of particles whose components are nontoxic in the micro- or macro-
metric scales, studies that elucidate the routes of exposure and effects of nanomate-
rials on environmental compartments and different organisms are fundamental.

According to Laux et al. [7], the entry of nanomaterials into the environment 
occurs by the release of their components during use and by final disposal, so it is 
important to track and understand the kinetics and transformation of these materi-
als in organisms and the environment. Knowledge of the influence of biopersistence 
on biokinetics and environmental fate is of utmost importance when determining 
the toxic potential.

When a nanomaterial comes in contact with the human body or the environ-
ment, it is difficult to track it again. In the environment, some nanomaterials such 
as metallic (e.g., Ag and Cu) and metal oxides (e.g., ZnO and Fe2O3) can dissolve 
rapidly, while others are more persistent (e.g., TiO2, SiO2, carbon nanotubes, and 
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graphene) [18]. However, according to these authors, soluble nanomaterials present 
the best scenario of toxicity evaluation, since their behavior is generally similar to 
that presented by their ions. However, when cells internalize them, they can solubi-
lize and release toxic metals through a mechanism known as “Trojan Horse” [18].

The aquatic ecosystem is the main route of exposure to a nanomaterial, since this 
type of environment is usually the final destination of nanocomposites introduced 
in natural systems [19]. After the aquatic environment, the atmosphere (tropo-
sphere), soil, and sediment follow an order of priority as routes of exposure. When 
present in aquatic environments, nanomaterials can be absorbed by cells, especially 
during filtration by aquatic organisms, directly interfering with their physiology 
and/or their ability to feed and breathe [3]. According to these same authors, other 
pathways of entry of nanomaterials into receptor organisms occur through cellular 
uptake, inhalation, or ingestion (Figure 1).

According to Bhaskar et al. [20] and Dusinska et al. [6], nanomaterials can enter 
the cells actively or passively, overcoming any protective barrier of the organ-
ism, including the blood-brain barrier. The capture mechanisms are related to the 
intrinsic physicochemical characteristics of the nanomaterial, as well as its route 
of exposure. Considering human health, generally the main route of exposure is 
inhalation, in which smaller particles reaching the alveoli and depending on their 
physicochemical properties cross the blood-air barrier of the lungs and reach the 
liver, heart, spleen, and kidneys [7]. There is a challenge when it comes to nanopar-
ticles developed to cross human body barriers, such as those applied in medicine. 
There are materials that are developed to pass through barriers, not to enter cells, 
while there are others that are designed to act within them [10].

The first contact of the cell with any extracellular material occurs through the 
lipid (e.g., phospholipid) and protein components (e.g., membrane receptors) 
present in the cell membrane. For Paschoalino et al. [3], the nanomaterials present 
greater permeability to the skin, mucous membranes, and cell membranes due to 
their diminutive size.

Figure 1. 
Main sources, routes of exposure, and possible interactions between nanoparticles with the environment and 
organisms (adapted from Paschoalino et al. [3]).
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Conner and Schmid [21] stated that most nanomaterials are actively incorpo-
rated by cells through endocytosis. This is one of the most important mechanisms 
of cellular communication with the external environment, since it involves the 
transmembrane and bidirectional flow of vesicles, through the movement of extra-
cellular content internalization [1]. According to Radaic et al. [1], the shape, size, 
characteristics (such as porosity) of the surface, surface charge, and composition 
of nanoparticles directly influence endocytosis. According to Drasler et al. [22], cell 
size, proliferation rate, and surface receptor growth and expression characteristics 
are the major factors involved in the entry of nanomaterials into cells. Generally, 
endocytic pathways are essential in this process, where large particles or agglomer-
ates of nanomaterials are obtained by phagocytosis (diameter greater than 250 nm), 
whereas smaller particles (diameter smaller than 150 nm) are obtained by pinocy-
tosis, specific or not. Valsami-Jones and Lynch [18] have beautifully illustrated the 
possible mechanisms of nanomaterial uptake by cells.

Collins et al. [23] have described that besides penetrating cells, many nano-
materials are able to cross nuclear membranes and gain access to chromatin at any 
stage of the cell cycle. Thus, in addition to direct damage to DNA, nanoparticles can 
induce the formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS), such as hydroxyl radicals 
(˙OH), causing oxidative stress (redox imbalance) and serious damage to the cell. 
Oxidative stress can be the result of the simple cellular response to the presence of 
the nanomaterial or a secondary effect of the inflammation generated by them [23]. 
It is also known that the dissolution of certain nanomaterials may be able to release 
toxic ions and/or other components, which may induce toxicity [22].

ROS are highly reactive molecules that disrupt intracellular medium homeosta-
sis, since they interact with cellular macromolecules such as DNA, proteins, and 
lipids [24]. Singh et al. [24], Louro et al. [25], and Radaic et al. [1] stated that nano-
materials can induce genotoxic damage mediated by oxidative stress and through 
their interaction with cellular constituents, including mitochondria and NADPH 
oxidases bound to the cell membrane; by the depletion of antioxidants; or by the 
release of the metallic ions present in the constitution of many nanomaterials, 
which can promote the conversion of cellular oxygen metabolites into ROS. When 
considering the DNA molecule, the major damage induced by ROS is single-strand 
breaks, double-strand breaks, base modifications (such as the formation of 
8-hydroxydeoxyguanosine adducts), and DNA cross-links. According to Singh et al. 
[24], all of the aforementioned damages have the potential to initiate and promote 
carcinogenesis. Once the DNA molecule has been damaged, several cellular pro-
cesses can be triggered, such as cell cycle arrest, apoptosis, or DNA repair [24].

Apart from the oxidative stress-related lesions, other genotoxic effects may 
contribute significantly to the promotion of genetic instability, as nanomaterials 
can cross the pores of the nuclear envelope and interact directly with the genome 
of the cell and/or with nuclear proteins [25]. Under these conditions, Louro et al. 
[25] reported that some nanomaterials induce the formation of intranuclear protein 
aggregates, inhibiting the processes of cell replication, transcription, and prolifera-
tion. When the nanomaterials are not able to cross the nuclear envelope, there is still 
the possibility of interaction with the DNA molecule and nuclear proteins during 
the mitotic process, which can cause aneuploidies [24, 25].

Depending on the organism exposed to the nanomaterials, different interactions 
can be evidenced. Bielmeyer-Fraser et al. [26] demonstrated that nanoparticles of 
ZnO, AgO, and CuO were able to induce toxicity to algae bioindicator in a similar 
way to the respective solubilized metals. However, these researchers noted the 
metals accumulated in different regions of the cells, and the nanoparticles were 
retained mainly in the cell wall, while the metals were observed mainly in the 
organelles, as fragments of the endoplasmic reticulum. However, in both ways, the 
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authors point out that the accumulated metal could be transferred by the trophic 
chain and carried to other organisms.

When a nanomaterial enters a living organism, several components can adhere 
to its surface, drastically modifying its interaction with cellular structures. Proteins 
are molecules that can adhere to the nanomaterial and form a type of coating, called 
biomolecular corona [27]. This corona may alter the ability of a nanomaterial to 
cross physiological barriers, influencing its toxic potential [7].

According to Drasler et al. [22], in vitro assays performed with cell culture can 
indicate the biological fate of nanomaterials at the cellular and multicellular level, 
even in an excluding mode according to the cell type (i.e., to determine which cell 
type is actually affected by a certain type of nanomaterial).

5. Methods for evaluating the toxicity of nanomaterials

Within nanotoxicology there is an impasse on how best to assess the possible 
adverse effects of nanomaterials, both for human health and environmental 
monitoring. Toxicity tests may be performed employing live (in vivo) organisms, 
such as microcrustaceans, fishes, rodents, and other animals and/or cell cultures (in 
vitro). Several standardized toxicological tests are available to measure the biologi-
cal response of an organism to a chemical. However, there is no standardization for 
the evaluation of the toxicity of nanomaterials, which hampers the comparison of 
results and the consensus about their toxicity. Most of the studies performed so far 
are adaptations of the standard procedures used for other substances [3]. Although 
some minimal combinations of assays have been proposed, Drasler et al. [22] have 
described that there is no standard evaluation protocol due to the wide range of 
physicochemical properties that nanomaterials can present.

Animal tests are more predictive for human effects but have limitations, mainly 
because of physiological and biochemical differences between the species. In 
addition, there is a growing public and legal demand that ethically supports the 
substitution of animal testing for alternatives not based on in vivo testing. New 
concepts of experimentation have been based on strategies with primary culture of 
human cells and permanent cultures of well-established cell lines, since they pres-
ent efficient, cheap, and reliable results [22].

Understanding the demand for orientation and applicability, this chapter will 
address some of the main evaluation methods, developed both in vivo and in vitro, 
to better characterize the toxicity of nanomaterials.

5.1 In vivo methods

In vitro evaluations have increased considerably, but in vivo validation still is 
necessary to understand and interpret its results. Furthermore, animal experi-
mentation was also part of the NanoTEST project, whose purpose was to under-
stand the effects on the physiology of organisms tested. Currently, the OECD 
presents some test guidelines on which biomarkers should be used for each test 
organism [10].

In general, there are more researches on human toxicity, using rodent models, 
whereas few in vivo studies addressing the ecotoxicity of nanomaterials are avail-
able. Furthermore, most of those found in the literature consider the impact of 
nanomaterials on aquatic organisms, since the continental and marine waters end 
up being the main receiving compartment. Some scarce trials address the toxicity 
of nanomaterials in soil and in atmosphere, commonly as suspended particles. In 
general, bacteria (e.g., Aliivibrio fischeri), algae (e.g., Raphidocelis subcapitata), 
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rated by cells through endocytosis. This is one of the most important mechanisms 
of cellular communication with the external environment, since it involves the 
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size, proliferation rate, and surface receptor growth and expression characteristics 
are the major factors involved in the entry of nanomaterials into cells. Generally, 
endocytic pathways are essential in this process, where large particles or agglomer-
ates of nanomaterials are obtained by phagocytosis (diameter greater than 250 nm), 
whereas smaller particles (diameter smaller than 150 nm) are obtained by pinocy-
tosis, specific or not. Valsami-Jones and Lynch [18] have beautifully illustrated the 
possible mechanisms of nanomaterial uptake by cells.
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stage of the cell cycle. Thus, in addition to direct damage to DNA, nanoparticles can 
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Oxidative stress can be the result of the simple cellular response to the presence of 
the nanomaterial or a secondary effect of the inflammation generated by them [23]. 
It is also known that the dissolution of certain nanomaterials may be able to release 
toxic ions and/or other components, which may induce toxicity [22].
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sis, since they interact with cellular macromolecules such as DNA, proteins, and 
lipids [24]. Singh et al. [24], Louro et al. [25], and Radaic et al. [1] stated that nano-
materials can induce genotoxic damage mediated by oxidative stress and through 
their interaction with cellular constituents, including mitochondria and NADPH 
oxidases bound to the cell membrane; by the depletion of antioxidants; or by the 
release of the metallic ions present in the constitution of many nanomaterials, 
which can promote the conversion of cellular oxygen metabolites into ROS. When 
considering the DNA molecule, the major damage induced by ROS is single-strand 
breaks, double-strand breaks, base modifications (such as the formation of 
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cesses can be triggered, such as cell cycle arrest, apoptosis, or DNA repair [24].

Apart from the oxidative stress-related lesions, other genotoxic effects may 
contribute significantly to the promotion of genetic instability, as nanomaterials 
can cross the pores of the nuclear envelope and interact directly with the genome 
of the cell and/or with nuclear proteins [25]. Under these conditions, Louro et al. 
[25] reported that some nanomaterials induce the formation of intranuclear protein 
aggregates, inhibiting the processes of cell replication, transcription, and prolifera-
tion. When the nanomaterials are not able to cross the nuclear envelope, there is still 
the possibility of interaction with the DNA molecule and nuclear proteins during 
the mitotic process, which can cause aneuploidies [24, 25].

Depending on the organism exposed to the nanomaterials, different interactions 
can be evidenced. Bielmeyer-Fraser et al. [26] demonstrated that nanoparticles of 
ZnO, AgO, and CuO were able to induce toxicity to algae bioindicator in a similar 
way to the respective solubilized metals. However, these researchers noted the 
metals accumulated in different regions of the cells, and the nanoparticles were 
retained mainly in the cell wall, while the metals were observed mainly in the 
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authors point out that the accumulated metal could be transferred by the trophic 
chain and carried to other organisms.

When a nanomaterial enters a living organism, several components can adhere 
to its surface, drastically modifying its interaction with cellular structures. Proteins 
are molecules that can adhere to the nanomaterial and form a type of coating, called 
biomolecular corona [27]. This corona may alter the ability of a nanomaterial to 
cross physiological barriers, influencing its toxic potential [7].

According to Drasler et al. [22], in vitro assays performed with cell culture can 
indicate the biological fate of nanomaterials at the cellular and multicellular level, 
even in an excluding mode according to the cell type (i.e., to determine which cell 
type is actually affected by a certain type of nanomaterial).

5. Methods for evaluating the toxicity of nanomaterials

Within nanotoxicology there is an impasse on how best to assess the possible 
adverse effects of nanomaterials, both for human health and environmental 
monitoring. Toxicity tests may be performed employing live (in vivo) organisms, 
such as microcrustaceans, fishes, rodents, and other animals and/or cell cultures (in 
vitro). Several standardized toxicological tests are available to measure the biologi-
cal response of an organism to a chemical. However, there is no standardization for 
the evaluation of the toxicity of nanomaterials, which hampers the comparison of 
results and the consensus about their toxicity. Most of the studies performed so far 
are adaptations of the standard procedures used for other substances [3]. Although 
some minimal combinations of assays have been proposed, Drasler et al. [22] have 
described that there is no standard evaluation protocol due to the wide range of 
physicochemical properties that nanomaterials can present.

Animal tests are more predictive for human effects but have limitations, mainly 
because of physiological and biochemical differences between the species. In 
addition, there is a growing public and legal demand that ethically supports the 
substitution of animal testing for alternatives not based on in vivo testing. New 
concepts of experimentation have been based on strategies with primary culture of 
human cells and permanent cultures of well-established cell lines, since they pres-
ent efficient, cheap, and reliable results [22].

Understanding the demand for orientation and applicability, this chapter will 
address some of the main evaluation methods, developed both in vivo and in vitro, 
to better characterize the toxicity of nanomaterials.

5.1 In vivo methods

In vitro evaluations have increased considerably, but in vivo validation still is 
necessary to understand and interpret its results. Furthermore, animal experi-
mentation was also part of the NanoTEST project, whose purpose was to under-
stand the effects on the physiology of organisms tested. Currently, the OECD 
presents some test guidelines on which biomarkers should be used for each test 
organism [10].

In general, there are more researches on human toxicity, using rodent models, 
whereas few in vivo studies addressing the ecotoxicity of nanomaterials are avail-
able. Furthermore, most of those found in the literature consider the impact of 
nanomaterials on aquatic organisms, since the continental and marine waters end 
up being the main receiving compartment. Some scarce trials address the toxicity 
of nanomaterials in soil and in atmosphere, commonly as suspended particles. In 
general, bacteria (e.g., Aliivibrio fischeri), algae (e.g., Raphidocelis subcapitata), 
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nematodes (e.g., Caenorhabditis elegans), microcrustaceans (e.g., Daphnia magna, 
D. pulex, Ceriodaphnia dubia), mollusks (e.g., Lymnaea stagnalis), fish (e.g., Danio 
rerio), and rodents (Wistar rat and mice) are the most used test organisms for the 
evaluation of acute toxicity (Table 2).

5.2 In vitro methods

According to Drasler et al. [22], assays can be performed with primary cultures 
or eternal cell lines. According to these authors, cell lines are preferably chosen 
because they present great homogeneity and stability, which favors reliability in 
the results, especially in initial tests. For more specific tests, these same researchers 
recommend the use of 3D co-cultures, to better understand the mechanisms of 
action of nanomaterials on tissues.

For the nanomaterial toxicity evaluation, the use of epithelial cell lines (skin, 
gastrointestinal tract, or lung) is usually indicated as these cells present charac-
teristics of real barriers against harmful agents and are therefore the first to suffer 
the influence of these compounds [37]. However, it is important to note that some 
strains may not be responsive to the effects of nanomaterials and, in this case, 
primary cultures may be more indicated [22].

Aiming at the reproducibility of in vitro assays with culture of cell lines, it is 
necessary to record details that are generally missing from the publications. The ori-
gin of the cells, the number of the passage, the detailed method of cell culture, the 
brand of plastics, and reagents used during the cultivation/exposure, besides the 
description of the morphology, growth, and cell differentiation, before and after 
the test, are the information that should be included in the results’ publication [22]. 
Among the in vitro assays, those performed with mammalian cells are considered to 
be more important than those performed with other cell types [13].

For the in vitro comet assay with mammalian cell culture, Collins et al. [23] 
make some recommendations: (1) use non-cytotoxic concentrations (less than 
20% of cell viability loss; if the nanomaterial is not cytotoxic, concentrations 
below 100–150 μg/mL are recommended); (2) choose the cell type according to 
the exposure scenario (based on exposure route and target organ); (3) determine 
both short (2–3 h) and long (24 h) tests to obtain a better understanding of the 
mode of action of the nanomaterial; and (4) determine if the genotoxic damage 
evidenced is a result of the direct effect with the DNA or due to the oxidation of the 
DNA. According to Drasler et al. [22], the exposure period is one of the main factors 
related to contradictory toxicity results for identical nanomaterials, as this involves 
transformations and the aging of their components.

In vitro assays can cover specific endpoints, such as dermal absorption, skin and 
eye irritation, endocrine disruption, and genotoxicity, among others. Among the 
tests, most nanomaterial evaluation protocols align the main routes of exposure, 
being dermal, oral, and inhalation [22].

According to Catalán et al. [13], the relevance and limitations of genotoxicity/
mutagenicity assays should be taken into account when choosing the most appro-
priate monitoring method. According to these authors, the tests considered in the 
evaluation should be based on three categories, following the importance order: 
(1) gene mutation, (2) chromosomal damage, and (3) DNA damage. DNA damage 
is considered a mild effect because of the possibility of repair, while chromosomal 
damage and gene mutation are considered to be severe effects because they are 
irreparable changes.

Regarding the mutagenic potential of nanomaterials to humans, the effects 
observed in vivo should be considered more relevant than those observed in vitro, 
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Nanomaterial Mean 
diameter 
of the 
particles 
(nm)

Test organism Main results References

Ag 13–17 nm Lymnaea stagnalis 
(Mollusca)

Growth 
alteration and 
bioaccumulation

Croteau et al. 
[28]

ZnO
TiO2

15–30 nm Skeletonema 
marinoi (Diatom—
Skeletomataceae), 
Thalassiosira 
pseudonana (Diatom—
Thalassiosiraceae), 
Dunaliella 
tertiolecta (Algae—
Dunaliellaceae), 
Isochrysis galbana 
(Algae—
Isochrysidaceae)

Only nanoparticles 
of ZnO have 
decreased growth 
rate of diatom and 
algae population

Miller et al. [29]

Graphene 
family 
nanoparticles

— Caenorhabditis elegans 
(Nematoda)

Decreased 
reproduction rates

Chatterjee et al. 
[30]

ZnO
CuO
AgO

ZnO: 
20–30 nm
CuO: 
20–100 nm
AgO: 
20–70 nm

Thalassiosira 
weissflogii (Diatom—
Thalassiosiraceae)

Decreased diatom 
population growth 
in similar way 
to respective 
dissolved metals. 
Bioaccumulation of 
nanoparticles in cell 
wall and possible 
transfer through 
trophic chain

Bielmeyer-
Fraser et al. [26]

ZnO
Al2O3

TiO2

— Danio rerio (Chordata) Metal oxide 
nanoparticles 
induced different 
toxic effects 
in zebrafish 
development 
according to each 
metal. ZnO delayed 
larvae and embryo 
development and 
also induced serious 
ulceration in larvae

Zhu et al. [31]

TiO2 ~43 nm Pimephales promelas 
(Chordata)

Fish 
immunotoxicity 
and gene expression 
alteration

Jovanović et al. 
[32]

TiO2 5, 10, and 
32 nm

Xenopus laevis 
(Chordata)

Significantly 
affected tadpole 
growth. The highest 
concentration 
caused mortality, 
suppressed tadpole 
body length, and 
delayed animal 
development

Zhang et al. [33]
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or eternal cell lines. According to these authors, cell lines are preferably chosen 
because they present great homogeneity and stability, which favors reliability in 
the results, especially in initial tests. For more specific tests, these same researchers 
recommend the use of 3D co-cultures, to better understand the mechanisms of 
action of nanomaterials on tissues.

For the nanomaterial toxicity evaluation, the use of epithelial cell lines (skin, 
gastrointestinal tract, or lung) is usually indicated as these cells present charac-
teristics of real barriers against harmful agents and are therefore the first to suffer 
the influence of these compounds [37]. However, it is important to note that some 
strains may not be responsive to the effects of nanomaterials and, in this case, 
primary cultures may be more indicated [22].

Aiming at the reproducibility of in vitro assays with culture of cell lines, it is 
necessary to record details that are generally missing from the publications. The ori-
gin of the cells, the number of the passage, the detailed method of cell culture, the 
brand of plastics, and reagents used during the cultivation/exposure, besides the 
description of the morphology, growth, and cell differentiation, before and after 
the test, are the information that should be included in the results’ publication [22]. 
Among the in vitro assays, those performed with mammalian cells are considered to 
be more important than those performed with other cell types [13].

For the in vitro comet assay with mammalian cell culture, Collins et al. [23] 
make some recommendations: (1) use non-cytotoxic concentrations (less than 
20% of cell viability loss; if the nanomaterial is not cytotoxic, concentrations 
below 100–150 μg/mL are recommended); (2) choose the cell type according to 
the exposure scenario (based on exposure route and target organ); (3) determine 
both short (2–3 h) and long (24 h) tests to obtain a better understanding of the 
mode of action of the nanomaterial; and (4) determine if the genotoxic damage 
evidenced is a result of the direct effect with the DNA or due to the oxidation of the 
DNA. According to Drasler et al. [22], the exposure period is one of the main factors 
related to contradictory toxicity results for identical nanomaterials, as this involves 
transformations and the aging of their components.

In vitro assays can cover specific endpoints, such as dermal absorption, skin and 
eye irritation, endocrine disruption, and genotoxicity, among others. Among the 
tests, most nanomaterial evaluation protocols align the main routes of exposure, 
being dermal, oral, and inhalation [22].

According to Catalán et al. [13], the relevance and limitations of genotoxicity/
mutagenicity assays should be taken into account when choosing the most appro-
priate monitoring method. According to these authors, the tests considered in the 
evaluation should be based on three categories, following the importance order: 
(1) gene mutation, (2) chromosomal damage, and (3) DNA damage. DNA damage 
is considered a mild effect because of the possibility of repair, while chromosomal 
damage and gene mutation are considered to be severe effects because they are 
irreparable changes.

Regarding the mutagenic potential of nanomaterials to humans, the effects 
observed in vivo should be considered more relevant than those observed in vitro, 
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Nanomaterial Mean 
diameter 
of the 
particles 
(nm)

Test organism Main results References

TiO2 — Daphnia similis 
(Crustacea)

The highest 
concentration 
(100 mg L−1) did 
not induce toxic 
effects under 
experimental 
conditions. A 
mixture of TiO2 
forms induced 
toxic effects by ROS 
generation when 
exposed to UVA 
light

Marcone et al. 
[34]

TiO2

ZnO
CuO

TiO2: 
25–70 nm
ZnO: 
50–70 nm
CuO: 30 nm

Vibrio fischeri 
(Gammaproteobacteria), 
Daphnia magna 
(Crustacea), 
Thamnocephalus 
platyurus (Crustacea)

Suspensions of 
nano- and bulk 
TiO2 were not 
toxic. A nano-ZnO 
formulation was 
very toxic to V. 
fischeri, D. magna, 
and T. platyurus. 
Cu compound 
also showed 
toxicity; however, 
for Daphnia 
magna were less 
bioavailable than 
for bacteria

Heinlaan et al. 
[35]

Metallic 
nanoparticles 
of Ag, Cu, Al, 
Co, Ni and 
TiO2

Ag (20–
30 nm), Cu 
(15–
45 nm), Al 
(51 nm), Co 
(10–
20 nm), Ni 
(5–20 nm), 
and TiO2 
(30 nm)

Raphidocelis 
subcapitata (Algae—
Selenastraceae), 
Ceriodaphnia dubia 
(Crustacea), Daphnia 
pulex (Crustacea), 
Danio rerio (Chordata)

Nanometals caused 
acute toxicity in 
multiple aquatic 
organisms, but 
the effect was 
different according 
to the metal particle 
and the species 
used. Since R. 
subcapitata, C. 
dubia, and D. pulex 
were susceptible 
to nanometals, 
trophic chain could 
be compromised

Griffitt et al. 
[19]

Ag
ZnO
TiO2

CeO2

Cu

Ag (15 nm)
ZnO 
(34–42 nm)
TiO2 
(10–23 nm)
CeO2 
(10–33 nm)
Cu (76 nm)

Raphidocelis 
subcapitata (Algae—
Selenastraceae), 
Daphnia magna 
(Crustacea), Danio rerio 
(Chordata)

Ag and Cu 
nanoparticles 
affected all 
organisms; ZnO 
was toxic to algae 
and daphnids; TiO2 
and CeO2 were 
toxic only to algae

Hund-Rinke 
et al. [36]

Table 2. 
Experimental conditions and obtained results through in vivo tests.
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since the first allow the detection of inflammation and, therefore, secondary 
genotoxic effects [13]. Although more predictive for human effects, animal tests 
still have limitations, mainly because of the physiological and biochemical differ-
ences between species. Also, there is a trend to substitute animal testing for suitable 
alternatives that do not promote pain and suffering [22].

Among the tests recognized by the scientific community, those with certified 
guidelines for nanomaterial assessment have greater “weight” than others that 
have not been validated in the determination of genotoxicity/mutagenicity [13]. 
Although they cannot be used to determine mutagenicity, the remaining assays can 
be used to demonstrate the genotoxic potential of nanomaterials.

There are several recommended tests to assess nanomaterials, especially those 
described by the OECD. In accordance with the OECD guidelines [38], in order to 
select a test and evaluate the genotoxicity of a nanoform, exposure, absorption, 
solubility, metabolites, and other derivatives should be considered, as well as pos-
sible side effects (e.g., generation of ROS).

Comparing the genotoxicity tests for chemical substances, the comet assay and 
the micronucleus test are also the most indicated and used by the researchers [13]. 
The comet assay (single cell gel electrophoresis) is a common method of DNA 
damage evaluation, which can be performed with very diverse cell types. Briefly, 
a suspension of individualized cells is mixed with agarose and placed on a prege-
latinized slide. Then, cell lysis on Triton X-100 removes membranes and soluble 
cellular components, while NaCl removes the histones from the DNA, promoting a 
superadhesion of this material to a matrix, forming a structure known as a nucleoid. 
When there are breaks in DNA strands (single or double), the fragments tend to 
move toward the anode during electrophoresis. When there is damage and it is 
observed by fluorescence microscopy, a comet-like image is noted. The percentage 
of DNA in the tail is proportional to the frequency of breaks, that is, the damage 
inferred to the genetic material [23].

As described by Collins et al. [23], several nanomaterials (e.g., TiO2, ZnO, 
Au, Ag, Co3O4, Fe3O4, SiO2, ZrO2, and others) have already been evaluated by 
variations of the comet assay with specific endonucleases for some lesions, 
which increase the power of this tool. Among these enzymes, formamidopy-
rimidine DNA glycosylase (FPG) recognizes lesions of the 8-oxo-7,8-dihy-
droguanine (8-oxoG) and formamidopyrimidine type (open-ring purines) 
and is therefore widely used to estimate oxidative damages to DNA caused by 
 nanomaterials [23].

However, other famous trials are not recommended, such as the Ames test [13]. 
Catalán et al. [13] discourage the use of this test to evaluate nanomaterials, since 
some compounds are unable to cross the bacterial wall, while others have bacteri-
cidal effect.

6. Final considerations

Undoubtedly, nanoscience and nanotechnology offer the prospect of great 
advances to the most different sectors of industry and medicine. However, as any 
area of technology that makes intensive use of new materials/structures, it brings 
some risks to the health of organisms and the environment. Generally, toxicologi-
cal studies involving nanomaterials are still scarce, with results often controversial 
when compared to each other, mainly due to incipient standardization. In this 
context, the combination of in vitro and in vivo methods in a battery of tests is still 
the best way to assess the toxicity of nanomaterials [22, 23].
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genotoxic effects [13]. Although more predictive for human effects, animal tests 
still have limitations, mainly because of the physiological and biochemical differ-
ences between species. Also, there is a trend to substitute animal testing for suitable 
alternatives that do not promote pain and suffering [22].

Among the tests recognized by the scientific community, those with certified 
guidelines for nanomaterial assessment have greater “weight” than others that 
have not been validated in the determination of genotoxicity/mutagenicity [13]. 
Although they cannot be used to determine mutagenicity, the remaining assays can 
be used to demonstrate the genotoxic potential of nanomaterials.

There are several recommended tests to assess nanomaterials, especially those 
described by the OECD. In accordance with the OECD guidelines [38], in order to 
select a test and evaluate the genotoxicity of a nanoform, exposure, absorption, 
solubility, metabolites, and other derivatives should be considered, as well as pos-
sible side effects (e.g., generation of ROS).

Comparing the genotoxicity tests for chemical substances, the comet assay and 
the micronucleus test are also the most indicated and used by the researchers [13]. 
The comet assay (single cell gel electrophoresis) is a common method of DNA 
damage evaluation, which can be performed with very diverse cell types. Briefly, 
a suspension of individualized cells is mixed with agarose and placed on a prege-
latinized slide. Then, cell lysis on Triton X-100 removes membranes and soluble 
cellular components, while NaCl removes the histones from the DNA, promoting a 
superadhesion of this material to a matrix, forming a structure known as a nucleoid. 
When there are breaks in DNA strands (single or double), the fragments tend to 
move toward the anode during electrophoresis. When there is damage and it is 
observed by fluorescence microscopy, a comet-like image is noted. The percentage 
of DNA in the tail is proportional to the frequency of breaks, that is, the damage 
inferred to the genetic material [23].

As described by Collins et al. [23], several nanomaterials (e.g., TiO2, ZnO, 
Au, Ag, Co3O4, Fe3O4, SiO2, ZrO2, and others) have already been evaluated by 
variations of the comet assay with specific endonucleases for some lesions, 
which increase the power of this tool. Among these enzymes, formamidopy-
rimidine DNA glycosylase (FPG) recognizes lesions of the 8-oxo-7,8-dihy-
droguanine (8-oxoG) and formamidopyrimidine type (open-ring purines) 
and is therefore widely used to estimate oxidative damages to DNA caused by 
 nanomaterials [23].

However, other famous trials are not recommended, such as the Ames test [13]. 
Catalán et al. [13] discourage the use of this test to evaluate nanomaterials, since 
some compounds are unable to cross the bacterial wall, while others have bacteri-
cidal effect.

6. Final considerations

Undoubtedly, nanoscience and nanotechnology offer the prospect of great 
advances to the most different sectors of industry and medicine. However, as any 
area of technology that makes intensive use of new materials/structures, it brings 
some risks to the health of organisms and the environment. Generally, toxicologi-
cal studies involving nanomaterials are still scarce, with results often controversial 
when compared to each other, mainly due to incipient standardization. In this 
context, the combination of in vitro and in vivo methods in a battery of tests is still 
the best way to assess the toxicity of nanomaterials [22, 23].
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One of the major concerns is the choice of dose/concentration range of nano-
materials to be tested. The inclusion of excessively high doses/concentrations may 
generate false positives, while excessively low doses may prevent detection or may 
underestimate the genotoxic potential [23]. Drasler et al. [22] provide all guidelines 
to be considered in evaluating the toxicity of nanomaterials by cell culture, but 
in vivo evaluation must not be overlooked. Paschoalino et al. [3] state that the 
environmental risk analysis of nanomaterials depends mainly on the regulatory 
structure, which involves the generation of protocols, which must be based on a 
multidisciplinary interaction, in order to obtain a more risk assessment possible.

As demonstrated by Valsami-Jones and Lynch [18], harmonization of methods 
and approaches could benefit this young science, as there is still no consensus 
on basic assessment protocols. Current protocols involve specific techniques and 
methods to collect and analyze data sufficient to quantitatively describe the release, 
destination, transport, transformation, exposure, and toxicity of chemicals. 
Furthermore, in order to be more precise about the toxicity and mechanism of 
action of nanomaterials on living organisms, the physicochemical characteristics 
must be sufficiently detailed. So far, a great effort has been made by the OECD to 
try to standardize test methods that can correctly evidence the risk of nanomateri-
als. There are a number of internationally accepted test guidelines that are used for 
toxicity assessment involving trials with organisms for aquatic, soil, and sediment 
monitoring. Since 2013, experts from all over the world hold strategic meetings 
to determine what directions the OECD should take regarding the assessment of 
nanomaterials, as explored in the Petersen et al. [39].

Also, there is a lot of potential in computational models to help elucidate the 
possible effects of nanomaterials on humans and the environment. Currently, 
the quantitative structure-activity relationship (QSAR) model seems to be quite 
adequate because it can relate the structural, physical, and chemical characteristics 
to the behavior that some nanomaterial can present. To date, the combination of 
field, laboratory, and computational work still is the most promising technique to 
ensure reliable responses to the issues involved with nanomaterial toxicity.
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Abstract

The management of health, safety, and environmental (HSE) aspects during 
production, manipulation, storage, incorporation, and disposal of carbon nano-
materials is the key factor for the development of a safe-by-design work based on 
nanotechnology. The almost endless possibility of functionalization, chemical 
interaction, and addition of nanomaterials into new products implies a new man-
agement approach of HSE. Low amount of reliable toxicity and ecotoxicity data of 
nanomaterials and nanomaterial composites is available. As complete exposure/
release assessments are a challenging task, recommendation for control measure-
ments is still based on the precautionary point of view. There is an incomplete 
understanding of environmental fate- and time-related exposure, and of con-
sumer- and worker-related risks and hazards. Control banding and risk evaluation 
matrix tools can be used to mitigate labor and environment impacts of carbon 
nanomaterials. This chapter presents new tools and methodologies for exposure 
assessment and risk evaluation of hazards used on HSE management system of 
carbon nanomaterials.

Keywords: risk assessment, risk analysis, risk evaluation, nanocarbons, 
nanotechnology, HSE

1. Introduction

Looking into the last 20 years—since the classical publications from the Royal 
Society, ETC Group, OECD/Allianz, European Commission, Swiss Reinsurance, 
and studies and think tanks related to risks and uncertainties of nanotechnology 
[1–7]—without any doubt, we are now in a better position concerning risks (assess-
ment, analysis, evaluation, management, communication, policies, monitoring, 
and treatment) and benefits of nanotechnologies. However, new nanomaterials 
and new nanoproducts are achieving several markets, and the global changes on 
the business environment—including, fast, small and short-term life enterprises, 
start-ups and spin-offs based on new technologies—underline the need of special 
attention from the society regarding safety and environmental issues. Sometimes, 
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in the nanotechnology business endeavor, low capital and poor-trained people 
without enough knowledge and guidance about safety, health and environmental 
regulations, standards and protocols could exposure, unnecessarily, workers, 
consumers and the environment.

From public and private investments, thousands of publications, research 
efforts, and scientific projects (money, time, and minds) have been done and much 
more should be done to follow the rapid technological and scientific development of 
nanoscience and its applications.

The knowledge of bio and physicochemical interactions between nanomaterials 
and living organisms, the understanding of life cycle analysis (LCA) of nanomateri-
als on environment, and the time-related effects of chronic dose-response toxicity 
are key points that should be taken in account during the debate and to improve the 
safety approach of nanotechnological development.

Risk assessment and management of health, safety, and environmental (HSE) 
nanotechnology are very important aspects to mitigate risks and improve the benefits 
and transform opportunities into technological development on medical applications 
(cancer treatment, tissue engineering, diagnosis of diseases, DNA manipulation, 
etc.), flexible and communication devices, portable energy, food conservation, 
agriculture productivity and pest control, and countless new applications and uses.

Carbon is one of the most import elements on Earth. Carbon nanomaterials 
are changing the technology of XXI century, and its fundamental electronic and 
hybridization states transform it into one of the most remarkable chemical ele-
ments with applications from regenerative medicine to rocket capsules and flexible 
electronic devices.

2. Carbon nanomaterials

Carbon hybridization states with sp3 and sp2 bonding system ally with the 
allotropy of carbon materials that produces soft, hard, light, and dense materials. 

Figure 1. 
Carbon allotropes family (adapted from Ref. [12]).
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The carbon use and applications came from charcoal for heating, passed by nuclear 
reactors to carbon-carbon composites used on new aircrafts or space capsules. 
However, after the discovery of fullerenes from Curt et al. [9, 10] and discovery of 
graphene by Geim and Novoselov [11], the research of carbon nanomaterials has 
been expanding in an unimaginable way [8–11]. Figure 1 shows the carbon allo-
tropes with special attention on nanoforms.

The hybridization states of carbons allow then to assume different geometries in 
the space from 0D dimension (fullerenes, carbon dots) to 1D fiber type materials 
with high aspect ratio, passing by 2D flat material (graphene) to high complex 3D 
material such graphite, diamond, or schwarzite materials.

3.  Health, safety, and environmental (HSE) management of 
nanomaterials

Why we should think differently about health, safety, and environment when 
dealing with nanomaterials or nanoobjects? Nanotechnology has defined areas 
of science that take place at nanoscale (1–100 nm) [13, 14]. Many specific and 
fundamental aspects are related to HSE, including surface energy, functionability, 
and size. Figure 2 shows the main nanoparticle properties and how they are related 
regarding toxicological and risk assessment of nanomaterials. Those properties and 
the relation between them can be considered main aspects that should be consid-
ered to asses specific nanoparticle’s risks.

Size (distribution), shape, surface area, chemical composition/crystalline struc-
ture, and solubility are very important properties regarding the risk assessment of 
carbon nanomaterials [15].

These properties can be assessed using different analytical tools. Table 1 shows the 
nanomaterial properties, the main characterization techniques, and also the degree of 
importance on the knowledge of such property for a risk assessment point of view.

It is noticed that the concentration of nanomaterial could be described using dif-
ferent metrics such as mass/volume or number of particulates (or fibers)/volume. 

Figure 2. 
Major relationships between properties and risk/toxicological interactions (adapted from Ref. [15]).
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Concentration, type/chemical, and physical state, in general, are the most impor-
tant technical aspects related to HSE management of workplace under evaluation.

A careful analysis on nanomaterial’s processes such as handling, storage, manip-
ulation, production, and incorporation are essential to determine exposure routes 

Nanomaterial properties Importance Main analytical characterization 
techniques

Chemical composition, structure and crystalline 
phase

Extreme XRD, XRF, ICP-AES, AAS, HPLC, 
SIMS, MALD-TOF, EDS

Specific surface area (density, porosity, and 
reactivity: flammability and explosivity)

Extreme Multimolecular gas adsorption 
(BET/adsorption isotherm method), 
gas (He) pycnometer, mercury 
intrusion porosimetry (MIP)

Shape dimensionality/morphology (0D, 1D, 2D, or 
3D), number of layers

Extreme TEM, XRD, SEM, Raman

Stiffness (rigid and flexibility, aspect ratio) High-medium Microscopy (SEM, TEM, ...), XRD

Solubility (dissolution and toxicant species) 
release

Extreme Tables of solubility, Hildebrand 
and Hasen parameters

Surface species: R(O-N)S: reactive (oxygen and 
nitrogen) species, C/O atomic ration, etc.

High-medium XPS, FTIR, NBT test, ESR, EPR

Surface chemistry (functionality, hydrophobicity 
and hydrophilicity, and adsorbed compounds and 
groups)

High-medium Oxygen singlet analysis, XPS, 
FTIR, pH, contact angle 
microscopy, AES, EELS, DTA

Size and size distribution (aerodynamic, 
hydrodynamic)

Extreme SEM, DLS, FCS, XRD

Solid bonding energy and type Medium-low DSC-TGA, simulation (first 
principles)

Surface charge density Medium SPM, PCM, SPR

Surface speciation Medium-low XPS, FTIR, NMR

Agglomeration and aggregation state High-medium XRD, SEM

Surface nanoparticle-protein corona Medium Simulation, electrophoresis

Bio-(persistence, accumulation, degradation and 
digestibility), endotoxin content

High-medium Specific corrosion, digestibility, 
chemical analysis, LAL, TET, 
TNF, etc.

Structural atomic defects, ordering, and faceting Medium-low Microscopy (TEM, SEM), XRD, 
Raman

Quantum, electric and magnetic properties Under 
evaluation

Induced magnetization, Currie 
balance

Concentration (mass, number of particles/fibers): 
property of area: environment, workplace, office, etc.

Extreme OPC, CPC, light-scattering 
photometer, gravimetric analysis, etc.

Legend: XPS: X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, XRD: X-ray diffraction, XRF: X-ray fluorescence, OPC: optical 
particle counter, CPC: condensation particle counter, FTIR: Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy, NMR: nuclear 
magnetic resonance, ICP: inductively coupled plasma, AA: atomic absorption spectroscopy, HPLC: high-performance 
liquid chromatography, ESR: electron spin resonance, DLS: dynamic light scatter, EDS: X-ray energy dispersive 
spectroscopy, AES: Auger electron spectroscopy, TGA: thermogravimetric analysis, LAL: Limulus amoebocyte lysate, 
FCS: fluorescence correlation spectroscopy, EPR: electron paramagnetic resonance, TEM: transmission electron 
microscopy, SEM: scanning electron microscopy, BET: Brunauer-Emmett-Teller, pH: hydrogen-ion activity, OES: 
optical emission spectroscopy, SPM: single potentiometric method, PCM: potentiometric conductometric method, SPR: 
surface plasmon resonance, FP: first principles, MIP: mercury intrusion porosimetry, NBT: nitroblue tetrazolium test, 
MALD-TOF: matrix-assisted laser, desorption/ionization-time of flight, EELS: electron energy loss spectroscopy, and 
TET: TNF-α expression test (where: TNF is tumor necrosis factor).

Table 1. 
Nanomaterial evaluation: main relevant properties related to risk assessment and usual material 
characterization techniques [16–20].
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and to identify possible emission procedures or other safety aspects. Figure 3 details 
the possible relations between biokinectics and pathways for nanoparticles exposure 
route and translocation .

The interaction between nanoparticles and cells is important to determine 
health surveillance (target organs and excretory pathways) and the possible damage 
mechanics and effects related to nanotoxicity such as physical damage of lysosomes, 
lipid peroxidation in vesicles, DNA damage of cellular nucleus, mitochondrial 
damage of cell mitochondria, protein misfolding on Golgi apparatus, and cellular 
membrane damage from oxidative stress, surfactant interaction, membrane damage 
by ions, and disruption of cell membranes [22]. Then, new properties from nano-
sized effects (high area and energy, specific functionalization and quantum effects) 
provide different biological, physical, and/or ecological effects, turning risk assess-
ment and evaluation more complex, sometimes more specific and time-consuming.

3.1 Occupational nanoparticle exposure routes and controls

Occupational exposure routes are intimately related to physical state of nanopar-
ticles from processing methods (synthesis), processing equipment, workplace 
design, pollution-control equipment, handling steps, and operational procedures. 
Mainly, dispersion and inhalation are the main exposure contamination route. 
HEPA class filter are very efficient to control the number of nanoparticles disperse 
on air (>99.97%), while ULPA class filters have at least 99.995% of efficiency [22]. 
Use of a proper project design of air filtration is one of most important stages 
to avoid personal and environmental contamination. Table 2 shows the typical 
HEPA and ULPA filter specifications based on ISO 1822:2009 (*) and the principal 
four primary mechanisms of filter particle collection [23]. The use of clean rooms 
or lamellar flow chamber or environmental/gas-controlled glove box could be 
applied to contain particulates during the handling of nanomaterials [24]. Personal 
protective equipment (PPE) also uses HEPA filtration on mask or coupled filtra-
tion devices. Main aspects of contamination and failure to prevent contamina-
tion regarding filtration masks came from poor personal training to fix and use 

Figure 3. 
Biokinectics of nanoparticles related to exposure routes, uptake pathways, translocation/distribution and 
excretory pathways of NP (adapted from Ref. [21]).
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Table 1. 
Nanomaterial evaluation: main relevant properties related to risk assessment and usual material 
characterization techniques [16–20].
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and to identify possible emission procedures or other safety aspects. Figure 3 details 
the possible relations between biokinectics and pathways for nanoparticles exposure 
route and translocation .

The interaction between nanoparticles and cells is important to determine 
health surveillance (target organs and excretory pathways) and the possible damage 
mechanics and effects related to nanotoxicity such as physical damage of lysosomes, 
lipid peroxidation in vesicles, DNA damage of cellular nucleus, mitochondrial 
damage of cell mitochondria, protein misfolding on Golgi apparatus, and cellular 
membrane damage from oxidative stress, surfactant interaction, membrane damage 
by ions, and disruption of cell membranes [22]. Then, new properties from nano-
sized effects (high area and energy, specific functionalization and quantum effects) 
provide different biological, physical, and/or ecological effects, turning risk assess-
ment and evaluation more complex, sometimes more specific and time-consuming.

3.1 Occupational nanoparticle exposure routes and controls

Occupational exposure routes are intimately related to physical state of nanopar-
ticles from processing methods (synthesis), processing equipment, workplace 
design, pollution-control equipment, handling steps, and operational procedures. 
Mainly, dispersion and inhalation are the main exposure contamination route. 
HEPA class filter are very efficient to control the number of nanoparticles disperse 
on air (>99.97%), while ULPA class filters have at least 99.995% of efficiency [22]. 
Use of a proper project design of air filtration is one of most important stages 
to avoid personal and environmental contamination. Table 2 shows the typical 
HEPA and ULPA filter specifications based on ISO 1822:2009 (*) and the principal 
four primary mechanisms of filter particle collection [23]. The use of clean rooms 
or lamellar flow chamber or environmental/gas-controlled glove box could be 
applied to contain particulates during the handling of nanomaterials [24]. Personal 
protective equipment (PPE) also uses HEPA filtration on mask or coupled filtra-
tion devices. Main aspects of contamination and failure to prevent contamina-
tion regarding filtration masks came from poor personal training to fix and use 

Figure 3. 
Biokinectics of nanoparticles related to exposure routes, uptake pathways, translocation/distribution and 
excretory pathways of NP (adapted from Ref. [21]).
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masks and the incorrect size and face matches (respiration facepiece and face). 
A chartered safety and health practitioner’s evaluation based on work activities, 
operational procedures, workplace environment, nanoparticulate type/chemical 
concentration, and respirator fit factor should be applied according to occupational 
standards and guides [25–27].

The second most important exposure route of nanoparticles is from deposition 
or contact with skin. Usually, “perfect” skins without damages, cuts, or scratches 
work as barrier against nanoparticle penetration. However, the adequate gloves’ and 
protective clothes’ (made by high-density polyethylene fibers) specification should 
take in care several parameters such as glove material’s chemical resistance compat-
ibility [28], glove thickness, type/time of glove use (disposable/unsupported), 
temperature of use, type of labor activity and type, concentration, and agglomera-
tion state of nanoparticles regarding the nanoparticle penetration behavior [29].

3.2 Nanotoxicity and information of the material safety data sheets (MSDS)

The material safety data sheets (MSDS) have essential information’s and, regu-
larly, they are used during the risk assessment and in workplaces as safe procedures 

OEDC (nano) UN-CGH (chemicals)

Physicochemical 
properties

Melting point, boiling point, 
vapor pressure, K octanol/water, K 
organic/C/water*, water solubility

Appearance (physical state, color, etc.), upper/
lower flammability or explosive limits, odor, vapor 
pressure, odor threshold vapor density, pH, relative 
density, melting point/freezing point, solubility(ies), 
initial boiling point and boiling range, flash point, 
evaporation rate, flammability (solid, gas), partition 
coefficient: n-octanol/water, auto-ignition temperature, 
decomposition temperature, and viscosity.

Environmental 
fate

Biodegradation, hydrolysis, 
atmospheric oxidation, 
bioaccumulation*

(Nonmandatory):

• Results of tests of bioaccumulation potential, 
making reference to the octanol-water partition 
coefficient (Kow), bioconcentration factor (BCF)

• Other adverse effects (e.g., environmental fate, 
ozone layer depletion potential, photochemical 
ozone creation potential, endocrine disrupting 
potential, and/or global warming potential).

Ecological effects Acute fish toxicity, acute Daphnia 
toxicity, alga toxicity, long-term 
aquatic toxicity, terrestrial effects

(Nonmandatory):

• Acute or chronic aquatic toxicity data for fish, 
algae, crustaceans, and other plants, toxicity data 
on birds, bees, plants, etc.

Table 2. 
HEPA and ULPA filters’ retention characteristics.
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for hazardous chemicals and its mixtures. The SDS enable anticipation, evaluation, 
recognition, and control of workplace exposures and environmental hazards [30, 
31]. The major problem of SDS of nanomaterials is the lack of information and/or 
wrong use of “bulk material” properties instead of nano. Evaluation of nano-SDS 
indicated that 35% of the sheets are unreliable [32]. About this issue, American 
Industrial Hygiene Association (AIHA) has a program that recognizes chemical 
hazard communication and environmental health professionals who specializes 
in authoring safety data sheets and labels [33]. Recently, SECO, a Swiss State 
Secretariat for Economic Affairs (SECO), published a guideline and two examples 
of synthetic nanomaterial’s SDS [34, 35].

The knowledge of nanomaterial (quantitative) structure-activity relation-
ships (Q )SAR is another important point of HSE evaluation during the risk 
assessment. Validated endpoints could explicate more clearly when a nanomate-
rial would be classified as “toxic” or “nontoxic” in particular exposure conditions 
providing more analytical, rational, and explicit data interpretation. Table 3 
shows the most common endpoints based on OECD test guidelines for nano-
materials and the UN-GHS. Notice that the UN-CGH for chemicals (including 
nanosized) just shows the parameter, while the OECD guideline could indicate 
and classify them [36, 37].

4. Risk assessment of carbon nanomaterials

Risk assessment could be defined when risk analysis and risk evaluation 
are carried in a joint process [39]. Health Safety Executive from the United 
Kingdom (HSE-UK) uses a simple five-step risk assessment based on the follow-
ing topics:

OEDC (nano) UN-CGH (chemicals)

Human health 
effects

Acute oral toxicity, acute inhalation 
toxicity

Information on the likely routes of exposure 
(inhalation, ingestion, skin, and eye contact). The 
SDS should indicate if the information is unknown: 
description of the delayed, immediate, or chronic 
effects from short- and long-term exposures.
The numerical measures of toxicity (e.g., acute 
toxicity estimates such as the LD50 (median lethal 
dose)) − the estimated amount [of a substance] 
expected to kill 50% of test animals in a single dose.
Description of the symptoms. This description 
includes the symptoms associated with exposure to 
the chemical including symptoms from the lowest to 
the most severe exposure.
Indication of whether the chemical is listed in the 
National Toxicology Program (NTP) Report on 
Carcinogens (latest edition) or has been found to be 
a potential carcinogen in the International Agency 
for Research on Cancer (IARC) Monographs (latest 
editions) or found to be a potential carcinogen by 
OSHA.

Akin irritation/corrosion

Eye irritation/corrosion

Repeated dose

Genotoxicity (in vitro)

Genotoxicity (in vitro, nonbacterial)

Genotoxicity (in vivo)

Reproductive toxicity

Developmental toxicity

Carcinogenicity*

Organ toxicity

(hepatotoxicity, cardiotoxicity, 
nephrotoxicity, etc.).

From UN-GHS (classification and labeling of chemicals of UN-globally harmonized system).
Remark: the US National Cancer Institute published on this website several assays that have been standardized to 
work with a variety of nanomaterials. Information available at [38].*Non-screening information data set (SIDS) 
endpoints.

Table 3. 
OECD endpoint test guidelines for nanomaterials and MSDS (material safety data sheet) parameter.
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Table 2. 
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indicated that 35% of the sheets are unreliable [32]. About this issue, American 
Industrial Hygiene Association (AIHA) has a program that recognizes chemical 
hazard communication and environmental health professionals who specializes 
in authoring safety data sheets and labels [33]. Recently, SECO, a Swiss State 
Secretariat for Economic Affairs (SECO), published a guideline and two examples 
of synthetic nanomaterial’s SDS [34, 35].

The knowledge of nanomaterial (quantitative) structure-activity relation-
ships (Q )SAR is another important point of HSE evaluation during the risk 
assessment. Validated endpoints could explicate more clearly when a nanomate-
rial would be classified as “toxic” or “nontoxic” in particular exposure conditions 
providing more analytical, rational, and explicit data interpretation. Table 3 
shows the most common endpoints based on OECD test guidelines for nano-
materials and the UN-GHS. Notice that the UN-CGH for chemicals (including 
nanosized) just shows the parameter, while the OECD guideline could indicate 
and classify them [36, 37].

4. Risk assessment of carbon nanomaterials

Risk assessment could be defined when risk analysis and risk evaluation 
are carried in a joint process [39]. Health Safety Executive from the United 
Kingdom (HSE-UK) uses a simple five-step risk assessment based on the follow-
ing topics:

OEDC (nano) UN-CGH (chemicals)

Human health 
effects

Acute oral toxicity, acute inhalation 
toxicity

Information on the likely routes of exposure 
(inhalation, ingestion, skin, and eye contact). The 
SDS should indicate if the information is unknown: 
description of the delayed, immediate, or chronic 
effects from short- and long-term exposures.
The numerical measures of toxicity (e.g., acute 
toxicity estimates such as the LD50 (median lethal 
dose)) − the estimated amount [of a substance] 
expected to kill 50% of test animals in a single dose.
Description of the symptoms. This description 
includes the symptoms associated with exposure to 
the chemical including symptoms from the lowest to 
the most severe exposure.
Indication of whether the chemical is listed in the 
National Toxicology Program (NTP) Report on 
Carcinogens (latest edition) or has been found to be 
a potential carcinogen in the International Agency 
for Research on Cancer (IARC) Monographs (latest 
editions) or found to be a potential carcinogen by 
OSHA.

Akin irritation/corrosion

Eye irritation/corrosion

Repeated dose

Genotoxicity (in vitro)

Genotoxicity (in vitro, nonbacterial)

Genotoxicity (in vivo)

Reproductive toxicity

Developmental toxicity

Carcinogenicity*
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From UN-GHS (classification and labeling of chemicals of UN-globally harmonized system).
Remark: the US National Cancer Institute published on this website several assays that have been standardized to 
work with a variety of nanomaterials. Information available at [38].*Non-screening information data set (SIDS) 
endpoints.
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OECD endpoint test guidelines for nanomaterials and MSDS (material safety data sheet) parameter.
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• Identify the hazard.

• Decide who might be harmed and how.

• Evaluate the risks and decide on precautions.

• Record your findings and implement them.

• Review your assessment and update if necessary.

The application of this kind of assessment can be useful; however, it needs 
some adjustments due to uncertainties and lack of information (e.g., long-term or 
chronic evaluation of nanomaterials exposure), new materials without completed 
toxicological effects/studies or accurate dose-response database (OEL—occupa-
tional exposure limits, TLV—threshold limit values, OSHA/PEL—occupational 
safety and health administration-permissible exposure limits, WEEL—workplace 
environmental exposure level, NIOSH/PEL—National Institute for Occupational 
Safety and Health-recommended exposure limit, IOELV—indicative occupational 
exposure limit value, etc.) [40].

The availability of occupational and epidemiological data for chemicals and 
nanomaterials is a key aspect of risk assessment. The amount of new chemicals pro-
duced and released on the market is huge and huge means a hundred thousand per 
year. Based on Chemical Abstract Services (CAS) registry (a division of American 
Chemical Society), since 1800s, more than 145 million organic and inorganic 
substances were disclosed in the literature [41], while the publication 2018 TLV 
and BEIs from the American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists 
(ACGIH) presents around 700 chemicals with TLV-STEL or TLV-TWA values 
(short-term exposure limit and time-weighted average, over the 8-hour working 
day). At the nanoworld, only 56 nanomanufactured materials have occupational 
exposure limit (OEL) proposed values [42]. Table 4 presents some of the proposed 

Types of nanocarbons Exposure Reference

Multiwalled carbon 
nanotubes (MWCNT)

No effect concentration in air <2.5 μg/m3 Luizi, 2009 (from 
Nanocyl)

Multiwalled carbon 
nanotubes (MWCNT)

Occupational exposure limit (OEL) < 50 μg/m3 for 
8-hour TWA during a 40-hour workweek

Pauluhn, 2010 
(from Bayer)

Fullerenes (C60) Indicative no-effect level (INEL) < 7.4 μg/cm3 Aschberger, 2011

Multiwalled carbon 
nanotubes (MWCNT) 
10 nm

Indicative no-effect level (INEL) < 1.0 μg/cm3 Aschberger, 2011

Carbon nanotubes 
(CNTs)

Proposed nanoreference values (NRV) < 0.01 fibers/cm3 van Broekhuizen, 
2012

Carbon nanotubes 
(CNTs)

Recommended exposure limit (REL) < 1.0 𝜇𝜇g/m3 for 
8-hour TWA during a 40-hour workweek

NIOSH, 2013 [64]

Carbon nanofibers 
(CNFs)

Occupational exposure limit (OEL) <0.01 fibers/cm3 Stockmann-
Juvala, 2014

Carbon nanotube 
group, SWCNT, 
DWCNT, MWCNT

Occupational exposure limit (OEL) < 30 μg/m3 for 
8-hour TWA during a 40-hour workweek

Nakanishi, 2015

Table 4. 
Proposed exposure limit values for carbon nanomaterials.
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exposure limit values for carbon nanomaterials. The suggested values vary enormously, 
and no consensus exists between the authors.

In this scenario, the adoption of a precautionary posture should be the only 
option. In its strict form, the precautionary principle “requires inaction when 
action might pose a risk,” or in an active form, “it requires to choose the less risky 
alternatives when they are available, and for taking responsibility for potential 
risks” [43–45]. This should be adopted and carefully evaluated on control of risks 
(identification, evaluation, elimination, mitigation, monitoring, and communica-
tion) and on the choice of mitigation procedures when dealing with nanomaterials. 
The adoption of a hierarch for health and safety controls should be mandatory. 
Figure 4 shows health, safety, and environmental hierarchy controls in a schematic 
representation.

Figure 4. 
HSE hierarchy controls (adapted from Ref. [46, 47])

Figure 5. 
Risk management of NOAA’s topics of risk identification, analysis, evaluation, treatment, and communication.
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Organization (acronym)/country and website

IRSST (Canada), Institut de recherche Robert-Sauve en sante et en securite du travail/www.irsst.qc.ca

ILO/ONU (International Labour Office-Swiss)/www.ilo.org

CDC-NIOSH and OSHA (USA), Centers for Disease Control and Prevention—The National Institute for 
Occupational Safety and Health/https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/topics/nanotech/pubs.html
Occupational Safety and Health Administration/https://www.osha.gov/dsg/nanotechnology/nanotech_
standards.html

Cordis (Europe), Community Research and Development Information Service/www.cordis.europa.eu/
nanotechnology

SWA (Australia), Safe Work Australia/http://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/https://www.worksafe.qld.gov.au

ISO (Switzerland), International Organization for Standardization/www.iso.org

HSE (UK), Health and Safety Executive/www.hse.gov.uk, www.safenano.org

BAuA (Germany), German Federal Institute for Occupational Safety and Health/www.baua.de

DTU (Denmark), Danish Ecological Council and Danish Consumer Council/http://nanodb.dk/en/
nanoriskcat/

ANSES (France), Agence Nationale de Securite Sanitaire de l’alimentation/www.anses.fr

AIST (Japan), National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology/https://www.aist.go.jp/
index_en.html

OECD (France), The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development/www.oecd.org/http://
www.oecd.org/science/nanosafety/

RIVM (Holland), Dutch National Institute for Public Health and the Environment/https://www.rivm.nl/en/
nanotechnology

ABDI (Brazil), Brazilian Agency for Industrial Development/www.abdi.com.br/http://livroaberto.ibict.br/
handle/1/624

EUON (Europe), European Union Observatory for Nanomaterials/https://euon.echa.europa.eu/

Table 5. 
Major protocols, standards, and guidelines on the safe handling of nanomaterials and the risks associated with 
nanoparticles available from different organizations [52].

Tool Web address Country

CB Nanotool https://controlbanding.llnl.gov/ USA

IVAM Guidance http://www.industox.nl/Guidance%20on%20safe%20handling%20
nanomats&products.pdf

Holland

Swiss Precautionary Matrix http://www12.esdc.gc.ca/sgpe-pmps/servlet/sgpp-pmps-pub?lang=
eng&curjsp=p.5bd.2t.1.3ls@-eng.jsp&curactn=dwnld&pid=61345&
did=5245

Swiss

Stoffenmanager Nano https://nano.stoffenmanager.com/ Nederland

ANSES CB Tool https://www.anses.fr/en/system/files/AP2008sa0407RaEN.pdf France

NanoSafer CB http://nanosafer.i-bar.dk/Default.aspx Denmark

NCBRA—Nanomaterial 
Control Banding Risk 
Assessment

https://www.worksafe.qld.gov.au/data/assets/pdf_file/0005/110975/
nanotechnology- control-banding-tool.pdf

Australia

CBG—Control Banding 
Guideline

http://www12.esdc.gc.ca/sgpe-pmps/servlet/sgpp-pmps-pub?lang=
eng&curjsp=p.5bd.2t.1.3ls@-eng.jsp&curactn=dwnld&pid=61345&
did=5245

Canada

Table 6. 
Major risk assessment tools based on control banding and risk matrices ([53] and Google searching tool).
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The most effective control is the elimination of the hazard, and the less effec-
tive is the use of protective equipment. The viability to apply each type should be 
analyzed, case-by-case, considering the identified risks and its classification.

The risk management of nanomaterials nano-objects, aggregates and agglomerates 
(NOAA) could be based on international standards like ISO 31000 [48] and should 
be incorporated in the quality, health, safety, and environmental system manage-
ment. Adaptations for the correct use of risk assessment tools to deal with specificities 
and specific properties of nanomaterials are necessary [49, 50]. Figure 5 shows the 
core points of risk management and several tools that could be used to facilitate the 
understanding and the day-by-day procedures.

The applying of safety aspects in early stage of projects involving nanomateri-
als is fundamental to mitigate risks and improve the quality (robustness) of HSE 
system. The CDC/NIOSH guide from Nanotechnology Research Center (NTRC): 
“Controlling Health Hazards When Working with Nanomaterials: Questions to Ask 
Before You Start” is a very good starting point to deal with nanomaterials in a safe 
manner [51]. Table 5 shows major protocols, standards, and guidance on the safe 
manipulation of NOAAs.

4.1 Risk analysis and evaluation

Due to lack of exposure limits and lack of information concerning toxicological 
effects of nanomaterials (in general and carbon nanomaterials specifically), the use 
of risk assessment based on control banding has been widely applied. Several tools 
based on this concept are available as shown in Table 6.

5. Environmental risk management

Along with all carbon nanomaterial developmental stages—from laboratory to 
industrial scale operations—different routes can lead to environmental emissions. 
Decision making related to waste disposal and control actions to avoid (or allow) air 
and water emissions should be taken in the early stages, prior to the enhancement 
of production scales. These types of decision will also be needed after the use phase 
of the nano-enabled products. Naturally, through several possible paths, different 
environment compartments will interact (or better, are interacting) with carbon 
nanoparticles.

5.1 Air

Depending on the scale, type of synthesis route, and activity, carbon nanopar-
ticle emissions to the atmosphere can occur in larger or smaller amounts. As 
mentioned, exposition via inhalation is the main concern in the field since several 
authors have reported possible effects and damage to the respiratory system  
[18, 54]. In this sense, important precautionary actions comprise the establishment 
of emission control strategies and exposure monitoring.

5.1.1 Emission control strategies

Nanoparticles in the air were traditionally referred to ultrafine particles [55]. 
Main processes can occur with these particles in the air: photochemical reactions, 
agglomeration, and deposition. The deposition depends on the gravitational settling 
velocity, which is proportional to the diameter of the particle—smaller nanopar-
ticles in the air will deposit at a much slower rate than larger particles [56, 57].  
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Organization (acronym)/country and website

IRSST (Canada), Institut de recherche Robert-Sauve en sante et en securite du travail/www.irsst.qc.ca

ILO/ONU (International Labour Office-Swiss)/www.ilo.org

CDC-NIOSH and OSHA (USA), Centers for Disease Control and Prevention—The National Institute for 
Occupational Safety and Health/https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/topics/nanotech/pubs.html
Occupational Safety and Health Administration/https://www.osha.gov/dsg/nanotechnology/nanotech_
standards.html

Cordis (Europe), Community Research and Development Information Service/www.cordis.europa.eu/
nanotechnology

SWA (Australia), Safe Work Australia/http://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/https://www.worksafe.qld.gov.au

ISO (Switzerland), International Organization for Standardization/www.iso.org

HSE (UK), Health and Safety Executive/www.hse.gov.uk, www.safenano.org

BAuA (Germany), German Federal Institute for Occupational Safety and Health/www.baua.de

DTU (Denmark), Danish Ecological Council and Danish Consumer Council/http://nanodb.dk/en/
nanoriskcat/

ANSES (France), Agence Nationale de Securite Sanitaire de l’alimentation/www.anses.fr

AIST (Japan), National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology/https://www.aist.go.jp/
index_en.html

OECD (France), The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development/www.oecd.org/http://
www.oecd.org/science/nanosafety/

RIVM (Holland), Dutch National Institute for Public Health and the Environment/https://www.rivm.nl/en/
nanotechnology

ABDI (Brazil), Brazilian Agency for Industrial Development/www.abdi.com.br/http://livroaberto.ibict.br/
handle/1/624

EUON (Europe), European Union Observatory for Nanomaterials/https://euon.echa.europa.eu/

Table 5. 
Major protocols, standards, and guidelines on the safe handling of nanomaterials and the risks associated with 
nanoparticles available from different organizations [52].

Tool Web address Country

CB Nanotool https://controlbanding.llnl.gov/ USA

IVAM Guidance http://www.industox.nl/Guidance%20on%20safe%20handling%20
nanomats&products.pdf

Holland

Swiss Precautionary Matrix http://www12.esdc.gc.ca/sgpe-pmps/servlet/sgpp-pmps-pub?lang=
eng&curjsp=p.5bd.2t.1.3ls@-eng.jsp&curactn=dwnld&pid=61345&
did=5245

Swiss

Stoffenmanager Nano https://nano.stoffenmanager.com/ Nederland

ANSES CB Tool https://www.anses.fr/en/system/files/AP2008sa0407RaEN.pdf France

NanoSafer CB http://nanosafer.i-bar.dk/Default.aspx Denmark

NCBRA—Nanomaterial 
Control Banding Risk 
Assessment

https://www.worksafe.qld.gov.au/data/assets/pdf_file/0005/110975/
nanotechnology- control-banding-tool.pdf

Australia

CBG—Control Banding 
Guideline

http://www12.esdc.gc.ca/sgpe-pmps/servlet/sgpp-pmps-pub?lang=
eng&curjsp=p.5bd.2t.1.3ls@-eng.jsp&curactn=dwnld&pid=61345&
did=5245

Canada

Table 6. 
Major risk assessment tools based on control banding and risk matrices ([53] and Google searching tool).
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The most effective control is the elimination of the hazard, and the less effec-
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of production scales. These types of decision will also be needed after the use phase 
of the nano-enabled products. Naturally, through several possible paths, different 
environment compartments will interact (or better, are interacting) with carbon 
nanoparticles.

5.1 Air

Depending on the scale, type of synthesis route, and activity, carbon nanopar-
ticle emissions to the atmosphere can occur in larger or smaller amounts. As 
mentioned, exposition via inhalation is the main concern in the field since several 
authors have reported possible effects and damage to the respiratory system  
[18, 54]. In this sense, important precautionary actions comprise the establishment 
of emission control strategies and exposure monitoring.

5.1.1 Emission control strategies

Nanoparticles in the air were traditionally referred to ultrafine particles [55]. 
Main processes can occur with these particles in the air: photochemical reactions, 
agglomeration, and deposition. The deposition depends on the gravitational settling 
velocity, which is proportional to the diameter of the particle—smaller nanopar-
ticles in the air will deposit at a much slower rate than larger particles [56, 57].  
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It is possible to assume that the particle diffusion in the atmosphere is governed by 
Brownian motion, being the diffusion rate inversely proportional to the particle 
diameter. In that sense, it is possible to assume that “aerosolized” nanoparticles in 
an agglomerate form, even at a low mass concentration, will be deposited at a faster 
rate than larger particles [56–58].

Also, the specific properties of the nanomaterial such as surface charge, aspect 
ratio, and presence of functional groups or other molecules in the nanoparticle 
surface will play a significant role in the atmospheric processes, interfering in the 
photochemical reactions, agglomeration, and deposition. The behavior of these 
particles in the air is a complex and dynamic process.

Being detected the risk of a carbon nanomaterial becoming airborne, some 
control measures should be taken. Handling nanomaterials should be performed in 
a closed system, for instance, a glove box. If activities outside a closed system can-
not be avoided, as during refilling or filling, dust should be extracted at the source, 
using exhaustion devices (like flexible air ducts). It is recommended by several 
agencies to use HEPA filters of class “H14” in safety cabinets or other exhaustion 
fume hoods at the workplace. The use of safety cabinets and microbiological safety 
cabinets, which recirculate air from the cabinet interiors, through a HEPA filter, 
back into the laboratory, can be used for small quantities of carbon nanomaterials in 
the absence of hazardous vapors or gases. The filter must be HEPA, and charcoal fil-
ters alone must not be used in this case. Also, suitable protective measures to avoid 
energetic processes that might generate airborne dusts or aerosols and the immedi-
ate sealing of bottles/vessels after use are simple and effective actions [22–26].

5.1.2 Exposure monitoring

Different methods can be used for measuring airborne nanomaterials. As 
illustrated in Figure 6, atmospheric particulate matter can be analyzed through 
different methods using passive or active sampling methodologies.

Online measurement methods are equipment-based measurements with low 
response time, giving in real time, the concentration of particles and nanoparticles 
in the air. Normally, it is a general measurement that cannot distinguish the type of 
nanomaterial (related to its composition or morphology) being analyzed. As for the 
carbon nanomaterials, the morphology is a differential property; the simple mea-
surement of concentration cannot determine the presence of the nanomaterial in 
the air. Recently, more relevant indicators have emerged for describing nanoparticle 
aerosols, including particle number, surface and mass concentrations, and criteria 
relating to their size or optical properties (Raman-based equipment) [59, 60].

Off-line methods allow quantitative determination (by mass), and the identi-
fication of the type of nanomaterial, however, requires long-term sampling and 
the sampling equipment is often expensive. Since these methods comprise sample 
collection, the advantage is the possibility to analyze the air-collecting filters in 
order to determine the composition and to verify the presence of carbon nanopar-
ticles in the filter. The complexity of these samples in terms of composition and the 
likely presence of other carbonaceous materials (amorphous carbon from diesel 
combustion, for instance) is a special challenge related to the air monitoring of 
carbon nanoparticles. It is important to say that quantification is another difficult 
task. Carbon nanoparticles are very light, and the gravimetric method gives a result 
related to the total particulate sampled. A recent study analyzed the use of thermo-
gravimetric analyses in order to detect and differentiate different types of nano-
carbon directly in the air-collecting filter [61]. For the off-line gravimetric method, 
conventional sampling regulations such as NIOSH Method 5040, NIOSH 0500, and 
NIOSH 0600 can be used [62, 63].
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Passive methods are related to the natural deposition of those particles in dif-
ferent substrates (TEM grids, silica, holey carbon tapes) aiming to visualize its 
presence using an electron microscope. Although it allows identification of the 
carbon nanomaterial and its morphology, it is an expensive and time-consuming 
method. Also, the uncertainties related to the behavior of these particles in the 
air make it difficult to assume the time needed for its deposition and settling in 
those substrates.

Figure 6. 
Flowchart of methods for measuring airborne nanomaterials.
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5.2 Water and soil

Graphene and carbon nanotube water dispersions are a market reality. Although 
the fact of being, originally, insoluble materials, the possibility to have water disper-
sions containing carbon nanomaterials is often considered, since the delivery of a 
product in a liquid media can allow its use for different application purposes.

Different types of liquids containing carbon nanomaterials can be generated in 
research and (pre) industrial facilities. The use of acids and surfactants in synthesis 
and functionalization routes are common and, therefore, will be components of the 
produced liquid waste. Besides the nanomaterial, the presence of other substances 
must be evaluated since the knowledge of their own risk and best disposal practice 
must be considered.

Carbon nanoparticles may interact with aquatic systems by sewer discharges, or 
indirectly, coming from soils during the solid nanomaterial (or products containing 
the nanomaterial) disposal in landfills.

It is unlikely that public water treatment systems will be able to remove those 
particles from the influent. Specific properties such as surface charge and the 
presence of surfactants are some of the difficulties related to the removal of these 
nanomaterials in a general way [65, 66]. In some cases, at higher efficiency regime, 
the nanomaterials are removed from the influent and adsorbed into the sludge that 
will be disposed in the soil [67].

While there are no specific rules that regulate the disposal of nanomaterials 
in the environment, it is necessary to create a precautionary strategy for the best 
environmental management.

A possible approach is the treatment of the liquid nanowaste, aiming the 
removal of the nanoparticles from the water and its possible reuse in the produc-
tion process. Liquid waste treatment processes are established in the industry, 
making possible a similar development in the nanotechnology field. The tendency 
of some nanocarbons, like graphene nanosheets, to aggregate and form a precipi-
tated agglomerated due to 𝜋𝜋−𝜋𝜋 staking interactions, can facilitate this separation 
[68]. On the other hand, graphene nanosheets with attached metal nanoparticles 
easily aggregate in the presence of ions [66]. The treatment and recycling are 
strict approaches that eliminate the risk of any possible harmful effects to aquatic 
systems, since the nanoparticle will not reach the environment. Although it seems 
an interesting choice, the establishment of treatment/recycling routes will require 
research and development efforts, involving nontrivial issues related to charac-
terization of nanocarbon on complex matrices and a clear understanding of key 
nanomaterial properties.

Besides the challenge of such approach, it has clear advantages since it adds 
to the nanomaterial development of a safe-by-design practice in accordance 
with sustainable principles, therefore creating the possibility of specific solu-
tions for each case. A process to recover single-walled carbon nanotube anode 
from battery anodes [69] and the use of serpentine to treat waste graphene were 
already reported [70] as examples of recycling the nanocarbons used in specific 
applications. It is a complex subject with an urgent need for recycling and end-
of-life (EOL) studies. Specifically, the generation of the nonproduct outputs in 
nanocarbon production process is common [71]. The industrial scale production 
highlights this need: the projected global annual production of carbon-based 
nanocarbons was in order of a few hundred tons in 2001 and estimates 58,000 
tons annually to 2020 [72].

According to several recommendations [73–76], the incineration is another 
method to treat these types of waste. These recommendations are based on 
the precautionary principle, and independent of the amount, the presence of 
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nanomaterials in liquids that should be discarded lead to its classification as haz-
ardous wastes.The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD) [74], in 2013, published a document providing an overview of scientific 
findings on the behavior and exposure of engineered nanomaterials (ENMs) dur-
ing the waste incineration process in order to identify knowledge-gaps regarding 
specific aspects of the disposal of waste containing nanomaterials (WCNMs). 
According with this document, all waste incineration plants should be equipped 
with a flue gas treatment system as, for instance, described in the European 
Union BREF document (Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control—Reference 
Document on the best available techniques for Waste Incineration, August 2006). 
Until today, there are still a large number of waste incineration plants worldwide 
that do not have adequate flue gas treatment systems. In addition, the treat-
ment and disposal of solid residues from waste incineration also require further 
research that should include the determination of conditions that enable the 
efficient removal of nanocarbons from the solid waste. Each material needs to 
be evaluated in an individual way. Decomposition temperatures depend on the 
nanomaterial-specific properties: size, shape, degree of defects, and presence or 
not of functional groups can interfere on it.

Besides the liquids containing nanocarbons, solid wastes are also generated 
in research facilities and in industrial settings producing or working with carbon 
nanomaterials. In terms of risk management, an important question regarding the 
form of the nanomaterial in the solid waste: Is it bound in a matrix or free in a pow-
der form? The classification of the types of solid and liquid wastes is a fundamental 
step. A careful look in the processes and the development (and clear communica-
tion) of disposal practices are essential to avoid unnecessary emissions to the 
atmosphere or the disposal of a solid nanomaterial, in powder form in landfill soil.

Landfill waste disposal of carbon nanomaterials leavings derived from produc-
tion facilities and from nano-enabled products are relevant routes leading to the soil 
environment. Another possibility is the use of nanoproducts directly in the soil for 
agricultural and construction purposes—cement containing carbon nanotubes is a 
well-studied application [77].

Progress in nanowaste management also requires studies on the environmental 
impact of these new materials. Knowing that several parameters must be evalu-
ated when assessing the risk—such as the amount of nanomaterial to be discarded 
and its singular properties—there is a preponderant factor: the complexity of the 
natural environment, which makes it difficult to carry out systematic studies for the 
identification of the risk. Studies focusing the identification of the harmful effects 
of these nanomaterials in realistic scenarios are rare. Works modeling the flows of 
engineered nanomaterials during waste handling are the important ways to support 
this lack of information [78, 79].

6. Conclusions and final comments

Nowadays, the amount of information of HSE of nanomaterials including the 
new nanocarbons is still not completed; however, the correct use of risk assessment 
and risk analysis tools based on a precautionary vision could mitigate risks and 
control the exposure at workplaces. Improving the quality and ratability informa-
tion of SDS and improving the grouping of nanomaterials by risk classes based on 
properties and biological effects must be a continuous work. A multidisciplinary 
environmental assessment and use of LCA tools to nanomaterials must be contin-
ued, improving risk models and taking care of epidemiological aspects of human 
and environmental interaction with manmade nanoparticles.
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Chapter 4

Oxidative Stress Produced by 
Urban Atmospheric Nanoparticles
Daniela-Rodica Mitrea, Alina-Mihaela Toader  
and Oana-Alina Hoteiuc

Abstract

In urban areas, the diesel-fuelled and bio-fuelled vehicles represent the major 
sources of nanoparticles complemented by nanotechnology with different types of 
particles, in addition to natural and to other anthropogenic sources. The atmospheric 
nanoparticles differ in composition, size, shape or oxidant capacity, presenting a 
large variability that causes difficulties in their measurements and health impact 
identification. The oxidative stress can be initiated by atmospheric nanoparticles 
through different mechanisms: interaction between nanoparticles and tissue cells, 
cellular internalisation of nanoparticles, activation of signalling pathways, decrease 
of the cellular antioxidants, activation of the pro-inflammatory cascade, lipid 
peroxidation, activation of cellular signalling pathway that leads to apoptosis, etc. 
Ultrafine particles (<100 nm) represent ~80% of the total atmospheric particles 
and produce inflammation through oxidative stress mechanisms. The atmospheric 
nanoparticles can penetrate the skin and can be inhaled or ingested affecting differ-
ent organs and leading to different diseases: neurodegeneration, thrombogenesis, 
atherosclerosis, asthma, lung cancer, heart arrest, etc.

Keywords: nanoparticles, particulate matter, urban atmosphere, reactive oxygen 
species, oxidative stress, atmospheric ultrafine particles, diesel exhaust particles, 
air pollution

1. Introduction

Urban atmosphere contains a mixture of nanoparticles with high variation in 
structure, number and chemical composition. This atmospheric nanoparticles’ 
diversity is in close relationship with the natural or industrial sources, urban area 
location and meteorological conditions. In the troposphere, the nanoparticles 
can be found at all altitudes from sea level to 10 km, with concentrations that can 
largely vary between 102 and 105 particles/cm3 [1]. Atmospheric nanoparticles are of 
different chemical structures (unstable molecules or ions, stable nuclei) with vari-
ous shapes (most of them have irregular aspect) and with many origins. The human 
body can be affected by nanoparticles exposure, because these particles penetrate 
easily through skin, respiratory system, or digestive tract. The atmospheric 
nanoparticles can produce oxidative stress through different mechanisms, from the 
reactive oxygen species (ROS) synthesis till the decreasing of body’s antioxidant 
capacity [2].
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This chapter will use the terms nanoparticles (NPs) or particulate matter (PM0.1) 
for particles with sizes lower than 100 nm (lower than 0.1 μm).

2. Atmospheric nanoparticles

Earth’s atmosphere contains particles with sizes between few nanometres and 
hundreds micrometres. They are produced naturally or by anthropogenic emis-
sions, in concentrations that vary greatly, in accordance with the geographical areas 
and meteorological conditions. Naturally, the atmospheric particles can be pro-
duced from many sources: sea salt aerosols produced by breaking waves [3], cosmic 
dust [4], atmospheric formation of NPs from atmospheric particles (for example, 
photochemically induced nucleation) [5], forest’s aerosols [6], volcanic eruptions, 
or forest fires. Anthropogenic emissions that produce atmospheric particles are 
represented by: vehicles, industry, power plants, incinerators, nanotechnology 
[7], fossil fuel exploitation, mining techniques, stone quarries [8], etc. Over the 
continents, close to the ground, the air contains 103–105 nanoparticles/cm3, most of 
them chemically generated through coagulation or condensation [9].

Atmospheric particles are classified according to their diameter into: super-
coarse, coarse, fine and ultrafine particles. Supercoarse particles (>10,000 nm 
diameter) do not enter the respiratory system. The coarse particles (diameter 
2500–10,000 nm), represented by pollen, spores, sea salt aerosols, or by the 
particles generated through wind erosion, deposit on the ground within few hours 
after their production but can also enter the upper airways of the human respiratory 
tract, from where they can be eliminated back into the atmosphere by coughing, or 
they can be ingested by swallowing [10]. The fine particles (100–2500 nm diam-
eter) produced naturally (through nuclei-mode particles coagulation or through 
vapour molecules condensation on particles surfaces) but mostly through anthro-
pogenic processes (vehicles or industry emissions) [11], can enter the respiratory 
tract till the alveoli level. Because the fine particles have small diameters, the 
gravitational forces affect them only partially and they can persist in the atmo-
sphere for days or weeks, being also able to travel over long distances [12]. Ultrafine 
particles (<100 nm diameter), also named nanoparticles, are produced through 
condensation of vapour molecules and form nuclei, instable particles that persist in 
atmosphere only for a short time (few minutes till few hours), close to their source, 
with rapid changes in number distribution. The inhaled NPs can pass through the 
respiratory membrane, entering the blood and travelling through the circulatory 
and lymphatic systems to the body’s organs [13].

The atmospheric particle concentration is influenced by meteorological 
conditions. Wind speed improves the atmospheric air, especially if it is higher 
than 6 m/s. The temperature influences the air quality: a very high or a very low 
temperature is correlated with increased concentration of atmospheric particles 
because usually, these extreme temperatures occur synchronous with high 
atmospheric pressure that blocks the air motion. The high cloudiness is usually 
accompanied by low atmospheric pressure and high-speed winds, conditions 
that reduce the particles concentration in the atmosphere. The association of 
thin planetary boundary layer (peplosphere, the lower part of the troposphere) 
with high atmospheric pressure can block the particle motions, leading to an 
increased density of noxious substances in the air [14]. The urban areas located 
in valleys present atmosphere with reduced particle dispersion and have winds of 
low speed, conditions that lead to increased concentration of particles [15]. In the 
urban zones located in arid areas, the strong wind increases the particulate matter 
concentration [16].
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2.1  Sources, chemical composition and morphological aspects of atmospheric 
nanoparticles

The diversity of atmospheric nanoparticles, as a result of highly variable sources 
and chemical composition, can explain the different effects on human body. 
Inorganic compounds (nitrates, ammonium, sulphates, trace metals) and organic 
compounds (hopanes from engine oils, organic acids) can attach noxious sub-
stances and can lead to severe diseases. The industrial zones release the atmosphere 
nanoparticles with high quantities of Fe, K (from biomass burning), or Ca (found 
in oil as additive) [17–19].

In urban atmosphere, different types of metallic NPs were identified, from 
which 50% contain two or more metals in their composition [20]. The most com-
mon metals are Fe, Ca, Al, Mg, Zn, Na, and they have many sources, from vehicles 
emission to industrial processes [21]. The principal source for metallic nanoparticles 
is represented by the vehicles through lubricating oil additives [22], diesel fuel addi-
tives [23], brake mechanism (releases 26–44% PM0.1 because of metal volatilisation 
by heating) [24] and tyre dust (emits NPs of 15–50 nm diameter) [25]. Metallic 
NPs can also be produced through the wood combustion [26] and in port areas, by 
marine diesel engines [27]. Nanoparticles emitted by diesel engines contain a core 
made from solid elemental carbon and a layer of volatile organic carbon. They are 
of 10–50 nm diameter and can attach water-soluble ions, traces of elements from 
lubricants, or from engine functional abrasion [28].

Decamethylcyclopentasiloxane (D5), a volatile cyclic siloxane, found in personal 
care products is released in atmosphere in big quantities, with high concentrations 
during winter (~1 ng/m3) and low concentrations during summer (~0.3 ng/m3). D5 
is transported in the atmosphere over long distances, but with seasonal variation, 
depending on the availability of OH radical (OH˙) in the air, an oxygen species with 
which it reacts very quickly. Even if D5 can persist for almost 10 days in the atmo-
sphere, it reaches the ground very rarely [29].

Silicon, a common compound of atmospheric nanoparticles, is detected in high 
concentrations in geographical areas with anthropogenic sources, with maximum 
levels during the daytime because Si-NPs production occurs through photochemical 
reactions. The oxidation of D5 leads to the development of Si nanoparticles in urban 
areas [30].

Morphological aspects of atmospheric nanoparticles differ in concordance with 
the emitting sources. The NPs identified in rail subways have specific chemical 
composition and specific morphology. Fe-NPs have irregular aspects: flake-like, 
botryoidal, crystal-like, or aggregated particles and most of them contain carbon. 
Calcium and silicon are often identified in the platform environment. In the sub-
way’s air, there also exist high concentrations of other metals (Zn, Ti, Sb) and traces 
of Al, K, Na, Mg, Cr, Co, S and Cl. Most of the inhaled Fe-NPs have the flake aspect, 
with different incorporated compounds [31].

2.2 Production of urban atmospheric nanoparticles

Ultrafine particles are produced through nucleation (vapour substances condense 
around the particles). An increase in atmospheric concentration of sulphuric acid 
leads, within 1–2 h, to an increase in particle number [32], with a reduced particle 
growth rate [33]. Sulphuric acid is considered an important factor for aerosol 
nucleation that leads to production of 2–3 nm NPs. Organic vapours can also produce 
nanoparticles with dimension that depend on the particle acidity, relative humid-
ity and mechanisms of synthesis. Amines can lead to 4 nm NPs production, while 
organic carbonyls (aldehydes, α-dicarbonyls) can develop 4–6 nm particles [34].
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Atmospheric nanoparticles can also be produced through evaporation of volatile 
compounds of larger particles [35].

The ultrafine particles with sizes between 1.5 and 2 nm form new larger particles 
through homogenous nucleation, process that occurs rapidly and leads to NPs 
dilution near the emission source [36]. Dry or wet depositions of particulate matter 
to the surfaces are important only for particles larger than 100 nm [37]. Most of the 
atmospheric NPs are too small to form cloud droplets that can be eliminated from 
the air by rain. The rainfall rate and the rain duration are important factors in NPs 
removing from the air, by production of larger particles that can be wet-deposited 
on surfaces [38].

There exist big differences in nanoparticles concentration measured in rural 
areas (2.6 × 103 to 4.8 × 103 particles/cm3), in urban environments (42.1 × 103 to 
48.2 × 103 particles/cm3) [39] and in road tunnels (167.7 × 103 particles/cm3) [40]. 
The rate of nanoparticles production is ~102 NPs/cm3/s in urban areas and 104 to 105 
NPs/cm3/second in industrial and costal zones [41].

In urban atmosphere, the anthropogenic emissions represent the major sources 
of NPs, the vehicle emissions producing ~86% of the total atmospheric ultrafine par-
ticles [42]. There are many factors that can affect the NPs number concentration after 
vehicle emissions and among them, dilution is the most important event that depends 
on traffic conditions and has a duration of about 1 s [43]. Petrol (gasoline)-fuelled 
vehicles emit a low number of nanoparticles with sizes between 20 and 60 nm, 
while diesel-fuelled vehicles emit the most of atmospheric NPs but with a higher 
diameter, 20–130 nm [44]. An important factor for NPs emitted in the atmosphere 
is the driving manner: the petrol-fuelled vehicles driven at high speed (~120 km/h) 
and acceleration of these cars lead to emission of NPs in a similar number with the 
NPs number recorded at the diesel-fuelled cars emission [45]. The particles emitted 
by the vehicles are classified, according to their formation, into two groups: primary 
and secondary. The primary particles are released directly in the atmosphere like 
adsorbed or condensed hydrocarbons, sulphur compounds or metallic ash and their 
size is between 30 and 500 nm. The secondary particles are produced in the atmo-
sphere from emitted hot gases that cool and condensate as nanoparticles with diam-
eter lower than 30 nm, consisting of hydrated sulphuric acid and hydrocarbons [46].

Another factor that increases the particles concentration in the atmosphere is 
represented by the interaction between road and tyres [47].

In urban atmosphere, the industrial sources also contribute to NPs production, 
but only with 2%.

Nanotechnology developed new types of nanoparticles that are different in 
comparison with those found in the atmosphere, and even if these engineered NPs 
are incorporated in different products, they can escape in the environment, increas-
ing the concentration of atmospheric ultrafine particles [48].

Cosmic dust enters the Earth atmosphere with 40,000 tons of particles/year. 
The cosmic particulate matter with low-velocity, mostly from asteroids and comets, 
can reach the ground [49, 50]. In the atmosphere, most of the cosmic particles are 
destroyed but some of PM0.1 are vaporised and then recondensed into individual 
particles, being a source of iron nanoparticles [51].

2.3 Atmospheric nanoparticles in different urban areas

In urban atmosphere, the complex and turbulent mixing mechanisms influence 
the NPs flow around or over the buildings and streets.

The highest concentration of particulate matter is recorded in traffic intersec-
tions, but it is also increased in street canyons and on the roadsides, in comparison 
with the urban peripheral areas [52].
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Within the street canyons, the nanoparticles’ concentration depends on: traf-
fic, atmospheric conditions (wind flow velocity, air temperature) [53, 54], street 
dimensions (large or narrow), street style (trees, street squares) and buildings’ type 
(small or tall, balconies, walls roughness) [55].

In traffic intersection atmosphere, the concentration of nanoparticles emitted by 
cars depends on driving conditions. It is maximum during deceleration, it presents 
increased values during acceleration or cruising, and it is minimum during idling. 
The stop-and-go driving at the roads intersection produces NPs that can be identi-
fied in an area between 120 and 379 m, depending on intersection type [56].

The road tunnels environment has specific characteristics due to the “piston 
effect” produced by the traffic direction that generates a turbulent flow of mixed 
NPs-vehicle generated [57]. These specific properties of road tunnel air (that are 
not influenced by meteorological conditions), and the presence of high concentra-
tions of precursor molecules provide the appropriate environment for nanoparticles 
formation (through nucleation) that are then transformed into larger molecules 
(through coagulation) [58].

In underground car park, the particulate matter concentration is higher than in 
opened urban area, with values that vary according to the traffic and dust pres-
ence on the ground. The entrance air in the park contains lesser concentrations of 
particulate matter than the exit air (acceleration, disc brake friction, dust re-sus-
pension). The elements identified in underground car park environment are: Fe and 
Mn (the most abundant and related to dust re-suspension) and Zn and Cu (related 
to brake abrasion and tyre wear) [59].

On rail subways, the nanoparticles are made up of Fe, and their concentra-
tion, number and size are dependent on the train speed, pressure exerted on the 
rails, material of rails and wheels, lubricants used to reduce the wear, and on the 
temperature generated by the rail-wheel contact [60]. The nanoparticles concen-
trations are much higher than those above the ground [61]. Most of the NPs consist 
of Fe structures that are unique to the subways air, and their dimensions are very 
small [62].

3.  Urban atmospheric nanoparticles in the human body: penetration, 
storage and elimination

The short-term exposure to atmospheric NPs exacerbates the chronic pulmonary 
and cardiovascular diseases and the long-term or repeated exposure can lead to 
death [63].

The respiratory system, digestive tract and skin are passed by the atmospheric 
nanoparticles [64], process that leads to oxidative stress, inflammation, or other 
pathological effects. The noxious effects of NPs depend on their size, chemical 
structure, or shape [65]. The skin penetration of atmospheric nanoparticles is 
realised transcellular (NPs <75 nm), intercellular, through the hair follicles, sweat 
and sebaceous glands [66]. Inside the dermal fibroblasts, nanoparticles generate 
genotoxic effects [67] and in the keratinocytes produce oxidative stress with DNA 
damages [68]. The structure of hair cuticula and of follicular canal permits mostly 
the passage of fine particles (~300–600 nm) [69]. The respiratory system is another 
entering route for nanoparticles through inhalation or through the wall of air pas-
sageways [70].

The storage of atmospheric nanoparticles is realised in many organs: lymph nodes, 
spleen, lungs, liver, brain, bladder, cardiovascular system, bone marrow, etc. [71].

The penetrated nanoparticles can be eliminated from the body through the 
faeces and urine, in quantities that are related to the NPs properties [72].
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4. Oxidative stress produced by urban atmospheric nanoparticles

Space weather affects the human body, initiating different pathological mecha-
nisms [73]. High-energy cosmic radiation may interact with atoms, compresses them, 
and pushes the electrons into the nucleus, leading to the transformation of protons 
into neutrons, with electron neutrinos release [74]. In the body’s tissues with high 
amount of H+, neutrons can produce the recoil protons, subatomic particles that can 
destroy the cells [75]. Neutrons can be carried inside the human body by the atmo-
spheric NPs [76], where they can produce oxidative stress that damages the tissues.

Decamethylcyclopentasiloxane (D5), a highly volatile substance, affects the 
human body only after long-term exposures, leading to the decreased secretion of 
prolactin from the pituitary gland because of its indirect dopamine-like effects, or 
to the lung inflammation [77]. The respiratory system is affected by most of the air 
nanoparticles, the oxidative stress and sensitisation being the common mechanisms 
that initiate or exacerbate the asthma [78]. Oxidative stress promotes DNA altera-
tions and other cellular disturbances that may lead to lung cancer [79].

The nanoparticles emitted by diesel engines have chemical structures (elemental 
carbon with absorbed organic compounds, metals, nitrates, sulphate, etc.) that can 
cause inflammation and oxidative stress in the lungs [80] but they can also pass into 
the brain [81] and initiate pathological processes in the central nervous system [82]. 
Inhaled diesel NPs not only affect the CNS through direct mechanisms because they 
can cross the blood-brain barrier, but also through indirect processes that involve the 
cytokines released from the areas where respiratory and cardiovascular inflammation 
develop. Microglia activation, oxidative stress, vessels microlesions and neurotoxic 
effect of cytokines stimulate the neurons degeneration [83]. Organic matter combus-
tion or frictional heating of brake pads release in urban atmosphere nanoparticles of 
magnetite a ferromagnetic compound that contains Fe2+ and Fe3+ [84, 85]. They can 
enter the human brain through olfactory nerve and produce oxidative stress that can 
initiate neurodegeneration, process responsible for Alzheimer disease [86]. Al-NPs 
cause oxidative stress in brain vessels’ endothelial cells and alter the expression of 
tight-junction proteins [87]. Nanoparticles can deposit in other parts of the brain 
(hypothalamus, cerebellum, frontal cortex, brain stem, etc.) because of their struc-
tural characteristics that permit the passage at the synaptic junctions and through 
blood-brain barrier [88], leading to neuroinflammation, similar to that identified in 
Alzheimer disease [89]. Diesel NPs can pass rapidly into the circulatory system. They 
produce endothelial dysfunction at the microcirculation level, accumulate at inflam-
mation sites, especially in atherosclerotic plaques [90], and are able to pass into the 
foetal circulation through placenta barrier, being considered teratogen factors [91]. 
Inhalation of diesel-emitted NPs stimulates the platelet aggregation [92] and may 
trigger thrombogenesis. They stimulate lipid peroxidation in the tissues (small intes-
tine, liver, etc.) and in the plasma, the oxidation of HDL altering the protective role of 
this lipoprotein [93]. The inflammation, increased oxidative stress [94], vasoconstric-
tion, or endothelium dysfunctions promoted by the NPs prolonged exposure can lead 
to atherosclerosis [95]. The exposure to atmospheric NPs initiates the mechanisms 
that lead to myocardial ischemia in patients with coronary diseases [96]. Atmospheric 
PM0.1 affects the blood flow into the vessels, decreasing the blood pressure [97] or 
increasing it [98], depending on the particulate matter and on the patient status. 
Nanoparticles can pass inside the cells and alter the functions of cellular proteins, 
cellular organelles and DNA [99]. Diesel nanoparticles damage the DNA through dif-
ferent mechanisms: direct attack on DNA, DNA oxidation, or inflammatory processes 
that generate excessive ROS with genotoxic effects [100]. The nanoparticles emitted 
by diesel engines or by other pollutant sources are able to initiate protein citrullina-
tion that leads to autoimmune diseases like collagen-induced arthritis [101].
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Among the urban atmosphere nanoparticles, many are photochemically active 
(SiO2, ZnO, TiO2) and can produce exited electrons that can be transferred to the 
oxygen molecule, leading to superoxide radical (O2˙ˉ) [102]. Most of the NPs contain 
Fe, Ca, Si, Zn, Cr, components that trigger the oxidative stress through Fenton or 
Haber-Weiss-type reactions, with production of O2˙ˉ, OH˙ and 1O2˙(singlet oxygen) 
[103]. NPs can alter the function of proteins [104] and lipids. Ti-NPs have affinity 
for lipids, being accumulated in cellular membrane in big quantities that rupture 
the membrane. Inside the cell membrane, Ti-NPs are covered by lipids, proteins and 
tissue factor and move away from the initial location. Internalisation of the covered 
Ti-NPs stimulates the lysosomes enzymes to degrade the nanoparticles’ coat, letting 
the nanoparticles’ active surface to attack the lysosomal membrane, leading in the 
end to the death of the cell [105]. Like Ti-NPs, also Zn-NPs and Ce-NPs can be stored 
in the cell membrane or in the organelles and can initiate oxidative stress [106].

The presence of Fe-NPs, especially in the subway environment, stimulates the 
oxidative stress and the DNA lesions [107]. Fe-NPs penetrate easily inside the cells, 
target the endoplasmic reticulum and mitochondria and lead to ROS synthesis 
[108]. Ca-NPs are transported rapidly into the circulatory system and can bind 
plasma proteins [109]. Ultrafine particles can pass easily into the cell increasing 
the cellular calcium concentration that stimulates the release of cytokines [110], 
inflammatory molecules that stimulate the oxidative stress [111].

The same effects of NPs were seen on erythrocytes: easy penetration of ultrafine 
particles, increased calcium concentration inside the cytoplasm, oxidative stress, 
processes that lead to haemolysis [112]. PM0.1 exposure has effects also on white 
blood cells, producing an increase of monocytes concentration [113].

5. Conclusions

Urban atmospheric nanoparticles penetrate the human body and stimulate the 
oxidative stress in many organs leading to acute or chronic diseases, according to the 
time of exposure. The smaller nanoparticles penetrate easier inside the tissue cells, 
and their effects depend on the chemical composition, dimension, morphology, and 
on the reactive sites that are present on their surface. Urban atmosphere contains a 
complex mixture of different nanoparticles that are characteristic to specific urban 
locations. Prolonged exposure to high concentration of NPs in urban or industrial 
areas can lead to severe diseases or even death. New researches are required to 
complete the general view of the complex urban atmosphere.
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Abstract

In this chapter, we evaluate the tungsten (W) nanoparticle toxicity with respect 
to the normal human skin fibroblast cell. Tungsten dust formation is expected 
in the tokamak-type nuclear fusion installations, regarded as future devices for 
large-scale, sustainable, and carbon-free energy. This dust, composed of tungsten 
particles of variable size, from nanometers to micrometers, could be harmful to 
humans in the case of loss of vacuum accident (LOVA). In order to undertake the 
toxicity studies, tokamak-relevant dust has been deliberately produced in labora-
tory and afterward analyzed. Following that, cytotoxicity tests were performed 
using normal human skin fibroblast cell lines, BJ ATCC CRL 2522. Our study 
concludes that, at a low concentration (until 100 μg/mL), no cytotoxic effect of 
tungsten nanoparticles was observed. In contrast, at higher concentrations (up to 
2 mg/mL), nanometric dust presents toxic effects on the cells.

Keywords: toxicity, tungsten nanoparticles, plasma technology, 
magnetron sputtering, fusion technology

1. Introduction

Over the past decade, nanotechnology has received a lot of attention, due to its 
diversity of applications, ranging from electronics, aerospace, computers to biology 
and nanomedicine. All aspects of our lives have slowly begun to rely on this nano-
technology revolution. Nanotechnology includes the study and manipulation of 
nanoscale particles. Therefore, this revolution requires the large-scale production of 
these nanostructures [1]. Due to much smaller dimensions, this nanomaterial pres-
ents specific properties, sometimes in contrast with the bulk materials. Beside use-
ful characteristics such as higher values of specific surface/volume ratio, enhanced 
chemical reactivity, mechanical or physicochemical properties as well as distinct 
optical properties relative to scale-up materials, these nanomaterials can present a 
danger to human health. The growing popularity of nanotechnology in medicine 
has been limited because of the potential side effects caused by the possible toxic-
ity of the nanoparticles [2]. Adverse health effects can be caused by inhalation, 
oral ingestion, and absorption through the skin or by injection [3]. The studies 
indicated that the nanoparticle toxicity is observed through cellular modifications 
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that include cell membrane damage, mitochondrial function affection, apoptosis 
activation, and also through increased oxidative mechanism stress [4]. These issues 
have underpinned the development of a new branch of research, under the name 
of nanotoxicology. Nanotoxicology includes the life cycle study of nanoparticles, in 
order to better understand the health risks involved in their use. Specific properties, 
such as particle size, nanoparticle shape, and surface/volume ratio, are considered 
important factors that directly contribute to nanomaterial toxicity. For example, 
carbon nanofibers, single-wall nanotubes, and multiwall nanotubes have shown 
that the toxicity of carbon material depends exclusively on the particles’ shape and 
size [5]. In vivo experiments showed that carbon nanotubes cause granulomatous 
lung lesions [6] and can also induce platelet aggregation that highlighted a very 
toxic effect of carbon nanoparticles on the human body.

An element of major importance but not sufficiently introduced in in vitro 
toxicity evaluation is related to one of the largest organs of the body, the skin. Skin 
is the barrier between the internal organisms and the external environment. The 
skin is composed of multilayers and presents on the surface sweat pores, sebaceous 
glands, and hair sites necessary for hair growth [7]. This is the reason why this large 
exposure area (18,000 cm2) serves as one of the main inlet ports of nanomaterials 
inside the body. The tendency of nanomaterials to pass through the skin, thus refer-
ring to the mechanism of skin absorption or penetration, is a major factor in the 
nanomaterial dermatotoxic potential in general, and tungsten (W) nanomaterials 
especially, mainly taking into account the purpose of this work. The dermatotoxic-
ity produced by nanoparticles was reported primarily by the in vitro experiments. 
Bennat and Goymann [2, 8] have shown that nanoparticles can penetrate the 
surface of the skin much more easily by entering through the pores or hair follicles. 
In general, skin exposure to nanoparticles is mediated through the nanomaterials 
which are contained in cosmetics or wound dressings. For example, it has been 
found that sunscreens containing TiO2 have seeped into the deep parts of the epi-
dermis through the hair sites. Moreover, it’s a known fact that silver nanoparticles 
are effective in treating patients with burns. For example, in the case of Acticoat, a 
dressing that is coated with silver nanoparticles that is often used for this purpose, 
there have been various studies that have reported the safety of this drug. Despite 
this, the toxicity of silver nanoparticles has been reported by a patient with burns 
of over 30% of the body surface, when they were treated with this silver-coated 
dressing [2, 9]. Subsequently, dermatotoxicity produced by nanoparticles was also 
reported in in vivo experiments. Using an animal model study, beryllium particles 
as large as 0.5 and 1.0 μm in diameter have been shown to be able to penetrate even 
the epidermis [10], producing toxicity increase on an animal skin.

1.1 Toxicology studies devoted to tungsten at micro- and nanoscale

A nanomaterial with various and multiple applications in the industry, which 
are rapidly starting to be investigated from a cytotoxicity point of view, is repre-
sented by metal nanoparticles. These nanoparticles are widely used in industry and 
biotechnology, and they are also of great importance in military applications [4]. 
Thus, the fact that these nanomaterials present potential harmful effects must be 
urgently researched, especially because they are to be used increasingly [11].

A particular case of metal material is represented by tungsten, a metal with 
exceptional physical and chemical characteristics. This hard-steel-gray metal is 
characterized by the highest melting point out of all the discovered elements, 
highest boiling point, density comparable with uranium or gold, and also low 
sputtering grade. These properties represent important criteria for which this 
material is selected as a basic for wall construction in the case of future fusion 
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devices, like International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER). In this 
case, the expected power and temperature of fusion plasma that directly interact 
with the tungsten components can trigger the wall erosion and formation of dust 
in the plasma chamber. This dust, composed of tungsten particles of nanometric 
and micrometric size, can present safety issues in case of failure of confinement 
during a loss of vacuum accident (LOVA). Accidental interaction of tungsten 
nanoparticles can be harmful to fusion device workers [12]. In addition, it is 
known that metallic nano- and microparticles, when dispersed in the ambient 
air over certain concentrations, are dangerous for health. The concentration of 
tungsten particles is reported to be small, less than 10 ng/m3 in normal situation, 
in ambient air. But, in industrial processes involving the tungsten production, this 
concentration is alarming and can reach 62.3 mg/m3. Considering this increased 
concentration, the risk of inhalation or contamination with these nanoparticles 
is high. Increased tungsten use could lead to contamination of air, water, and soil 
near tungsten mines or industrial sites [13]. In speciality studies, exposure of 
W particles has been shown to have no adverse effect at a concentration of up to 
100 μg/mL, and the toxic effect is significant at a concentration of at least 250 μg/
mL [1]. For this study, the toxicity was evaluated on liver cells. This cell line is 
relevant for the toxicity evaluation, because, by ingestion, cells may be exposed to 
these tungsten particles. However, particles with a diameter of 27 μm were used. 
Bolt et al. [14] has shown that tungsten increases breast cancer metastasis as a 
result of its use in medical devices. Thus, studies that present the toxicity of pure 
tungsten are mostly focused on its elemental presence or microscale particles, 
while the reports on this material toxicity at nanoscale size are marginal and 
extremely rare.

1.2 Toxicology studies devoted to tungsten compounds

Considering the hardness of tungsten carbide, this material is of the greatest 
interest in the industrial field. In order to develop nanoparticles at a large scale in 
this area, the potential risks on human health and on the environment have begun 
to be taken into account. The toxicity of tungsten (WC) and tungsten carbide 
(WC-Co) doped with cobalt nanoparticles was evaluated on a wide range of mam-
malian cells (lung, skin, and colon cell lines, as well as in neuronal and glial cells). 
The WC and WC-Co particles in this study have an average particle size of 145 nm. 
For the toxicity evaluation, the maximum concentration selected for nanoparticle 
suspensions was 30 μg/mL. WC nanoparticles have no increased toxicity for these 
cell lines. However, cytotoxicity became major when the particles were doped with 
Co. The most sensitive to particles were astrocytes and colon epithelial cells. The 
findings demonstrate that by doping the tungsten carbide nanoparticles with Co 
significantly increases their cytotoxic effect [15]. Based on the increased toxicity 
observed, the studies continued with the toxicity tests of Co-doped tungsten car-
bide nanoparticles, characterized by different sizes and morphologies, on various 
cell lines.

Thus, the cytotoxicity of the WC-Co particles, which are 40 μm in diameter 
and both spherical and cortical, was evaluated. The toxicity study was evalu-
ated using two pulmonary cell lines. This study has, in contrast, noted that the 
toxicity of these particles has no correlation between cytotoxicity with diameter 
and specific morphology of these nanoparticles [16]. Another study examined 
the WC-Co particle toxicity with particle size using lung epithelial cells. Thus, 
nanoparticles (98 nm) and WC-Co microparticles (3.4 μm) have been shown 
to influence the toxicity in a dose-dependent and exposure time manner. Thus, 
nano-WC-Co particles have caused significant toxicity compared to micro-WC-Co 
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devices, like International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER). In this 
case, the expected power and temperature of fusion plasma that directly interact 
with the tungsten components can trigger the wall erosion and formation of dust 
in the plasma chamber. This dust, composed of tungsten particles of nanometric 
and micrometric size, can present safety issues in case of failure of confinement 
during a loss of vacuum accident (LOVA). Accidental interaction of tungsten 
nanoparticles can be harmful to fusion device workers [12]. In addition, it is 
known that metallic nano- and microparticles, when dispersed in the ambient 
air over certain concentrations, are dangerous for health. The concentration of 
tungsten particles is reported to be small, less than 10 ng/m3 in normal situation, 
in ambient air. But, in industrial processes involving the tungsten production, this 
concentration is alarming and can reach 62.3 mg/m3. Considering this increased 
concentration, the risk of inhalation or contamination with these nanoparticles 
is high. Increased tungsten use could lead to contamination of air, water, and soil 
near tungsten mines or industrial sites [13]. In speciality studies, exposure of 
W particles has been shown to have no adverse effect at a concentration of up to 
100 μg/mL, and the toxic effect is significant at a concentration of at least 250 μg/
mL [1]. For this study, the toxicity was evaluated on liver cells. This cell line is 
relevant for the toxicity evaluation, because, by ingestion, cells may be exposed to 
these tungsten particles. However, particles with a diameter of 27 μm were used. 
Bolt et al. [14] has shown that tungsten increases breast cancer metastasis as a 
result of its use in medical devices. Thus, studies that present the toxicity of pure 
tungsten are mostly focused on its elemental presence or microscale particles, 
while the reports on this material toxicity at nanoscale size are marginal and 
extremely rare.

1.2 Toxicology studies devoted to tungsten compounds

Considering the hardness of tungsten carbide, this material is of the greatest 
interest in the industrial field. In order to develop nanoparticles at a large scale in 
this area, the potential risks on human health and on the environment have begun 
to be taken into account. The toxicity of tungsten (WC) and tungsten carbide 
(WC-Co) doped with cobalt nanoparticles was evaluated on a wide range of mam-
malian cells (lung, skin, and colon cell lines, as well as in neuronal and glial cells). 
The WC and WC-Co particles in this study have an average particle size of 145 nm. 
For the toxicity evaluation, the maximum concentration selected for nanoparticle 
suspensions was 30 μg/mL. WC nanoparticles have no increased toxicity for these 
cell lines. However, cytotoxicity became major when the particles were doped with 
Co. The most sensitive to particles were astrocytes and colon epithelial cells. The 
findings demonstrate that by doping the tungsten carbide nanoparticles with Co 
significantly increases their cytotoxic effect [15]. Based on the increased toxicity 
observed, the studies continued with the toxicity tests of Co-doped tungsten car-
bide nanoparticles, characterized by different sizes and morphologies, on various 
cell lines.

Thus, the cytotoxicity of the WC-Co particles, which are 40 μm in diameter 
and both spherical and cortical, was evaluated. The toxicity study was evalu-
ated using two pulmonary cell lines. This study has, in contrast, noted that the 
toxicity of these particles has no correlation between cytotoxicity with diameter 
and specific morphology of these nanoparticles [16]. Another study examined 
the WC-Co particle toxicity with particle size using lung epithelial cells. Thus, 
nanoparticles (98 nm) and WC-Co microparticles (3.4 μm) have been shown 
to influence the toxicity in a dose-dependent and exposure time manner. Thus, 
nano-WC-Co particles have caused significant toxicity compared to micro-WC-Co 
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particles at lower concentrations and shorter exposure times. For the viability 
test, the cells were exposed to either nano- or microparticles at concentrations up 
to 1000 μg/mL for exposure periods of time up to 48 hours. It has been observed 
that WC-Co nanoparticles have been internalized by the pulmonary epithelial 
cells, suggesting that internalization can play a key role in the increased toxicity 
of nanoparticles [17].

Furthermore, following all organs at risk in case of inhalation (lungs, liver, and 
kidneys), the cytotoxicity of WC-Co nanoparticles with a diameter of 60 nm was 
studied. In this study, the maximum concentration of nanoparticles added in cell 
medium was 150 μg/mL. These nanoparticles induce cellular mortality, DNA breaks 
in renal and hepatic cell lines, but do not induce significant cytotoxic effects in 
lung cells [18]. Based on these studies, WC-Co has been recognized by the National 
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health as presenting a health hazard to people 
after inhalation at the workplace. The use of these particles in the industrial field 
is high, and human health risks remain poorly studied, despite the fact that the 
International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) classifies them as “probably 
carcinogenic” materials for humans [18].

Beside the tungsten carbide, which was declared toxic in most of these stud-
ies, other tungsten alloys were considered relatively inert, and therefore some 
of these materials did not seem to present a significant risk for human toxicity. 
However, recent research findings have raised concerns about the possible adverse 
health effects after acute and chronic exposure to tungsten oxide. Based on unique 
biophysical properties, this material is considered an important candidate for a 
broad range of applications, starting with industrial use, with products such as 
flame-retardant fabrics, X-ray screens, gas sensors, automotive glass, or use as a 
pigment in ceramics and paints [19–22]. This material also finds application in the 
biomedical field [23] in the form of biological products like pigments, additives, 
and analytical agents [24]. Moreover, WO3 nanoparticles are efficiently used as a 
contrast agent for computed tomography imaging [24].

Therefore, the toxicity of this material at a nanoscale dimension has begun to 
be carefully evaluated. It has been reported that these compounds of tungsten were 
absorbed after oral exposure in both man and rat organisms. Tungsten alloys incor-
porated into the body have been shown to cause metastatic tumors in rats. Tungsten 
oxide has been found to accumulate in several organs and/or tissues (kidneys, liver, 
ovaries, prostate, pancreas, lung, heart, muscles, spleen, and bones) after a single 
oral dose [25, 26]. Furthermore, at a nanometric scale, recent findings have shown 
that tungsten oxide nanoparticles have cytotoxic potential [23]. Various in vitro 
studies have shown that tungsten oxide, at higher concentrations, significantly 
increases the primary viability hepatocytes of rats [26] (0.3, 0.5 and 1 mg/mL). At 
the same time, even when a study highlighted nanotoxicity comparison between 
several materials, acute toxicity was observed in tungsten oxide at concentrations 
above 0.05–1 mg/mL [4].

Another study regarding tungsten oxide found it has cytotoxic effect on human 
alveolar epithelial cells, human epithelial colorectal cells, and murine fibroblast cell 
line at concentrations above 100 μg/mL [11]. Contrary to these, the tungsten oxide 
nanoparticles are not toxic to these cells at low concentrations (3–100 μg/mL) and 
to human lung carcinoma (A549) cells [24]. In this article [18], a comparative study 
between tungsten oxide nanoparticles and microparticles was carried out. It was 
revealed that WO3 nanoparticles induced a significant cell viability reduction and, 
at nanoscale dimension, increased cell membrane damage at higher doses (200 and 
300 μg/mL, respectively). These results are in contrast with WO3 microparticles. 
WO3 microparticles did not incite any toxicity attributes in comparison to control 
samples for the tested concentrations.
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1.3 Content of the chapter

After the short review regarding tungsten nanoparticles and the studies that 
were carried out until now regarding this particular toxicology, it resulted that the 
knowledge related to the toxicity of tungsten containing particles with tens and 
hundreds of nanometer size is limited or even missing. This dimension is particu-
larly important because of low efficiency of particle collection by filters at this size 
scale. Moreover, we did not find any study that reveals the toxicity of tungsten 
nanoparticles on epithelial cells, despite the prevalence of the absorption of this 
material through the skin. Taking into account the possible release of tungsten 
nanoparticles into the atmosphere following a nuclear accident (LOVA) [12], 
nanoparticles would interact primarily with the epithelial tissue of the workers. 
This investigation is the further purpose of the present paper; and this is the reason 
why the normal human skin fibroblast cell line BJ ATCC CRL 2522 was chosen for 
toxicity evaluation after interaction with tungsten nanoparticles.

In order to undertake the cytotoxicity studies, tungsten dust has been pur-
posely produced using the magnetron sputtering combined with gas aggregation 
(MS-GAS) technique. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and dynamic light 
scattering (DLS) were used to investigate the nanoparticle morphology and 
nanoparticle behavior in liquid medium, respectively. This synthesis method and 
also nanoparticles characterization will be presented in Section 2. In Section 3 
toxicology studies will be presented. Doses with different concentrations of tung-
sten nanoparticles were used. At low concentration of tungsten nanoparticles, the 
cell viability was investigated using a cell viability assay MTS test ((3-(4, 5-dimeth-
ylthiazol-2-yl)-5-(3-carboxymethoxyphenyl)-2-(4-sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium)). 
In contrast, at a higher concentration of tungsten particles, SEM was used to offer 
insights into the process of interactions between inorganic nanoparticles and 
epithelial cells. Also, for every nanoparticle concentration added over the skin 
cell culture, optical microscopy investigation was accomplished. Finally, in the 
Conclusions section, we elucidate if tungsten nanoparticles, characterized by a 
spherical shape and approximately 100 nm in diameter, present high toxicity or not 
with respect to human skin cells.

2. Nanoparticles synthesis and characterization

2.1 Synthesis of tungsten nanoparticles

Nanoparticles are generally synthesized using different methods largely 
presented in literature. These are classified mainly in chemical and physical ones 
[27–29]. In this work we preferred to use a physical synthesis method [30, 31]. 
Similar with the tokamak device, we have chosen a plasma-based method: magne-
tron sputtering combined with gas aggregation (MSGA). This method was intro-
duced in the last decade of the last century [32], and starting with that moment, 
it was used for the synthesis of nanoparticles based on different materials (which 
includes metals [33] and their compounds [34]).

The schematic figure of the experimental setup is presented in Figure 1. The 
setup assembled from two chambers, an aggregation chamber (MSGA cluster 
source) which is attached to a vacuum deposition chamber. The cluster source con-
sists in a water-cooled stainless-steel tube in which a magnetron sputtering plasma 
gun is mounted. The opposite face of the cluster source ends in a conical-shaped 
flange presenting a 1.5-mm aperture. The distance between the magnetron target 
(tungsten, 2″ in diameter, purity of 99.95%) and the exit aperture defines the space 
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it was used for the synthesis of nanoparticles based on different materials (which 
includes metals [33] and their compounds [34]).

The schematic figure of the experimental setup is presented in Figure 1. The 
setup assembled from two chambers, an aggregation chamber (MSGA cluster 
source) which is attached to a vacuum deposition chamber. The cluster source con-
sists in a water-cooled stainless-steel tube in which a magnetron sputtering plasma 
gun is mounted. The opposite face of the cluster source ends in a conical-shaped 
flange presenting a 1.5-mm aperture. The distance between the magnetron target 
(tungsten, 2″ in diameter, purity of 99.95%) and the exit aperture defines the space 
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where the aggregation of nanoparticles takes place; in this work the length of this 
space was 90 mm.

The following subsystems are integrated into the experimental system: a pump-
ing unit consisting of a turbomolecular pump providing a high vacuum in both 
chambers and also pressure sensors; and the second subsystem is represented by the 
gas intake and the mass flow controller (MFC), which helps us control the gas flow 
in the chambers. In addition, in order to sustain the plasma discharge, a radio-
frequency generator, provided with an impedance matching box, was used. The 
frequency used was 13.56 MHz, and the RF discharge power was constantly 80 W.

The process gas (Ar, 99.9999% purity) is fed directly in the aggregation chamber 
at a flow of 5 standard cubic centimeter per minutes (sccm), and it is evacuated (via 
the small aperture) by the pumping system of the deposition chamber. In MSGA 
system the working gas plays the following roles:

i. To maintain the magnetron plasma discharge and thus, to produce by sput-
tering the tungsten atoms for nanoparticles growth.

ii. To produce, by three body collisions (W + W + Ar), the initial germs (dimers 
of W-W type) for further growth of the nanoparticles.

iii. To transport the nanoparticles from the cluster source in the deposition 
chamber via the exit aperture of the cluster source; this last action is sus-
tained by to the difference of pressure appearing between the deposition 
chamber (0.5 Pa) and the cluster source chamber (80 Pa).

In accord with the models for nanoparticles growth in magnetron sputtering 
plasmas presented in the literature [35], the W nanoparticles are formed in the 
following manner.

Firstly, the three body collisions taking place between two W atoms and an Ar 
one lead to the formation of W-W dimers. These act like initial germs and increase 
by further condensation of metallic vapors (process named accretion), until small 
nanocrystallites are formed. These present dimensions in between 2 and 10 nm. It is 
important to note that they may be charged; the charging proceeds by the interac-
tion of nanocrystallites with plasma electrons (leading to negative charge) and ions 
(leading to positive charge). The electrostatic interaction gathers the nanocrystal-
lites leading to formation of nanoparticles. This process is named coagulation.

Figure 1. 
Schematic of the experimental setup used for synthesis of tungsten nanoparticles.
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Finally, the W nanoparticles are transported by the Ar flow in the deposition 
chamber, which are collected on glass and Si substrates (Figure 2). The deposition 
rate of WNPs was about 5 mg/hour.

2.2 Nanoparticles characterization

Before performing biological tests in order to evaluate the possible toxicity of 
tungsten nanostructures, aspects of nanoparticle morphology were investigated 
using SEM after which nanoparticle behavior in liquid medium was evaluated using 
DLS.

2.2.1 Morphological analysis by SEM

The laboratory model used to evaluate the possible toxic effect of tungsten dust 
was formed by a powder assembled from nanoparticles. This powder was extracted 
from the glass substrate and transferred on a carbon tape. The morphology of 
nanoparticles was investigated by SEM using a Zeiss EVO 50XVP with LaB6 electron 
gun operating at 20 kV. Figure 3 shows that the particles present almost spherical 
morphology. The diameter of the nanoparticles is about 100 nm.

2.2.2 Particle dispersion analysis by DLS

Nanoparticle behavior in liquid has to be studied as well, because the inter-
action with cells takes place in liquid phase. For the biological tests, liquid 

Figure 2. 
Tungsten nanoparticle deposits, obtained after four different deposition runs, collected on glass substrate.

Figure 3. 
SEM images of tungsten nanoparticle synthesized by MSGA technique: (A) higher magnification and 
(B) lower magnification.
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rate of WNPs was about 5 mg/hour.
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was formed by a powder assembled from nanoparticles. This powder was extracted 
from the glass substrate and transferred on a carbon tape. The morphology of 
nanoparticles was investigated by SEM using a Zeiss EVO 50XVP with LaB6 electron 
gun operating at 20 kV. Figure 3 shows that the particles present almost spherical 
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2.2.2 Particle dispersion analysis by DLS

Nanoparticle behavior in liquid has to be studied as well, because the inter-
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Figure 2. 
Tungsten nanoparticle deposits, obtained after four different deposition runs, collected on glass substrate.
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SEM images of tungsten nanoparticle synthesized by MSGA technique: (A) higher magnification and 
(B) lower magnification.
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dispersions of particles with various concentrations were prepared, as will be 
detailed in the next section. Such dispersions, consisting of particles dispersed in 
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) solutions, were characterized by dynamic light 
scattering.

Dynamic light scattering (sometimes referred to as photon correlation spec-
troscopy or quasi-elastic light scattering) is a technique for measuring the size of 
particles dispersed in liquids, typically in the submicron scale. Dynamic light scat-
tering actually determines the diffusion rate of particles in a particular dispersion 
medium as a result of the Brownian motion. Brownian motion is the random move-
ment of particles due to the bombardment by the solvent molecules that surround 
them. Based on this physical process, this light scattering technique allows us to 
evaluate the apparent size that the particles reach when they are added in a liquid 
medium. The particles are illuminated with a laser beam with a power of 30 mW, 
and this light is scattered on the particles. The scattered light is then collected at an 
angle of 165° for size measurements and then measured with an extremely sensi-
tive detector. After the detection, the hydrodynamic diameter is evaluated, which 
represents the diameter of a sphere having the same diffusion coefficient as the 
particle measured, also taking into account the layer of hydrates surrounding the 
particle/molecule [36].

The data analysis was performed with the DelsaNano 2.21 software. The results, 
obtained for three dispersion concentrations, used later in the biological tests, are 
presented in Figure 4.

It can be observed that the apparent diameter of nanoparticles in liquid is larger 
than the particle size indicated by SEM. Also the diameter increases with the con-
centration of nanoparticles added in liquid, indicating a tendency to agglomeration. 
The use of an ultrasonication procedure reduces the agglomeration, decreasing the 
apparent diameter.

Figure 4. 
Apparent diameters resulted from DLS measurements at various dispersion concentrations (the concentrations 
of 10, 100, and 1000 μg/mL correspond to the samples indexed as C2, C3, and C4 in the Section 3).
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3. Evaluation of toxicity

3.1 Cell line selection and preparation of cells samples

For the run of the biological assays, a human skin fibroblast culture, called 
BJ ATCC, CRL 2522, was used. These cells were derived from an initial ATCC lot 
(American Type Culture Collection) and were obtained from Homo sapiens species. 
This cell line was kept at 37°C in humidified atmosphere (5% CO2). Fibroblasts were 
grown in the Eagle’s minimum essential medium (EMEM) environment supple-
mented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 100 μg/mL penicillin and 100 μg/mL 
streptomycin (Figures 5 and 6).

3.2 Preparation of the biological samples

A working protocol was set to go from the nanoparticle synthesis (the nanopar-
ticles gathered in circles in Figure 2) to the dilutions required to assess the toxicity. 
In order to achieve this goal, after synthesis, the nanoparticles were first collected 
from the substrate, weighed, and added in saline solution, forming a stock solu-
tion. Before being added over the inoculated cells, the stock solution was sterilized. 
Furthermore, dilutions were prepared from the stock, which were utilized for toxic-
ity investigations. This protocol is described in Table 1 and illustrated in Figure 7.

In general, a decisive factor in the field of toxicology is determined by daily expo-
sure to nanoparticles and the problem that arises due to it is that in vitro assays cannot 
be directly correlated with repeated exposure. Therefore, in the present study, in 
addition to the usual concentrations used for this type of analysis (1, 10, 100 μg/mL), 
two higher concentrations of nanoparticles were added in EMEM, concentrations that 
presents a major importance in the case of a nuclear accident, taking into account the 
purpose of the work [37]. In conclusion, dilutions from the stock suspension were 
made in order to obtain final concentrations of 1, 10, 100, 1000, and 2000 μg/mL, 
concentration used to evaluate the possible toxicity effect of tungsten nanoparticles 
(Table 2).

Figure 5. 
SEM images of the fibroblast cells after being inoculated for 24 hours.
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dispersions of particles with various concentrations were prepared, as will be 
detailed in the next section. Such dispersions, consisting of particles dispersed in 
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) solutions, were characterized by dynamic light 
scattering.
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ment of particles due to the bombardment by the solvent molecules that surround 
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medium. The particles are illuminated with a laser beam with a power of 30 mW, 
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particle measured, also taking into account the layer of hydrates surrounding the 
particle/molecule [36].

The data analysis was performed with the DelsaNano 2.21 software. The results, 
obtained for three dispersion concentrations, used later in the biological tests, are 
presented in Figure 4.

It can be observed that the apparent diameter of nanoparticles in liquid is larger 
than the particle size indicated by SEM. Also the diameter increases with the con-
centration of nanoparticles added in liquid, indicating a tendency to agglomeration. 
The use of an ultrasonication procedure reduces the agglomeration, decreasing the 
apparent diameter.

Figure 4. 
Apparent diameters resulted from DLS measurements at various dispersion concentrations (the concentrations 
of 10, 100, and 1000 μg/mL correspond to the samples indexed as C2, C3, and C4 in the Section 3).
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3. Evaluation of toxicity
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from the substrate, weighed, and added in saline solution, forming a stock solu-
tion. Before being added over the inoculated cells, the stock solution was sterilized. 
Furthermore, dilutions were prepared from the stock, which were utilized for toxic-
ity investigations. This protocol is described in Table 1 and illustrated in Figure 7.

In general, a decisive factor in the field of toxicology is determined by daily expo-
sure to nanoparticles and the problem that arises due to it is that in vitro assays cannot 
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addition to the usual concentrations used for this type of analysis (1, 10, 100 μg/mL), 
two higher concentrations of nanoparticles were added in EMEM, concentrations that 
presents a major importance in the case of a nuclear accident, taking into account the 
purpose of the work [37]. In conclusion, dilutions from the stock suspension were 
made in order to obtain final concentrations of 1, 10, 100, 1000, and 2000 μg/mL, 
concentration used to evaluate the possible toxicity effect of tungsten nanoparticles 
(Table 2).

Figure 5. 
SEM images of the fibroblast cells after being inoculated for 24 hours.
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At the same time when performing the particle dilutions, the cells were inocu-
lated in the well plate. After the cell attachment on the bottom of the wells, in every 
well, a different dilution (from C1 up to C5) was added over the cells. This was 
the first step required to check on the interaction between nanoparticles and skin 
fibroblast cells, and in the following the meaning of the sample names is control 
sample for the sample with cells without nanoparticles; blanc for the sample with 
nanoparticles without cells; and C1, C2, C3, and C4 for the samples containing both 
cells and nanoparticles.

3.3  Optical microscopy investigation of interaction of cells with nanoparticle 
dilutions

For a first qualitative analysis of the influence of tungsten particles on dermal 
fibroblast cells, optical microscopy was used. The evaluation, after each step such as 
cell seeding in the wells, adding nanoparticle dispersions over the cells inoculated 
and analyzing beforehand cell viability with the MTS test, respectively, was carried 
out using the optical microscope inverted Olympus CKX31SF with 10×, 20×, and 
40× magnifications.

At low concentrations (C2, C3), the cell attachment to the substrate is still 
present and the nanoparticle clusters are not well highlighted. We can conclude that 
cells are still viable in tungsten nanoparticle dispersion.

Figure 6. 
Cells observed using a fluorescence microscope. Both the nucleus and the cell body are presented.

Preparation of nanoparticle samples to assess cytotoxicity

Nanoparticles synthesis and collection on substrate Step 1, Figure 2

Sampling nanoparticles from the glass substrates Step 2, Figure 7

Weighing nanoparticle powders Step 3, Figure 7

Preparation of the stock solution (10 mg/mL) Step 4, Figure 7

Solution sterilization Step 5, Figure 7

Performing dilutions, starting from the stock solution Step 6, Figure 7

Table 1. 
The steps required to prepare the samples for cytotoxicity evaluation.
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However, for higher concentrations, cells tend to be completely coated with 
nanoparticles, and moreover, it can be observed how certain cells change their 
shape, becoming round (a precursor for cell death), but we cannot be sure if the 
cells are still viable or not.

From the optical microscope images, it is possible to highlight that cells remain 
anchored on the substrate, even when the concentration of nanoparticles added 
to the medium is very high. This is an indication for cell viability and a suggestion 
that, at least in low concentration (<100 μg/mL), tungsten is certainly not a toxic 
material (Figure 8).

3.4 MTS test ((3-(4, 5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-5-(3-carboxymethoxyphenyl)-2-
(4-sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium))

The MTS ((3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-5-(3-carboxymethoxyphenyl)-2-(4-
sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium)) test is a colorimetric method used for cytotoxicity 
analysis [38]. This test is used to quantify viable cells. This method is based on the 
mitochondrial oxidoreductase enzyme reduction by a tetrazolium salt (MTS com-
pound). These enzymes are found only in viable cells—Figure 9. Thus, based on 
this interaction, a formazan compound is generated, and this compound is soluble 
in the culture environment. The presence of this compound changes the solution 
absorbance. The presence of the formazan compound is an index of mitochondrial 
activity, being proportional to the number of viable cells. Formazan exhibits maxi-
mum absorbance at 490 nm in a saline solution. Since the MTS reagent is sensitive 
to light, the test is performed by limiting the ambient light exposure. In addition, at 
higher concentration, the tungsten nanoparticles also change the dispersion absor-
bance, and this change interferes with formazan absorption. Therefore, the MTS 
test does not offer concluding results at high particle concentration, and this is the 
reason why we performed MTS investigation only for low-concentration samples 

Figure 7. 
Images which illustrate the steps that were required for the preparation of nanoparticle samples to assess 
cytotoxicity.

C1 Low concentration of nanoparticles 1 μg/mL

C2 10 μg/mL

C3 100 μg/mL

C4 Higher concentration of nanoparticles 1000 μg/mL

C5 2000 μg/mL

Table 2. 
Dilutions based on stock concentration.
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(C1, C2, and C3). Another method to evaluate the toxicity for high concentration of 
nanoparticles is required, and we conclude on this aspect using SEM investigations 
in Section 3.5.

Figure 8. 
Optical images of nanoparticle dispersions over the cells inoculated.
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Firstly, Figure 10 shows the order in which different concentrations of tungsten 
were added over the inoculated cells in the well plates. Figure 11 shows the MTS 
effect. MTS was added over dilutions before the cytotoxicity analysis. After 24 and 
48 hours, respectively, nanoparticle suspensions were added over the cells inocu-
lated in well plates, and MTS substance was pipetted into each well. This substance 
was left to act for 3 hours. The 96-well plate, as previously described, was intro-
duced into Mithras spectrophotometer, Berthold Technologies, with the added MTS 
substance, for each well resulting in an absorbance value.

From the arithmetic average value of the three replicates, corresponding to 
each concentration (C1–C3), after the absorbance of the blanks was subtracted, 
the absorbance value was calculated using formula (1). The value of the viability 
percentage was calculated according to the control sample value, whose viability 
was considered 100%.

  Cell viability  (C1 up to C3)  =   Absorbance value  (C1 up to C3)  ∗ 100   _____________________________   Control sample absorbance value     (1)

The MTS results, for 24 and 48 hours of interaction, are presented in Figure 12. 
The cytotoxic effect of WNPs on cells is strongly influenced by the dilution 

Figure 9. 
The chemical structures of the MTS (((3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-5-(3-carboxymethoxyphenyl)-2-(4-
sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium))) reagent and the formazan format compound obtained after the interaction 
between these compounds with the mitochondrial enzyme.

Figure 10. 
Wells plate used for the evaluation of MTS assay. In this figure the use of every wells from the plate is 
highlighted.
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concentration. According to the results, at low concentrations, the tungsten 
nanoparticles are not toxic for human skin cells. Nevertheless, cell viability declines 
after 48 hours in comparison to 24 hours, which indicate that tungsten is not a 
material that helps cell proliferation.

3.5 Scanning electron microscopy investigations

Scanning electron microscopy was used to obtain complementary information 
on the process of interaction between the epithelial cells and nanoparticles. In this 
section, firstly, we will investigate the normal behavior of the cell attachment and 
cells morphology, in the absence of nanoparticles. In contrary, when different con-
centrations of nanoparticles were added over the cell culture (from C1 to C5), SEM 
examination informs us on the changes that can appear in their morphology and 
also in their viability. These aspects will be discovered using secondary electrons 

Figure 11. 
The 96-well plate in which the MTS solution was put over the cells that were incubated for 24 hours. The 
formazan presence can be observed in wells by the change of the dispersion color.

Figure 12. 
Results of the MTS cell sample test after 24 and 48 hours, respectively, after the addition of nanoparticles over 
the anchored cells on the well. It can be seen how the viability decreases after 48 hours.
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(SE) imaging. In addition, by operating the instrument in the backscattered 
electron (BSE) imaging more, details from in-depth of the cell, like the presence of 
particles beyond the membrane thickness, can be revealed. This process, so-called 
internalization, is illustrated in Figure 13, where images of the same area cell, 

Figure 13. 
SE and BSE images are compared and in the BSE image; the internalized particles are highlighted.

Figure 14. 
SEM images, at low and higher magnification, of the control sample, taken using secondary electrons. Normal 
cellular development can be observed.

Figure 15. 
SEM images taken with the secondary electron (SE) and backscattered electron (BSE) technique of a test 
sample, where no presence of nanoparticles is observed.
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(SE) imaging. In addition, by operating the instrument in the backscattered 
electron (BSE) imaging more, details from in-depth of the cell, like the presence of 
particles beyond the membrane thickness, can be revealed. This process, so-called 
internalization, is illustrated in Figure 13, where images of the same area cell, 

Figure 13. 
SE and BSE images are compared and in the BSE image; the internalized particles are highlighted.

Figure 14. 
SEM images, at low and higher magnification, of the control sample, taken using secondary electrons. Normal 
cellular development can be observed.

Figure 15. 
SEM images taken with the secondary electron (SE) and backscattered electron (BSE) technique of a test 
sample, where no presence of nanoparticles is observed.
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Figure 16. 
Images of cells over which a small amount of tungsten nanoparticles (C1—1 μg/mL) were added. Even at such 
a small concentration added in the cellular environment, the presence of nanoparticles, both on the cell surface 
and inside the cell body, is observed. At the same time, a difference in the cell number and morphology can be 
observed in contrast with the control sample.

recorded in SE and BSE modes, are compared. Moreover, the backscattered electron 
technique is based on the contrast between different atomic numbers (Z), so that 
the nanoparticles with a higher atomic number (92) are brighter in these images 
than the cell body.

3.5.1 Control sample

In Figure 14, normal morphology of the fibroblast cell is observed for the 
control sample. It can be seen how cells tend to cover the entire surface of the well. 
An important point highlighted by the higher magnification image is the intercon-
nection between cells. Using the backscattered electron technique (Figure 15, BSE 
compared to SE images), no sign of nanoparticles, or simply just impurity inside 
the cellular body, or any intrinsic cellular element that could affect the subsequent 
development of the cells can be observed.
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3.5.2 Low concentration of nanoparticles (samples C1 up to C3)

When a small amount of nanoparticles is added over the pre-inoculated cells, it 
can be observed first that the bonding between them is not destroyed and secondly, 
the nanoparticle presence does not radically modify cell morphology. However, 
some of them become slightly circular, and the number of attached cells on the 
well slightly decreases. Thus, at a low concentration, tungsten nanoparticles do not 
dramatically affect cellular proliferation, implicitly cellular viability, as it is demon-
strated also by the MTS test. Nevertheless, a nanoparticle effect was observed. C1 
nanoparticle concentration effects are present in Figure 16, while in Figure 17 the 
C3 effects are highlighted.

3.5.3 Higher concentration of nanoparticles (C4 and C5)

At higher concentrations of nanoparticles added over the cells that were 
previously attached to the substrate, one can first notice a radical change in the 
cell morphology. They tend to become round, a sign that precedes cell death. At 
the same time, the number of cells attached on the walls decreased in contrast 
with the control sample, which shows that the nanoparticles obviously affect 
the proliferation of fibroblast cells, effects presented in Figures 18 and 19 for 

Figure 17. 
When the amount of nanoparticles added over attached cells increases (C3—100 μg/mL), a decrease in the 
cell number on the well surface can be seen, and the number of nanoparticles on the cell surface, as well as the 
number of nanoparticles internalized in the body of the cells, is higher.

Figure 18. 
Images taken with the help of secondary electron (SE) and backscattered electron techniques (BSE) that 
highlight the changes in cell morphology after interaction with tungsten nanoparticles.
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When the amount of nanoparticles added over attached cells increases (C3—100 μg/mL), a decrease in the 
cell number on the well surface can be seen, and the number of nanoparticles on the cell surface, as well as the 
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Figure 18. 
Images taken with the help of secondary electron (SE) and backscattered electron techniques (BSE) that 
highlight the changes in cell morphology after interaction with tungsten nanoparticles.
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C4 concentration and Figures 20 and 21, for C5 concentration, respectively. At 
a higher magnification, it is noticeable that the nanoparticles were internalized 
under the cell membrane, an effect that is highlighted using the backscattered 
electron technique.

This section shows that no major difference can be seen between the control 
sample, in which cells have grown normally and the sample of cells over which just a 
small amount of nanoparticles (e.g., sample C1) has been added. In contrast, when 
nanoparticle concentration increased, the number of viable cells attached on the 
well decreased, this being especially noticeable at a low magnification. However, 
when the magnification increases, it can be observed that nanoparticles cover 
approximately the entire cell surface, and moreover, they penetrate the membrane, 
being internalized in the cells (Figure 21). This could be observed with back-
scattered electrons that nanoparticles can penetrate the cells at a depth of about 
100 nm, meaning within the cytoplasm (under the membrane, this being defined 
by the lipid bilayer having the thickness about 10 nm).

Figure 19. 
Images taken with the help of secondary electron (SE) and backscattered electron techniques (BSE) at various 
magnifications that capture the effect of nanoparticles when large amounts of them were added over inoculated 
fibroblast cells.

Figure 20. 
Electron microscopy images at various magnifications that capture the effect of nanoparticles when a very high 
concentration of cellular media mixed with nanoparticles is added over the inoculated fibroblast cells. These 
nanoparticles influence the growth of cells because they remain on the surface, but at the same time, some of 
them also penetrate the cellular body, beneath the membrane.
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4. Conclusions

This chapter addresses a high-profile scientific field in which we evaluate the 
possible cytotoxic effects of tungsten nanoparticles through their in vitro exposure. 
Firstly, according to the chosen research theme, a laboratory model was used in 
order to investigate the possible toxicity of the tungsten dust. This laboratory model 
was used to simulate the nanoparticles resulting from a nuclear fusion reactor 
operation. This model is based on nanoparticle synthesis using the magnetron sput-
tering with the gas aggregation technique.

This chapter specifically focuses on assessing the toxicity of tungsten 
particles on fibroblast cells. The toxicity of tungsten powder in dispersion was 
tested using dermal fibroblast cells. For this investigation, different concentra-
tions of nanoparticles added to the previously inoculated cells in the wells were 
used. Thus, at low concentrations of nanoparticles added in suspension, this 
material does not exhibit a high level of toxicity. However, when the nanopar-
ticle concentration added to the cellular medium increases above 100 μg/
mL, reaching even 1 and 2 mg/mL doses of interest in accordance with to the 
concentration of nanoparticles released following a possible nuclear accident 
LOVA), the toxicity of tungsten is high. This toxicity is primarily observed by 
significantly reducing the number of viable cells remaining on the substrate. 
Thus, the ability to multiply in monolayer is lost due to the nanoparticle 
destruction of the contact between the neighboring cells. Furthermore, loss of 
cell contact with the surface of the well can be observed. Thus, individual cells 
appear on the surface. At the same time, optical investigation has observed the 
change in cell morphology. They tend to have a spherical shape, by retracting 
their pseudopods. These changes occurring in dermal fibroblast cells after 
interaction with tungsten nanoparticles are characteristic of the post-apoptotic 
stage.

Figure 21. 
Images taken using scanning electron microscopy at various magnifications, observing C5 concentration 
of nanoparticles (2 mg/mL), both on the surface of the cell body and nanoparticles that are internalized 
under the membrane. These latter nanoparticles can be observed through the backscattered electron 
technique.
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C4 concentration and Figures 20 and 21, for C5 concentration, respectively. At 
a higher magnification, it is noticeable that the nanoparticles were internalized 
under the cell membrane, an effect that is highlighted using the backscattered 
electron technique.

This section shows that no major difference can be seen between the control 
sample, in which cells have grown normally and the sample of cells over which just a 
small amount of nanoparticles (e.g., sample C1) has been added. In contrast, when 
nanoparticle concentration increased, the number of viable cells attached on the 
well decreased, this being especially noticeable at a low magnification. However, 
when the magnification increases, it can be observed that nanoparticles cover 
approximately the entire cell surface, and moreover, they penetrate the membrane, 
being internalized in the cells (Figure 21). This could be observed with back-
scattered electrons that nanoparticles can penetrate the cells at a depth of about 
100 nm, meaning within the cytoplasm (under the membrane, this being defined 
by the lipid bilayer having the thickness about 10 nm).

Figure 19. 
Images taken with the help of secondary electron (SE) and backscattered electron techniques (BSE) at various 
magnifications that capture the effect of nanoparticles when large amounts of them were added over inoculated 
fibroblast cells.

Figure 20. 
Electron microscopy images at various magnifications that capture the effect of nanoparticles when a very high 
concentration of cellular media mixed with nanoparticles is added over the inoculated fibroblast cells. These 
nanoparticles influence the growth of cells because they remain on the surface, but at the same time, some of 
them also penetrate the cellular body, beneath the membrane.
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4. Conclusions

This chapter addresses a high-profile scientific field in which we evaluate the 
possible cytotoxic effects of tungsten nanoparticles through their in vitro exposure. 
Firstly, according to the chosen research theme, a laboratory model was used in 
order to investigate the possible toxicity of the tungsten dust. This laboratory model 
was used to simulate the nanoparticles resulting from a nuclear fusion reactor 
operation. This model is based on nanoparticle synthesis using the magnetron sput-
tering with the gas aggregation technique.

This chapter specifically focuses on assessing the toxicity of tungsten 
particles on fibroblast cells. The toxicity of tungsten powder in dispersion was 
tested using dermal fibroblast cells. For this investigation, different concentra-
tions of nanoparticles added to the previously inoculated cells in the wells were 
used. Thus, at low concentrations of nanoparticles added in suspension, this 
material does not exhibit a high level of toxicity. However, when the nanopar-
ticle concentration added to the cellular medium increases above 100 μg/
mL, reaching even 1 and 2 mg/mL doses of interest in accordance with to the 
concentration of nanoparticles released following a possible nuclear accident 
LOVA), the toxicity of tungsten is high. This toxicity is primarily observed by 
significantly reducing the number of viable cells remaining on the substrate. 
Thus, the ability to multiply in monolayer is lost due to the nanoparticle 
destruction of the contact between the neighboring cells. Furthermore, loss of 
cell contact with the surface of the well can be observed. Thus, individual cells 
appear on the surface. At the same time, optical investigation has observed the 
change in cell morphology. They tend to have a spherical shape, by retracting 
their pseudopods. These changes occurring in dermal fibroblast cells after 
interaction with tungsten nanoparticles are characteristic of the post-apoptotic 
stage.

Figure 21. 
Images taken using scanning electron microscopy at various magnifications, observing C5 concentration 
of nanoparticles (2 mg/mL), both on the surface of the cell body and nanoparticles that are internalized 
under the membrane. These latter nanoparticles can be observed through the backscattered electron 
technique.
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Chapter 6

Biofunctionalized Polymer
Nanomaterials: Implications
on Shapes and Sizes
F.F. Razura-Carmona, G.A. Prado-Guzmán, A. Perez-Larios,
M.V. Ramírez-Marez, M. Herrera-Martínez
and Jorge Alberto Sánchez-Burgos

Abstract

Nanotechnology has been one of the most widely used tools in various industries
such as pharmaceutical, food, and chemistry, among others, for the encapsulation
of compounds or even microorganisms. However, an analysis of the methodologies
or polymer matrices to be used is rarely generated, and these in turn contribute to
the objective of the product that is intended to be designed. In addition to the
evaluation of its physicochemical, optical, and rheological characteristics, and
others, are a set of technological tools that allow predicting the stability of a colloid,
however, some of the factors that have less importance as the effect of the synthesis
process on the shape and size that a structure may have, studies have been carried
out to evaluate this phenomenon, which has become a determining factor in the
design of any nanoscale material.

Keywords: functionalization, synthesis, polymers, biomaterials

1. Introduction

Recently, the science of nanomaterials has gained strength, due to the wide
applications as it is in the pharmaceutical, food, agricultural and other industries,
since it has been a tool that allows making the objectives of each of them more
efficient in comparison with the direct compound applications, because there
are different processes to trap them generating this form particles resistant to
biochemical oxidations, UV radiation, gastric digestion or even in some cases can
be taken as transport [1, 2].

In this context, the advances in technologies for encapsulation has allowed the
development and implementation of polymer matrices with enhanced properties,
however, in some cases the size and amount of the materials are not adequate
causing allow stability in the emulsion [3].

Due to the growing demand for these materials and the large amount of study
that exists, the custom synthesis has been generated, which allows us to obtain
materials in suitable sizes depending on the characteristics of the objective, through
basic techniques and in some cases with the basic elements that are described below.
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2. Functionalization of polymers: synthesis-controlled shapes and sizes

One of the principal objectives of nanoscience is building small structures for the
design of advanced material nanodispositives of high performance. Inorganic
nanoparticles are particularly attractive as construction parts for such purposes due
to their unique optical, electronegative, and catalytic properties, many of those can
be modulated simply by changing their shape, state, or functionality of the surface
of the nanoparticle, without changing the composition of the material [4–6].

Figure 1 shows a proposed diagram for some of the sections that encompass
nanoscience.

Due to their physical and chemical properties, nanoparticles are often described
as artificial atoms. The advances in the processes of synthesis have allowed the
precise control over the structural parameters that govern the formation of the
nanoparticles which has allowed to adapt the properties of these artificial atoms
according to their specific use. The synthesis and modular assembly of
nanoparticles allows to exploit their unique properties, which can lead to new
applications in catalysis, electronics, photonics, magnetism, as well as chemical
and biological sensing.

The nanoparticles can be obtained mainly by two different ways: “Top-down”
(Chemical vapor deposition, Thermal evaporation, and Ion implantation) and
“Bottom-up” (Microwave irradiation, Colloidal, Solvothermal, Dendrimers, and
Sol-gel), where each method exhibit its particular characteristics as described
below [7].

2.1 Top-down methods

Top-down focuses on the division of mass solids in small proportions, in
which operations such as grinding, chemical methods, or volatilization of a solid can
be involved from individual molecules [8]. The most representative is shown below:

• Chemical vapor deposition (CVD): It consists of the decomposition of one or
more volatile compounds, inside a vacuum chamber, to produce products of
high purity and yield in solid materials. It is used for the design of mono and
polycrystalline materials, amorphous and epitaxial in titanium nitride, carbon
nanotubes, silica dioxide, carbon fibers, and others [6].

Figure 1.
Diagram of manufactured materials.
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• Thermal evaporation: It consists of heating until the evaporation of the
material that is to be deposited. It is carried out in a vacuum chamber in which
the vapor is condensed on a cold sheet, requiring always an accurate control of
the growth conditions so as not to produce a modification of the morphology
of the deposited layer [9].

• Ion implantation: The process consists in the interaction of the ion of a solid
material when implanted in another, changing therefore its physical properties.
It is used in the manufacture of coating devices for some metals used as
semiconductors, as in research in the science of nanomaterials, due to its
versatility and ease of control, which allows the synthesis of a wide range of
nanocrystals. The ions cause chemical and structural changes in the matrix of
origin, since they can be of an element different from the one that composes it,
which can be damaged by the glass or even destroyed [10].

2.2 Bottom-up methods

Bottom-up synthesis requires complex, and expensive instrumentation, the most
used are under chemical procedures; which is based in the reduction of metallic ions
to metal atoms, consequently the aggregation of the atoms in controlled. On the
other hand, the nanoparticles obtained by this method exhibit uniform and small
structures as described below.

• Microwave irradiation: Microwave irradiation produces nanoparticles, which
have a low size dispersion without precise control in morphology, as it happens
in most “bottom-up” techniques. This method creates a high-frequency electric
field, any material can be heated, containing electrical charges such as polar
molecules in a solvent or conductive ion in a solid. The polar solvents are
heated, and their molecular components are forced to rotate with the field and
lose energy in collisions. The conductive and semiconductor samples are
heated when the ions and electrons contained in them form an electric current,
and the energy is lost due to the electrical resistance of the component. In
recent years, given that it is a uniform, effective, and fast method, it has been
used as an attractive alternative for the synthesis of nanometer-scale materials.
Colloidal nanoparticles of Pt, Ru, Ag, and Pd stabilized by polymers have been
prepared by microwave heating, from the metal precursor salts dissolved in
ethylene glycol solutions [11] (Figure 2).

• Colloidal: Colloids are individual particles; they are larger than atomic sizes,
but small enough to produce Brownian motion. When the particles are
sufficiently large, their dynamic behavior in suspension as a function of time is
governed by the forces of gravity and will cause the phenomenon of
sedimentation; it is attributed to collective bombardments of a multitude of
thermally agitated molecules in a liquid suspension when they are small
enough to be colloids. This method is efficient due to the size range that the
nanoparticles are produced, which oscillates below 300 nm depending on
parameters of elaboration [12, 13] (Figure 3).

• Solvothermal: It is an efficient method of production of materials consisting of
the conjugation of substances that are reacted in a hermetically sealed
container at low temperatures (generally at 200°C) and controlled pressure.
The objective of the technique is to mix immiscible compounds with each other
under normal conditions (aluminosilicates, titans, sulfides, etc.). The
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environmental pressure inside the system is exceeded since it occurs in a closed
system, in which solvents surpass boiling points, generating a state of “critical”
fluid in which certain chemical reactions that not occur under usual conditions.
Once the system is cold, the structures reach the crystalline phase. Low energy,
accelerated interactions between species, controlled stoichiometry, the greater
power of dissolution and transport of reagents, better control of morphology,
and a reaction yield close to 100% are some of the advantages of this technique.
It is currently used to synthesize a variety of compounds of scientific and
industrial interest [14].

• Dendrimers: It is a method based on the intervention of micelles, emulsions, and
dendrimers, which allows defined shapes and sizes: however, it is a technique that
requires a long process to obtain good results in addition to intervening variables

Figure 2.
Atomic force microscopy image of CdS synthesized by microwave heating [9].

Figure 3.
Synthesis of silver nanoparticles using reversed micelles of AOT (sodium bis (2-ethylhexyl) sulfosuccinate)
formed in a dodecane/water mixture [13].
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such as time, temperature, pressure, speed of homogenization, and molecular
weight, among others, to obtain good results [15].

The most suitable dendrimers for the synthesis of hybrid and monometallic
nanoparticles are of different generations with some functional groups. The poly
(amidoamines) are the most popular dendrimers used to synthesize gold
nanoparticles oscillating between 1 and 3 nm; studies with palladium and platinum
with nanomatic characteristics inferior to gold have also been highlighted [16, 17].

• Sol-gel: Chemical process in wet phase starts from the synthesis of a precursor
(alkoxide, salt, or other inorganic chemical compounds) with alcohol or water
under mild thermal conditions. With the help of a catalyst (base or acid), it is
hydrolyzed, forming a hydroxide of the metal used, thus constituting the “sol.”
Subsequently the groups generated condense, obtaining a three-dimensional
structure that forms the “gel” of the metallic oxide. During both processes the
oxidation and reduction intervene and these in turn in its aging [18].

Figure 4 shows the diagram of the products and sizes that can be obtained in
each of the stages of the sol-gel method.

3. Biomaterial characterization

Through the characterization it is possible to define the structure of biopolymers
and materials, with the purpose of explaining and relating the behavior of these
with their properties dependent on their structure. Once a polymer and its known
properties have been characterized, it is possible to optimize and control the
microscopic factors including chemical composition, molecular size, topology,
microstructure, the morphology of the aggregates, and transition structure affect
the properties of a biopolymer.

From the various tools that enable the characterization of biopolymers, it is
possible to classify or divide them according to spectroscopic, physical, mechanical,
thermal, and physicochemical properties.

Figure 4.
Stages for obtaining microparticles (MPs) and nanoparticles (NPs) by sol-gel method.
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Due to the composition and characteristics of biopolymers, some tools
become more related to a certain group of materials; that is why the following are
the most commonly used tools for most biopolymers, in order to show an overview
general.

3.1 UV-Vis spectroscopy

This technique is very used for quantitative analysis; however, in the qualitative
analysis, in the determination of structures; it is surpassed by other techniques, such
as infrared spectroscopy and nuclear magnetic resonance. Ultraviolet and visible
radiation is characterized by being absorbed by valence electrons of molecules and
atoms, which are excited at higher energy levels.

The absorption of electromagnetic radiation by valence electrons is normally
within the ultraviolet region of the spectrum; this means that, commonly, matter is
opaque to radiation somewhere in this region. In the case of electrons that partici-
pate in double bonds, the characteristic absorption frequencies can extend in the
visible region, originating color in many organic substances, and in special cases in
the near-infrared region [20].

3.2 Infrared spectroscopy (IR)

The vibrational analysis of polymeric materials through Raman and infrared
spectroscopy is an appropriate experimental method to obtain information on
structural parameters of the same. Thus, besides being able to analyze the
chemical species present in the compound, it is possible to obtain, among others,
data on the state of order of the polymers (chain orientation, crystallinity,
crystalline phases, etc.).

This method is fast and sensitive and does not present great difficulty of inter-
pretation. It is based on the vibration of the atoms of an organic molecule due to
thermal energy. Each molecule has a resonant point, analogous to the resonance
vibration of mechanical structures. Therefore, the electromagnetic radiation inci-
dent on a material is absorbed only in frequencies corresponding to molecular
vibrations, if the intensity of radiation-transmitted frequency plotted against the
absorption bands of the material (absorption spectrum) is obtained. IR spectros-
copy allows to measure the vibrational energy levels of the molecules [21]. Because
the levels of vibrational energy are different for each molecule (as well as its iso-
mers), the IR spectrum can be considered as a fingerprint of each molecule.

The parameters of the characteristic bands, measured in IR spectroscopy, are
frequencies (energy), intensity (polar character), shape of the band, and polariza-
tion in several ways, that is, the transition moment direction of the molecular
system. Since the levels of vibrational energy are different for each molecule (and
its isomers), the IR spectrum can be considered as the fingerprint of the molecule.
However, the identification procedures are based on the purity of the compounds;
therefore, it is necessary to verify the purity prior to an IR spectrum analysis.

The interpretation of IR spectra, the wave number ν, which is the number
of waves per centimeter, is commonly used; the ratio between ν and ν and the
wavelength λ is defined by the following equation:

ð1Þ
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The said formula can also be expressed as follows:

ð2Þ
The wavenumber scale is directly proportional to the energy and absorbed

vibrational frequency, which corresponds to the positions of the characteristic
infrared bands of some functional groups in polymer chains. Table 1 presents
characteristic wave numbers for some functional groups [22].

3.3 Raman spectroscopy

This is a very useful technique to identify chemical compounds. Their results are
equivalent to the fingerprint of the compound to be identified. Unlike most other
analytical techniques, a chemical or physical pretreatment is not necessary to obtain
a Raman spectrum. Hydroxyl groups and silicates have a weak Raman dispersion
which means that water and glass do not influence the spectrum obtained. In this
technique, the change in wavelength is observed because the molecule disperses the
incident radiation inelastically. The gain or loss of energy due to dispersion repre-
sents the energetic differences between the vibrational and rotational states of the
molecules. This interaction depends on the nature of the polarization ellipsoid of the
molecule and the electric dipole moment [23].

Generally is preferable to use Raman spectroscopy to characterize the polymers
by the bands associated with the vibrations of the polymer chain which are more
intense in the Raman spectrum than in the IR spectrum. The polymers and their
reaction mechanisms can be characterized using Raman spectroscopy, from

Group Frequency range (1/cm)

Stretch vibrations CH

=CH 3280–3340

=CH 3000–3100

C▬CH3 2872.2962 (+/�10)

O▬CH3 2815–2832

N▬CH3 (aromatic) 2810–2820

N▬CH3 (aliphatic) 2780–805

CH2 2853–2926 (+/�10)

CH 2880–2900

Stretching vibrations C=O

Not conjugated 1700–1900

Conjugate 1590–1750

Amides 1650

CH flexing vibrations

CH2 1405–1465

CH3 1355–1395, 1430–1470

Source: Serrano and Mendizábal [22].

Table 1.
Characteristic wave numbers for some functional groups.
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molecule and the electric dipole moment [23].

Generally is preferable to use Raman spectroscopy to characterize the polymers
by the bands associated with the vibrations of the polymer chain which are more
intense in the Raman spectrum than in the IR spectrum. The polymers and their
reaction mechanisms can be characterized using Raman spectroscopy, from

Group Frequency range (1/cm)

Stretch vibrations CH

=CH 3280–3340

=CH 3000–3100

C▬CH3 2872.2962 (+/�10)

O▬CH3 2815–2832

N▬CH3 (aromatic) 2810–2820

N▬CH3 (aliphatic) 2780–805

CH2 2853–2926 (+/�10)

CH 2880–2900

Stretching vibrations C=O

Not conjugated 1700–1900

Conjugate 1590–1750

Amides 1650

CH flexing vibrations

CH2 1405–1465

CH3 1355–1395, 1430–1470

Source: Serrano and Mendizábal [22].

Table 1.
Characteristic wave numbers for some functional groups.
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which qualitative and quantitative information is obtained such as stereoregularity,
chemical nature, orientation, conformation, and three-dimensional order in the
polymer [24].

3.4 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)

Calorimetry allows to see very subtle changes in the structure of biopolymers
compared to other materials when they are subjected to a processing with elevated
temperatures, but that does not undergo any transition; that is why the physical
transition temperatures are important in the characterization of biopolymers.

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) determines the amount of heat
required to maintain the temperature of the sample at a value given by the temper-
ature program. The said technique is measured by determining the heat of the
sample through an external thermocouple. In turn measurements are compared to a
reference material with a known specific heat; also the specific heat of the sample is
determined by comparing the reading obtained from the instrument, corrected with
the target, at a constant temperature, and then obtained at a constant rate of heating
or cooling. It is said that the glass transition temperature occurs when the move-
ment of the polymer segments begins [21].

3.5 Light scattering

The dispersion density and refractive index of light appear dissolutions and
mixtures of liquids, that due to fluctuations in composition [21]. The calculation
is determined by Debye, with which the effect of these fluctuations is obtained
by relating them to the change in concentration c associated with the osmotic
pressure (π) per mole of solute, the turbidity (τ—Greek letter “tau”) You can
describe how:

ð3Þ

where n is the refractive index, λ is the wavelength, R is the universal constant of
gases, N0 is the number of Avogadro; and T the absolute temperature. Inserting the
relationship between osmotic pressure and molecular weight gives the Debye equation:

ð4Þ

where M is the molecular weight and A2 is the second coefficient of the virial.
This equation lays the basis for the determination of molecular weights by scatter-
ing light.
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3.6 Ebullioscopy and cryoscopy

These methods based on Raoult’s law depend on the sensitivity of the available
thermometry [22]. The average numeral molecular weight is based on the Clausius-
Clapeyron equation using the boiling point elevation and the freezing point
decrease, as shown below:

ð5Þ

3.7 Osmometry

The osmotic pressure (π) of closely colligative properties therefore depends on
the number of particles, measuring the osmometric pressure p applied to the deter-
mination of the osmotic pressure of solvent relative to polymer solutions [21]. An
automatic membrane osmometer measures the non-limited capillary rise of a poly-
mer solution using the modified Van’t Hoff equation:

ð6Þ

According to Figure 5, the inverse of the arithmetic mean of the molecular
weight (Mn � 1) is the cutoff of the curve π/cRT as a function of c when extrapo-
lated to zero concentration.

3.8 Size exclusion chromatography

This technique can be used to determine the molecular weight by means of
polymeric analytes, such as natural molecules (polysaccharides, starches, etc.) and
synthetic polymers (polyethylene glycol or polyethylene). To obtain information on
the distribution of molecular weights in polydispersed polymers, there is a specific
software. It requires a selection of appropriate columns for a correct analysis.
Columns packed with polymeric absorbers are often used for polymer molecules
with a wide molecular weight distribution, such as heparin, starch, or cellulose [25].

Figure 5.
Obtaining Mn through osmometry, the value at zero concentration is extrapolated from the experimental
measurements.
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3.9 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

The electronic scanning microscopy (SEM) allows obtaining characteristics of
the surface of materials, as well as the shape and size of their particles and their
arrangement. The operation of this technique is that the electrons travel through the
arrangement of lenses designed to obtain a convergent beam. The coils located
under the array of lenses direct the beam of electrons from left to right and from top
to bottom in such a way that a sweep is made on the entire surface of the sample at
the base of the vacuum chamber. The electrons that hit the sample are diffracted to
the detector. The latter captures the signal and sends it to a processor 10 where it is
converted into an image [26].

3.10 X-ray diffraction (XRD)

The depth of penetration of laser radiation in the visible region is only several
hundred Angstroms, so Raman spectroscopy is an excellent method to perform a
structural description of surface areas of the compounds and a good complement to
the structural information obtained by X-ray diffraction; this allows to make a spec-
troscopic map of the surface of the compounds. Each component has its characteristic
signal region; therefore, X-ray diffraction works as a fingerprint identification. In the
same way, it is possible to determine in addition to the morphology of biopolymers its
stability, observing changes in the ranges and intensity of the signals with respect to
time, using this technique for periods after the analysis in an initial time [27].

3.11 Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)

Thermogravimetry is used in the study of primary reactions related to the
decomposition of solid and liquid materials; this technique allows analyzes r desorp-
tion processes and adsorption and decomposition reactions in an atmosphere of inert
gas or in the presence of oxygen [28]. However, this technique does not allow
knowing the chemical composition of the material under study or identifying the
thermal changes that are not associated with mass variations such as crystallization
or glass transition. Basically, a thermogravimetric analysis consists of the continuous
recording of the variation of the mass of the material according to the variation of the
temperature at a constant thermal rate. This type of thermogravimetric process is
known as dynamic analysis. There is the option of doing an isothermal thermogra-
vimetric analysis, in which the constant temperature is maintained for a set period.
As a result of the thermogravimetric analysis, the mass change data are obtained
with respect to temperature or time and a thermogram, which graphically represents
the percentage variations of the mass. This type of technique is widely used in the
quantitative characterization and kinetic characterization of polymers, coal, and
clays, among other materials. Even in Costa Rica, this technique is applied to the
analysis of soils, food products, and crops, among other areas [29].

4. Conclusion

At the moment countless equipment have been generated that allow the encap-
sulation of different organic and inorganic materials; however, there are different
basic tools for the development of new materials. However, important factor for the
development of these structures is the method used with which we can manipulate
its shape and size through the study of the different variables that constitute it with
the aim of obtaining a material that meets the needs to eradicate their problem.
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Chapter 7

Phosphate-Mineralization Microbe 
Repairs Heavy Metal Ions That 
Formed Nanomaterials in Soil and 
Water
Xiaoniu Yu and Qiwei Zhan

Abstract

This chapter presents a new method for treatment of heavy metal ions in soil or 
water. Heavy metal pollution in soil and water has become one of the serious envi-
ronmental problems. Heavy metal pollution can degrade soil quality and ecosystems, 
contaminate crops, and threaten human health. At present, there are three ways to 
repair heavy metals in soil or water, including physical, chemical, and biological 
technologies. The microbial mineralization technology can be applied to remove heavy 
metal pollutants which contaminated soil and water and has been paid with more 
attention in recent years. Heavy metal ions can be mineralized by phosphate-mineral-
ization microbe to form stable phosphate nanomaterials compared to mineralization 
of carbonate-mineralization microbe in the environments. Therefore, heavy metal 
pollution can well be removed from soil or water by microbial mineralization method.

Keywords: heavy metal pollution, soil, water, phosphate-mineralization microbe, 
phosphate nanomaterials

1. Introduction

The density of the heavy metal is bigger than 4.5 g/cm3 or more, and atomic 
numbers are from 23 (V) to 92 (U) of heavy metal elements, such as lead, nickel, 
zinc, copper, iron, cadmium, chromium, etc. [1]. They are widely used in industrial 
production and discharged into the environment due to the failure to process heavy 
metals in mining and industrial production. Soil and water are the ultimate destina-
tion of these heavy metals due to their particularity. Compared with air pollution, 
water pollution, and industrial solid waste pollution, heavy metals in soil and water 
are invisible and concealed. The pollution of heavy metals in soil and water can lead to 
the degradation of soil fertility, the reduction of crop yields, and the decline in quality, 
which seriously affects the environmental quality and sustainable economic develop-
ment and threatens people’s food safety [2]. Heavy metal pollution has become a global 
concern [1, 3–9]. Whether in the soil or water, different heavy metals enter the bottom 
of the human food chain and finally enter the human body [2]. Heavy metals are very 
difficult to be biodegraded and can easily be biomagnified in the human body. Heavy 
metals can interact strongly with proteins and enzymes in the human body, making 
them inactive, or they can accumulate in certain organs of the human body, causing 
chronic poisoning, which is a serious threat to people’s lives, health, and safety [2, 5].
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The content, migration, and damage of heavy metal ions are high in the 
electroplating wastewater irrigation area, the tailings accumulation area, and 
the surrounding cultivated soil. Since heavy metal pollution has already caused 
a major threat to human survival and health, countries around the world have 
formulated corresponding laws and regulations to strictly limit the emission 
of heavy metals. At the same time, areas of heavy metal pollution can well be 
repaired through physical, chemical, and biological technologies to reduce the 
harm [9]. Physical and chemical methods to repair heavy metal pollution have 
been widely reported, including chemical curing, soil leaching, electrokinetic 
repair, etc. The physicochemical methods may cause secondary pollution because 
of its damage to soil structure and indigenous microorganisms. Bioremediation 
technology is a more effective method for controlling polluted soil and water 
and has become a new hotspot in current environmental engineering science and 
technology research, including phytoremediation, microbial adsorption, and 
microbial mineralization technologies. The use of microorganisms (bacteria, 
algae, yeast, etc.) to reduce or eliminate heavy metal pollution has been reported 
widely at home and abroad. The mechanism of bioremediation heavy metals 
includes: (1) cell metabolism—a specific metabolic pathway can make heavy 
metal ions precipitation or into low-toxic; (2) biosorption—using living cells, 
inanimate organisms metal-binding proteins and polypeptides or biopolymers 
as biosorbents, vacuolar swallowing, precipitation and redox reactions; and 
(3) biomineralization—heavy metal ions are precipitated into biominerals by 
microbial hydrolysate.

At present, the problem of heavy metal pollution in soil and water is becoming 
more and more serious, and the use of carbonate-mineralization microbe to repair 
heavy metals pollution has attracted people’s attention because of its excellent 
characteristics [10, 11]. Although many studies have been carried out, the stability 
of carbonate in the environment is lower than that of phosphate. Therefore, this 
chapter proposes that phosphate-mineralization microbe mineralizes heavy metal 
ions to form stable phosphates. Based on the principle of biomineralization, organic 
phosphate monoester is hydrolyzed by phosphatase produced by phosphate- 
mineralization microbe of growth and metabolism and then obtains phosphate ions. 
Heavy metal ions can combine with phosphate ions to form phosphate  minerals in 
soil or water, thereby reducing the risk of heavy metals being absorbed by plants 
and the harm to the natural environment.

2. Methodology

Bacillus subtilis was purchased by China Center of Industrial Culture Collection. 
Pure water was made by small ultrapure water machine. All raw materials were of 
analytically pure grade and used without further purification.

Bacillus subtilis of cultivation [12, 13]: 5 g of tryptone and 3 g of beef extract 
were completely dissolved in 1 L of pure water, and its pH was adjusted to 7.0 
using diluted NaOH solution. 1 L of above solution was added to two beaker flasks 
(1000 mL), and each bottle was added 500 mL of mixture solution and wrapped 
by paper and gauze. Two beaker flasks were placed in autoclave under 125°C and 
0.1 Mpa for 30 min. Then they were cooled to room temperature under natural 
conditions. Next, 3 mL of Bacillus subtilis strains were added to each beaker flask 
and cultivated in the oscillation incubator (170r·min−1) at 28°C for 22–24 hours. As 
a result, the harvested microorganisms were kept in a refrigerator at 4°C before use. 
Optical density (OD) of Bacillus subtilis liquid was measured by UV spectropho-
tometer at 600 nm of wavelength with OD range of 1.23–1.36.
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Syntheses of barium phosphates [14]: organic phosphate monoester (pH = 8.8–9.3) 
was added to 100 mL of Bacillus subtilis under static conditions for 24 hours at 
room temperature. The mixture solution of Bacillus subtilis and organic phosphate 
monoester was centrifuged, and then the centrifugal solution was obtained. The pH 
of solution was adjusted to 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 with diluted HCl and NaOH solution. 
BaCl2·2H2O powder was added to the above solution at different pH. Precipitated 
solution was stilled for 24 hours at room temperature after stirring for 1 min. All 
products were dried at 60°C for 24 hours. After that, all powder precipitates were 
collected.

Microbiological reduction-precipitation of cerium phosphates [15]: Organic 
phosphate monoester (pH = 8.8–9.3) was added to 100 mL of Bacillus subtilis under 
static conditions for 24 hours. Next, 0.01 and 0.02 mol of Ce(SO4)2 were added 
to above solution. The precipitated solution was stood under static conditions for 
24 hours. As a result, two powder precipitates were dried at 60°C for 24 hours. After 
that, two powder specimens were collected and characterized.

Syntheses of iron phosphates [16]: Organic phosphate monoester (pH = 8.8–9.3) 
was injected into 200 mL of Bacillus subtilis and was allowed to stand under static 
conditions for 24 hours at room temperature. After 24 hours, FeSO4 ·7H2O (12 mM) 
was added to the above mixture solution with 2 min of stirring. The precipitated 
solution was allowed to stand under static conditions for 72 hours at room tempera-
ture. The products were then dried at 60°C for 24 hours. After that, powder precipi-
tates were obtained and characterized.

Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) spectra of the samples 
were recorded with a Nicolet 5700 spectrometer using the KBr pellet technique 
in the range of 399–4000 cm−1. The phase purity of products was examined 
by powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) with a Bruker D8-Discover diffractometer 
with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5406 Å). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM, FEI 
Company, the Netherlands, operating voltage 20 kV) with an energy-dispersive 
X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was used to conduct morphological studies and to 
measure elemental compositions of the samples. Transmission electron micros-
copy (TEM) images were obtained on a FEI, G2 20 equipment. The samples 
were dispersed in anhydrous ethanol before being tested. Thermogravimetric-
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC-TG) was carried out on STA449 F3 
thermogravimetric analyzer (NETZSCH, Germany). The analyses were carried 
out simultaneously in a nitrogen atmosphere at a heating rate of 10°C/minute 
between room temperature and 700–800°C under an N2 flow of 20 mL·min−1. 
The average crystallite size of biophosphate nanomaterials was estimated by the 
Scherrer formula [13]:

  D =   k𝜆𝜆 _____ β cos θ    (1)

where D is the average crystallite size of samples (nm), k is the shape factor 
(0.9), λ is the wavelength of Cu Kα radiation equal to 1.5406 Å, β is defined as the 
full width of the peak at half of the maximum intensity (FWHM), and θ is the 
diffraction angle of the selected reflection.

3.  Barium phosphate nanoparticles prepared by microbial 
mineralization method

The FTIR spectra of barium phosphates obtained at pH = 8 and 11 were dis-
played in Figure 1. The peak at 3415.62 cm−1 was KBr mull absorption, which 
appears in the spectrum of any compounds. A shoulder peak at 2973.47 cm−1 
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corresponded to hinder rotation. The peak at 1650.24 cm−1 reveals thermal vibra-
tions of H+ in an intermolecular phonon vibration associated with H+-PO4

3−. The 
peak at 1258.78 cm−1 was P=O stretching vibration. The peaks at 1391.75, 1076.58, 
and 982.25 cm−1 corresponded to stretching vibration of P-O (H). The P=O of 
deformation vibration was found at 892.04 cm−1 and to be nondegenerate. The 
P-O(H) wagging and rocking vibration was found at 537.45 cm−1. The above results 
are similar with literatures reported, as shown in Figure 1a [17–20]. The peaks are 
at 3411.74, 1645.18, 1403.90, 1017.95, 870.66, and 566.45 cm−1 in the FTIR spectrum 
with respect to the OH and PO4

3− (Figure 1b), which were in accordance with the 
data reported in the literature [21].

Figure 2. 
XRD patterns of barium phosphates precipitated at pH = 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 [14].

Figure 1. 
FTIR spectra of barium phosphates prepared at pH = 8 (a) and 11 (b) [14].
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Chemical compositions of barium phosphates were analyzed by XRD tech-
nique, as shown in Figure 2. Barium phosphates of patterns could be readily 
indexed using the reported structures of BaHPO4 (JCPDS Card No. 72–1370) at 
pH < 10 (Figure 2a–c). When pH was 10, the mixture of BaNaPO4, BaHPO4, and 
Ba5(PO4)3OH (JCPDS No. 70–1787, 09–0113 and 36–0272) was found, as shown 
in Figure 2d. The mixture of BaNaPO4 (JCPDS No. 70–1787) and Ba5(PO4)3OH 
(JCPDS No. 78–1441) was precipitated at pH = 11(Figure 2e). Above results 

Figure 3. 
SEM and TEM images of barium phosphates: (a, b) pH = 7, (c, d) pH = 8, (e, f) pH = 9, (g, h) pH = 10, and 
(i, j) pH =11 [14].
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Figure 4. 
EDS spectra: (a) CePO4@NaCe(SO4)2(H2O) and (b) CePO4 [15].

indicated that HPO4
2− and PO4

3− ions were obtained by Bacillus subtilis hydrolyz-
ing organic phosphate monoester. HPO4

2− ions were formed at pH = 7, 8, and 
9. HPO4

2− and PO4
3− ions were formed at pH = 10. PO4

3− ions were formed at 
pH = 11. Therefore, the barium phosphates were mainly BaHPO4 at pH < 10 [22]. 
The barium phosphates were mainly the mixture of BaNaPO4, BaHPO4, and 
Ba5(PO4)3OH at pH = 10 [22]. The barium phosphates were mainly the mixture of 
BaNaPO4 and Ba5(PO4)3OH at pH = 11 [22]. Organic phosphate monoesters can 
well be hydrolyzed through Bacillus subtilis.

SEM and TEM images showed shape of barium phosphates were nanoparticles, 
as shown in Figure 3. SEM images showed that barium phosphates were nano-
agglomerates, (Figure 3a, c, e, g, and i). The size of the nano-agglomerates was less 
than 3 μm. TEM images indicated that morphology of barium phosphate particles was 
mainly irregular flakes with diameter in the range of 20–100 nm, as shown in  
Figure 3b, d, f, h, and j. The average size of barium phosphates was calculated by the 
Scherrer formula (1), and the average size was 48.56, 36.60, 31.89, 33.27, and 34.79 nm 
when pH were 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11, respectively [13]. Above results showed that barium 
phosphate nanomaterials could be easily prepared by the centrifuged solution of 
Bacillus subtilis and organic phosphate monoester reacting with BaCl2·2H2O, which 
were different from chemical and biomineralization methods [17, 22].

4.  Microbiological reduction-precipitation of nanostructured cerium 
phosphates

Elemental compositions of cerium phosphates were analyzed by EDS spectra, 
as shown in Figure 4. The elements C, O, Na, P, S, and Ce were found in cerium 
phosphates when P/Ce molar ratio was 1:1 and 2:1 (Figure 4a and b). The raw files 
and cerium phosphates could be indexed by MDI jade 5.0 procedure. The indexed 
results indicated CePO4@NaCe(SO4)2(H2O) and CePO4 were found when P/Ce 
molar ratio was 1:1 and 2:1, respectively, as shown in Figure 5a and b. The stan-
dard cards of CePO4@NaCe(SO4)2(H2O) used were JCPDS Card No. 74–1889 and 
86–0526. CePO4 was JCPDS Card No. 75–1880.

The average crystallite size of cerium phosphates was calculated via the Scherrer 
formula (1), as shown in Table 1 [13]. The results showed that the average size of 
CePO4@NaCe(SO4)2(H2O) nanoparticles was bigger than CePO4.
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Cerium phosphates and Bacillus subtilis were determined by FTIR spectra, as 
shown in Figure 6. According to literature reported, the peaks at 3438.03, 2968.49 
and 1348.28, 1636.09, 1233.71, 1092.30, 1405.87, and 537.82 cm−1 corresponded 
to, respectively, OH, C-H, C=O or N-H, C-O, etc. (Figure 3a) [23]. Above results 
showed that these functional groups play important roles in the process of adsorp-
tion and reduction of Ce(IV) [23]. Figure 6b indicated the peak at 1013.15 cm−1 was 
attributed to the asymmetry stretching vibration of the PO4

3− groups. The peaks 

Figure 5. 
XRD patterns: (a) CePO4@NaCe(SO4)2(H2O) and (b) CePO4 [15].

Sample P/Ce (molar ratio) θ 
(deg)

β 
(deg)

D (nm)

CePO4 2:1 15.67 0.504 15.61

CePO4@NaCe(SO4)2(H2O) 1:1 15.68 0.243 32.34

Table 1. 
Average crystallite size of cerium phosphates [15].

Figure 6. 
FTIR spectra: (a) Bacillus subtilis, (b) CePO4@NaCe(SO4)2(H2O), and (c) CePO4 [15].
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formula (1), as shown in Table 1 [13]. The results showed that the average size of 
CePO4@NaCe(SO4)2(H2O) nanoparticles was bigger than CePO4.
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Cerium phosphates and Bacillus subtilis were determined by FTIR spectra, as 
shown in Figure 6. According to literature reported, the peaks at 3438.03, 2968.49 
and 1348.28, 1636.09, 1233.71, 1092.30, 1405.87, and 537.82 cm−1 corresponded 
to, respectively, OH, C-H, C=O or N-H, C-O, etc. (Figure 3a) [23]. Above results 
showed that these functional groups play important roles in the process of adsorp-
tion and reduction of Ce(IV) [23]. Figure 6b indicated the peak at 1013.15 cm−1 was 
attributed to the asymmetry stretching vibration of the PO4

3− groups. The peaks 

Figure 5. 
XRD patterns: (a) CePO4@NaCe(SO4)2(H2O) and (b) CePO4 [15].

Sample P/Ce (molar ratio) θ 
(deg)

β 
(deg)

D (nm)

CePO4 2:1 15.67 0.504 15.61

CePO4@NaCe(SO4)2(H2O) 1:1 15.68 0.243 32.34

Table 1. 
Average crystallite size of cerium phosphates [15].

Figure 6. 
FTIR spectra: (a) Bacillus subtilis, (b) CePO4@NaCe(SO4)2(H2O), and (c) CePO4 [15].
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at 620.65 and 540.68 cm−1 were assigned to the O-P-O bending vibration [24]. The 
peaks at 1109.67 and 654.77 cm−1 corresponded to the stretching vibration of SO4

2− 
group and the bending vibration of O-S-O, respectively. Weak transmission bands 
of PO4 were at 1057.28 cm−1 and bending at 539.12 and 615.75 cm−1, as shown in 
Figure 6c, in good agreement with the investigations on CePO4 by Yang [24]. Other 
peaks in Figure 6b and c may be ascribed to the absorption vibration of N-H, C=O, 
COO–, etc., according to the FTIR of Bacillus subtilis.

The morphology and crystalline nature of cerium phosphates were observed 
by SEM, TEM, and electron diffraction (ED) images, as shown in Figure 7. SEM 
images showed shape of CePO4@NaCe(SO4)2(H2O) and CePO4 was nano-clusters 
and sphere-like with a narrow diameter distribution (Figure 4a, b, c, and d). 
TEM images further confirmed that a large number of nanoparticles were stacked 

Figure 7. 
SEM images of CePO4@NaCe(SO4)2(H2O) (a, c) and CePO4 (b, d), TEM images of CePO4@NaCe(SO4)2(H2O) 
(e, g) and CePO4 (f, h), and ED images of CePO4@NaCe(SO4)2(H2O) (i) and CePO4 (j) [15].
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together and formed the big agglomerates. The size of CePO4@NaCe(SO4)2(H2O) 
and CePO4 was in the range of 20–50 nm and 5–25 nm, respectively. Nanosheets 
and nanorods in CePO4@NaCe(SO4)2(H2O) and CePO4 were observed, as shown in 
Figure 7g and h. ED patterns showed that CePO4@NaCe(SO4)2(H2O) and CePO4 
nanomaterials were well crystallized, as shown Figure 7i and j.

5.  Microbiological reduction-precipitation of nanostructured iron 
phosphates

FTIR spectrum of iron phosphates was observed in Figure 8. The broad peaks 
at 3000–3500 cm−1 and the strong peak at 1644.90 cm−1 were attributed to the O-H 
stretching vibration in water. The iron phosphates showed the peaks at 1056.82 and 
553.89 cm−1 were stretching vibration of PO4

3− groups [17–20, 21, 24–26]. O, P, and 
Fe elements were found in EDS spectrum, as shown in Figure 9a. Therefore, iron 
phosphates were composed by O, P, and Fe elements. XRD further confirmed iron 
phosphates could be readily indexed to the reported structures of Fe3(PO4)2·8H2O 
(JCPDS Card No.03–0070), and no peaks attributed to impurities (Figure 9b).

Figure 8. 
FTIR spectrum of iron phosphates [16].

Figure 9. 
EDS spectrum and XRD patterns of iron phosphates [16].
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Figure 10. 
TG-DSC curves of Fe3(PO4)2·8H2O [16].

Figure 11. 
SEM images (a, b), TEM images (c, d, e, f), and ED patterns (g) of Fe3(PO4)2·8H2O [16].
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TG-DSC curves of iron phosphates were analyzed from room temperature to 
800°C, as shown in Figure 10. The TG curve showed total weight loss was about 
28.38%, which consisted with the theoretical value (28.69%). TG also confirmed 
chemical composition of iron phosphates was Fe3(PO4)2·8H2O. Crystal water in 
Fe3(PO4)2·8H2O could be removed at temperature range of 61–250°C. DSC curve 
showed endothermic peaks at 142.1°C and 536.1°C were decomposition points of 
Fe3(PO4)2·8H2O and crystallization of Fe3(PO4)2, respectively.

SEM, TEM, and ED images of Fe3(PO4)2·8H2O were observed in Figure 11. SEM 
images showed that the shape of Fe3(PO4)2·8H2O was honeycomb-like, as shown in 
Figure 11a and b. TEM images indicated that the morphology of Fe3(PO4)2·8H2O 
was quadrilateral, hexagonal, and irregular structure with size in the range of 
20–200 nm (Figure 11c, d, e, and f). The average crystallite size was calculated 
through the Scherrer formula (1), which was 31.89 nm [13]. The ED patterns 
indicated Fe3(PO4)2·8H2O was polycrystalline in nature (Figure 11g).

6. Conclusions

1. Bacillus subtilis could hydrolyze organic phosphate monoester to form phos-
phate ions. Barium phosphate nanoparticles could well be prepared by the 
centrifuged solution of Bacillus subtilis and organic phosphate monoester 
reacting with barium ions under different pH. TEM images indicated that 
shape of barium phosphate particles was mainly irregular flakes. The average 
size of barium phosphates were 48.56, 36.60, 31.89, 33.27, and 34.79 nm when 
pH were 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11, respectively.

2. Nanostructures of CePO4 and CePO4@NaCe(SO4)2(H2O) have been success-
fully synthesized through the mixture solution of Bacillus subtilis and organic 
phosphate monoester reacting with Ce(IV). The average crystalline size of 
CePO4 and CePO4@NaCe(SO4)2(H2O) was 15.61 and 32.34 nm, respectively. 
TEM images indicated that shape of CePO4@NaCe(SO4)2(H2O) and CePO4 
was nanosheets and nanorods with nonuniform size, respectively.

3. FTIR spectrum, EDS, XRD, and TG-DSC confirmed the chemical composition 
of iron phosphates was Fe3(PO4)2·8H2O. TEM images showed that the mor-
phology of Fe3(PO4)2·8H2O powder was quadrilateral, hexagonal, and irregular 
in structure with the size of 31.89 nm.

4. The content of phosphate ions can be increased by adjusting the amount of 
substrate and pH in the mixture solution of Bacillus subtilis and organic phos-
phate monoester. At same time, the removal efficiency of heavy metal ions can 
well be increased in soil and water. The different phosphate nanomaterials can 
be prepared using centrifugation liquid or bacterial liquid.
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Figure 10. 
TG-DSC curves of Fe3(PO4)2·8H2O [16].

Figure 11. 
SEM images (a, b), TEM images (c, d, e, f), and ED patterns (g) of Fe3(PO4)2·8H2O [16].
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SiO2-Based Materials for 
Immobilization of Enzymes
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Abstract

It is well known that SiO2-based nanomaterials were widely used as support  material 
for many chemically active species but also for compounds with biological activity 
such as antibodies and enzymes, due to their lack of toxicity and high surface area. 
The hybrid materials resulted from associating enzymes with various morphologies of 
SiO2 inorganic matrix, especially obtained by sol-gel method, are meant to develop a 
higher enzymatic activity and increased lifetime but also the recovery and reutilization 
advantage. The present contribution emphasized the synthesis of SiO2 nanomaterials 
with different morphologies and their physicochemical characteristics including bio-
catalytic activity of immobilized enzymes on simple SiO2. The morphology-dependent 
behavior of SiO2 inorganic carriers obtained by sol-gel method was also emphasized. 
Accordingly, SEM investigations, nitrogen sorption, electrokinetic potential, and 
spectroscopic measurements are presented. p-Nitrophenyl acetate (p-NPA) was used 
for testing the enzymatic activity of as-prepared lipase-SiO2 hybrid materials.

Keywords: SiO2, sol-gel, enzymes, immobilization

1. Introduction

New multifunctional materials are required as practical solutions for competitive, 
affordable, and environmentally friendly technologies from industrial and health-
care areas. These should be also able to sustain and preserve various ecosystems and 
an appropriate quality of human life, gathering resources from border scientific 
fields: materials science, bioremediation, biocatalysis, and biomedicine [1].

Silica is largely studied material with high chemical and thermal stability, nontoxic 
and non-expensive, which can display a huge variety of morphologies, not only in 
natural state but also obtained by various synthetic routes. For these reasons, silica with 
high surface area (MCM 41, SBA 15) is intensively used as support for chemical active 
species [2] but also as inorganic host in hybrid complex for biological active compounds 
(enzymes) [3], especially those obtained in mild conditions, by sol-gel method [4]. 
These materials are recognized as appropriate carriers for biological compounds, 
preserving or increasing their intrinsic features [5]. In addition, tubular morphology of 
silica allows custom modification/functionalization of internal/external surfaces with 
chemical (metals, oxides) and biological (enzymes, antibodies) active compounds [6].

In this work we review various SiO2 morphologies obtained during our material 
development researches, pointing out their peculiar properties and advantages 
related to the immobilization of enzymes for potential practical applications.
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2.  Sol-gel synthesis of different SiO2 structures obtained by sol-gel 
method: sphere-, tube-, and veil-type morphologies

Our previous works reported sol-gel synthesis and characterization of SiO2 
matrices with different morphologies (nanotubes, spheres, and veils) but also 
emphasized the multifunctional behavior of the as-obtained SiO2 materials, from 
the perspective of their chemical and biological activity. Firstly, spherical par-
ticles and hollow nanotubes with open ends, square shape, and high surface area 
(300 m2/g), [7, 8] were obtained at room temperature and atmospheric pressure, 
using DL tartaric acid as in situ generated template. The catalytic [9] and photocat-
alytic [10] activities of platinum-modified SiO2 nanotubes and spheres were further 
investigated and proven to be dependent on morphology of SiO2 matrix which bears 
(supports) the metallic active phase. SiO2 veils have been also obtained, and their 
composites have been used as support for platinum electrocatalyst [11].

Improvement of in situ generated template-assisted SiO2 synthesis and appro-
priate post-synthesis treatments allowed us to obtain nanotubes with intrinsic 
photo- and electrochemical activity due to high density of oxygen-related lattice 
defects [12, 13] but also to reveal the distinctive capacity of highly defected SiO2 and 
its composite SiO2-TiO2 to generate reactive oxygen species (ROS) with potential 
applications in biology and medicine [14].

SiO2 materials (nanotubes) have been proven to be biologically active for biore-
mediation processes, showing bactericidal and bacteriostatic effects on halotolerant 
microorganisms [15]. These type of materials have been successfully used as inorganic 
carriers in hybrid complex with enzymes [16], the enzymatic activity of the complex 
being dependent on morphological and textural properties of SiO2 matrices [17].

Generally, sol-gel synthesis of tubular SiO2 materials was conducted in line with 
Nakamura and Matsui’s work [18], modifications of synthetic procedure being done 
in respect to particular applications.

Thin and larger SiO2 nanotubes in addition to spherical SiO2 are meant to func-
tion as inorganic host for immobilized enzymes, and, accordingly, their previously 
synthesis has been reported [7, 17]. Better control of synthesis conditions allowed 
an optimization of their morphology and structure, in order to be appropriate 
for an inorganic carrier. Generally, these materials are resulting from a template-
assisted sol-gel process, consisting in hydrolysis and condensation reactions 
conducted in the presence of DL tartaric acid, in respect to well-defined and well-
controlled synthetic parameters which will be exposed in what comes. By selecting 
proper temperature, concentration of started solution, and in situ organic template 
development, not only morphological changes (observed in SEM captured images) 
can be induced but also structural ones, resulting in highly defected surfaces with 
increased chemical reactivity [12].

In this sense, we used a mixture of tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) (Alfa Aesar, 
99%), absolute ethanol (Riedel-de Haen), ammonia (25% w/w aq. Alfa Aesar), and 
DL tartaric acid (TA) as internal templating agent. The involved molar ratio was 1 
(TEOS):0.07 (tartaric acid):43 (ethanol):36 (H2O), at 20°C. A subsequent addition of 
ammonia (25%), drop by drop, triggers the formation of the final synthesis product, a 
white and dense suspension being observed. The whole synthetic procedure is per-
formed in mild conditions, at room temperature (25°). One hour aging time is allowed 
followed by filtering, washing with ultrapure water (Milli-Q system, 18 MΩcm), and 
drying at 100°C for 3 hours. Typically, the post-synthesis thermal treatment involves 
calcination for 3 h at 500°C with a heating rate of 0.5°C/minute (Figure 1).

This synthesis route leads to hollow and large nanotubes, together with a minor 
percent of spherical particles. The sample will be denoted in what comes as SiO2TL 
sample (TL meaning large tubes) (Figure 3).
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A faster addition of aqueous ammonia to similar reaction mixture favors the for-
mation of solid spheres instead of nanotubes. Their diameters are about hundreds 
of nanometers, the samples being denoted as SiO2S (S—spheres) (Figure 4).

For obtaining thinner (20–50 nm diameter) and longer nanotubes, denoted as 
SiO2Tt (Tt meaning thin tubes) (Figure 5), the working temperature decreased at 
0°C, and the molar ratio of reactants changed according to the following values: 1 
(TEOS):0.03 (tartaric acid):18 (ethanol):10 (H2O).

These synthetic conditions allow to obtain not only a better morphological 
homogeneity than in previous case but also an increased chemical reactivity of 
the SiO2 tubular surfaces; their functionalization with NH2 groups proved to be 
favored, which is an appropriate functional feature for an efficient inorganic carrier.

The control of the above-described synthesis parameters allows to achieve various 
and reproducible morphologies. Briefly, the diversity regarding the morphology (spheres 
and veils) but also the different textural properties of the nanotubes is closely related to 
the experimental conditions governing both the SiO2 sol and in situ template generation.

Accordingly, adjustments concerning the SiO2 sol formation are resulting in 
appearance of the veil-type morphology (Figure 6).

In addition, by using meso-tartaric acid instead of DL tartaric acid, small spheri-
cal particles (around 40 nm) have been obtained (Figure 7).

If DL tartaric acid is replaced by oxalic acid, tubular morphology is maintained. 
Figure 8 shows the resulted tubes sized (characterized) at micrometric scale both in 
diameter and length. These experimental achievements are in line with the litera-
ture data [19].

3. Modification of SiO2 tubular matrices with gold nanoparticles

According to literature data, most of the enzymatic immobilization tests on 
silica are based on electrostatic interactions, resulting in direct adsorption [20, 21]. 
Gold nanoparticles deposed on silica surface proved to increase the capacity of SiO2 
materials to load the target enzymes [22].

In this sense, gold modification of SiO2 matrices was performed both by 
direct impregnation of SiO2 powder with a solution of HAuCl4 3H2O and by 

Figure 1. 
Schematic representation of the SiO2-NT preparation route.
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deposition of metallic nanoparticles after functionalization of silica surface with 
3-(triethoxysilyl)-propylamine.

Direct modification of SiO2 materials with gold was done using 0.2 g of previ-
ously thermally treated SiO2 (500°C, 3 hours) and an aqueous solution of 0.01 M 
HAuCl4 3H2O (49%, Sigma-Aldrich), in order to achieve 2% Au (weight percent). 
The resulted mixture has been stirred (500 rpm) at room temperature for 5 hours 
and then calcined 1 h at 300°C with a heating rate of 0.5 deg/min.

The same procedure has been respected for gold modification of SiO2 surface after 
functionalization with organic groups (Figure 2), which consists in refluxing for 
12 hours of a mixture containing 0.2 g SiO2, 5 ml absolute ethanol, and 50 microliters 
(μl) of 3-(triethoxysilyl)-propylamine (C9H23NO3Si, 99%, Sigma-Aldrich).

After washing with ethanol, filtering, and drying, the recovered powder is 
added to a gold aqueous solution (HAuCl4 3H2O, 0.01 M) and stirred (500 rpm) at 
room temperature for 5 hours. An aqueous solution of NaBH4 (Sigma-Aldrich) is 
used for reduction of ionic (Au3+) to metallic gold, followed by washing, filtering, 
and calcinations of the recovered product at 500°C for 1 hour, maintaining the same 
heating rate as for direct impregnation (0.5 deg/min).

The average size of deposited metal nanoparticles evaluated from TEM and 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements ranged in 5–15 nm domain.

4.  Morphological and structural characterization of simple and  
gold-modified SiO2

In order to evaluate the various morphologies displayed by SiO2 sol-gel materials 
as a result of ranging the synthetic parameters and to emphasize the fully desired 
characteristics of SiO2 matrices for development of hybrid structures with enzy-
matic activity, scanning and transmission electron microscopies (SEM, TEM), 
Fourier transform infrared and FTIR-ATR, diffuse reflectance UV-Vis spectroscopy, 
and XRD measurements were performed.

Figure 2. 
Schematic representation of the Au-modified SiO2-NT preparation route.
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4.1 Characterization of bare SiO2 materials

4.1.1 Scanning and transmission electron microscopy (SEM and TEM)

SEM investigations (Figure 3, for the SiO2TL sample) clearly show the tubular 
morphology as major phase of the SiO2 powders resulted from the sol-gel process.

SEM images from Figure 3a–d reveal a small percent of rounded particles, most 
of them being attached on the external surface of the tubes. This observation is in line 
with reported literature data about SiO2 tubular matrices obtained in mild conditions, 
by sol-gel process [18]. Their average external diameter is around 200 nm, the length 
overcoming 1 μm. An accurate perspective on the wall structure of these large nano-
tubes (SiO2TL) is achieved by TEM images from Figure 3e, f. So, thick walls with 
porous structure, empty core, and open ends of the nanotubes could be observed.

Figure 4 shows the presence of solid, big spheres with an average diameter of 
200 nm, no other morphologies being present.

Figure 5 presents thin nanotubes (SiO2Tt) (average diameter ~50 nm) like 
predominant morphology, spherical entities being present on their surface but as 
smaller percent than for the previous tubular sample (SiO2TL). From this point of 
view, it is obvious that the sample has a high degree of homogeneity. Also, the tubes 

Figure 3. 
(a–d) SEM images at different magnifications of large tubes (SiO2TL)—unpublished results; (e, f) TEM 
images of large tubes (SiO2TL). (e, f) (Reprinted from [7] with permission from Elsevier).
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are thinner and much longer than previous ones, the ratio between the external and 
internal diameters being also decreased. Despite their impressive length, similar to 
that of the fibers, the SEM images captured at 1 μm scale bar show a good contrast 
between their walls and empty cores. This means high surface (both internal and 
external) areas are available for interaction (contact) with enzymes. In addition to 
BET results, these images indicate a facile access but also a potential confinement 
[23] of the enzymes inside the tubes which could favor an increased degree of 
enzymatic immobilization.

Figure 6 presents images of a single and distinct morphology obtained by sol-gel 
method, namely, SiO2 veils. In addition to the previously reported application, as 
support and part in composite structures [11], many potential applications could 
exploit the lack of toxicity but especially the great structural and morphological 
homogeneity of this SiO2 matrix, especially in biomaterial range.

Figures 7 and 8 are also relevant for the influence of the synthesis parameters on 
the morphological features of the synthesized material. The change of the organic 
template leads to rounded, quite undefined nanoparticles characterized by the 
SEM images from Figure 7 and the modified tubular morphology being exposed 
in Figure 8. These images are recorded for a sample whose characteristics have 
been tailored by the oxalic acid used as template. Huge tubes can be observed and 
enlarged especially as diameters (up to 5 μm).

Figure 4. 
SEM images of SiO2 spheres (SiO2S). (Reprinted from [17]).

Figure 5. 
SEM images of thin tubes (SiO2Tt). (Reprinted from [17]).
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4.1.2 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)

Taking into account the target application for these SiO2-based materials, 
namely, the immobilization of enzymes, the information obtained by FTIR 

Figure 6. 
SEM images of sol-gel SiO2 veils (SiO2v). (Unpublished results).

Figure 7. 
TEM images of spherical SiO2 nanoparticles (SiO2s). (Reprinted from [7] with permission from Elsevier).

Figure 8. 
SEM images of extra large SiO2 tubes (SiO2TXL) obtained with oxalic acid as template. (Unpublished results).
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regarding the structural characteristics of SiO2 inorganic matrix and its interaction 
with functional organic groups are useful.

The relevant vibration bands observed from FTIR spectra of the spherical and 
tubular SiO2 samples (Figure 9) are similar; small variations could be perceived 
especially regarding their intensity and the presence of silanol groups (Si-OH), 
which is an important issue from the perspective of further functionalization of 
silica surface with 3-(triethoxysilyl)-propylamine (APTES) and, subsequently, the 
deposition of gold on the surface.

According to our previous collected results and literature data, the large 
peak from 1124 cm−1 is due to Si-O stretching from SiO2 [7], and its shoulder 
(1200 cm−1) is assigned to asymmetric vibration of Si-O-Si [24]. One more tiny 
shoulder located around ~ 960 cm−1 could indicate the presence of silanol groups 
[25], especially for spherical SiO2 (SiO2S) but unperceivable for the sample contain-
ing large tubes (SiO2TL). Its spectrum indicates also less structural, free OH groups 
and adsorbed water, generally evaluated from the development of a broadband 
ranging in 3350–3600 cm−1 domain [26, 27]. The presence of OH groups on silica 
surface could promote the hydrogen bonding formation with functional groups of 
enzymes [28]. According to the reported data [8], the peak located at 847 cm−1 is 
due to νs(Si-O-Si), and the peak appearing to 484 cm−1 is determined by δ(Si-O-Si).

In order to identify and characterize gold nanoparticles deposited on the surface 
of thin tubes by direct impregnation of powder with gold precursor solution, SEM 
analysis (Figure 10a) was performed. A very large size distribution associated with 
a weak dispersion of gold nanoparticles could be observed.

In the case of gold deposition after surface functionalization with APTES, 
smaller gold nanoparticles were expected to result. Figure 11a presents a SEM 
image of the metal-modified nanotubes, but gold nanoparticles are unperceivable 
because of their reduced dimensions as a result of previous surface functionaliza-
tion. Accordingly, TEM analysis was performed, and the images from Figure 11b 
show smaller gold nanoparticles with average diameter around 7 nm, deposited on 
external surface of nanotubes which bear as well spherical particles of SiO2. Also, 
a loss of transparency could be observed in the case of functionalized samples. 
Images from Figures 10 and 11 emphasize more efficient gold deposition after 
functionalization of SiO2 tubular surface, exhibiting small, well-dispersed gold 
nanoparticles which should successfully bind the enzymes.

Figure 9. 
FTIR spectra of SiO2 spheres (SiO2S), SiO2 thin tubes (SiO2Tt), and SiO2 large tubes (SiO2TL).
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4.1.3  Diffuse reflectance UV-Vis spectroscopy performed on silica and gold-
modified silica thin tubes

The main objective of this investigation was to observe the surface plasmon 
resonance (SPR) phenomenon which is related to gold nanoparticles contained 
by the analyzed samples. As it could be seen from Figure 12, a large peak 
appears around 500 nm for the gold-modified SiO2 samples, this being more 
impressive when gold is deposited after functionalization of SiO2 thin tubes 
(AuSiO2TtF).

4.1.4 X-ray diffraction (XRD)

The XRD results are presented in Figure 13, where the broad diffraction band 
located at 2ϴ = 21.5° is characteristic to the amorphous structure of SiO2 and the 
maxima from 2ϴ = 38.17, 44.3, 64.5, 77.5° are typical for metallic gold. The aver-
age crystallite size of the gold deposited after functionalization of silica surface, 
calculated with Williamson-Hall method, is 7.5 nm, much smaller than for the other 
sample (~ 15 nm).

Figure 11. 
(a) SEM images of SiO2 thin tubes modified with gold after functionalization with APTES (AuSiO2TtF). 
(b) TEM images of SiO2 thin tubes modified with gold after functionalization with APTES (AuSiO2TtF). 
(Unpublished results).

Figure 10. 
SEM images of gold-modified silica thin tubes, by direct impregnation (AuSiO2Tt). (Unpublished results).
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SEM images of gold-modified silica thin tubes, by direct impregnation (AuSiO2Tt). (Unpublished results).
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4.1.5 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)

Analysis of spectra from Figures 15 and 16 (details of general spectrum 
from Figure 14) shows that after silica thin tube functionalization, its spectra 
do not present the specific vibrations of Si-OH (~ 960 cm−1), free or bounded 
OH groups, and adsorbed water (3350–3600 cm−1). This supports the idea that 
3-(triethoxysilyl)-propylamine is anchored by the OH groups of the tubular silica 
surface.

4.1.6  FTIR-ATR spectroscopy performed on functionalized (APTES) SiO2 thin tubes

FTIR-ATR measurements were done in order to check the functionalization of 
SiO2Tt surface with functional groups of 3-(triethoxysilyl)-propylamine.

Figure 13. 
XRD spectra of gold-modified silica thin tubes by direct impregnation (AuSiO2Tt) and after functionalization 
(AuSiO2TtF). (Unpublished results).

Figure 12. 
UV-Vis spectra of silica and gold-modified silica tubes by direct impregnation (AuSiO2Tt) and after 
functionalization (AuSiO2TtF). (Unpublished results).
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Figure 17 identifies the peak located at 1635 cm−1 which, according to the 
literature data, is attributed to the twisting vibration of N-H in addition to the band 
from 3000 to 2900 cm−1 due to the stretching vibration of the CH2 which proves the 
successful functionalization of silica with APTES [29, 30].

It is obvious from Figure 18 that the chemical “fingerprint” of the SiO2 
inorganic matrix is preserved, but the organic groups identified in previous 
spectrum are strongly flattened, due to the thermal treatment applied after 
functionalization and gold modification, respectively. As expected, the broadband 
(3400–3600 cm−1) related to OH groups and adsorbed water is clearly diminished, 
as well as the band from 2900 to 3000 cm−1 (the stretching vibration due to CH2 
from APTES).

Figure 15. 
FTIR spectra of simple, functionalized, and gold-modified SiO2 thin tubes: SiO2 (SiO2Tt), SiO2-APTES 
(SiO2TtF), and AuSiO2-APTES (AuSiO2TtF) in 900–1000 cm−1region. (Unpublished results).

Figure 14. 
General FTIR spectra of simple, functionalized, and gold-modified SiO2 thin tubes: SiO2 (SiO2Tt), SiO2-
APTES (SiO2TtF), and AuSiO2-APTES (AuSiO2TtF). (Unpublished results).
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5.  Synthesis, characterization, and catalytic activity of hybrid complex 
lipase-inorganic matrices (SiO2, AuSiO2Tt)

5.1 Synthesis of lipase-SiO2 complex

Generally, the design of hybrid structures like enzyme-inorganic carrier is 
looking to preserve or increase the catalytic activity of free enzymes but especially 
to extend its lifetime and endurance in relation to parameters governing its proxim-
ity (pH, temperature) [31]. In addition to this, enzymatic immobilizations have the 
advantage of reusability which is an important issue especially for those biocatalysts 
meant to sustain valuable biotechnologies. For instance, free and immobilized 

Figure 17. 
FTIR-ATR spectrum of thin tubes (SiO2TtF) functionalized with 3-(triethoxysilyl)-propylamine. 
(Unpublished results).

Figure 16. 
FTIR spectra of simple, functionalized, and gold-modified SiO2 thin tubes: SiO2 (SiO2Tt), SiO2-APTES 
(SiO2TtF), and AuSiO2-APTES (AuSiO2TtF) in 3000–4000 cm−1region. (Unpublished results).
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lipase is used in esterification, transesterification, reactions [32, 33], and different 
biotechnological applications [34].

According to literature data, gold nanoparticles could increase the enzyme 
loading on inorganic carriers, acting as efficient support for enzymes [35]. Few but 
important potential medical applications are centered on the use of lipase immobi-
lized on gold nanoparticles as electrochemical sensor for triglycerides from human 
serum [36].

The literature results indicate the isoelectric point of lipase from Rhizopus oryzae 
and silica at pH 7.6 and 3, respectively [21]. In order to achieve an electrostatic 
attraction between SiO2 supports and lipase, our immobilization experiments were 
conducted at pH 6.3 where lipase is slightly positively charged.

Briefly, hybrid complex material consisting in lipase-inorganic support (SiO2Tt, 
AuSiO2Tt) was obtained according to the previous reported work [17] concerning 
the generation of biocatalyst lipase-SiO2 matrices. Lipase (Rhizopus oryzae, Sigma-
Aldrich) in phosphate buffer (pH 6.3) was mixed with SiO2 and Au/SiO2 powder 
(0.02 g) also dispersed in phosphate buffer and magnetically stirred 24 h (100°C). 
The solid product containing lipase immobilized on SiO2 and Au/SiO2 powder 
was separated from supernatant by centrifugation and washed several times with 
phosphate buffer and water in order to be further evaluated from the perspective 
of total organic carbon content, FTIR-ATR and PZC measurements, and enzymatic 
tests as well.

5.2 Characterization of lipase-SiO2 complex

5.2.1 BET measurements

The textural properties of tubular and spherical silica, correlated with total 
organic carbon measurement on their lipase derivative hybrid complex, were previ-
ously evaluated and reported [17].

Accordingly, a surface area (SBET) about 18 and 14m2/g, respectively, was found 
for large tubes (SiO2TL) and spherical (SiO2S) samples. In the case of large tubes, 

Figure 18. 
FTIR-ATR spectrum of gold-modified thin tubes (AuSiO2TtF) after functionalization with 3-(triethoxysilyl)-
propylamine. (Unpublished results).
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mesopores of 3 nm were identified, which are probably located in the walls of the 
nanotubes but improper for the lipase immobilization (the diameter of Rhizopus 
oryzae being ~ 5 nm). SEM and TEM images (Figure 3) show an internal diameter 
of ~200 nm, and total organic carbon measurements [17] indicate the best lipase 
loading on SiO2Tt sample (30 mg/g). It is obvious that the internal surfaces are 
accessible for lipase immobilization.

Spherical SiO2 matrices (SiO2S) show a large size distribution of pores, ranging 
from 3 to 5 nm and from 10 to 30 nm. Probably, the last value is due to voids of 
packed spheres and could hardly allow the enzymatic immobilization, but leaching 
could be favored too.

Figure 19 presents the data related to SiO2 tubular thin tube sample (SiO2Tt).
From BET analysis, the value of the specific surface area (SBET) was found to 

be 107.83 m2/g. The shape of adsorption and desorption branches is typical for 
cylindrical pores with open ends. The pore size distribution is very large, spanning 
from 10 to 100 nm. By correlating these results with SEM images (Figure 5), it can 
be assumed that the internal diameters of these thin tubes are ranging between 10 
and 50 nm. The well-defined peak from 3 nm can be attributed to the mesoporosity 
of wall nanotubes, similar to larger ones (SiO2TL). These properties are drastically 
changed by the lipase adsorption; the broad peak ranging between 10 and 100 nm 
is not present anymore. This proves that the immobilization of lipase on SiO2Tt 
sample is in fact a confinement inside the core of the nanotubes which can assure 
an increased stability against post-immobilization leaching. Total organic carbon 
analysis sets the capacity of loading the lipase around 15 mg/g, lower than for larger 
tubes but better than for spherical ones.

Figure 19. 
N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms (a) and the pore size distribution obtained from the desorption branch 
(b) for the SiO2Tt samples before lipase immobilization; (c and d) the same curves recorded after lipase 
immobilization. (Reprinted from [17]).
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5.2.2 FTIR-ATR measurements

Our reported data containing the FTIR-ATR results registered on lipase-
SiO2 hybrid complex [17] indicated the presence of lipase and its specific 
vibration bands both in supernatant and onto solid tubular and spherical SiO2 
supports (Figure 20).

The previous reported capacity of unmodified SiO2 matrices to load lipase was 
found to fit to the following sequence: SiO2TL > SiO2Tt > SiO2S (Figure 20a).

The comparison of Figure 20a, b highlights especially the peak from 3271 cm−1 
(marking the stretching vibration of the NH group). In this sense, it appears 
that lipase from supernatant solution (of the derivative hybrid complex of gold-
modified SiO2Tt) is less emphasized. This observation means a higher capacity of 
gold-modified sample to uptake lipase than the bare SiO2Tt carrier. Thus, the gold 
modification of silica looks to be successful and worth to be further investigated.

Figure 20. 
(a) FTIR-ATR spectra recorded from supernatant solution after immobilization of lipase on different SiO2 
samples in phosphate buffer solution, revealing the 3271 cm−1 peak. (Reprinted from [17]); (b) FTIR-ATR 
spectra recorded from supernatant solution after immobilization of lipase on SiO2Tt and AuSiO2Tt supports. 
(Unpublished results).
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found to fit to the following sequence: SiO2TL > SiO2Tt > SiO2S (Figure 20a).

The comparison of Figure 20a, b highlights especially the peak from 3271 cm−1 
(marking the stretching vibration of the NH group). In this sense, it appears 
that lipase from supernatant solution (of the derivative hybrid complex of gold-
modified SiO2Tt) is less emphasized. This observation means a higher capacity of 
gold-modified sample to uptake lipase than the bare SiO2Tt carrier. Thus, the gold 
modification of silica looks to be successful and worth to be further investigated.

Figure 20. 
(a) FTIR-ATR spectra recorded from supernatant solution after immobilization of lipase on different SiO2 
samples in phosphate buffer solution, revealing the 3271 cm−1 peak. (Reprinted from [17]); (b) FTIR-ATR 
spectra recorded from supernatant solution after immobilization of lipase on SiO2Tt and AuSiO2Tt supports. 
(Unpublished results).
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5.2.3 The electrokinetic potential

The electrokinetic potential (ξ) measurements (Figure 21) bring information 
related to the electrostatic interactions established between the surfaces of inor-
ganic carrier and enzyme, which is actually a decisive parameter for an efficient 
enzymatic immobilization by direct adsorption.

The lipase immobilization on SiO2 and gold-modified SiO2 matrices was per-
formed at pH 6.3 in phosphate buffer solution. In these conditions, the silica should 
be negatively charged and lipase slightly positive. Our previous results [17] indicate 
highly negative values of electrokinetic potential (ξ), especially for spherical 
samples. After immobilization (Figure 21a), these values slightly change, prob-
ably due to the lipase adsorption on the external surface of SiO2 matrices. From the 
above-presented data, the immobilization of lipase on SiO2Tt sample takes place 
especially inside the nanotubes.

Figure 21b displays the values of electrokinetic potential (ξ) for gold-
modified thin nanotubes, both by direct impregnation (AuSiO2Tt) and after 

Figure 21. 
(a) The electrokinetic potential of lipase-bare SiO2 hybrid systems. (Adapted from [17]); (b) Gold-modified 
SiO2Tt together with developed lipase hybrid complex. (Unpublished results).
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functionalization with APTES (AuSiO2TtF), before and after lipase immobiliza-
tion. It is obvious that the deposition of gold after surface functionalization is 
more efficient in terms of the inorganic host ability to immobilize the lipase, this 
fact being illustrated in Figure 21b as a shift of the electrokinetic potential (ξ) to 
more positive values.

5.3 Catalytic activity of lipase-SiO2 complex

Our previously reported data [17] are concerning the catalytic activity of lipase 
from Rhizopus oryzae immobilized on bare tubular and spherical SiO2 matrices for 
hydrolysis reaction of p-nitrophenyl acetate (p-NPA).

Briefly, the hybrid complex newly formed is suspended in dimethyl sulfoxide 
(DMSO) and phosphate buffer at pH 7.8. One hour of incubation at 37°C is allowed, 
and the liquid phase was separated by centrifugation for measuring the reaction 
products by UV-Vis.

The best biocatalyst in terms of highest product amount (p-nitrophenyl) 
proved to result from lipase immobilization on SiO2 thin tubes. For this rea-
son, gold nanoparticle modification of this inorganic matrix should result 
in optimization of structural and functional properties of its derivative 
hybrid complex with lipase. This aspect was addressed by the above-presented 
structural characterization of gold-modified SiO2Tt support, and its deriva-
tive complex and further investigations regarding their enzymatic activity 
will be performed.

6. Conclusions

Sol-gel method proves to be an efficient tool for obtaining well-defined SiO2-
based multifunctional materials (bio-/photocatalysis, bioremediation processes, 
electrochemistry).

SiO2 inorganic carriers obtained by in situ generated template-assisted sol-gel 
method revealed morphology-dependent behavior regarding lipase (Rhizopus 
oryzae) immobilization and enzymatic activity of the derivative hybrid complex.

Gold modification of functionalized (APTES) SiO2 tubular surfaces improves 
the degree of enzymatic immobilization.
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Abstract

Electrospinning is a widely used technology to obtain nanofibers. Electrospun 
systems have been especially investigated for wound dressings in skin regeneration 
given the similarity of structures with the extracellular matrix. Several efforts have 
been made to combine distinct design strategies, such as utilizing synthetic and/or  
natural materials, modifying fiber orientation, and incorporating substances, e.g., 
drugs, peptides, growth factors or other biomolecules, to develop an optimized 
electrospun wound dressing. This chapter reviews the current advances in electros-
pinning strategies for skin regeneration.

Keywords: electrospinning, nanofiber, wound healing, drug delivery system

1. Introduction

Skin is the essential interface between the body and its environment [1]. 
Besides providing a physical barrier that prevents pathologic infection, the skin 
also performs a range of vital functions that maintain hydration, thermoregula-
tion, and body metabolism. Several injuries, such as burns and chronic wounds, 
result in lifelong functional impairment, and they represent a substantial 
burden on healthcare by the necessity of chronic medical care [2]. One promis-
ing approach to promote skin regeneration involves engineering of the local 
environment to promote coordinated cellular infiltration and organized deposi-
tion of extracellular matrix (ECM), and to provide a microenvironment prone to 
neodermis regeneration and appendage formation when combined with compe-
tent dermal cells. An ideal nanofibrous cell scaffold should resemble the native 
extracellular matrix and be capable of supporting cell adhesion, proliferation, and 
maturation [3, 4]. Nanofibrous scaffolds obtained by electrospinning have been 
attracting the attention of researchers owing to the morphological and structural 
similarities between the electrospun structures and the natural ECM, making 
these materials potential substrata for cell growth. Several electrospun scaf-
folds have been proposed for skin regeneration based on different polymers and 
their blends [5]. In this chapter, we present some recent advances in electrospun 
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nanofibers for wound healing. We further highlight recent studies that have used 
electrospun nanofibers for wound healing applications and devices, including 
burns and nonhealing wounds.

2. Electrospinning nanofibers

Electrospinning (ES) is a technology to obtain nanomaterials formed by the 
deposition of polymer nanofibers, which results in an interconnected three-
dimensional network [6]. Despite their extremely small diameter, these nanofibers 
show large surface area to volume ratio and high porosity. In addition, it is pos-
sible to obtain scaffolds from hundreds of different polymers capable of carrying 
bioactive substances [1]. Versatility is one of the most important advantages of the 
electrospinning technique. Different morphologies can be achieved by varying con-
figuration and parameters of the electrospinning process [7]. Taken together, these 
characteristics show applicability in many different areas, such as high performance, 
intelligent textiles, biosensors, scaffolds for tissue engineering, and drug delivery 
systems [5]. A typical electrospinning apparatus includes a high voltage power 
supply, a spinneret system, and a collecting system (Figure 1). Tension, distance of 
the collector, and polymer solution flow rate are examples of parameters that could 
be changed. Creative electrospinning setups have been developed in order to obtain 
mats with distinctive characteristics, such as aligned, porous, hollow, and core-
shell nanofibers [8]. Furthermore, many systematic studies have led to advances in 
knowledge about governing parameters of the electrospinning process. Nonetheless, 
optimizing the electrospinning system is still a laborious task as a result of the high 
number of parameters that affect the process and the interdependence among them. 
Even more, both the electrospinning setup and parameter optimization are tightly 
related to the polymer and solvent system [1]. In this section, some general prin-
ciples about the parameters that affect the electrospinning process will be discussed, 
focusing on polymer characteristics that affect skin repair applications.

Figure 1. 
Typical electrospinning apparatus equipped with different collectors and syringe systems. (A) Conventional 
electrospinning apparatus configured to produce aligned nanofibers (high-speed rotating drum). (B) Multijets 
for random nanofiber arrangement (low-speed rotating drum). (C) Co-axial electrospinning for obtaining 
core-shell nanofibers. (D) Static collector for random nanofibers arrangement. (E) Mandrel collector designed 
to produce nanofibrous tubes. The micrographs were adapted from De Prá and coworkers (2016).
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2.1 Biomaterial characteristics

Materials considered as substitutes for skin repair should offer porosity to facili-
tate the clearing of exudates from the wound site, control water loss, and promote 
oxygen diffusion; hydrophilic surface to keep skin moist and moisturized; and 
controllable biodegradability to allow the controlled release of bioactive compounds 
that act on healing and suitable biocompatibility [9]. The chemical composition 
of the electrospinning solution determines the physicochemical, mechanical, and 
biological properties of the electrospun mat [10]. The intrinsic properties of the 
selected polymers are reflected in the final characteristics of the electrospun mat, 
while the nanofibrous arrangement brings unique features to the material.

A polymer consists of a long chain of molecules with repeating units called 
monomers that are mostly covalently bonded to one another [11]. Varying con-
centration and molecular weight (MW) of the polymer are the most effective 
ways to control the morphology of the electrospun mats, especially the diameter 
of the fibers [12]. Molecular weight (MW) is a key determinant of electrospinning 
processability of any polymer solution by strongly affecting its rheological and elec-
trical properties, including viscosity, surface tension, conductivity, and dielectric 
strength [2]. Generally, low MW polymer solutions are more suitable for electro-
spray purposes, i.e., formation of beads, while high MW polymer solutions possess 
the desired viscosity, i.e., sufficient polymer chain entanglements to generate fibers 
[13]. Katti et al. demonstrated the effect of poly(lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) 
solution concentration on the diameter and morphology of fibers. Nanofibers were 
formed for intermediate polymer concentrations, while for low polymer concentra-
tion (0.10 g/mL), no fibers were formed, only beads. The highest concentration 
(0.30 g/mL) produced fibers with thickness in the microns [14]. Similar results 
were found with poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) for concentrations lower than 
10% (w/v). In this case, droplet spray occurred, and a continuous jet of polymer 
was not formed. For concentrations higher than 30% (w/v), the high viscosity of 
the solution limited Taylor cone formation, the cone observed in electrospinning, 
electrospraying and hydrodynamic spray processes from which a jet of charged 
particles emanates above a threshold voltage [12].

Recently, many researchers have been using electrospinning technology to 
develop new scaffolds made of natural polymers, such as collagen, gelatin, chitosan, 
and silk fibroin, as well as synthetic biodegradable polymers [15]. Natural polymers 
have been found to promote cell attachment and proliferation, whereas synthetic 
polymers provide mechanical stability to the scaffold [16].

2.2 Collagen

Collagen is the major fibrous protein of the ECM. It constitutes 20–30% of 
total body protein, plays an important role in the regulation of cell function, and 
provides structural support for tissues and organs [17]. Biocompatibility is the most 
favorable aspect of using collagen as biomaterial for nanofiber mats. As a result of 
its abundance in the body, it is easily available. Furthermore, while it is nontoxic 
and not antimitogenic, it is biodegradable by enzymes, which naturally occur in 
ECM substitution during the remodeling phase of the healing process. It is also 
possible to combine collagen with other copolymers since it is highly compatible 
and has good mechanical properties, such as malleability and bioresorbability [18]. 
However, the main reason against using collagen is the onerous work involved and 
high cost of its purification, as well as the risk of disease transmission.

Gelatin is the denatured form of collagen and has different physicochemical and 
biological characteristics compared to natural collagen [19]. A comparative study 
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between electrospun collagen and gelatin revealed that collagen induces a better 
cellular response [20].

2.3 Chitosan

Chitosan is a cationic polysaccharide and has been one of the most studied 
biopolymers in the biomedical field owing to its notable proprieties, i.e., biocom-
patibility and wound healing effect, as well as anti-inflammatory and antimicrobial 
activity [21, 22]. However, the poor mechanical properties of chitosan pristine 
fibers have restricted biomedical applications, even though some studies have 
reported good results for chitosan composite fibers, especially when combined with 
synthetic polymers [5, 22–25]. Nanofibrous mats electrospun with chitosan-graft-
polycaprolactone have shown excellent properties in cell attachment and prolifera-
tion, and they are promising substitutes for skin tissue engineering [5, 24].

2.4 Silk fibroin

Silk is a typical fibrous protein produced by a variety of insects, including 
silkworm. Silk consists of two types of proteins: fibroin and sericin. Fibroin is 
the protein that forms the filaments of silkworm silk, and it can be regenerated 
in various forms, such as gels, powders, fibers, or membranes, depending on 
the application [26]. Among silk proteins, silk fibroin (SF) has recently been 
investigated as one of the candidate materials for biomedical applications based 
on its several distinctive biological properties, including good biocompatibility, 
biodegradability, minimal inflammatory reaction, and suitable oxygen and water 
vapor permeability [27].

2.5 Poly(ε-caprolactone)

Polycaprolactone (PCL) is a biodegradable and biocompatible poly(alfa-ester) 
and one of the polymers that has been extensively studied in tissue regeneration and 
wound healing applications because it promotes faster healing and reduced inflam-
matory infiltrate [28, 29]. PCL has some important physicochemical properties, 
including hydrophobicity, excellent spin ability, favorable mechanical properties, 
and slow degradation, all of which support its use as a good matrix for loading 
natural substances.

2.6 Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)

PVA is a semicrystalline polymer that shows excellent electrospinnability in 
aqueous solution [30]. Furthermore, PVA has been used as a copolymer to enhance 
electrospinnability and mechanical properties of biopolymers like chitosan 
[31, 32]. The biocompatibility of PVA allows its application in biomaterials for der-
mal and orthopedic tissue engineering [7, 31]. PVA was associated with chitosan 
blends in which the increase of chitosan derivative ratio resulted in smaller fiber 
diameters and higher antibacterial effect, both advantageous properties against 
skin infection [23].

In this section, we describe polymer solution parameters and their resultant 
application in the electrospinning process. However, it should be noted that other 
parameters related to the process also affect fiber morphology obtained as a result 
of electrospinning. Some process parameters include the applied electric field, tip-
to-collector distance, and flow rate [33].

Some parameters and their effects on fiber morphology are summarized in Table 1.
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2.7 Effect of applied voltage

A crucial element in electrospinning is the application of high voltage to the 
solution. According to Ramakrishna et al., voltage of more than 6 kV can cause 
the solution drop at the tip of the needle to distort into the shape of a Taylor Cone 
during Jet initiation [35]. If the applied voltage is higher, the greater amount of 
charges will cause the jet to accelerate faster, and more volume of solution will be 
drawn from the tip of the needle. Thus, the formation of beads or beaded nanofiber 
can be attributed to an increase in the applied voltage [35]. Matabola and Moutloali 
evaluated the influence of applied voltage on the morphology and diameter 
of poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) nanofiber and showed that the diameter 
increased gradually with decreasing bead density at lower voltages, whereas at 
higher voltage, the reverse situation was observed whereby diameters decreased 
and beads reappeared [36]. In another study, it was observed that increasing voltage 
favors the formation of multiple jets. The different fibers repel each other owing to 
the flowing charge on their surface, and as a result, the fibers distribute themselves 
at a larger area on the collector [37].

2.8 Effect of collector

For electrospinning to initiate, an electric field must be present between 
the source and the collector. Thus, the collector plate is made out of conductive 
material. If a nonconducting material is used as a collector, charges on the electro-
spinning jet will quickly accumulate on the collector. Fibers collected on the non-
conducting material usually have lower packing density compared to those collected 
on a conducting surface [34].

The electrospinning process is also affected by the use of a static or moving 
 collector. While rotating collectors have been used to collect aligned fibers, static 
models randomly arrange nanofibers in the collector. Our group discovered that three 
distinct metallic collectors, including a rotating drum, 6 mm grounded parallel copper 
wires, and 1 mm rotating mandrel, had an effect on PCL nanofiber morphology. For 
the static drum, randomly oriented fibers with an average diameter were obtained  
(Figure 1(D)). Increasing the rotation speed to 2000 rpm caused a significant 
decrease in the mean fiber diameter (Figure 1(A)). A similar fiber alignment pattern 
was obtained using parallel copper. For the rotating mandrel, tubular scaffold forma-
tion was fundamental for engineering of nerves and blood vessels (Figure 1(E)) [38].

Parameters Effects on fiber morphology References

Applied voltage Decrease in fiber diameter with increase in voltage [37, 47, 48]

Type of collector Decrease of fiber diameter and increase in fiber alignment with 
rotating drum (compared to static collector)

[34, 38]

Distance of 
collector

Generation of beads with too long or too short distance; 
minimum distance required for uniform fibers

[39, 40, 
42, 49]

Flow rate Decrease in fiber diameter with decrease in flow rate; generation 
of beads with too high flow rate

[41, 43]

Air humidity High air humidity results in circular pores on the fiber surface [44]

Temperature Increase in temperature causes decrease in fiber diameter [46]

Adapted from Bhardwaj and Kundu [34].

Table 1. 
Electrospinning process parameters and their effects on fiber morphology.
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Parameters Effects on fiber morphology References

Applied voltage Decrease in fiber diameter with increase in voltage [37, 47, 48]

Type of collector Decrease of fiber diameter and increase in fiber alignment with 
rotating drum (compared to static collector)

[34, 38]

Distance of 
collector

Generation of beads with too long or too short distance; 
minimum distance required for uniform fibers

[39, 40, 
42, 49]

Flow rate Decrease in fiber diameter with decrease in flow rate; generation 
of beads with too high flow rate

[41, 43]

Air humidity High air humidity results in circular pores on the fiber surface [44]

Temperature Increase in temperature causes decrease in fiber diameter [46]

Adapted from Bhardwaj and Kundu [34].

Table 1. 
Electrospinning process parameters and their effects on fiber morphology.
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2.9 Distance between tip and collector

Varying the distance between the tip and the collector will have a direct influ-
ence on flight time and electric field strength [39–41]. If the distance is so short that 
the solvent is inadequately vaporized, then fused fiber may be formed. Depending 
on the solution property, the effect of varying the distance may or may not have a 
significant effect on fiber morphology. Ki et al. showed four series of spinning dis-
tance under a fixed electrical field. The results were not significant; however, many 
droplets on the electrospun gelatin web were observed at farther distance [42].

2.10 Flow rate

The flow will determine the amount of solution available for electrospinning. A 
lower flow rate is more favorable as the solvent will have more time for evaporation. 
In contrast, if a greater volume of solution is drawn from the needle tip, the jet will 
take a longer time to dry. As a result, the solvents in the deposited fiber may not 
have enough time to evaporate. In this case, residual solvent remaining in the collec-
tor may cause fusion between the fibers, forming unwanted webs [41, 43].

2.11 Air humidity

The humidity of the electrospinning environment may influence the polymer 
solution during electrospinning. Under high humidity, it is likely that water will 
condense on the surface of the fiber, which could have an effect on fiber morphology, 
especially polymer dissolved in volatile solvents [44]. However, it is possible to use 
humidity to develop porous electrospinning. Bae et al. explain how porous electro-
spun polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) can be used as water filters to optimize 
humidification. Increased humidity will increase the amount of porosity. In this work, 
the PMMA fiber membrane obtained at 70% humidity was highly porous, compared 
to that at 25% humidity, but with no differences in the mean pore diameter [45].

2.12 Temperature

Increasing the temperature has two effects on the polymeric solution: increas-
ing the evaporation rate of the solvent and reducing the viscosity of the polymer 
solution. As a result, the nanofibers show a decrease in diameter of the fiber and 
more homogeneous distribution. This will improve the solubility of the polymer in 
the solution and, hence, the attraction of polymeric particles to the collector. On 
the other hand, when the matrix is developed for biomedical application, biological 
molecules are added, and these substances can be degraded by high temperature, 
causing loss in functionality [33, 46].

3. Innovative electrospinning techniques

Despite the numerous advantages offered by nanofiber, the development of new 
composite nanofibers holds even greater potential, and investigation of new design 
and synthesis of composite materials further expands their applicability [50–52]. 
Consequently, nanofiber composite fabrication using electrospinning techniques 
has gained attention in recent years. Fiber composites obtained by blending mul-
ticomponent polymer mixtures or by dispersing nanofillers within fibrous matrix 
are promising as these systems can have excellent optical, electrical, or magnetic 
properties, making it easier to produce functional fibers [10]. For example, 
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next-generation wound dressing materials should not only prevent pathogens 
from entering the wound, but should also be capable of monitoring the status of 
the wound, aiding the healing process and delivering drugs directly to the wound 
area [53]. A diverse series of methodologies have been used to fabricate composite 
nanofibers. The biocompounds can be loaded to the mat by different methods, 
including coelectrospinning, side-by-side, multijet, coaxial, emulsion, and surface 
immobilization [9]. By coelectrospinning, the drug could be homogenized with the 
polymer solution. This tactic is valid when the compounds are stable and soluble in 
the same solvent as the polymer; however, the bioactivity of drug molecules may 
be affected as a result of interaction between solvents and the electric field [54]. 
Another problem commonly faced occurs when the biocompounds are insoluble in a 
common solvent. To solve the solubility issue, side-by-side electrospinning provides 
two solvent spinnerets at the same time [55]. Also, more than two spinnerets can be 
used to load different molecules by multijet electrospinning (Figure 1B). Coaxial  
electrospinning involves fabrication of nanofibers from two polymers from a coaxial 
capillary spinneret, and as a result, the core and the shell are formed by different 
polymers (Figure 1C) [33]. With this technology, some polymers which are difficult 
to process are coelectrospun and form a core inside the shell of another polymer. 
Electrospun nanofibers are also used as drug delivery vehicles, but because of 
their large surface area and high porosity, a significant burst release is frequently 
observed. The coaxial method is used to control the burst release of drugs as the 
shell of the polymer acts as a diffusion barrier for drugs [56]. Emulsion electrospin-
ning can produce a drug/polymer nanofiber core-shell structure, which possesses an 
excellent ability to control the release rate of the drug and avoid the initial burst. In 
the surface immobilization method, the drug molecules can be covalently bonded to 
the surface of nanofibers by physical and chemical immobilization. This method can 
also protect the bioactivity of loaded molecules from the effects of high voltage [10].

4. Nanofibers and biomedical application

Nanofibers have been widely used in various biomedical applications, including 
drug delivery [57], tissue engineering [53], stem cell therapy [34], cancer therapy 
[13, 57], and wound healing [58–60]. This is because they offer numerous attrac-
tive features, such as large surface area, material design flexibility, and tunable 
functional properties, which facilitate and widen the use of nanofibers in a variety 
of biomedical applications [50, 61]. The following section describes the recent 
advances in the use of nanofibers for drug delivery and wound healing applications.

4.1 Applications of nanofiber in skin wound healing

As mentioned above, nanofibrous scaffolds seem to be a good candidate as a skin 
substitute for wound healing, especially by their similarity to ECM. The ECM is a 
complex structure that surrounds cells in all tissues of the body [62]. Its biochemi-
cal composition varies somewhat from tissue to tissue. In healthy skin, the ECM 
consists of fibrous structural proteins, including collagens, elastins, laminins, and a 
variety of polysaccharides and proteoglycans, e.g., dermatan sulfate and hyaluronan 
[1]. Furthermore, it helps to support cells and comprises key components of the 
basement membrane that anchor and help replenish epidermal cells [54]. An excel-
lent work published by Felgueiras and Amorim cited a previous review about acute 
and chronic wounds. Acute wound healing is a well-organized process, following 
four phases known as hemostasis, inflammation, proliferation, and remodeling 
(Figure 2). Immediately after microvascular injury and extravasation of blood and 
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next-generation wound dressing materials should not only prevent pathogens 
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the wound, aiding the healing process and delivering drugs directly to the wound 
area [53]. A diverse series of methodologies have been used to fabricate composite 
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polymer solution. This tactic is valid when the compounds are stable and soluble in 
the same solvent as the polymer; however, the bioactivity of drug molecules may 
be affected as a result of interaction between solvents and the electric field [54]. 
Another problem commonly faced occurs when the biocompounds are insoluble in a 
common solvent. To solve the solubility issue, side-by-side electrospinning provides 
two solvent spinnerets at the same time [55]. Also, more than two spinnerets can be 
used to load different molecules by multijet electrospinning (Figure 1B). Coaxial  
electrospinning involves fabrication of nanofibers from two polymers from a coaxial 
capillary spinneret, and as a result, the core and the shell are formed by different 
polymers (Figure 1C) [33]. With this technology, some polymers which are difficult 
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their large surface area and high porosity, a significant burst release is frequently 
observed. The coaxial method is used to control the burst release of drugs as the 
shell of the polymer acts as a diffusion barrier for drugs [56]. Emulsion electrospin-
ning can produce a drug/polymer nanofiber core-shell structure, which possesses an 
excellent ability to control the release rate of the drug and avoid the initial burst. In 
the surface immobilization method, the drug molecules can be covalently bonded to 
the surface of nanofibers by physical and chemical immobilization. This method can 
also protect the bioactivity of loaded molecules from the effects of high voltage [10].

4. Nanofibers and biomedical application

Nanofibers have been widely used in various biomedical applications, including 
drug delivery [57], tissue engineering [53], stem cell therapy [34], cancer therapy 
[13, 57], and wound healing [58–60]. This is because they offer numerous attrac-
tive features, such as large surface area, material design flexibility, and tunable 
functional properties, which facilitate and widen the use of nanofibers in a variety 
of biomedical applications [50, 61]. The following section describes the recent 
advances in the use of nanofibers for drug delivery and wound healing applications.

4.1 Applications of nanofiber in skin wound healing

As mentioned above, nanofibrous scaffolds seem to be a good candidate as a skin 
substitute for wound healing, especially by their similarity to ECM. The ECM is a 
complex structure that surrounds cells in all tissues of the body [62]. Its biochemi-
cal composition varies somewhat from tissue to tissue. In healthy skin, the ECM 
consists of fibrous structural proteins, including collagens, elastins, laminins, and a 
variety of polysaccharides and proteoglycans, e.g., dermatan sulfate and hyaluronan 
[1]. Furthermore, it helps to support cells and comprises key components of the 
basement membrane that anchor and help replenish epidermal cells [54]. An excel-
lent work published by Felgueiras and Amorim cited a previous review about acute 
and chronic wounds. Acute wound healing is a well-organized process, following 
four phases known as hemostasis, inflammation, proliferation, and remodeling 
(Figure 2). Immediately after microvascular injury and extravasation of blood and 
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its components into the wound, a complex process involving coordinated interac-
tion between diverse immunological and biological systems begins [7, 10]. Along 
with hemostatic events, the coagulation cascade is activated through extrinsic and 
intrinsic pathways, leading to platelet aggregation and clot formation in order to 
limit blood loss (Figure 2B) [29]. The fibrin clot also has an important function in 
signaling further events of the healing process since it elicits numerous cytokines 
and growth factors. The degranulation of platelets triggers the recruitment of 
inflammatory cells to clean the wound. This is the beginning of the inflammatory 
phase, which can be macroscopically identified by redness, heat swelling, and pain. 
Vasodilation and increased permeability of blood vessels occur, facilitating the 
penetration of plasma proteins and leucocytes into the wound area (Figure 2C). 
Macrophages and neutrophils are the first cells to arrive at the wound site. The 
main role of these cells is to eliminate bacteria, debris, and foreign bodies. Despite 
the rapid action of neutrophils, the activity of these cells is strictly associated with 
damage in the surrounding tissues. During the proliferative phase, fibroblasts are 
activated, proliferate, and start to produce and secrete collagen, which replaces the 
provisional ECM. The granulation tissue is characterized by a high density of new 
blood vessels as a result of intense angiogenesis (Figure 2D). Re-epithelialization 
occurs as a result of keratinocyte proliferation and migration from the wound 
edges and skin appendages toward the center of the wound. Remodeling of tissue 
initiates during the proliferative phase and persists for weeks, months, or years. 
During remodeling, the cellularity of the granulation tissue gradually decreases. 
Additionally, a series of rearrangements of ECM take place (Figure 2E) [7]. Unlike 
acute wounds, chronic wounds are a result of gradual tissue degradation by chemi-
cal and biological agents like proteolytic enzymes derived from neutrophils. In 
chronic wounds, the level of some proteases increased ten- to fortyfold over that 
in acute wounds. This proteolytic activity may lead to a continued degradation of 
the tissue and stop the healing process [63]. The main factors that contribute to the 
nonhealing condition of a wound include infection, advanced age, diabetes, and 
other chronic diseases [64], as well as high levels of metalloproteinases and lack 
of the integrin receptor for fibronectin binding and keratinocyte migration [65]. 
In the past, traditional dressings were used to simply manage wounds, including 

Figure 2. 
Wound dressing nanofiber. Layers of epidermis (Ep), dermis (D), and subcutaneous tissue (Sc). Immediately 
following cutaneous injury, blood components (neutrophils, macrophages, platelets, and system immune cell) 
extravasate from the dermis and infiltrate the wound. The coagulation occurs as platelets aggregate with 
fibrin, which is deposited in the wound following its conversion in fibrinogen. Platelets release several factors, 
which attract neutrophils for the local injury, signaling the beginning of inflammation phase. Neutrophils 
and macrophages remove debris from the wound, release growth factor, which recruit fibroblast to the wound 
and start to synthesize collagen in the proliferation phase. As the rate of collagen synthesis slows down, the 
reorganization occurs in the remodeling phase. Throughout all stages, the nanofiber composite interacts with 
the tissue, releasing drugs that will facilitate the healing process. This figure is an adaptation from Alberti and 
coworkers [7].
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gauze, lint, plaster, bandages, and cotton wool. Care included the use of antibiotics, 
medicated ointments and creams, steroids, vitamin injection, and laser therapy. 
Modern dressing technology has evolved considerably in the last 50 years. It is now 
based on the principle of creating and maintaining a moist wound environment that 
stimulates proliferation and migration of fibroblast and keratinocytes and enhances 
collagen synthesis [7, 63]. As a result, creating strategies to replace the missing or 
dysfunctional ECM may be a major goal of skin engineering, aiming to help the 
body to complete regeneration when a given clinical condition hampers the normal 
healing process. A common approach has been the use of biodegradable scaffolds 
to sustain and guide cellular growth throughout the regeneration process [66]. The 
scaffold’s role is to provide an artificial environment for cell adhesion, migration, 
and spread, thus allowing cell proliferation. Furthermore, an ideal dressing scaf-
fold should have certain characteristics, such as hemostatic ability; efficiency as 
a bacterial barrier; ability to absorb excess exudates (wound fluid/pus); exhibit 
appropriate water vapor transmission rate; exhibit adequate gaseous exchange 
ability; ability to conform to the contour of the wound area; exhibit functional adhe-
sion, i.e., be adherent to healthy tissue, but nonadherent to wound tissue; be painless 
to the patient with ease of removal and, finally, be available at low cost [67]. Over 
the next few years, it is predicted that many materials with temporary therapeutic 
application will be substituted for biodegradable biomaterials with an active role in 
regeneration and repair of damaged tissues [7]. The marketplace offers a range of 
materials for wound dressing. For example, collagen-based Integra® sponges have 
been used as temporary coverage to promote granulation tissue formation prior 
to autografting for extensive skin defects [1]. Integra™ (Integra Life Sciences) is 
composed of an outer silicone epidermis and a dermis composed of bovine tendon 
collagen and chondroitin-6-sulfate [68]. A few other substitutes are Laserskin™, 
Biomembrane™, Bioseed™, and Hyalograft3-DTM [69]. These commercial mats 
were used in a clinical case report, and the results showed complete healing and an 
acceptable functional and cosmetic outcome with minimal morbidity to the patients 
[70]. Electrospinning scaffolds also serve as promising substrates for tissue repair 
owing to their nanofibrous architecture and amenability to tailoring of chemical 
composition. After modification with gelatin, the scaffolds improved human dermal 
fibroblast infiltration and proliferation throughout the scaffolds and the secretion of 
ECM proteins from the cells, showing potential for dermal tissue engineering [71].

4.2 Electrospun scaffolds for skin engineering

Engineering mats for wound healing requires not only the appropriate process-
ing, solution, and environmental conditions, but also selection of the most suitable 
polymer matrix or rational combination of polymers [72]. Several electrospun 
materials have been proposed as wound dressing materials, including natural 
polymer, such as polysaccharides [73], polymeric carbohydrate molecules [74], 
chitin [75], chitosan [23], alginates [46], cellulose [4], and hyaluronic acid [76]. 
These natural polymers can be used alone or in combination with synthetic polymer, 
such as polyurethane [37], PVA/Ag [77], PCL [78], such as collagen/chitosan [79], 
chitosan/polyethylene glycol (PEG) [80], and water-soluble carboxyethyl chitosan/
PVA [69, 81]. Additionally, electrospun mats can be seeded with dermal and epider-
mal cell lines. Bonville and coworker reported that collagen and PCL electrospun 
scaffold with dermal fibroblast promoted greater wound healing than acellular 
scaffolds [82]. Electrospinning scaffolds have also been used for controlled release of 
drugs [14], herbal extracts [83–85], growth factors, such as FGF [86], EGF [87], and 
angiogenesis factors [88], has shown successful improvement in the wound healing 
process, including in vivo experiments. Also, the incorporation of growth factors, 
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sion, i.e., be adherent to healthy tissue, but nonadherent to wound tissue; be painless 
to the patient with ease of removal and, finally, be available at low cost [67]. Over 
the next few years, it is predicted that many materials with temporary therapeutic 
application will be substituted for biodegradable biomaterials with an active role in 
regeneration and repair of damaged tissues [7]. The marketplace offers a range of 
materials for wound dressing. For example, collagen-based Integra® sponges have 
been used as temporary coverage to promote granulation tissue formation prior 
to autografting for extensive skin defects [1]. Integra™ (Integra Life Sciences) is 
composed of an outer silicone epidermis and a dermis composed of bovine tendon 
collagen and chondroitin-6-sulfate [68]. A few other substitutes are Laserskin™, 
Biomembrane™, Bioseed™, and Hyalograft3-DTM [69]. These commercial mats 
were used in a clinical case report, and the results showed complete healing and an 
acceptable functional and cosmetic outcome with minimal morbidity to the patients 
[70]. Electrospinning scaffolds also serve as promising substrates for tissue repair 
owing to their nanofibrous architecture and amenability to tailoring of chemical 
composition. After modification with gelatin, the scaffolds improved human dermal 
fibroblast infiltration and proliferation throughout the scaffolds and the secretion of 
ECM proteins from the cells, showing potential for dermal tissue engineering [71].

4.2 Electrospun scaffolds for skin engineering

Engineering mats for wound healing requires not only the appropriate process-
ing, solution, and environmental conditions, but also selection of the most suitable 
polymer matrix or rational combination of polymers [72]. Several electrospun 
materials have been proposed as wound dressing materials, including natural 
polymer, such as polysaccharides [73], polymeric carbohydrate molecules [74], 
chitin [75], chitosan [23], alginates [46], cellulose [4], and hyaluronic acid [76]. 
These natural polymers can be used alone or in combination with synthetic polymer, 
such as polyurethane [37], PVA/Ag [77], PCL [78], such as collagen/chitosan [79], 
chitosan/polyethylene glycol (PEG) [80], and water-soluble carboxyethyl chitosan/
PVA [69, 81]. Additionally, electrospun mats can be seeded with dermal and epider-
mal cell lines. Bonville and coworker reported that collagen and PCL electrospun 
scaffold with dermal fibroblast promoted greater wound healing than acellular 
scaffolds [82]. Electrospinning scaffolds have also been used for controlled release of 
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such as FGF [86] and EGF [87], or angiogenesis factors [88], has also been achieved 
and has shown successful improvement in the wound healing process, including in 
vivo experiments.

4.3 Drug delivery systems

Nanofiber composite-incorporated drugs play an important role in the healing 
process. This has been achieved by cleaning or debriding agents for necrotic tis-
sue and antimicrobials, which prevent infection and promote tissue regeneration 
[51]. Some commonly incorporated compounds include antimicrobial agents, 
growth factors, and enzymes [69]. The main goal of drug delivery systems (DDS) 
is to efficiently deliver drug molecules within the recommended therapeutic 
level to the target cell, tissue, or organ for a defined period time [34]. A number 
of researchers have successfully encapsulated drugs within electrospun fibers by 
mixing the drugs in the polymer solution to be electrospun [7, 89, 90]. In most 
cases, polymer nanofibers are being used as candidate vehicles to carry the drug 
molecules. Depending on the polymer used, the release of a given pharmaceutical 
compound can be designed to have immediate, rapid, or delayed delivery [2]. This 
different profile of drug release is made possible by nanofiber biodegradability 
and can be adjusted according to the affinity of drug and mats to the target tissue. 
Commercially available antimicrobial dressings include Cutis orb™. Available silver 
impregnated dressings include fibrous hydrocolloid, polyurethane foam film, and 
silicone gels. Antiseptic iodine dressing acts on bacterial cells via oxidative degrada-
tion of cell components by interrupting the function of protein, which is widely 
effective against pathogens. Prolonged usage of iodine leads to skin irritation and 
staining [91]. Electrospun nanofibrous scaffolds constitute an excellent platform 
for local delivery of therapeutic agents, e.g., antimicrobial agents, antioxidants, 
anti-inflammatory drugs, anesthetics, enzymes, and growth factors, which have 
been incorporated into electrospun nanofibers for wound healing purposes [1]. 
Structural control of electrospun nanofibrous mats and loading suitable drugs are 
both important considerations in producing an active wound dressing material [92]. 
Therapeutic agents may be hydrophilic, hydrophobic, or both. Compounds such as 
vitamins, antibiotics, growth factors, anti-inflammatory agents, and other materi-
als have been used. One of the most widely used additives is the nanoAg particle, 
which is incorporated into biopolymeric electrospun membranes by different 
methods. For example, Rujitanaroj and coworkers developed mats made of gelatin 
fibers containing silver nanoparticles lastly; the antibacterial activity of these 
materials was greatest against Pseudomonas aeruginosa, followed by Staphylococcus 
aureus, Escherichia coli, and methicillin-resistant S. aureus [93]. In another study, a 
mixture of PVA and chitosan oligosaccharides (COS) was electrospun with silver 
nanoparticles to produce fibrous mats for use in wound healing. In vivo wound 
healing experiments suggest that PVA/COS-AgNPs nanofibers can have clinical 
applications as a bioactive wound dressing [94]. Zhang et al. recently reported 
electrospun silver (Ag) nanoparticle-embedded polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) nanofibers 
as an antimicrobial scaffold. Silver nanoparticles (NPs) were first prepared and 
dispersed in PVA solution, these nanofiber mats showed good antibacterial activity 
against both gram-positive S. aureus and gram-negative Escherichia coli microorgan-
isms [95]. Barani also reported the fabrication of an antibacterial nanofibrous mesh 
from PVA and poly-L-lactide acid (PLLA) with AgNPs [96]. For wound healing 
purposes, two specific requirements for a wound scaffold include rapid hemostasis 
and good antibacterial properties. Thus, antibacterial nanofibers have been fabri-
cated by incorporating antibacterial materials into the polymers [67]. Beyond silver 
nanoparticles, other natural compounds have been associated with nanofibers for 
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antimicrobial activity, such as Aloe Vera [83], propolis [84], curcumin [97], and 
chitosan [66, 79]. Common antibacterial materials, such as antibiotics, triclosan, 
chlorhexidine, quaternary ammonium compounds (QACs), and biguanides, have 
also been reported for use in the fabrication of antibacterial nanofibers [3].  
Silk/fibroin nanofibers were also functionalized with a sulfate group in order to test 
whether they exhibited antibacterial activity [60, 84, 90]. A schematic illustration 
of the main steps for the development of a nanofibrous wound dressing material is 
displayed in Figure 3.

5. Conclusion and outlook

Electrospinning has attracted the interest of researchers from different fields 
as a simple and versatile technique to produce nanofibers with a range of clini-
cal applications. Moreover, because of enormous research progress over past 
decades, the development of electrospun scaffolds for skin engineering seems 
to be in the laboratory phase. Many studies have improved the knowledge of the 
electrospinning process, and different approaches have confirmed the potential 
of using electrospinning in wound healing applications, as demonstrated in this 
chapter. However, preclinical studies with promising results are needed before 
these products reach the marketplace. Furthermore, the transition of nanofiber 
technology remains confined owing to difficulties associated with upscaling the 
electrospinning process itself, such as control of pore size and elimination of 
artifacts like beads, as well as consistency in physical characteristics like porosity 
and distribution of nanofibers with homogeneous diameters. In conclusion, this 
chapter reports the main considerations for developing scaffolds that aid in the 
wound healing process. By developing nanofibers for wound dressing application, 
the selection of some parameters are crucial, including, for example, the selection 
of polymers, type of collector, and better systems for drug delivery in the local 
wound in order to provide low cytotoxicity, good biodegradation rate, perme-
ability, avoidance of bacterial proliferation, provision of re-epithelization of the 
injured site, and promotion of keratinocyte and fibroblast growth since these cells 
act as an adjuvant in the wound healing process. Electrospun mats for skin tissue 

Figure 3. 
Schematic illustration of the development of a nanofibrous wound dressing material.
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engineering should serve as a barrier for the wound site and possess a structure 
with high porosity, oxygen permeability, wettability, suitable mechanical proper-
ties, antimicrobial activity, surgical handleability, biodegradability, cell adhesive 
properties, and wound healing properties.

Electrospun nanofiber scaffolds incorporated with cells and/or bioactive com-
pounds are a promising approach for skin tissue engineering, facilitating treatment 
and promoting wound healing of many skin disorders. However, the risks of work-
ing in this field have still not been assessed, including, for example, the inhalation 
of nanosized fibers and solvent vapor, which could very well pose health hazards. 
Thus, the risk-benefit ratio of this technology toward realizing its therapeutic 
potential warrants an interdisciplinary approach.
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Abstract

Successful mucosal administration and delivery of drugs still pose a great 
 challenge. However, the possibility to deliver not only small drug molecules but also 
macromolecular drugs and nanoparticles via mucosal surfaces represents a great 
opportunity. Rapid onset of drug action, avoidance of first-pass metabolism, and 
high immunocompetence of mucosa are some of the important features for mucosal 
drug and vaccine delivery. The use of mucoadhesive drug delivery systems, systems 
with fast dissolving properties, and nanomaterials with mucus penetration proper-
ties are examples of successful strategies to achieve effective mucosal drug and 
vaccine delivery. Non-keratinized mucosa of the oral cavity, the nasal and vaginal 
mucosa represent favorable sites of drug administration. Polymer nanofibers have 
attracted much attention because of remarkable characteristics such as a large sur-
face area to volume ratio and high porosity. Nanofibers have been extensively used 
for different biomedical applications including wound dressing, tissue engineering, 
and drug delivery. Among their fabrication methods, the introduction of electro-
spinning technique was an important step toward achieving the goal of large scale 
industrial production of nanofiber-based drug delivery systems used in mucosal 
applications. This chapter provides an overview on all aspects of mucosal drug and 
vaccine delivery using nanofibers.

Keywords: nanofibers, electrospinning, transmucosal drug delivery, mucoadhesive 
formulation, mucus penetration nanoparticles, first-pass metabolism, mucosal 
vaccines

1. Introduction

Mucosal drug delivery is an alternative method of systemic drug delivery that 
offers numerous benefits over/parenteral and oral administration. Mucosal sur-
faces, particularly oral, nasal, and vaginal, have been widely explored for systemic 
delivery of drugs. Drugs that are absorbed via mucosal surfaces directly enter 
the systemic circulation and bypass the gastrointestinal tract including first-pass 
metabolism in the liver. Rapid onset of drug action is another advantage of oral, 
nasal, and vaginal mucosae drug administration. A lot of efforts have been devoted 
to the discovery of efficient delivery of vaccine antigens to mucosal sites that 
enhance uptake by local antigen-presenting cells in order to generate protective 
mucosal immune responses. Potent mucosal adjuvants and suitable mucosal vaccine 
delivery systems are crucial steps on the way to effective mucosal vaccines.
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On the other hand, several challenges need to be overcome to successfully deliver 
drug molecules. Poor water solubility of numerous drugs, macromolecular nature 
of newly developed biologically active molecules, including therapeutic peptides, 
proteins, and nucleic acids, are some examples of challenging features that need to 
be overcome by developing new delivery approaches, devices, and dosage forms. 
Mucoadhesive drug formulations, rapidly disintegrating formulations, and for-
mulations with mucus penetration properties enabling mucosal delivery of such 
therapeutic molecules have made great progress over the last decade.

Anatomical and physiological functions of different types of mucosa need to 
be taken into consideration when formulating new drug delivery systems. These 
need to respect the flexibility of mucosal surfaces, the flow of body fluids such 
as saliva or vaginal fluid, ciliary movement on the nasal mucosa, presence of 
mucosal absorption barriers, including the mucus layer and keratinization of some 
surfaces, etc.

Nanofibers represent an interesting opportunity to tackle some of the difficul-
ties in mucosal drug delivery. Nanofibers represent an almost universal platform 
the properties of which can be tailored according to specific demands in terms of 
their composition as well as surface modifications. Advanced features of nanofibers 
include possible mucoadhesive properties, fast disintegration, controlled drug 
release, formulation of small drugs of different nature, and formulation of thera-
peutic macromolecules. These properties can help solve problems with mucosal 
delivery of poorly water-soluble drugs, drugs with fast liver metabolism, therapeu-
tic proteins, and antigens for mucosal immunization. Taken together, formulations 
based on nanofibers intended for mucosal applications represent a new trend in 
drug delivery.

2. Histology and barrier properties of mucosal surfaces

Histology, physiology, and barrier functions of mucosal surfaces play a criti-
cal role in mucosal drug and vaccine delivery. All aspects have to be taken into 
consideration when designing a mucosal drug delivery system. Also, appropriate 
drug candidates for mucosal delivery have to be selected, not only with respect to 
physical-chemical properties of drug molecule, but also anatomical and physiologi-
cal aspects of the intended site of administration and their deep knowledge are 
essential for successful delivery of drugs and vaccines.

2.1 Histology of mucosal surfaces

2.1.1 Oral mucosa

The mucosa of oral cavity is divided into the buccal, sublingual, gingival, 
palatal, and labial regions. The mucosa of each region is of specific histological and 
functional characteristics. Oral mucosa consists of three layers: a stratified squa-
mous epithelium, composed of several cell layers, below which lies the basement 
membrane, and finally the connective tissue divided into the lamina propria and 
submucosa, which comprise a number of vascular capillaries [1]. Drugs absorbed 
via the oromucosal route of administration are absorbed through these capillaries 
and gain access to the systemic circulation [2, 3].

Three major types of epithelium located in different regions of the oral cavity 
differ in the degree of keratinization, namely masticatory, specialized, and lining 
mucosa. The masticatory epithelium is keratinized (100–200-μm thick) and covers 
the gingival region and the hard palate. The specialized epithelium is stratified, 
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keratinized, and covers the dorsal surface of the tongue. The lining mucosa covers 
buccal and sublingual regions of the oral cavity. The epithelial layer of the buccal 
and sublingual mucosa is non-keratinized, with variation in thickness [4]. The lin-
ing mucosa exhibits high permeability for different drugs, and thus is an interesting 
site for drug administration.

The oral epithelium is covered by a 70–100-μm thick film of saliva, the secretion 
from salivary glands. The daily production of saliva secreted into the oral cavity is 
between 0.5 and 2 L. Continuous production of saliva significantly impacts drug 
residence time after administration within the oral cavity, a phenomenon known as 
saliva washout [5].

Mucus is the intercellular ground matrix secreted by the sublingual and salivary 
glands, which is bound to the apical cell surface and acts as a protective layer for the 
cells below [6]. It is also a viscoelastic hydrogel consisting of the water-insoluble 
glycoproteins, water, and small quantities of different proteins, enzymes, elec-
trolytes, and nucleic acids. The mucus layer carries a negative charge due to a high 
content of sialic acid and forms a strongly cohesive gel structure that binds to the 
epithelial cells.

The mucus layer varies in thickness from 40 to 300 μm. The mucus layer plays a 
critical role in the function of different mucoadhesive drug delivery systems which 
work on the principle of mucoadhesion, and thus prolong the dosage form retention 
time at the site of administration [7].

2.1.2 Nasal mucosa

The total surface area available in the human nasal mucosa is estimated to be 
about 180 cm2. Most of the surface is covered with highly vascularized respiratory 
mucosa and only a small surface area of the nasal cavity is covered by olfactory 
mucosa. Due to the presence of microvilli on the apical cell surface, the effective 
surface area for drug absorption is relatively high [8]. The nasal vestibule is lined 
by stratified squamous epithelium which gradually transitions in the valve region 
with a ciliated, pseudostratified, columnar epithelium characterized by presence 
of mucus-secreting goblet cells. Mucus lies over the epithelium as a protective 
layer and the mucociliary apparatus filters the air. Mucus is secreted at a flow rate 
of 5 mm/min and this fast renewal rate means that particles are eliminated from 
the nasal cavity in less than 20 min. The nasal mucosa is about 2–4-mm thick and 
composed of two distinct layers: periciliary layer and superficial layer [5, 9].

Enzymes and peptidases contained in the mucus, its constant secretion, and 
nasal clearance mechanisms significantly reduce the ability of drugs to penetrate 
through the epithelium [10]. Studies have shown that rapid systemic delivery of 
topically applied drugs can be achieved after intranasal administration due to the 
permeable properties of the respiratory epithelia and highly vascularized nature of 
the adjacent submucosa.

Immunologically specialized region localized at the gateway of the respira-
tory and alimentary tract consists of the palatine tonsils, nasopharyngeal tonsils 
(adenoid), lingual tonsils, and tubal tonsils and is designated as Waldeyer’s ring or 
nasal-associated lymphoid tissue (NALT). It represents a site of intimate contact 
between exogenous antigens and the host aerodigestive tract. With exception of 
adenoids and tubal tonsils covered by pseudostratified ciliated columnar epi-
thelium (respiratory epithelium) the palatine and lingual tonsil are covered by 
stratified non-keratinized squamous epithelium with many invaginations allowing 
the enhanced exposure of foreign antigens to the underlying cryptal lymphatic 
tissue. Therefore, nasal mucosa is one of intensively explored sites for vaccine 
administration.
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2.1.3 Vaginal mucosa

The vaginal mucosa is composed of four histological layers: the stratified 
squamous epithelium (with underlying basement membrane), the elastic lamina 
propria (a dense connective tissue layer which projects papillae into the overlying 
epithelium), the fibromuscular layer comprising two layers of smooth muscle, and 
the tunica adventitia, consisting of areolar connective tissue [5].

The vaginal epithelium is composed of non-cornified, stratified squamous cells. 
Several layers of cuboidal cells are close to the basement membrane and become 
flattened as they move toward the luminal surface. The thickness of vaginal epithe-
lium is around 200–300 μm, and is influenced by physiological factors, e.g., vari-
ability in estrogen concentration [11].

Vaginal surface is coated with a layer of cervicovaginal fluid. The fluid contains 
secretions from the cervix in the form of mucins and secretions from the Bartholin’s 
and Skene’s glands, endometrial fluid, and fluid transuded from the vascular bed 
of the vaginal tissue. It also contains a large number of squamous epithelial cells, 
enzymes, proteins, carbohydrates, and amino acids. The acidic vaginal environment 
is maintained by production of lactic acid by lactobacilli but the exact pH value is 
influenced by the presence of cervical mucus, the amount of vaginal fluid, infec-
tions, and other factors. Cervical mucus forms a semipermeable viscoelastic barrier 
at the vaginal surface. High constant production of cervicovaginal fluid influences 
the properties of different drug delivery systems, the residence time after adminis-
tration as well as the rate of drug release and absorption [12].

2.2 Barrier functions of mucosal surfaces

2.2.1 Oral mucosa

The rate of drug absorption following oromucosal administration is influenced 
by the permeability of the buccal and sublingual mucosa, physical-chemical prop-
erties of the delivered drug, and other factors, namely the presence and properties 
of mucus, saliva production, movement of the oral tissues during speaking, food 
and drink intake, etc. The mucus layer is the main natural barrier of mucosa against 
penetration of different pathogens and foreign particles. One the other hand, 
mucus layer is one of the main absorption barriers to a variety of drugs, including 
nanoparticle-based drugs and vaccine formulations [5].

Drug permeability through the oral cavity mucosa represents a major limiting 
factor in transmucosal drug delivery. Mechanically stressed areas are keratinized 
and impermeable to water, which makes such areas unfavorable for drug delivery. 
On the other hand, more permeable non-keratinized buccal and sublingual epithe-
lia make such regions of the oral cavity attractive sites for drug delivery and a great 
number of active ingredients are currently being explored in terms of transmucosal 
drug delivery [13].

One of the main permeability barriers of oral mucosa is represented by the 
presence of a layer of extracellular lipidic material coming from membrane-coating 
granules (MCGs). They are present in both keratinized and non-keratinized epithe-
lia, but the composition of lipidic material is different between the two types [14].

Passive diffusion of drugs and drug carriers through mucosal surfaces is gener-
ally considered the primary mechanism responsible for the transport of drugs 
across the oral mucosa [15]. However, active transport mechanisms are connected 
to the activity of different types of immune cells widely present in oral mucosal 
tissues, especially in sublingual and buccal regions. Such immune cells, mainly 
different types of dendritic cells, act as an immunological barrier between the body 
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and foreign stimuli (including pathogens and potential allergens), mainly com-
ing to the body with food and drink. These cells are responsible for tolerogenic, or 
opposite reaction to such stimuli.

Another barrier to drug permeability across oromucosal surfaces is enzymatic 
degradation. Saliva contains some enzymes that are able to metabolize some peptide 
and protein therapeutics. This fact leads to reduced bioavailability of protein-based 
therapeutics after oromucosal administration.

The flow of saliva makes it difficult for a drug delivery system to retain the 
released drug at the site of administration and, therefore, mucoadhesive drug 
formulations are the preferred dosage form for oromucosal drug delivery [5].

2.2.2 Nasal mucosa

The main barrier functions of nasal mucosa include the role of the mucus layer 
and the process of mucociliary clearance. For systemically acting drugs, the mucus 
layer acts as a diffusion barrier. The rate of the diffusion through the mucus layer 
is dependent on several factors involving thickness and viscosity of the mucus, 
and drug physical-chemical properties. The thickness of the layer of mucus in the 
nasal cavity is a few microns and, therefore, in contrast to other mucosal surfaces, it 
does not represent a substantial diffusion barrier. The rate of mucociliary clearance 
influences the contact time of epithelia and a drug delivery formulation and also the 
drug molecules themselves [9].

Transport across epithelial barriers with respect to the nasal route, and drug 
permeation via the paracellular route are limited because of the presence of tight 
junctions. Therefore, passive diffusion via the transcellular route is the main trans-
port pathway across the nasal epithelium [16].

Physical-chemical factors that influence nasal drug absorption are the molecular 
weight and lipophilicity. Polar and ionized molecules show poor permeability. On 
the other hand, drugs with systemic action currently administered by the intranasal 
route are of low molecular weight and lipophilic nature. Moreover, some thera-
peutic peptides, e.g., salmon calcitonin and oxytocin, also exhibit some level of 
systemic nasal absorption [5].

2.2.3 Vaginal mucosa

Properties of the vaginal epithelium such as thickness and barrier functions are 
depending on several factors, including age and hormonal activity [12]. The above 
mentioned factors affect both vaginal fluid production and the amount of enzymes 
contained in the fluid. The surface of vaginal epithelium contains a variety of 
enzymes which can metabolize the delivered drugs, especially therapeutic peptides 
and proteins. The present proteases are the main barrier for absorption of such 
drugs into the blood as they are degraded before they cross the epithelium and 
can reach systemic circulation. Cervicovaginal fluid acts as a dissolution medium 
that enables transfer of drugs from the dosage form into the tissue. It has also 
been claimed that drugs can directly be transferred from dosage form to epithelial 
tissues. This means that a portion of the released drug molecules can overcome the 
fluid compartment. The pH in the vagina is around 4, thus strongly acidic under 
normal conditions. These conditions can lead to rapid drug degradation.

Systemic mucosal delivery through vaginal epithelium has several advantages, 
including ease of administration, avoidance of drug liver first-pass metabolism, rela-
tively low metabolic activity, high permeability, prolonged retention, and the poten-
tial for sustained release from drug delivery formulations with controlled release 
properties. Important physical-chemical properties of drugs delivered through 
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Another barrier to drug permeability across oromucosal surfaces is enzymatic 
degradation. Saliva contains some enzymes that are able to metabolize some peptide 
and protein therapeutics. This fact leads to reduced bioavailability of protein-based 
therapeutics after oromucosal administration.

The flow of saliva makes it difficult for a drug delivery system to retain the 
released drug at the site of administration and, therefore, mucoadhesive drug 
formulations are the preferred dosage form for oromucosal drug delivery [5].

2.2.2 Nasal mucosa

The main barrier functions of nasal mucosa include the role of the mucus layer 
and the process of mucociliary clearance. For systemically acting drugs, the mucus 
layer acts as a diffusion barrier. The rate of the diffusion through the mucus layer 
is dependent on several factors involving thickness and viscosity of the mucus, 
and drug physical-chemical properties. The thickness of the layer of mucus in the 
nasal cavity is a few microns and, therefore, in contrast to other mucosal surfaces, it 
does not represent a substantial diffusion barrier. The rate of mucociliary clearance 
influences the contact time of epithelia and a drug delivery formulation and also the 
drug molecules themselves [9].

Transport across epithelial barriers with respect to the nasal route, and drug 
permeation via the paracellular route are limited because of the presence of tight 
junctions. Therefore, passive diffusion via the transcellular route is the main trans-
port pathway across the nasal epithelium [16].

Physical-chemical factors that influence nasal drug absorption are the molecular 
weight and lipophilicity. Polar and ionized molecules show poor permeability. On 
the other hand, drugs with systemic action currently administered by the intranasal 
route are of low molecular weight and lipophilic nature. Moreover, some thera-
peutic peptides, e.g., salmon calcitonin and oxytocin, also exhibit some level of 
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enzymes which can metabolize the delivered drugs, especially therapeutic peptides 
and proteins. The present proteases are the main barrier for absorption of such 
drugs into the blood as they are degraded before they cross the epithelium and 
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that enables transfer of drugs from the dosage form into the tissue. It has also 
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vaginal mucosa include drug solubility in the vaginal fluid, tissue permeability, 
chemical stability of drugs under certain pH conditions, and drug lipophilicity [5].

2.3 Mucosal vaccines

Mucosal surfaces, such as those of the respiratory, gastrointestinal, and genital 
tracts, act as the first line of defense against environmental pathogens. Although 
immunization by mucosally applied vaccines has had a long history with numerous 
micro-organisms and a variety of administration routes, only a few such vaccines 
are currently used in human medicine. Nevertheless, these examples (e.g., polio-
myelitis, influenza, cholera, Salmonella typhi) clearly demonstrate the validity of 
this strategy. There are many reasons for the development of mucosal vaccines as 
an attractive alternative to those administered by systemic routes. Most impor-
tantly, protective immune responses can be induced at the relevant mucosal sites of 
pathogen entry by mucosal delivery of vaccines, and thus the enormous potential 
of immunity in mucosal tissues and their associated secretory glands remains to be 
exploited in vaccinology. Better understanding of mucosal immune system together 
with new nanomaterials, including nanofibers and engineering of recombinant 
antigens, enhanced a long-lasting effort to develop mucosal vaccines capable of 
effectively inducing both mucosal and systemic immune responses, thereby result-
ing in two layers of host protection.

Mucosal vaccination, in contrast to other routes of vaccine administration, is of 
particular interest since it can enhance immune responses, mainly secretory IgA, 
which defends the portal of entry of various infectious pathogens [17]. Since the 
route of vaccine administration has a significant effect on the resultant immune 
response, much effort has been made to explore novel mucosal vaccine delivery 
routes, briefly described in this chapter.

The noninvasive needle-free vaccine delivery mode (nonparenteral routes of 
application) has become a global priority, both to eliminate the risk of improper and 
unsafe needle use and to simplify vaccination procedures. Development of alterna-
tive vaccine delivery methods, including mucosal routes, becomes a prominent field 
of vaccine research and represents a challenge for new biocompatible materials, 
especially nanomaterials. The vaccine administration route significantly affects 
immune responses regarding the intensity and quality (class-specified Ig, TH1/TH2 
balance, anergy).

Furthermore, for vaccination campaigns organized to stop epidemics of muco-
sally transmitted infections, mass immunization by mucosal routes is likely to be 
more practicable and less expensive than immunization by systemic routes. In 
addition, many parents already hesitate to subject their young children to repeated 
needle sticks. The factors like reduced cost of mucosal vaccines must be taken into 
consideration. Economy of mucosal vaccines is based on both production/distribu-
tion and application levels. The purity of mucosally delivered vaccines, including 
endotoxin contamination, is less critical than for injectable vaccines. Finally, 
mucosal vaccine delivery does not require sterile syringes and needles or personnel 
trained in their use and disposal, although spray devices or other applicators may 
be needed for intranasal and other routes of administration. From this point of 
view, sublingual application of vaccines represents the easiest and the most favor-
able modes.

Nevertheless, there are some drawbacks in terms of mucosal vaccination, 
particularly the uncertainty of the amount of effectively delivered antigen follow-
ing its mucosal administration. Another problem is the limited uptake of intact 
protein and polysaccharide antigens at mucosal surfaces. Moreover, potential for 
degradation of antigens, especially in the gastrointestinal tract following oral 
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administration is another issue. Therefore, as compared to oromucosal administra-
tion, significantly higher doses of vaccine antigens must be administered orally 
to induce measurable immune responses. To overcome such difficulties, various 
particulate antigen delivery systems have been designed.

Successful development of future mucosal vaccines is based on three basic pil-
lars critical for inducing the effective immune response. These pillars are adjuvants, 
application/delivery systems, and antigens.

Adjuvants represent one of the key issues in all vaccine development. The 
identification and development of appropriate mucosal adjuvants to enhance the 
desired aspects of the immune response against the antigens represent a special 
challenge because adjuvants for mucosal application involve requirements different 
from those for parenteral use. On the other hand, this affords greater opportunities 
for discovery by exploiting the growing understanding of the mechanisms whereby 
mucosal pathogens and commensals interact with the immune system. Cholera 
toxin (CT) and related heat-labile enterotoxins such as Escherichia coli labile toxin 
(LT) are classic examples of mucosal adjuvants for their ability to break immune 
tolerance [18]. A major concern for human application has been to separate the 
toxicity of these molecules from their adjuvant properties. Different approaches 
were used based on targeted mutations in the enzymatically active site of the A sub-
unit, the selection of various types of toxins including mutants that have different 
ganglioside (receptor)-binding B subunits and the use of nontoxic B subunits alone 
or coupled to vaccine antigens. Intranasal administration has generated interest and 
concern with the finding that CT and LT can undergo retrograde migration along 
neurons, potentially reaching the brain via the olfactory nerve, and thus leading 
to neurological pathology. An intranasal influenza vaccine which contained a low 
dose of LT as an adjuvant was introduced in Switzerland, but it was withdrawn due 
to suspicion of causing Bell’s palsy in some recipients [19]. Facial nerve palsy was 
another side effect demonstrated after intranasal application of a flu vaccine. As an 
alternative route, sublingual vaccination has been demonstrated to achieve similar 
immune responses but without the risk of retrograde transmission to the brain [20].

Other molecules derived from microorganisms and falling into the category 
of pathogen associated molecular pattern (PAMP) have also been shown to have 
immunomodulatory properties. Ligand for Toll-like receptors, NOD1/2 receptors, 
and inductors of inflammasomes are examples of such molecules (e.g., monophos-
phoryl lipid A, “CpG” oligodeoxynucleotides, muramyl glycopeptides, flagellin). 
Nevertheless, none of these has been investigated as extensively as the heat-labile 
enterotoxins.

Delivery systems for mucosal immunization are functionally related to adjuvants 
for mucosal vaccines as well as to antigen formulations. The principal task for 
delivery systems is to keep antigen on mucosal surface and to enhance its penetra-
tion into submucosal tissue to be accessible in sufficient amount to immune cells, 
especially to dendritic cells. Various gels and films are available for buccal applica-
tion of drugs, while sprays or droplets are used for intranasal application of influ-
enza vaccines. Oral application of vaccines is achieved mainly by various capsules 
containing antigens or simply by administration of the vaccine on a spoon (polio).

While some formulations for nasal and oral delivery of vaccines are avail-
able, suitable delivery systems for sublingual vaccination are at their door step of 
development. In this chapter, we describe the mucoadhesive nanofiber-based film 
fulfilling the role of delivery system for sublingual immunization. This system is 
compatible with antigens formulated as proteoliposomes and immunostimulat-
ing complexes (ISCOMs), virus and virus-like particles, bacteria and bacterial 
ghosts, plasmid DNA, polymeric nanoparticles, and a simple free antigen. Such 
formulations also allow the sustained release of vaccine antigens and provide some 
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vaginal mucosa include drug solubility in the vaginal fluid, tissue permeability, 
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Mucosal vaccination, in contrast to other routes of vaccine administration, is of 
particular interest since it can enhance immune responses, mainly secretory IgA, 
which defends the portal of entry of various infectious pathogens [17]. Since the 
route of vaccine administration has a significant effect on the resultant immune 
response, much effort has been made to explore novel mucosal vaccine delivery 
routes, briefly described in this chapter.

The noninvasive needle-free vaccine delivery mode (nonparenteral routes of 
application) has become a global priority, both to eliminate the risk of improper and 
unsafe needle use and to simplify vaccination procedures. Development of alterna-
tive vaccine delivery methods, including mucosal routes, becomes a prominent field 
of vaccine research and represents a challenge for new biocompatible materials, 
especially nanomaterials. The vaccine administration route significantly affects 
immune responses regarding the intensity and quality (class-specified Ig, TH1/TH2 
balance, anergy).

Furthermore, for vaccination campaigns organized to stop epidemics of muco-
sally transmitted infections, mass immunization by mucosal routes is likely to be 
more practicable and less expensive than immunization by systemic routes. In 
addition, many parents already hesitate to subject their young children to repeated 
needle sticks. The factors like reduced cost of mucosal vaccines must be taken into 
consideration. Economy of mucosal vaccines is based on both production/distribu-
tion and application levels. The purity of mucosally delivered vaccines, including 
endotoxin contamination, is less critical than for injectable vaccines. Finally, 
mucosal vaccine delivery does not require sterile syringes and needles or personnel 
trained in their use and disposal, although spray devices or other applicators may 
be needed for intranasal and other routes of administration. From this point of 
view, sublingual application of vaccines represents the easiest and the most favor-
able modes.

Nevertheless, there are some drawbacks in terms of mucosal vaccination, 
particularly the uncertainty of the amount of effectively delivered antigen follow-
ing its mucosal administration. Another problem is the limited uptake of intact 
protein and polysaccharide antigens at mucosal surfaces. Moreover, potential for 
degradation of antigens, especially in the gastrointestinal tract following oral 
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administration is another issue. Therefore, as compared to oromucosal administra-
tion, significantly higher doses of vaccine antigens must be administered orally 
to induce measurable immune responses. To overcome such difficulties, various 
particulate antigen delivery systems have been designed.

Successful development of future mucosal vaccines is based on three basic pil-
lars critical for inducing the effective immune response. These pillars are adjuvants, 
application/delivery systems, and antigens.

Adjuvants represent one of the key issues in all vaccine development. The 
identification and development of appropriate mucosal adjuvants to enhance the 
desired aspects of the immune response against the antigens represent a special 
challenge because adjuvants for mucosal application involve requirements different 
from those for parenteral use. On the other hand, this affords greater opportunities 
for discovery by exploiting the growing understanding of the mechanisms whereby 
mucosal pathogens and commensals interact with the immune system. Cholera 
toxin (CT) and related heat-labile enterotoxins such as Escherichia coli labile toxin 
(LT) are classic examples of mucosal adjuvants for their ability to break immune 
tolerance [18]. A major concern for human application has been to separate the 
toxicity of these molecules from their adjuvant properties. Different approaches 
were used based on targeted mutations in the enzymatically active site of the A sub-
unit, the selection of various types of toxins including mutants that have different 
ganglioside (receptor)-binding B subunits and the use of nontoxic B subunits alone 
or coupled to vaccine antigens. Intranasal administration has generated interest and 
concern with the finding that CT and LT can undergo retrograde migration along 
neurons, potentially reaching the brain via the olfactory nerve, and thus leading 
to neurological pathology. An intranasal influenza vaccine which contained a low 
dose of LT as an adjuvant was introduced in Switzerland, but it was withdrawn due 
to suspicion of causing Bell’s palsy in some recipients [19]. Facial nerve palsy was 
another side effect demonstrated after intranasal application of a flu vaccine. As an 
alternative route, sublingual vaccination has been demonstrated to achieve similar 
immune responses but without the risk of retrograde transmission to the brain [20].

Other molecules derived from microorganisms and falling into the category 
of pathogen associated molecular pattern (PAMP) have also been shown to have 
immunomodulatory properties. Ligand for Toll-like receptors, NOD1/2 receptors, 
and inductors of inflammasomes are examples of such molecules (e.g., monophos-
phoryl lipid A, “CpG” oligodeoxynucleotides, muramyl glycopeptides, flagellin). 
Nevertheless, none of these has been investigated as extensively as the heat-labile 
enterotoxins.

Delivery systems for mucosal immunization are functionally related to adjuvants 
for mucosal vaccines as well as to antigen formulations. The principal task for 
delivery systems is to keep antigen on mucosal surface and to enhance its penetra-
tion into submucosal tissue to be accessible in sufficient amount to immune cells, 
especially to dendritic cells. Various gels and films are available for buccal applica-
tion of drugs, while sprays or droplets are used for intranasal application of influ-
enza vaccines. Oral application of vaccines is achieved mainly by various capsules 
containing antigens or simply by administration of the vaccine on a spoon (polio).

While some formulations for nasal and oral delivery of vaccines are avail-
able, suitable delivery systems for sublingual vaccination are at their door step of 
development. In this chapter, we describe the mucoadhesive nanofiber-based film 
fulfilling the role of delivery system for sublingual immunization. This system is 
compatible with antigens formulated as proteoliposomes and immunostimulat-
ing complexes (ISCOMs), virus and virus-like particles, bacteria and bacterial 
ghosts, plasmid DNA, polymeric nanoparticles, and a simple free antigen. Such 
formulations also allow the sustained release of vaccine antigens and provide some 
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protection against removal from the site of application by saliva flow and tongue 
movement. Also, enhancers of mucosal penetration can be combined with antigens 
and mucosal adjuvants, which make the mucoadhesive nanofiber-based films a 
universal platform for mucosal sublingual vaccination. The important aspect of the 
mucoadhesive nanofiber-based film is its suitability for industrial production as the 
crucial factor of pharmacoeconomy [21].

In conclusion, sublingual immunization represents the route of a big hidden 
potential for development of effective, cheap, and safe vaccines for prevention of 
infectious diseases as well as the treatment of allergy.

2.4 Penetration enhancers

Penetration enhancers, sometimes also referred to as chemical enhancers, are 
functional pharmaceutical excipients that possess the ability to modify the physical-
chemical properties of mucosal barriers. The reason for co-administration of 
penetration enhancers is to enhance penetration of drugs through different barriers 
of mucosa including mucus layer, extracellular lipid layer originating from MCGs, 
enzymatic barrier, and others. The target compartment of the delivered drug can dif-
fer according to the mode of its action, e.g., blood circulation in systemic drug deliv-
ery, specialized immune cells present in epithelium or submucosal tissue in vaccine 
delivery and local cell therapy, etc. Penetration enhancers can potentially facilitate the 
systemic absorption of a wide range of drugs, including large therapeutic molecules 
such as polypeptides, proteins, nucleic acids [22], and therapeutic nanoparticles.

Different surfactants, bile salts (deoxycholic, ursocholic, and taurocholic acids), 
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), fatty acids, and amino acids are the most 
frequently explored chemicals used in mucosal enhancing of drug permeability, 
and thus its bioavailability [23, 24]. An important concern related to penetration 
enhancers is the capacity of adjacent tissues to tolerate the effects of penetration 
enhancers.

Penetration enhancers act usually by a combination of different mechanisms. 
Some penetration enhancers are amphipathic in nature, and thus associate and 
influence bilayers of the cell membranes, increase the fluidity and permeability 
of membranes and finally promote transcellular transport. Penetration enhancers 
can interact with tight junctions between epithelial cells that cause facilitation of 
paracellular drug transport. Another group of penetration enhancers, known as 
mucolytic agents (e.g., acetylcysteine) influence the integrity of the mucus layer.

Formulation of drugs into nanofibers, especially nanofibers with mucoadhesive 
properties, enhances drug absorption via mucosal surfaces in general. Moreover, 
combination of nanofiber-based formulations and chemical enhancers can increase 
penetration of drug molecules, or nanoparticle-based drug and vaccine delivery 
systems. Nanofibers themselves have extraordinary capacity to combine different 
types of chemicals including combination of drugs and penetration enhancers, 
whether using electrospinning technique for nanofiber production, or another 
technique. As an example, mucosal penetration of model mucus penetration 
poly(lactic-co-glycolic) acid (PLGA) nanoparticles from nanofiber-based mucoad-
hesive film into porcine sublingual and buccal mucosa was enhanced using sodium 
deoxycholate as penetration enhancer [21].

3. Transmucosal delivery of drugs and vaccines

Different parts of the human body are covered by mucosa with different fea-
tures and barrier properties for drug delivery. Some areas are more accessible than 
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others. In principle, there are two ways of mucosal drug delivery—local delivery, 
e.g., antimicrobials, anti-inflammatory drugs, etc., and systemic drug delivery. 
Whereas many indications for drugs intended for local treatment exist and include 
all mucosal surfaces, systemic drug delivery is a completely different task and only a 
few parts of mucosa are suitable sites for systemic drug administration and absorp-
tion. Moreover, only several drugs with suitable physical-chemical properties have 
been administered via transmucosal delivery. On the other hand, mucosal drug 
absorption has enormous potential, and different strategies including penetration 
enhancers, nanoparticle-based drugs, and mucoadhesive drug formulations have 
been employed.

Because of easy accessibility, high vascularization and a relatively low thickness, 
oral mucosa, especially its sublingual and buccal parts, is a preferred site of sys-
temic drug administration. Transmucosal delivery of certain drugs can result in a 
rapid onset of their action, thus having the potential to replace the injection admin-
istration of some specific drug molecules [25]. Oromucosal delivery of nitroglycerin 
brings many benefits for patients, and today, nitroglycerin is one of the most 
frequent drug molecules delivered via oral mucosa. Exploration of cardiovascular 
drugs (e.g., captopril, verapamil) has shown promising results. Oral transmucosal 
delivery of analgesics has attracted substantial attention. As an example, oromuco-
sally administered fentanyl is designed for rapid noninvasive delivery of analgesia 
for severe pain treatment.

Oromucosal delivery of sedatives and hypnotics has shown favorable results 
with clinical advantages over other routes of administration. Another example is 
drugs for erectile dysfunction and transmucosal formulations of hormones, e.g., 
testosterone and estrogen. Transmucosal spray formulation of insulin (Oral-lyn®, 
Generex) is a great example of the potential of oral mucosa for systemic macromo-
lecular drug delivery.

Transmucosal nasal drug delivery is another interesting site for systemic drug 
delivery. The considerable blood supply of nasal mucosa provides efficient systemic 
drug absorption and enables direct access to the systemic circulation for drugs. In 
nasal drug delivery, limited nasal capacity often results in partial swallowing of 
the instilled drug as the instilled volumes exceed the limited capacity of the nasal 
mucosa. Therefore, the administered dose of the drug is partially swallowed, and 
drug absorption is in part transmucosal, in part gastrointestinal. Formulation of 
drugs into different mucoadhesive dosage forms and nasal inserts can be beneficial 
in this regard. Several drugs have been successfully administered including active 
ingredients with hormonal activity (salmon calcitonin, oxytocin, desmopressin) 
and small drugs (e.g., sumatriptan, zolmitriptan, dihydroergotamine).

As nasal mucosa is the first barrier which must be conquered by pathogens, 
nasal mucosa is very immunocompetent. Many studies have shown that even small 
amounts of antigen can elicit a strong protective response. Intranasal administra-
tion, similarly to oromucosal, seems to be the best strategy for barrier vaccinations 
following the outbreak of highly infectious diseases, because less erudite persons 
(e.g., nurses) can provide mass vaccination. FluMist® (US) and Fluenz® (Europe) 
are examples of live attenuated influenza vaccines.

The vaginal mucosa offers many advantages as a site for drug delivery, including 
easy access, prolonged residence time interval of drug availability, avoidance of 
first-pass metabolism, and relatively low activity of proteases and other enzymes. 
The vagina has a rich vascularization and a large surface area due to the folds 
in the mucosa (rugae) making it ideal for high absorption of drug molecules. 
Administration of drugs through vaginal mucosa represents an interesting alterna-
tive to oral administration for drugs treating osteoporosis, hormone replacement 
therapy, contraception, infections, and others. Mucoadhesive polymers are often 
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protection against removal from the site of application by saliva flow and tongue 
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others. In principle, there are two ways of mucosal drug delivery—local delivery, 
e.g., antimicrobials, anti-inflammatory drugs, etc., and systemic drug delivery. 
Whereas many indications for drugs intended for local treatment exist and include 
all mucosal surfaces, systemic drug delivery is a completely different task and only a 
few parts of mucosa are suitable sites for systemic drug administration and absorp-
tion. Moreover, only several drugs with suitable physical-chemical properties have 
been administered via transmucosal delivery. On the other hand, mucosal drug 
absorption has enormous potential, and different strategies including penetration 
enhancers, nanoparticle-based drugs, and mucoadhesive drug formulations have 
been employed.
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oral mucosa, especially its sublingual and buccal parts, is a preferred site of sys-
temic drug administration. Transmucosal delivery of certain drugs can result in a 
rapid onset of their action, thus having the potential to replace the injection admin-
istration of some specific drug molecules [25]. Oromucosal delivery of nitroglycerin 
brings many benefits for patients, and today, nitroglycerin is one of the most 
frequent drug molecules delivered via oral mucosa. Exploration of cardiovascular 
drugs (e.g., captopril, verapamil) has shown promising results. Oral transmucosal 
delivery of analgesics has attracted substantial attention. As an example, oromuco-
sally administered fentanyl is designed for rapid noninvasive delivery of analgesia 
for severe pain treatment.

Oromucosal delivery of sedatives and hypnotics has shown favorable results 
with clinical advantages over other routes of administration. Another example is 
drugs for erectile dysfunction and transmucosal formulations of hormones, e.g., 
testosterone and estrogen. Transmucosal spray formulation of insulin (Oral-lyn®, 
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lecular drug delivery.
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delivery. The considerable blood supply of nasal mucosa provides efficient systemic 
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nasal drug delivery, limited nasal capacity often results in partial swallowing of 
the instilled drug as the instilled volumes exceed the limited capacity of the nasal 
mucosa. Therefore, the administered dose of the drug is partially swallowed, and 
drug absorption is in part transmucosal, in part gastrointestinal. Formulation of 
drugs into different mucoadhesive dosage forms and nasal inserts can be beneficial 
in this regard. Several drugs have been successfully administered including active 
ingredients with hormonal activity (salmon calcitonin, oxytocin, desmopressin) 
and small drugs (e.g., sumatriptan, zolmitriptan, dihydroergotamine).

As nasal mucosa is the first barrier which must be conquered by pathogens, 
nasal mucosa is very immunocompetent. Many studies have shown that even small 
amounts of antigen can elicit a strong protective response. Intranasal administra-
tion, similarly to oromucosal, seems to be the best strategy for barrier vaccinations 
following the outbreak of highly infectious diseases, because less erudite persons 
(e.g., nurses) can provide mass vaccination. FluMist® (US) and Fluenz® (Europe) 
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easy access, prolonged residence time interval of drug availability, avoidance of 
first-pass metabolism, and relatively low activity of proteases and other enzymes. 
The vagina has a rich vascularization and a large surface area due to the folds 
in the mucosa (rugae) making it ideal for high absorption of drug molecules. 
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used in formulations for vaginal drug delivery systems to prolong retention time of 
drug delivery systems [26].

Mucosal immune responses in the genital tract can be induced by the admin-
istration of antigen to mucosal surfaces. IgA antibodies in the vaginal tract are 
essential as a first line defense against pathogens that enter the body through 
vaginal mucosa. Immune responses of various types of vaginally administered vac-
cines have been investigated. Both vaginal and serum IgA and IgG levels have been 
enhanced following vaginal vaccine administration [27].

The nasal mucosa vaccination induces preferentially mucosa-associated immune 
responses. There are several vaccination approaches to induce both mucosal and 
systemic immune responses (antibodies and cell-mediated immunity), for example 
by heterologous immunization by systemic followed by mucosal routes. Combining 
of parenteral and mucosal administration of antigen is required because parenteral 
vaccines are notoriously inefficient for stimulating immune responses in mucosal 
tissues; and on the other hand, mucosal vaccination, particularly that administered 
by oral route to subjects without antecedent contact with vaccination antigen 
leads to induction of the “oral tolerance” phenomenon consisting in induction 
of IgA-mediated immune responses in mucosal compartments but dominantly 
cell-mediated antigen-specific tolerance in systemic compartment. In contrast, 
sublingual (SL) vaccination represents a route effectively stimulating both systemic 
and mucosal antibody- and cell-mediated immune responses. Sublingual mucosa is 
the place of vaccine administration which in contrast to other mucosally effective 
intranasal routes does not elicit neurotoxic effects as demonstrated for example 
with inactivated influenza virus administered SL together with a mucosal adju-
vant which did not migrate to or replicate in the nerve system [28]. Furthermore, 
sublingual mucosa may be useful as a delivery site for mucosal vaccines because the 
sublingual epithelium harbors a dense lattice of dendritic cells (DC), and that using 
mucosal adjuvants mobilizes DCs within the sublingual epithelium. These cells 
migrate to the above mentioned proximal draining lymph nodes (submaxillary and 
superficial cervical lymph nodes), on uptake of the sublingual vaccine antigens. 
It is important that sublingual immunization induces antigen-specific immune 
responses in the female reproductive tract in addition to the respiratory tract and 
oral/nasal cavity [29]. Another mucosal administration route, orogastric route, can 
induce strong mucosal responses, especially secretory IgA in the small intestine, 
proximal colon, and mammary and salivary glands but it is poorly efficient for dis-
seminating these responses to the distal segments of the gut and to the respiratory 
and reproductive tracts. Moreover, orogastric immunization requires substantially 
more antigen application because of intensive degradation. In addition to orogas-
tric, nasal, and sublingual vaccines, transcutaneous immunizations are now part of 
a new generation of mucosal vaccines [30].

4. Nanofibers in mucosal drug delivery applications

4.1 Mucoadhesion and mucoadhesive properties of nanofibers

Mucoadhesion is defined as adhesion between a mucosal surface and a surface of 
another material. Mucoadhesive dosage forms have recently attracted much atten-
tion from pharmaceutical research as well as from pharmaceutical industry due to 
substantial improvements in mucosal drug delivery. Increasing the residence time 
of drug formulations at the site of administration automatically leads to much more 
effective transmucosal drug delivery, drug bioavailability, and results in increased 
therapeutic efficiency, thus lowering the drug dose needed [13]. Instead of small 
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drug molecules, mucoadhesive formulations enable delivery of therapeutic biologi-
cals such as peptides, proteins, antibodies, and nucleic acids through a variety of 
routes of administration such as oromucosal, ocular, nasal, and vaginal. Moreover, 
mucosal delivery of nanoparticle-based therapeutic formulations can be achieved 
by materials with mucoadhesive properties, mucus penetration formulations, and 
their combinations. Taste masking properties are of importance for mucoadhesive 
formulations intended for oromucosal administration.

Nanofibers made up of mucoadhesive polymers exhibit one of new trends in 
mucosal drug delivery. Due to their extremely large surface area, unique surface 
topology, and porosity, nanofibers are known to significantly improve the adhe-
siveness of the mucoadhesive drug delivery systems utilizing nanofibers for their 
construction. Architecture of nanofibers significantly intensifies the intimate 
contact between the nanofiber-based products and mucosal surface, and high drug 
concentration at the site of administration is achieved (Figure 1). Moreover, their 
ability to enhance drug solubility makes nanofibers an almost ideal platform for 
transmucosal drug delivery.

The use of mucoadhesive polymers is conditioned by their ability to form 
nanofibers. A variety of factors affect the ability of polymers to form nanofibers 
as well as the mucoadhesive properties of polymers, including molecular weight, 
chain flexibility, hydrogen bonding capacity, cross-linking density, charge and 
degree of ionization of a polymer, concentration, and hydration (swelling) of a 
polymer [3].

These are reasons why only a few mucoadhesive polymers have been tested for 
nanofiber-based drug delivery system formulations. Chitosan (cationic polymer), 
hyaluronic acid, sodium alginate, sodium carboxymehylcellulose (anionic poly-
mers), different cellulose derivatives, poly(ethylene oxide), and polyvinylpyrrol-
idone (nonionic polymers) are excellent examples of conventional mucoadhesive 
materials utilized for construction of nanofiber-based mucoadhesive drug delivery 
systems. A group of thiolated polymers, e.g., thiolated chitosan, are representatives 
of next-generation mucoadhesive materials [3, 13]. Mucoadhesive nanofibrous 
membrane made of chitosan/PEO is visualized in Figure 2 as an example.

Figure 1. 
Schematic representation of drug and vaccine delivery after mucosal administration of nanofiber-based drug 
delivery system.
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used in formulations for vaginal drug delivery systems to prolong retention time of 
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4.1.1 Chitosan

Chitosan is a linear polysaccharide composed of randomly distributed 
D-glucosamine and N-acetyl-D-glucosamine obtained by deacetylation of chitin 
(Figure 3). Because of the broad chemistry of chitosan, which covers different 
degrees of deacetylation, a range of molecular weights and different distribution 
of the acetyl groups along the polymeric chain, chitosans can provide a number of 
physical-chemical as well as biological properties. Mucoadhesion of chitosan occurs 
due to the electrostatic interactions of amino groups of chitosan and the sialic 
groups of mucin in the mucus layer.

Several studies have explored mucoadhesive properties of chitosan-based nano-
fibers. As an example, Lancina et al. have produced chitosan-based nanofiber mats 
capable of delivering insulin via the buccal mucosa. Chitosan was electrospun into 
nanofibers using poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) as a carrier molecule. Insulin release 
rates were determined and showed no reduction in bioactivity due to electrospin-
ning. Buccal permeation of insulin was significantly facilitated as compared to free 
insulin. Taken together, this work demonstrates that chitosan-based nanofibers 
have the potential to serve as a transbuccal insulin delivery vehicle [31]. In another 
study, mucoadhesive fibers of zein/chitosan have been prepared by electrospinning 
to study the encapsulation efficiency and release of tocopherol. The addition of the 
acidic chitosan solution to the zein containing tocopherol has improved the muco-
adhesive properties of the final composite nanofibers [32]. Mucoadhesive hybrid 

Figure 3. 
Structural formula of chitosan.

Figure 2. 
Electrospun nanofibrous membrane fabricated using Nanospider technology (A) and detail of mucoadhesive 
chitosan/PEO nanofibers (B).
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electrospun chitosan/phospholipid nanofibers intended for drug-delivery applica-
tions were produced by Mendes et al. [33]. Nanofibrous membranes intended for 
local delivery of an antimicrobial agent in combination with poly(hexamethylene 
biguanide) hydrochloride were produced by electrospinning of chitosan/PEO 
solution. Inhibition of bacterial growth for both Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus 
aureus were achieved using nanofiberous membranes [34].

4.1.2 Cellulose derivatives

Cellulose (Figure 4) mucoadhesive derivatives are a wide group of pharmaceuti-
cal excipients and cover both nonionic polymers, including hydroxypropylmethyl-
cellulose (HPMC), hydroxyethylcellulose (HEC), hydroxypropylcellulose (HPC), 
methylcellulose (MC), and anionic derivatives, e.g., carboxymethylcellulose (CMC).

The aim of the study exploring carboxymethylcellulose as a mucoadhesive agent 
for nanofiber formation was to develop a progesterone-loaded mucoadhesive system 
for vaginal application with sustained release. Presently, two dosage form options 
are being considered: direct compression of nanofibers into tablets for vaginal 
insertion and winding bundles of the fiber into a miniature tampon [35, 36].

In another work, nanofiber-based indomethacin films were prepared using 
different grades of methylcellulose, polyvinylpyrrolidone, and Tween® 80 by 
electrospinning. The addition of Tween® 80 to polyvinylpyrrolidone formula-
tions significantly improved their wettability. Moreover, nanofiber-based patches 
containing methylcellulose and Tween® 80 were found to exhibit the highest 
permeation of indomethacin across porcine mucosa without significantly affecting 
the ultrastructure of the oral mucosa [37].

El-Newehy et al. demonstrated the preparation of HPC-based nanofibers. They 
found that the thermal stability and mechanical properties of nanofiber mats were 
dramatically enhanced with the addition of HPC to polyvinyl acetate or polyvinyl-
pyrrolidone. The in vitro sustained release of an incorporated model drug, diclof-
enac sodium, was controlled when loaded into electrospun nanofibers of HPC with 
either PVA or PVP [38].

4.1.3 Poly(ethylene oxide)

Mucoadhesive glutamine-loaded poly(ethylene oxide) (Figure 5) electrospun 
nanofibers were prepared by Tort et al. The effect of different polyelectrolytes on 
resultant properties of nanofibers was observed. 85% of the drug was released from 
the nanofibers after 4 h in simulated saliva solution suggesting that glutamine-
loaded nanofibers have potential as an oromucosal drug delivery system [39].

Figure 4. 
Structural formula of cellulose.
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methylcellulose (MC), and anionic derivatives, e.g., carboxymethylcellulose (CMC).
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for nanofiber formation was to develop a progesterone-loaded mucoadhesive system 
for vaginal application with sustained release. Presently, two dosage form options 
are being considered: direct compression of nanofibers into tablets for vaginal 
insertion and winding bundles of the fiber into a miniature tampon [35, 36].

In another work, nanofiber-based indomethacin films were prepared using 
different grades of methylcellulose, polyvinylpyrrolidone, and Tween® 80 by 
electrospinning. The addition of Tween® 80 to polyvinylpyrrolidone formula-
tions significantly improved their wettability. Moreover, nanofiber-based patches 
containing methylcellulose and Tween® 80 were found to exhibit the highest 
permeation of indomethacin across porcine mucosa without significantly affecting 
the ultrastructure of the oral mucosa [37].
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Nanofiber-based local drug delivery system may be suitable for the treatment of 
cervical cancer. A pilot study by Zong et al. was carried out to examine the efficacy 
of cisplatin-loaded poly(ethylene oxide)/polylactide composite electrospun nano-
fibers as a local chemotherapy system against cervical cancer in mice via vaginal 
implantation. They have shown that a better balance between antitumor efficacy 
and systemic safety was achieved in a group of animals treated with nanofiber 
formulation as compared to i.v. injection group using an equal drug dose. Therefore, 
electrospun nanofibers present a promising approach to the local drug delivery via 
vaginal mucosa against cervical cancer [40].

4.1.4 Thiolated chitosan

Thiolated polymers are obtained by the addition of conjugated sulfhydryl 
groups. Thiolation of chitosan increases their mucoadhesive properties due to 
formation of disulfide bridges with cysteine domains of glycoproteins of the mucus. 
Moreover, chitosan and thiolated chitosan possess antiprotease activity due to their 
affinity to divalent cations, which are co-factors for proteases. All these character-
istics make thiolated chitosan a promising material for mucosal administration of 
drugs, peptides, and proteins [13].

Leila Behbood et al. developed mucoadhesive nanofibers made up of thiolated 
chitosan as a drug delivery system for tetracycline and triamcinolone. Chitosan was 
modified via the immobilization of thiol groups from L-cysteine as a mucoadhesive 
reagent. Maximal mucoadhesion of nanofibers was observed at the pH value of 6. 
Release studies demonstrated that a sustained release of both drugs continued up 
to 48 h. The drug delivery system represented a novel tool for the improvement of 
therapeutic efficacy of various drugs that are poorly absorbed from different parts 
of the gastrointestinal tract. It was also shown to be an efficient system for treat-
ment of oral ulceration [41].

The aim of the study performed by Samprasit et al. [42] was to fabricate muco-
adhesive electrospun nanofiber mats containing α-mangostin for the maintenance 
of oral hygiene and reduction of the bacterial growth. Thiolated chitosan blended 
with polyvinyl alcohol was selected as the mucoadhesive polymer. The results of 
this study suggest that α-mangostin-loaded mucoadhesive electrospun nanofiber 
mats may be a promising material for the prevention of dental caries.

4.2 Transmucosal delivery of poorly soluble drugs using nanofibers

Many drugs are highly hydrophobic with poor water solubility and the number 
of poorly water-soluble drug candidates selected for development is rapidly increas-
ing. It results in low oral absorption of these drugs as the absorption and bioavail-
ability are limited by their poor solubility or slow dissolution in the gastrointestinal 
tract. This represents a major challenge for the pharmaceutical industry and novel 

Figure 5. 
Structural formula of poly(ethylene oxide).
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formulation approaches are required. Several strategies including particle size 
reduction, micellization, salt formation, complexation, and solid dispersions have 
been developed to increase the oral absorption of such drugs. Solid dispersion is 
defined as the dispersion of one or more drugs in an inert matrix in the solid state. 
Simple eutectic mixtures, solid solutions, glass solutions of suspensions, and amor-
phous precipitates of a drug in a crystalline carrier are examples of solid dispersions 
[43]. Due to difficulties occurring during conventional methods of drug formula-
tion, the applicability of solid dispersion systems has remained limited. Electrospun 
nanofibers provide a novel approach to improve the dissolution rate of even poorly 
water-soluble drugs, and thus might minimize the limitations of oral and oromuco-
sal drug bioavailability [44].

As an example, maraviroc, an anti-HIV drug intended for intravaginal adminis-
tration, was electrospun as solid dispersion made from either polyvinylpyrrolidone 
or poly(ethylene oxide) nanofibers or microfibers. In the study, the role of drug 
loading, distribution and crystallinity in determining drug release rates into aque-
ous media was investigated. It was shown that water-soluble electrospun materials 
can rapidly release maraviroc upon contact with moisture and that drug delivery is 
fast [45].

Salt formation improves drug solubility. However, drugs administered onto 
mucosal surfaces are effectively absorbed through mucosal surfaces if they are in 
the unionized form. Therefore, this strategy of enhanced drug dissolution is not 
advantageous for mucosal drug delivery.

The rate of dissolution of drugs formulated into particles is increased with their 
increasing surface area and decreasing particle size. Technologies used to decrease 
drug particle size to sub-micrometer range are being frequently applied to poorly 
water-soluble drug product development. Electrospinning is one of the technologies 
that can produce uniform nanosized polymeric nanofibers with drugs loaded into 
their structure. The release rates, and thus bioavailability of nanofiber-formulated 
drugs, are enhanced compared to those from the original drug substance [46].

Oral mucosa provides an interesting site of drug administration and absorption 
including poorly water-soluble drugs. However, they are not usually suitable for 
the formulation into classical oromucosal drug delivery systems. The formulation 
of nanofibers represents one possible route to achieve effective drug absorption 
via mucosal surfaces. Potrč et al. formulated polycaprolactone (PCL) nanofibers 
intended for oromucosal delivery of poorly water-soluble drugs. In this study, 
two model drugs, ibuprofen and carvedilol, with similar lipophilic properties, but 
differing in their molecular weights were chosen, and their influence on the nano-
fiber’s physical properties and drug release profiles were investigated. The aim of 
the study was to establish a correlation between the drug’s properties and the release 
characteristics of a PCL nanofiber-based delivery system. The results obtained 
in this study have shown that electrospinning can be used for the fabrication of 
drug-loaded PCL nanofibers with a high percentage of API embedded in them. The 
formulation of poorly water-soluble drugs into polycaprolactone-based nanofibers 
significantly increases their dissolution rate. However, the release rate of drugs from 
nanofibers is drug-dependent. Electrospinning was shown to be a very promising 
approach to the formulation of poorly water-soluble drugs in order to enhance their 
release and enable oromucosal administration [46].

4.3 Transmucosal delivery of macromolecules and nanoparticle-based vaccines 
using nanofibers

Mucosal surfaces are the most convenient routes for drug delivery to systemic 
circulation. However, transmucosal transport of macromolecular drugs such as 
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formulation approaches are required. Several strategies including particle size 
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been developed to increase the oral absorption of such drugs. Solid dispersion is 
defined as the dispersion of one or more drugs in an inert matrix in the solid state. 
Simple eutectic mixtures, solid solutions, glass solutions of suspensions, and amor-
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[43]. Due to difficulties occurring during conventional methods of drug formula-
tion, the applicability of solid dispersion systems has remained limited. Electrospun 
nanofibers provide a novel approach to improve the dissolution rate of even poorly 
water-soluble drugs, and thus might minimize the limitations of oral and oromuco-
sal drug bioavailability [44].

As an example, maraviroc, an anti-HIV drug intended for intravaginal adminis-
tration, was electrospun as solid dispersion made from either polyvinylpyrrolidone 
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loading, distribution and crystallinity in determining drug release rates into aque-
ous media was investigated. It was shown that water-soluble electrospun materials 
can rapidly release maraviroc upon contact with moisture and that drug delivery is 
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Salt formation improves drug solubility. However, drugs administered onto 
mucosal surfaces are effectively absorbed through mucosal surfaces if they are in 
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The rate of dissolution of drugs formulated into particles is increased with their 
increasing surface area and decreasing particle size. Technologies used to decrease 
drug particle size to sub-micrometer range are being frequently applied to poorly 
water-soluble drug product development. Electrospinning is one of the technologies 
that can produce uniform nanosized polymeric nanofibers with drugs loaded into 
their structure. The release rates, and thus bioavailability of nanofiber-formulated 
drugs, are enhanced compared to those from the original drug substance [46].

Oral mucosa provides an interesting site of drug administration and absorption 
including poorly water-soluble drugs. However, they are not usually suitable for 
the formulation into classical oromucosal drug delivery systems. The formulation 
of nanofibers represents one possible route to achieve effective drug absorption 
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two model drugs, ibuprofen and carvedilol, with similar lipophilic properties, but 
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peptides and proteins is much less effective as compared to low molecular weight 
drugs. Several strategies exploiting permeation enhancers, nanoparticulate carri-
ers, nanofibers, and their combinations represent a promising strategy to facilitate 
transmucosal transport of macromolecules.

Recently, nanofiber-based mucoadhesive films have been invented for oromucosal 
administration of nanocarriers used for delivery of drugs and vaccines (Figure 6).  
The mucoadhesive film consists of an electrospun nanofibrous reservoir layer, a 
mucoadhesive film layer, and a protective backing layer. The mucoadhesive layer 
made of HPMC and Carbopol 934P polymers is responsible for tight adhesion of the 
whole system to the oral mucosa after application. The electrospun nanofibrous res-
ervoir layer is intended to act as a reservoir for polymeric and lipid-based nanopar-
ticles, liposomes, virosomes, virus-like particles, dendrimers and the like, plus 
macromolecular drugs, antigens and/or allergens. The extremely large surface area of 
nanofibrous reservoir layers allows high levels of nanoparticle loading. Nanoparticles 
can either be reversibly adsorbed to the surface of nanofibers or they can be depos-
ited in the pores between the nanofibers. After mucosal application, nanofibrous 
reservoir layers are intended to promote prolonged release of nanoparticles into the 
submucosal tissue. Reversible adsorption of model nanoparticles as well as sufficient 
mucoadhesive properties was demonstrated. This novel system appears appropriate 
for the use in oral mucosa, especially for sublingual and buccal tissues [21].

Another example of novel multi-layered fibrous mucoadhesive film is based 
on self-assembled liposomes that are formed directly from nanofibrous layer after 
contacting with water. The idea came from a method of liposome preparation 
based on electrospinning technology. PVP was used as a nanofiber-forming matrix 
and phospholipid as liposome-forming molecules [47]. The membrane has been 
developed to improve the bioavailability of carvedilol. The whole system consists 
of an electrospun layer, an adhesive layer made of mucoadhesive film and a backing 
layer, similarly as previously described by Masek et al. [21]. Mucoadhesive film was 
formed using HPMC and CMC polymers and the standard solvent casting method. 
In general, this drug delivery system offered a novel platform for potential buccal 
delivery of drugs with a high first-pass effect.

One example for all macromolecular drugs is insulin. Insulin is a protein which 
is made of two polypeptide chains and it is not completely soluble in water. Many 
efforts have been made to find appropriate noninvasive routes of administration, 
including oral, pulmonary, rectal, oromucosal, and nasal. Although a certain degree 
of success exploiting all routes of mucosal administration of insulin was achieved, 
oromucosal, namely buccal and sublingual, delivery of insulin brings several 

Figure 6. 
Transmucosal penetration of model fluorescently labeled PLGA-PEG nanoparticles after ex vivo porcine 
mucosal administration using nanofibers. (A) PLGA-PEG nanoparticles (red) and (B) PLGA-PEG 
nanoparticles (red) plus nuclei (blue).
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advantages. A number of attempts have been made to improve buccal insulin 
absorption by adding absorption enhancers or to modify the lipophilicity of insulin.

It is important to note that buccal and sublingual delivery of macromolecules 
including insulin using rodents as an animal model are of no value, because oral 
mucosa of rodents is highly keratinized. Therefore, the permeability for macro-
molecules and nanoparticles is negligible, while that of humans is quite high in 
the non-keratinized areas (sublingual and buccal). It means that the only animal 
models that can be of use when studying the human permeability of oral mucosa for 
macromolecules is pigs or dogs.

Several drug delivery systems have been tested for oromucosal insulin delivery, 
including sprays, mucoadhesive gels, and mucoadhesive films.

Transmucosal delivery of insulin via oral mucosa represents a novel approach. 
As an example, Sharma et al. have prepared an electrospun nanofiber-based mem-
brane containing insulin molecules within the nanofiber structure. The solubility 
of insulin increases have been enhanced after formulation into polyvinyl alcohol 
(PVA) nanofibers as PVA itself is a surfactant and hence increases the solubility of 
insulin in the polymer solution. The release of insulin from a nanofiber membrane 
followed controlled release, and in vivo experiments confirmed high transmucosal 
delivery effectivity. Insulin release exhibits first order kinetics followed by an initial 
burst release necessary to produce the desired therapeutic activity. Furthermore, 
extremely high encapsulation efficacy of 99% of insulin indicates that nanofiber-
based delivery system serves as an ideal carrier for the delivery of insulin via the 
sublingual route [48].

4.4 Fast-dissolving nanofiber-based drug delivery systems

Fast-dissolving drug delivery systems (FDDS) represent advanced formula-
tions intended for oromucosal administration. FDDS are characterized by excellent 
flexibility and comfort for patients. The efficacy of drugs and rapid onset of their 
action are improved as FDDS dissolve within a minute in the oral cavity after the 
contact with saliva without the need of water for administration. FDDS are ben-
eficial especially in pediatric and geriatric patients. It is also useful for delivery of 
drugs with local action.

Li et al. have fabricated nanofiber-based FDDS by electrospinning using PVA as 
the nanofiber-forming polymer and drug carrier. Caffeine and riboflavin were used 
as the model drugs. They found that drug release was completed in a burst manner. 
100% of caffeine and 40% of riboflavin was dissolved within 60 s from the PVA 
nanofibrous matrices [49].

Isosorbide dinitrate-polyvinylpyrrolidone electrospun nanofibers were for-
mulated and explored as a potentially sublingual membrane by Chen et al. The 
composition was favorable for the fabrication of the sublingual membrane as the 
dissolution was completed at 120 s. The pharmacokinetic study in rats demon-
strated that the electrospinning fiber membrane had a higher Cmax and lower Tmax 
compared to the reference preparation [50].

Quan et al. demonstrated the concept of nanofiber-based FDDS also for poorly 
water-soluble drugs. In the study, feruloyl-oleyl-glycerol was used as a model drug 
and polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) K90 as a filament-forming polymer [51].

4.5 Mucosal administration sites of nanofiber-based drug delivery systems

Different mucosal sites of administration are a suitable target for nanofiber-
based drug delivery systems, including oromucosal, nasal, vaginal, and ocular 
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peptides and proteins is much less effective as compared to low molecular weight 
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nanofibrous reservoir layers allows high levels of nanoparticle loading. Nanoparticles 
can either be reversibly adsorbed to the surface of nanofibers or they can be depos-
ited in the pores between the nanofibers. After mucosal application, nanofibrous 
reservoir layers are intended to promote prolonged release of nanoparticles into the 
submucosal tissue. Reversible adsorption of model nanoparticles as well as sufficient 
mucoadhesive properties was demonstrated. This novel system appears appropriate 
for the use in oral mucosa, especially for sublingual and buccal tissues [21].

Another example of novel multi-layered fibrous mucoadhesive film is based 
on self-assembled liposomes that are formed directly from nanofibrous layer after 
contacting with water. The idea came from a method of liposome preparation 
based on electrospinning technology. PVP was used as a nanofiber-forming matrix 
and phospholipid as liposome-forming molecules [47]. The membrane has been 
developed to improve the bioavailability of carvedilol. The whole system consists 
of an electrospun layer, an adhesive layer made of mucoadhesive film and a backing 
layer, similarly as previously described by Masek et al. [21]. Mucoadhesive film was 
formed using HPMC and CMC polymers and the standard solvent casting method. 
In general, this drug delivery system offered a novel platform for potential buccal 
delivery of drugs with a high first-pass effect.
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is made of two polypeptide chains and it is not completely soluble in water. Many 
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advantages. A number of attempts have been made to improve buccal insulin 
absorption by adding absorption enhancers or to modify the lipophilicity of insulin.

It is important to note that buccal and sublingual delivery of macromolecules 
including insulin using rodents as an animal model are of no value, because oral 
mucosa of rodents is highly keratinized. Therefore, the permeability for macro-
molecules and nanoparticles is negligible, while that of humans is quite high in 
the non-keratinized areas (sublingual and buccal). It means that the only animal 
models that can be of use when studying the human permeability of oral mucosa for 
macromolecules is pigs or dogs.

Several drug delivery systems have been tested for oromucosal insulin delivery, 
including sprays, mucoadhesive gels, and mucoadhesive films.

Transmucosal delivery of insulin via oral mucosa represents a novel approach. 
As an example, Sharma et al. have prepared an electrospun nanofiber-based mem-
brane containing insulin molecules within the nanofiber structure. The solubility 
of insulin increases have been enhanced after formulation into polyvinyl alcohol 
(PVA) nanofibers as PVA itself is a surfactant and hence increases the solubility of 
insulin in the polymer solution. The release of insulin from a nanofiber membrane 
followed controlled release, and in vivo experiments confirmed high transmucosal 
delivery effectivity. Insulin release exhibits first order kinetics followed by an initial 
burst release necessary to produce the desired therapeutic activity. Furthermore, 
extremely high encapsulation efficacy of 99% of insulin indicates that nanofiber-
based delivery system serves as an ideal carrier for the delivery of insulin via the 
sublingual route [48].

4.4 Fast-dissolving nanofiber-based drug delivery systems

Fast-dissolving drug delivery systems (FDDS) represent advanced formula-
tions intended for oromucosal administration. FDDS are characterized by excellent 
flexibility and comfort for patients. The efficacy of drugs and rapid onset of their 
action are improved as FDDS dissolve within a minute in the oral cavity after the 
contact with saliva without the need of water for administration. FDDS are ben-
eficial especially in pediatric and geriatric patients. It is also useful for delivery of 
drugs with local action.

Li et al. have fabricated nanofiber-based FDDS by electrospinning using PVA as 
the nanofiber-forming polymer and drug carrier. Caffeine and riboflavin were used 
as the model drugs. They found that drug release was completed in a burst manner. 
100% of caffeine and 40% of riboflavin was dissolved within 60 s from the PVA 
nanofibrous matrices [49].

Isosorbide dinitrate-polyvinylpyrrolidone electrospun nanofibers were for-
mulated and explored as a potentially sublingual membrane by Chen et al. The 
composition was favorable for the fabrication of the sublingual membrane as the 
dissolution was completed at 120 s. The pharmacokinetic study in rats demon-
strated that the electrospinning fiber membrane had a higher Cmax and lower Tmax 
compared to the reference preparation [50].

Quan et al. demonstrated the concept of nanofiber-based FDDS also for poorly 
water-soluble drugs. In the study, feruloyl-oleyl-glycerol was used as a model drug 
and polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) K90 as a filament-forming polymer [51].

4.5 Mucosal administration sites of nanofiber-based drug delivery systems

Different mucosal sites of administration are a suitable target for nanofiber-
based drug delivery systems, including oromucosal, nasal, vaginal, and ocular 
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mucosa. Nanofiber-based drug delivery systems are used for both systemic and 
local drug administration.

4.5.1 Nanofibers in oromucosal drug delivery

Nanofiber membranes intended for oromucosal administration possess different 
properties according to the need of the desired indication and drug administered. 
The oromucosal site of administration, especially sublingual and buccal regions, 
are the most explored mucosal surfaces for drug delivery using the nanofiber-based 
system (Figure 7). The applications include fast-dissolving nanofiber-based formu-
lations, mucoadhesive nanofibers, nanofiber-based formulations of poorly water-
soluble drugs and, finally, nanofibers for delivery of different mucosal vaccines. 
Small drug molecules, macromolecules as therapeutic proteins, peptides, nucleic 
acids, and antigens are examples of the explored nanofiber-based systems intended 
for oromucosal administration. As description of these applications is broad, they 
are divided into relevant subchapters.

4.5.2 Nanofibers in vaginal drug delivery

Mucoadhesive nanofiber-based drug delivery systems are investigated for vagi-
nal drug delivery. A wide range of materials have been explored for their fabrication 
into nanofibers. However, the local environment of vaginal surface has to be taken 
into the account when designing nanofiber-based vaginal drug delivery systems. 
Especially, the low pH values around pH 4.0 ± 0.5 make the difference as compared 
to other mucosal surfaces. As an example, progesterone-loaded drug delivery 
nanofiber constructs are described in Chapter 4.1.2.

4.5.3 Nanofibers in nasal drug delivery

Supramolecular peptide nanofibers have been explored as nasal formulation 
for vaccines and immunotherapy. Si et al. performed a study eliciting the immune 
response without the use of adjuvants and without measurable inflammation. 
Peptides comprise an epitope from influenza polymerase and the Q11 self-assembly 
domain formed nanofibers which were taken up by dendritic cells in lung-draining 
mediastinal lymph nodes after intranasal immunization. Nanofibers administered 
onto nasal mucosa elicited higher antigen-specific CD8+ T cell responses in the 
lung-draining lymph nodes as compared to subcutaneous immunizations, while 
retaining the noninflammatory character of the materials as opposed to other 
delivery sites. Influenza vaccines that can be administered intranasally or by other 
needle-free delivery routes have potential advantages over injected formulations 

Figure 7. 
Application of multi-layered mucoadhesive film with nanofibrous reservoir layer to sublingual (A) and buccal 
(B) mucosa.
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in terms of patient compliance, cost, and ease of global distribution. It means that 
peptide nanofibers represent an interesting strategy for noninvasive influenza 
vaccines [52].

4.5.4 Nanofibers in ocular drug delivery

Ocular inserts are drug-impregnated formulations which can be placed onto 
ocular mucosa. Ocular inserts have been frequently used for reducing the frequency 
of administration, and, therefore, a controlled release profile is desired.

The objective of the study made by Mirzaeei et al. was to produce the electros-
pun nanofibers used as ophthalmic inserts. Triamcinolone acetonide was incorpo-
rated into a chitosan nanofiber-based ocular insert. This formulation increased the 
contact time between the drug and the conjunctival tissue, and thus decreased the 
number of administrations needed. This work showed that the concept of nanofi-
bers in ophthalmic drug delivery is feasible [53].

5.  Method of preparation and characterization of nanofibers for mucosal 
drug delivery

5.1 Fabrication of nanofibers for mucosal drug delivery

Nanofibers can be fabricated by several different techniques including drawing 
[54], phase separation [55], nanofiber seeding [56], template synthesis [57], self-
assembly [58], etc. These techniques, on the other hand, allow neither control of 
nanofiber diameter nor continuous nanofiber production. Moreover, such tech-
niques can only be used with specific polymers. On the contrary, electrospinning 
[59] is a resourceful and cost-effective technique that can be used to synthesize con-
tinuous nanofibers from numerous polymers and efficiently control their diameter.

Specifically, nanofibers produced by electrospinning (electrospun nanofibers) 
may be prepared from soluble polymers or from polymer solutions modified with 
additives such as particles, antimicrobial agents, or enzymes. Thanks to these 
additives, electrospun nanofibers may have desired properties. Therefore, electros-
pinning has gained a remarkable popularity in various disciplines boosting a recent 
steep rise in numbers of scientific publications.

Technically, electrospinning is a process that uses a strong electrical field to draw 
a polymer fluid into fine filaments. A typical electrospinning setup only requires a 
high voltage power supply, a syringe, a flat tip needle, and a conducting collector. 
When a polymer solution is charged with a high voltage, electrostatic force draws 
the fluid into a liquid jet (Figure 8A). Finally, solvent evaporation from the fila-
ments results in solid nanofibers. In most cases, as-spun fibers deposit randomly on 
the electrode collector forming a nonwoven nanofiber mat. The basic equipment 
can be modified for various applications such as dual needle syringe (to make 
blended fibers), rotating collectors, etc.

Nanospider technology is a modern electrospinning technology for industrial-
scale production of nanofibrous material without nozzles, needles, or spinnerets. 
Nanospider technology uses simply shaped electrodes covered by polymer solution 
(Figure 8B). It results in a mechanically simple technology with no parts that can 
be easily clogged (in comparison to needle-type electrospinning). Proven by an 
industrial operation, Nanospider technology provides high efficiency, outstanding 
fiber diameter, and web uniformity.

By electrospinning process it is possible to produce continuous nanofibers from 
a wide range of polymers. However, there are several parameters affecting the fiber 
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in terms of patient compliance, cost, and ease of global distribution. It means that 
peptide nanofibers represent an interesting strategy for noninvasive influenza 
vaccines [52].

4.5.4 Nanofibers in ocular drug delivery

Ocular inserts are drug-impregnated formulations which can be placed onto 
ocular mucosa. Ocular inserts have been frequently used for reducing the frequency 
of administration, and, therefore, a controlled release profile is desired.

The objective of the study made by Mirzaeei et al. was to produce the electros-
pun nanofibers used as ophthalmic inserts. Triamcinolone acetonide was incorpo-
rated into a chitosan nanofiber-based ocular insert. This formulation increased the 
contact time between the drug and the conjunctival tissue, and thus decreased the 
number of administrations needed. This work showed that the concept of nanofi-
bers in ophthalmic drug delivery is feasible [53].

5.  Method of preparation and characterization of nanofibers for mucosal 
drug delivery

5.1 Fabrication of nanofibers for mucosal drug delivery

Nanofibers can be fabricated by several different techniques including drawing 
[54], phase separation [55], nanofiber seeding [56], template synthesis [57], self-
assembly [58], etc. These techniques, on the other hand, allow neither control of 
nanofiber diameter nor continuous nanofiber production. Moreover, such tech-
niques can only be used with specific polymers. On the contrary, electrospinning 
[59] is a resourceful and cost-effective technique that can be used to synthesize con-
tinuous nanofibers from numerous polymers and efficiently control their diameter.

Specifically, nanofibers produced by electrospinning (electrospun nanofibers) 
may be prepared from soluble polymers or from polymer solutions modified with 
additives such as particles, antimicrobial agents, or enzymes. Thanks to these 
additives, electrospun nanofibers may have desired properties. Therefore, electros-
pinning has gained a remarkable popularity in various disciplines boosting a recent 
steep rise in numbers of scientific publications.

Technically, electrospinning is a process that uses a strong electrical field to draw 
a polymer fluid into fine filaments. A typical electrospinning setup only requires a 
high voltage power supply, a syringe, a flat tip needle, and a conducting collector. 
When a polymer solution is charged with a high voltage, electrostatic force draws 
the fluid into a liquid jet (Figure 8A). Finally, solvent evaporation from the fila-
ments results in solid nanofibers. In most cases, as-spun fibers deposit randomly on 
the electrode collector forming a nonwoven nanofiber mat. The basic equipment 
can be modified for various applications such as dual needle syringe (to make 
blended fibers), rotating collectors, etc.

Nanospider technology is a modern electrospinning technology for industrial-
scale production of nanofibrous material without nozzles, needles, or spinnerets. 
Nanospider technology uses simply shaped electrodes covered by polymer solution 
(Figure 8B). It results in a mechanically simple technology with no parts that can 
be easily clogged (in comparison to needle-type electrospinning). Proven by an 
industrial operation, Nanospider technology provides high efficiency, outstanding 
fiber diameter, and web uniformity.

By electrospinning process it is possible to produce continuous nanofibers from 
a wide range of polymers. However, there are several parameters affecting the fiber 
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morphology and properties of electrospun nanofibers. The whole process can be 
controlled by four important characteristics: (i) process parameters such as volt-
age, spinning distance, flow rate, or collecting plate, (ii) systemic and (iii) solution 
parameters which affected concentration, conductivity, or surface tension of a 
polymer solution, and (iv) physical parameters such as humidity, temperature, or air 
velocity. All mentioned parameters are major factors affecting the fiber morphology 
and web properties. Because these variables interrelate, a small change in either of 
these variables can have a significant impact on nanofiber morphology or even the 
electrospinning process altogether. Solvents or their mixtures used for dissolving of 
polymer have a direct impact on the electrospinning process and morphology of the 
resulting nanofibers. Laboratory experience has shown that a solvent that creates 
mostly 80–99 wt% of polymer solution has a dominant impact. Solvents primarily 
determine (i) conformation of dissolved macromolecular chains, (ii) easiness of 
charging the surface layer, (iii) cohesion of the polymer solution due to the surface 
tension forces, and (iv) the rate of solidification of the liquid jet during evaporation 
of the solvent.

5.2 Materials suitable for nanofiber-based mucosal drug delivery systems

Nanofiber-based mucosal drug delivery systems cannot be in general electro-
spun from any polymer as they require specific properties. As examples of very 
interesting materials for nanofiber-based mucosal drug delivery systems, the fol-
lowing can be mentioned: biopolymers such as gelatin [60], chitosan [31], collagen 
[61], cellulose [62], silk fibroin [63], hyaluronic acid [64], polylactic acid [65], or 
polycaprolactone [46].

In addition to specific materials used for production of nanofiber mucosal drug 
delivery systems they also require surface modification of nanofibers. After the 
functionalization of a nanofiber surface, drugs might be bound or conjugated to 
nanofiber surfaces. In such a way, the release of drugs would be attenuated, and the 
functionality of the surface-immobilized biomolecules could be preserved. This 
strategy is usually applied in order to overcome the issue of initial burst release as 
well as short release time. The most used surface modifications are: (i) plasma treat-
ment, (ii) wet chemical method, or (iii) co-electrospinning of active agents.

Different sources of plasma (e.g., oxygen, argon, ammonia, air) used for 
treatment of nanofibers can create different functional groups (such as carboxyl or 
amine groups) on the nanofiber surface. This kind of chemical groups may interact 
with particular drugs and create covalent bonds. However, if a target biomolecule 
is chemically bound onto the nanofiber surface, it would hardly be released. 

Figure 8. 
Schematic representation of an electrospinning process (A): (1) a high voltage supply, (2) a grounded collector 
of nanofibers, (3) a polymer solution, and (4) a positive electrode. Schematic representation of Nanospider 
technology (B): (1) a polymer solution, (2) a rotating electrode with a high voltage supply, (3) created 
nanofibers, and (4) a grounded collector of nanofibers.
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Therefore, this technique is more suitable for drugs, where a slow and prolonged 
release of the agent is required. Plasma treatment can also change hydrophilicity 
and hydrophobicity of nanofibers.

Wet chemical method allows changing the wettability of nanofibers under 
acidic or basic conditions. Surface of nanofibers deep in mesh can also be modified 
by the wet chemical method. Plasma treatment is, on the contrary, more suitable 
for flat materials.

By co-electrospinning of active agents, it is possible to directly expose biologi-
cal functional agents on the surface of nanofibers. Conjugating the biomolecules 
(DNA, growth factors, or enzymes) to the fiber surfaces allows their slow release 
into a nearby tissue significantly preserving the functionality of biomolecules.

Functionalization of the nanofiber surface enables loading of drugs. There are 
many methods how to load them. The most popular and used techniques are:  
(i) physical adsorption, (ii) nanoparticle assembly method, (iii) layer by layer 
method, and (iv) chemical immobilization.

In the case of physical adsorption, there is no need for nanofiber functional-
ization after electrospinning. The fiber web is simply immersed into a solution 
containing drugs and dried afterward. The same method can be used in the case 
of nanoparticles containing biological agents. Chemical immobilization requires 
functionalized surface of nanofibers by the plasma treatment or chemical wet 
method. Afterward, functional groups on the surface of nanofibers chemically react 
with added drugs and create covalent bonds. By the multilayer method, it is possible 
to produce a nanofiber sandwich with different properties on both surfaces. After 
electrospinning of one layer with drugs added during the electrospinning process, a 
sandwich with another nanofiber layer without drugs can be created.

5.3 Methods for characterization of nanofibers for mucosal drug delivery

Biomedical applications of nanofibers such as the mucosal drug delivery system 
put special requirements on the three-dimensional electrospun materials. Besides 
the biocompatibility, the morphology of nanofibers is one of the most important 
attributes. The specific surface area, volume, and the size of the pores have consid-
erable effect on the loading capacity of drugs. The following methods are used to 
characterize electrospun materials for mucosal drug delivery systems.

Imaging methods are used for evaluation of nanofiber structure. Imaging meth-
ods involve scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM), and atomic force microscopy (AFM). By SEM and TEM, it is possible to 
evaluate the nanofiber orientation, nanofiber diameter, and the morphology of 
nanofibers, which do not only affect the mechanical properties of electrospun 
materials, but also play a key role in the loading capacity of drugs in the mucosal 
drug delivery systems. Imaging methods also allow visualization of the morphology 
of nanofibers at various points of an electrospun material.

Loading of drugs must be controlled during the assessment of biological proper-
ties and this ability is significantly affected by the physical properties such as pore 
size and volume of electrospun material. The surface area and the porosity could 
be measured by mercury porosimetry or by Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface 
area analysis. A pore size distribution is one of the most often presented results of 
mercury porosimetry. However, the mercury porosimetry can produce a misleading 
result due to the mechanical deformation of the nanofibers [66]. To overcome this 
issue, BET measurements are used to measure the specific surface area value and 
distribution of pores.

Besides the morphology of nanofibers, the chemical composition is an impor-
tant attribute for materials applicable in the mucosal drug delivery systems. The 
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morphology and properties of electrospun nanofibers. The whole process can be 
controlled by four important characteristics: (i) process parameters such as volt-
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is chemically bound onto the nanofiber surface, it would hardly be released. 

Figure 8. 
Schematic representation of an electrospinning process (A): (1) a high voltage supply, (2) a grounded collector 
of nanofibers, (3) a polymer solution, and (4) a positive electrode. Schematic representation of Nanospider 
technology (B): (1) a polymer solution, (2) a rotating electrode with a high voltage supply, (3) created 
nanofibers, and (4) a grounded collector of nanofibers.
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area analysis. A pore size distribution is one of the most often presented results of 
mercury porosimetry. However, the mercury porosimetry can produce a misleading 
result due to the mechanical deformation of the nanofibers [66]. To overcome this 
issue, BET measurements are used to measure the specific surface area value and 
distribution of pores.

Besides the morphology of nanofibers, the chemical composition is an impor-
tant attribute for materials applicable in the mucosal drug delivery systems. The 
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Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), differential scanning calorimetry 
(DSC) [67], and differential thermal analysis (DTA) are essential methods for 
measuring the chemical composition. These methods allow detection of abundance 
of each polymer in the final product. FTIR indicates degradation of nanofibers (for 
biodegradable materials) as well as it may show their bioactivity. The bioactivity 
is detected by infrared spectra obtained via FTIR that identifies the functional 
chemical groups. The hydrophilic/hydrophobic character of electrospun materials 
influences the loading capacity of nanofibers as well. To determine the degree of 
hydrophilicity, contact angle measurement is one of the most used methods.

The last most important and crucial characteristic of nanofibers is the release 
of drugs from electrospun materials [68]. As it was mentioned above, slow or fast 
release of target drugs might be changed by a different surface functionalization of 
nanofibers. For this purpose, a dissolution testing apparatus with UV-Vis spectro-
photometer is essential to control the release profile.

6. Conclusions and future directions

Different parts of the human body are covered by mucosa with different features, 
barrier properties for drug delivery, and also with different accessibility. Formulation 
of drugs into nanofibers represents one of the new trends in mucosal drug delivery. 
Due to their extremely large surface area, unique surface topology and porosity, 
nanofiber-based drug delivery systems enable transmucosal delivery of poorly water-
soluble drugs, macromolecules, nanoparticles, and vaccine delivery carriers.

Extraordinary flexibility of nanofibers enables us to follow unique anatomical 
specialities of mucosal surfaces, and hence helps to overcome different absorption 
barriers of mucosal sites. Moreover, the flexibility of nanofibers helps to significantly 
increase the comfort of nanofiber-based drug delivery formulations for patients.

Mucoadhesive nanofibers with drug-controlled release properties and nanofi-
bers with extremely fast-dissolving properties are examples of a great variety of 
nanofiber-based materials and also examples of a variety of drug delivery system 
properties advantageous for mucosal administration. Different mucosal sites of 
administration, including sublingual, buccal, nasal, vaginal, and ocular mucosa, are 
suitable targets for nanofiber-based drug delivery systems. Mucosal surfaces, as a 
portal of entry of various infectious pathogens, naturally possess great potential for 
induction of defensive immune responses against such pathogens. Nanofiber-based 
delivery platforms, owning their unique properties, may play an important role in 
formulation of antigens into next-generation vaccine delivery systems intended for 
mucosal administration.

Technologies of electrospinning, such as Nanospider technology, are modern 
electrospinning technologies enabling cost-effective industrial-scale produc-
tion of nanofibrous materials, among others, suitable for mucosal drug delivery 
applications.

Combinations of nanofiber-based formulations and chemical enhancers have a 
great potential to increase penetration of drug molecules and nanoparticle-based drug 
and vaccine delivery systems. In conclusion, nanofibers represent a new emerging 
trend in formulation of drug and vaccine delivery systems for mucosal administration.
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Chapter 11

Stupendous Nanomaterials: 
Carbon Nanotubes Synthesis, 
Characterization, and 
Applications
Kalaiselvan Shanmugam, J. Manivannan and M. Manjuladevi

Abstract

Carbon nanotubes are promising to revolutionize several fields in material 
science and are suggested to open the way into nanotechnology. These circular rod-
shaped carbon nanostructures have novel characteristics that lead them to being 
potentially beneficial in many applications in nanoscience and nanotechnology. 
Their precise surface place, stiffness, power, and resilience have brought about lots 
of exhilaration in various areas. Nanotubes are categorized as single-walled nano-
tubes, double-walled nanotubes, and multi-walled nanotube. Various techniques 
have been evolved to produce nanotubes in bulk, including of arc discharge, laser 
ablation, chemical vapor deposition, electrolysis, and ball milling. Since their first 
observation nearly 20 years ago by Iijima, carbon nanotubes have been the focus 
of considerable research. Numerous researchers have reported remarkable physi-
cal and chemical properties for this new form of advanced carbon nanomaterials. 
Carbon nanotubes offer tremendous opportunities for the development of new 
material systems. This paper provides a concise report on recent advances in carbon 
nanotubes and their potential applications.

Keywords: carbon nanotubes, SWCNTs, MWCNTs, CVD, spray pyrolysis, SEM, 
HRTEM, purification

1. Introduction

Up until 1985, it was generally accepted that solid elemental carbon occurs in 
two different crystalline states: diamond and graphite. In the structure of diamond, 
every atom is tetrahedrally encircled by four sp3 covalently neighboring carbon 
atoms. It brings about a special system of carbon developed on a cube-like face 
focused lattice. The structure of graphite comprises of graphene layers inside which 
the sp2 neighboring carbon atoms form a planar polygon honeycomb arrangement. 
The bonding of carbon atoms in a graphene plane is through very strong valence 
bonds though the holding between two graphene layers is feeble Vander Waals 
bonds. In 1985, vital revolution in carbon research was realized by the work of 
Kroto et al [1] that resulted in the discovery of an enormous family of all carbon 
molecules, referred to as fullerenes. The fullerenes are closed cage carbon molecules 
formed by 12 pentagonal rings and 20 hexagonal rings. The molecular structure of 
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Stupendous Nanomaterials: 
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Applications
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Abstract

Carbon nanotubes are promising to revolutionize several fields in material 
science and are suggested to open the way into nanotechnology. These circular rod-
shaped carbon nanostructures have novel characteristics that lead them to being 
potentially beneficial in many applications in nanoscience and nanotechnology. 
Their precise surface place, stiffness, power, and resilience have brought about lots 
of exhilaration in various areas. Nanotubes are categorized as single-walled nano-
tubes, double-walled nanotubes, and multi-walled nanotube. Various techniques 
have been evolved to produce nanotubes in bulk, including of arc discharge, laser 
ablation, chemical vapor deposition, electrolysis, and ball milling. Since their first 
observation nearly 20 years ago by Iijima, carbon nanotubes have been the focus 
of considerable research. Numerous researchers have reported remarkable physi-
cal and chemical properties for this new form of advanced carbon nanomaterials. 
Carbon nanotubes offer tremendous opportunities for the development of new 
material systems. This paper provides a concise report on recent advances in carbon 
nanotubes and their potential applications.

Keywords: carbon nanotubes, SWCNTs, MWCNTs, CVD, spray pyrolysis, SEM, 
HRTEM, purification

1. Introduction

Up until 1985, it was generally accepted that solid elemental carbon occurs in 
two different crystalline states: diamond and graphite. In the structure of diamond, 
every atom is tetrahedrally encircled by four sp3 covalently neighboring carbon 
atoms. It brings about a special system of carbon developed on a cube-like face 
focused lattice. The structure of graphite comprises of graphene layers inside which 
the sp2 neighboring carbon atoms form a planar polygon honeycomb arrangement. 
The bonding of carbon atoms in a graphene plane is through very strong valence 
bonds though the holding between two graphene layers is feeble Vander Waals 
bonds. In 1985, vital revolution in carbon research was realized by the work of 
Kroto et al [1] that resulted in the discovery of an enormous family of all carbon 
molecules, referred to as fullerenes. The fullerenes are closed cage carbon molecules 
formed by 12 pentagonal rings and 20 hexagonal rings. The molecular structure of 
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C60 shows that each of its pentagon is enclosed by 5 hexagons. The crucial particu-
larity is the presence of five-membered rings, which help the arc form a confined 
cage structure. In 1990, Kratschmer et al. [2] found that the residue made by arcing 
carbon electrodes contained C60 and different fullerenes. A year after multi-walled 
carbon nanotubes (MWNT), hollow long thin cylinders of carbon consisting of 
concentric graphite layers with diameters in the nanometer range and consisting of 
carbon atoms were primarily observed in 1991 by Sumio Iijima at the NEC research 
lab, when he studied the carbon residue made up of by-products obtained through-
out the synthesis of fullerenes by the electrical arc discharge technique.[3] from that 
point after 2 years, single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) were produced. Ijima 
along with Ichihasi [4] used carbon electrodes with a small amount of iron and filled 
the chamber around the carbon arc with methane and argon gas, which yielded 
the single-walled carbon nanotubes. [5]. In 1996, Smalley synthesized bundles of 
single-walled carbon nanotubes for the first time [6]. These miracle materials have 
remarkable properties such as excellent tensile strength, thermal conductivity, and 
electrical conductivity that make them potentially useful in many applications in 
nanotechnology, electronics, optics, and composites.

2. Allotropes of carbon

Carbon, the sixth element in the periodic table, is the most versatile element in 
terms of the variety of materials it may form. Each carbon atom has four electrons in 
its valence shell (2s22p2) that can be used to form covalent bonds with other atoms. 
With different hybridizations, carbon atoms can be arranged into materials with 
different structures, such as diamond, graphite, fullerene, and CNTs. Diamond 
and graphite are two of the most common forms in the carbon family. In diamond, 
the sp3-hybridized carbon atoms are covalently bonded to four neighboring carbon 
atoms and therefore have tetrahedral structure. Due to the strength of the carbon–
carbon bond and its three-dimensional structure, diamond is the hardest known 
material. Since there are no free electrons in diamond, it is an electric insulator. 
Graphite, on the other hand, is composed of sp2-hybridized carbon atoms. Each 
of these sp2-hybridized carbon molecules is attached to three other carbon atoms, 
departing one free electron in a p-π orbital. This gives graphite a two-dimensional 
layer-like structure. The π electrons are delocalized inside the layers, which furnish 
the graphite with superb thermal and electrical conductivity. Notwithstanding, this 
sort of layered structure makes graphite exceptionally delicate, because the layers 
can slide in analogous direction with ease. Other important members in the carbon 
family are the fullerenes that were discovered in 1985. Fullerenes are closed convex 
cage molecules made of sp2-hybridized carbon atoms. Each of the carbon atoms is 
connected to three neighboring carbon atoms to form only pentagonal and hex-
agonal faces. C60, which looks like a soccer ball, is the simplest fullerene molecule 
containing 12 pentagons and 10 hexagons[7] (Table 1).

2.1 Structure of carbon nanotubes

CNTs can be regarded as giant fullerenes, with a one-dimensional tubular struc-
ture. CNTs have a high aspect ratio and their length can be millions of times greater 
than their tiny diameter. All carbon atoms in CNTs are sp2 hybridized and con-
nected with each other to form six-member rings that uniformly cover the surface of 
the CNT sidewall. Unlike graphite, there are no dangling carbon bonds in a perfect 
CNT. CNTs are classified as single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) and multi-
walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) according to the number of graphene layers.
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2.2 Single-walled carbon nanotubes

Single-walled nanotubes (SWNTs) have a diameter of close to 1 nm, with a tube 
length that can be many thousands of times larger than their diameter. Single-walled 
nanotubes with length up to orders of centimeters have been produced. The structure 
of a SWNT may be envisaged by wrapping a one-atom-thick layer of carbon known 
as graphene into a seamless cylinder. The approach of wrapping the graphene sheet is 
drawn by a combination of indices (n,m) known as the chiral vector. The integers n and 
m denote the number of unit vectors on two directions within the honeycomb space 
lattice of graphene. Assuming that m = 0 with θ = 0°, the nanotubes are called “zigzag.” 
If n is equal to m with θ = 30°, the nanotubes are called “armchair.” Otherwise, they are 
known as “chiral” (when m and n are not the same) with 0 < θ < 30° [8].

2.3 Multi-walled carbon nanotubes

Multi-walled nanotubes (MWNTs) can be considered as a gathering of concentric 
SWNTs with various diameters. The length and diameter of these structures contrast 
a great deal from those of SWNTs and, obviously, their properties are also very dif-
ferent. There are two models that can be utilized to depict the structures of MWNTs. 
In the event that the sheets of graphite are organized in concentric chambers (single-
walled nanotube inside a bigger single-walled nanotube), then it is Russian doll 
model, whereas in the parchment model, a single sheet of graphite is rolled in around 
itself, resembling a scroll of parchment or a rolled up newspaper. The interlayer 
distance is close to the distance between graphene layers in graphite [9].

3. Different properties of CNTs

3.1 Electrical conductivity

CNTs can be very conducting and henceforth can be said to be metallic. Their 
conductivity has been demonstrated to be a function of their chirality, the level 

Property Graphite Diamond Fullerenes (bucky 
ball)

Carbon nanotubes

Color Steel black to 
gray

Colorless Black solid/magenta in 
solution

Black

Crystal structure Tabular Cubic Truncated icosahedron Cylindrical

Density (g/cm3) 1.9–2.3 3.515 1.69 1.33–1.4

Melting point (°C) 3652–3297 3550 >800 Similar to graphite

Boiling point (°C) 4200 4827 NA NA

Hybridization Sp2—trigional 
planar

Sp3—
tetrahedral

Sp2—trigional planar Sp2—trigional planar

Bond angle 120o 109o5′ 120o NA

Nature of bonds in 
structure

One double and 
two single bonds

All single 
bonds

One double and two 
single bonds

NA

Electrical 
conductivity

Conductor Insulator Semiconductor to 
conductor

Semiconductor and 
metallic

Table 1. 
 Properties of different carbon allotropes.
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of bend just as their width. CNTs can be either metallic or semidirecting in their 
electrical conduct. Conductivity in MWNTs is quite complex. A few sorts of “arm 
chair”-structured CNTs seem to lead superior to other metallic CNTs. Moreover, the 
current between divider responses inside multi-walled nanotubes has been found to 
redistribute over individual cylinders nonconsistently. Be that as it may, there is no 
variation in current across various parts of metallic single-walled nanotubes. The 
conduct of the ropes of semiconducting single-walled nanotubes is unique; in that, 
the transport current changes unexpectedly at different situations on the CNTs.

3.2 Strength and elasticity

The carbon atoms of a solitary sheet of graphite structure a planar honeycomb 
cross segment, in which each atom is related by means of a strong bond to three 
neighboring atoms. With a perspective on these solid bonds, the basal plane flexible 
modulus of graphite is one of the greatest of any known material. In this way, CNTs 
are depended upon to be extremely high-quality fibers. Single-walled nanotubes are 
stiffer than steel and are incredibly impenetrable by damage from physical forces. 
Pushing on the tip of a nanotube will make it twist, yet without damage to the tip. 
Exactly when the force is cleared, the nanotube returns to its unique state. This 
property makes CNTs significant as test tips for high-resolution scanning probe 
microscopy. Assessing these effects has been to some degree inconvenient, and a 
cautious numerical worth has not been settled upon. Utilizing atomic force micros-
copy, the unanchored terminations of an unattached nanotube can be pushed out of 
its balance position, and the power required to push the nanotube can be assessed. 
The present Young’s modulus estimation of single-walled nanotubes is around 
1 Tpa. Others have shown theoretically that the Young’s modulus depends upon the 
size and chirality of the single-walled nanotubes going from 1.22 to 1.26 Tpa.

3.3 Thermal conductivity and expansion

CNTs have been appeared to show superconductivity underneath 20°K (roughly 
at −253°C). Investigations propose that these intriguing strands, as of now 
proclaimed for their unparalleled strength and unique capacity to promote the 
electrical properties of either semiconductors or perfect metals, may sometime in 
the not-so-distant future too discover applications as smaller than expected warm 
conduits in gadgets and materials. The solid in-plane graphitic carbon–carbon 
bonds make them especially solid and solid against pivotal strains. The nearly 
zero in-plane thermal expansion but huge interplane extension of single-walled 
nanotubes infer solid in-plane coupling and high plasticity against nonaxial strains. 
Numerous applications of CNTs, such as in nanoscale molecular electronics, 
sensing and actuating gadgets, or as strengthening-added substance filaments in 
utilitarian composite materials, have been proposed. CNTs appear exceptionally 
as a tall warm conductivity. It is anticipated, hence, that nanotube reinforcement 
in polymeric materials may also appreciably progress the thermal and thermome-
chanical properties of the composites.

3.4 Field emission

Field emission comes about from the tunneling of electrons from a metal tip 
into vacuum, underneath utilization of a strong electric field. The little breadth and 
high aspect ratio of carbon nanotubes is extraordinarily ideal for field discharge. 
Undeniably for direct voltages, a strong electric field makes at the free conclusion of 
backed carbon nanotubes because of their sharpness.
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3.5 High aspect ratio

Carbon nanotubes address an extremely minimal high aspect ratio conductive-
added substance for plastics of numerous types. Their high aspect ratio suggests 
that a lower stacking of carbon nanotubes is required contrasted with other 
conductive-added substances to perceive the equivalent electrical conductivity. 
This low loading protects more of the polymer resins’ robustness, mostly at low 
temperatures, as well as keeping up other key performance properties of the 
matrix resin. Carbon nanotubes have shown to be an astounding added substance 
to give electrical conductivity in plastics. Their high angle proportion, around 
1000:1, gives electrical conductivity at lower loadings, contrasted with standard 
included substance materials, for example, carbon dark, cleaved carbon fiber, or 
stainless steel fiber.

3.6 Highly absorbent

The huge surface area and high absorbency of CNTs make them perfect con-
tender to utilize in air, various gases, and water purification. A lot of investigation 
is being done in substituting activated charcoal with CNTs in certain ultra high 
purification purposes.

4. Synthesis of carbon nanotubes

The development of carbon nanotubes during synthesis accepted to commence 
from the recombination of carbon molecules came apart by warm from its precur-
sor. In spite of the fact that a number of more up-to-date fabrication procedures 
are being designed, three fundamental strategies are the laser ablation, electric arc 
discharge, and the chemical vapor deposition. Chemical vapor deposition is  getting 
to be exceptionally well known because of its potential for scale-up generation 
(Figure 1).

Figure 1. 
Schematic diagram of different synthesis methods of CNTs.
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4.1 Arc discharge

The arc discharge strategy produces a number of carbon nanostructures such 
as fullerenes, whisker, carbon soot, and profoundly graphitized carbon nanotubes 
from high-temperature plasma that approaches 3700°C. The crucial ever delivered 
nanotube was fabricated with the DC arc discharge methodology between two 
carbon anodes, anode and the cathode in a good gas (helium or argon) condition. 
For the most part, large-scale yield of carbon nanotubes of roughly 75% was made 
by Ebbesen and Ajayan with measurement between 2 and 30 nm and length 1 μm 
kept on the cathode at 100–500 torr helium and around 18 V DC. It has supportively 
been used to deliver both SWNTs and MWNTs as revealed by transmission electron 
microscope (TEM) assessment. Typical nanotube deposition rate is around 1 mm/
min and the combination of transition metals, for example, cobalt, nickel, or iron 
into the terminals as impetus, favors nanotubes course of action against different 
nanoparticles, and low working temperature. The arc discharge unit must be given 
with cooling component whether catalyst is utilized or not, since overheating would 
not as it were comes about into safety dangers, but also into coalescence of the 
nanotube structure [10].

4.2 Laser ablation

Laser ablation strategy incorporates the use of laser bar to vaporize an object of 
a mix of graphite and metal impetus, for example, cobalt or nickel at temperature 
around 1200°C in a surge of controlled inert gas and weight, where the nanotube 
deposits are recuperated at a water cooled collector at much lower and steady 
temperature. This system was used in early days to deliver ropes of SWNTs with 
strikingly uniform limited width reaching out from 5 to 20 nm, and high return 
with graphite change more noticeable than 70–90% [11]. In any case, by the ethical-
ness of relative operational complexity, the laser removal strategy shows up to be 
financially disadvantageous, which on impact slow down its scale-up possibilities as 
compared to the CVD strategy.

4.3 Hydrothermal process

In a typical synthesis, ferrocene and sulfur in 1:2 proportion were dissolved in a 
mixed solution of water, and ethanol and NaOH pellets were added to the above solu-
tion under stirring for 30 min in a magnetic stirrer. The resulting homogeneous mix-
ture was transferred to the reactor. The autoclave was heated to 200°C and maintained 
at this temperature for 20 h and then it was cooled to room temperature naturally and 
the resulting black precipitate was filtered, washed, and dried at 60°C in air [12].

4.4 Electolysis process

Soluble base and alkaline earth chloride salts are generally hygroscopic. 
Thermally drying (250°C) the salt in air can typically be acceptable for CNT 
production. (For CNT production, on account of the utilization of graphite cru-
cible, melting the salt ought to be directed under inert climate). The tests were led 
at temperatures to some extent over the melting point of LiCl (600°C). To prepare 
the example approximately, the blend comprises of LiCl-1% SnCl2 was taken in a 
graphite crucible. The graphite crucible was put in an electrical warmed heater and 
the temperature level set at 600°C. The free streaming inert gas was passed onto 
the furnace all through the experiment to diminish the oxidation of salt and carbon 
materials. The temperature came to 600°C and to equilibrate the melt for 1 h. This 
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4.1 Arc discharge
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Production 
method

Name 
of the 

product

Comments on 
product

Reaction 
conditions 
(catalyst)

Year & 
references

Author

CVD MWNTs Pure & high 
quality

CaCO3 2003 [34] Herandi 
et al.

CVD MWNTs Clear helical 
structure

Iron 
nanoparticle 

catalyst

1993 [35] Yacaman 
et al.

Table 2. 
Carbon nanotubes synthesized by CVD method using different carbon sources.

procedure was called pre-electrolysis. After the pre-electrolysis, graphite bar of 
1.4 cm2 diameter with 5 cm2 height was embedded into the melt as cathode. The 
cathode was embedded into the melt up to 4 cm2 deepness in the graphite crucible 
as anode just as holding vessel for electrolyte. The control of DC power supply 
additionally needs to give an adequately wide range of currents and voltages. This 
procedure was completed at the steady present 3 A, and voltage 4.6 V. The current, 
voltage, and temperature of the bath are recorded all through the procedure [13].
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product
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references

Author
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encapsulated
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pinnata oil

2014 [45] Mahalingam et al.

Few-walled 
CNTs
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alcohols

2013 [46] Ordonez Casanova 
et al.

CNTs Nitrogen doped Imidazole and 
Acetonitrile

2011 [47] Jian Liu et al.

MWNTs Well-graphitized 
MWNTs

Oryza sativa oil 2016 [48] Kalaiselvan et al.

Multilayer of walls Citrus limonum 
oil

2018 [49] Angulakshmi et al.

Multilayer of walls Zingiber 
officinale oil

2018 [50] Kalaiselvan et al.

Table 3. 
Carbon nanotubes synthesized by spray pyrolysis method using different carbon sources.
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4.5 Chemical vapor deposition

In this system, carbon nanotubes were developed from the breakdown of 
hydrocarbons at temperature range of 500–1200°C. They can develop on sub-
strates for example, carbon, quartz, and silicon or on floating fine catalyst particle 
like Fe, Ni, Co, and so forth from various hydrocarbons for example, benzene, 
xylene, flammable gas, and acetylene. CVD furnished with a level cylindrical 
heater as the reactor. The cylinder is made of quartz and is 30 mm in width and 
1000 mm long. Ferrocene and benzene vapors go about as the catalyst (Fe) and 
carbon atom precursor separately were moved by argon, hydrogen, or blend of 
both into the response chamber, and disintegrated into individual particles of Fe 
and carbon atom, coming about into carbon nanostructures. The development of 
the nanostructures happened in the heating zone, previously, or after the heating 
zone, which has, on the whole, functioned somewhere in the range of 500 and 
1150°C for around 30 min. About 200 ml/min of hydrogen is utilized to cool the 
reactor [14] (Tables 2 and 3).

4.6 Spray pyrolysis

Progress metal nanoparticles were directly put in a quartz boat and kept at 
the center of a quartz tube, which was put inside a tubular heater. The inert gas 
nitrogen was presented at a rate of 100 mL/min into the quartz tube to expel any 
oxygen from that point and to make inert environment (Figures 2 and 3). The 
temperature was raised from room temperature to the preferred growth tempera-
ture. In this way, carbon precursor was brought into the quartz tube through a 
spray nozzle and the stream was kept up at a rate of 0.5 mL/min at temperature 
of 650°C. This process was carried out for 45 min and thereafter the furnace was 
cooled to room temperature. Nitrogen atmosphere was maintained throughout the 
experiment [36].

Figure 2. 
SEM images of carbon nanotubes from different carbon sources.
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5. CNT growth mechanism

CNT growth mechanism has been debatable right from its discovery. Quite 
a lot of groups have proposed a few feasible outcomes that are often intricate. 
Subsequently, no single CNT growth pattern is well recognized till date. Despite 
the fact that most broadly acknowledged general system can be laid out as follows, 
hydrocarbon vapor when interacting with the “hot” metal nanoparticles first 
decompose into carbon and hydrogen species; hydrogen takes off and carbon gets 
broken down into the metal. Subsequent to achieving the carbon solvency limit in 
the metal at that temperature, as-disintegrated carbon accelerates out and takes 
shape as a tube-shaped system having no dangling bonds and hence actively stable.

Presently, there are two general cases. At the point when the impetus substrate 
collaboration is powerless, hydrocarbon decays on the top surface of the metal, 
carbon diffuses down through the metal, and CNT encourages out over the metallic 
base, pushing the whole metal molecule off the substrate insofar as the metal’s top is 
open for sparkling hydrocarbon decomposition and CNT continues to grow longer 
and more when the metal is completely encased with surplus carbon, its reactant 
movement arrives to an end, and the CNT development is halted up. This sort of 
growth is identified as tip-growth mechanism. In the other case, when the catalyst 
substrate interaction is strong, starting hydrocarbon decay and carbon dispersion 
occur like that in the tip-growth case; however, the CNT precipitation fails to drive 
the metal particle up so the precipitation is bound to rise out from the metal’s top. 
To begin with, carbon crystallizes out as a hemispherical ring, which at that point 
stretches out up as seamless graphitic cylinder. Consequently, hydrocarbon deposi-
tion happens on the lower fringe surface of the metal, and as broken down carbon 
diffuses upward. Accordingly, CNT grows up with the catalyst molecule established 
on its base; henceforth, this is considered as “base-development model.” The forma-
tion of single- or multi-walled CNT is governed by the size of the catalyst nanopar-
ticle. Generally speaking, when the particle size is a few nm, SWCNT forms, whereas 
if the particles are a few tens of nm wide, it favors MWCNT growth [51] (Figure 4).

Figure 3. 
HRTEM images of carbon nanotubes from different carbon sources.
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6. Purification process

Many purification methods that are highly developed show the most promise 
for industrial-scale production in which most type of impurities such as graphitic 
nanoparticles, amorphous carbon, fullerenes particles containing (transition) metal 
catalyst support removed since as-produced CNT soot contains a lot of impurities. 
These impurities will interfere with most of the desired properties of the CNTs. The 
common industrial techniques use strong oxidation and acid refluxing techniques, 
which have an effect on the structure of the tubes. In this chapter, several purifica-
tion techniques of the CNT will be discussed such as air oxidation, acid treatment, 
annealing, ultrasonication, microfiltration, ferromagnetic separation, cutting, 
functionalization, and chromatography techniques. Most of the techniques used are 
combined with other techniques.

6.1 Air oxidation

Air oxidation treatment of the CNTs is a useful way to eliminate carbon impuri-
ties (defect carbon) and metal catalyst. The main disadvantage of this process is that 
not only the impurities are oxidized but also the CNTs. The reason why impurity 
oxidation is preferred is that these impurities are most commonly attached to the 
metal catalyst, which also acts as oxidizing catalyst. Optimum yield of this process is 
highly dependent on a lot of factors, such as metal content, oxidation time, oxidiz-
ing agent, and temperature. When the temperature is raised above 550°C, CNTs will 
also be oxidized. Optimum oxidation condition is found to be 400°C for 40 min [52].

6.2 Acid treatment

Commonly, the acid treatment will evacuate the metal catalyst. Most impor-
tantly, the outside of the metal must be exposed by oxidation or ultra-sonication. 
The metal catalyst is then presented to be destructive and solvated. The CNTs stay 
in suspended structure. When utilizing a treatment in HNO3, the corrosive just 
affects the metal catalyst. It has no impact on the CNTs and other carbon particles. 
On the other hand, if a treatment in HCl is utilized, the corrosive has additionally a 
little impact on the CNTs and other carbon particles [53, 54].

Figure 4. 
Schematic diagram of growth mechanisms of carbon nanotubes.
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6.3 Annealing

On account of high temperatures (500–1500°C), the nanotubes will be rede-
signed and imperfections will be removed [55]. The high temperature furthermore 
causes the graphitic carbon and the short fullerenes to pyrolysis. When using high 
temperature vacuum treatment (1500°C), the metal will be mollified and can 
moreover be evacuated [54].

6.4 Ultrasonication

This process involves that nanoparticles be isolated utilizing ultrasonic vibra-
tions. Agglomeration of various nanoparticles will be compelled to vibrate and will 
turn out to be scattered. The detachment of the particles is profoundly relying upon 
the surfactant, dissolvable, and reagent utilized. The stability of the scattered tubes 
is impacted by the solvent in the system. In poor solvents, the CNTs are increasingly 
secure in the event that they are as yet attached to the metal. In any case, in certain 
solvents like alcohols, even monodispersed particles are generally steady. At the 
point when acid is utilized, the wholesomeness of the CNTs relies upon the contact 
time. At the point when the tubes are bare to the acid for a short time frame, just the 
metal solvates, yet for a more drawn out for exposure time, the cylinders will also be 
chemically reduced [56, 57].

6.5 Magnetic purification

In this process, ferromagnetic nanoparticles are mechanically separated from 
their graphitic lattice [58]. The CNTs’ suspension is blended with inorganic 
nanoparticles of ZrO2 or CaCO3 in a ultrasonic bath to take away the ferromagnetic 
particles. At that point, the particles are bound with permanent magnetic poles. 
After a successive chemical treatment, a highly cleaned CNT material will be 
obtained. This procedure does not require the involvement of big equipment and 
facilitates the fabrication of optimal quantities of CNTs free of magnetic impurities.

6.6 Microfiltration

This method is employed to remove carbon nanoparticles by microfiltration, 
which is completely based on size or particle separation. The other nanoparticles 
such as catalyst metal and fullerenes are also passing through the filter. One way of 
separating fullerenes from the CNTs by microfiltration is to immerse the as-synthe-
sized CNTs first in a carbon-di-sulfide solution. The contents that are insoluble in 
carbon-di-sulfide (as-synthesized CNTs) are then trapped in a filter. The fullerenes 
that are solvated in the carbon-di-sulfide pass through the filter [57].

6.7 Cutting

Cutting of the CNTs is done either by chemically induced method or by mechan-
ical cutting or as a combination of these two. Mechanical cutting of the nanotubes 
can be induced by ball-milling. Here, the bonds will break due to the high friction 
between the nanoparticles and the nanotubes will be disordered. CNTs can be 
chemically cut by partial function of the tube structures, for instance, with fluor-
ated carbon. Then, the fluorated carbon will be driven off the sidewall with pyroly-
zation as CF4 or COF2. This will discard the chemically hacked nanotubes. A blend 
of mechanical and chemical cutting of the nanotubes is ultrasonical empowered 
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cutting in acid solution treatment. Along this way, the ultrasonic vibration will give 
the nanotubes adequate energy to leave the catalyst surface. At that point, while 
blending with acid, the nanotubes will break at the deformity locales [59].

6.8 Functionalization of carbon nanotubes

Functionalization depends on making carbon nanotubes hydrophilic in nature 
than the contaminations by appending different groups to the tubes. Presently, it is 
anything but difficult to isolate them from insoluble contaminations, for example, 
metal particles by filtration. An added functionalization procedure also leaves the car-
bon nanotubes’ structure unblemished and makes them solvent for chromatographic 
size division. For recovery of the purified carbon nanotubes, the helpful functional 
moieties can be evidently cleared by heat treatment process, such as annealing [60].

6.9 Chromatography

This system is primarily used to isolate little amounts of CNTs into fractions with 
little length and diameter dispersion. The CNTs overflow into a column comprised 
of permeable material, through which the CNTs will run. The columns utilized are 
gel permeation chromatography and high performance liquid chromatography-size 
exclusion chromatography columns. The number of pores the CNTs will move 
through relies upon their size. This implies, the littler the particle, the more drawn out 
the pathway as far as possible of the section will be and that the bigger atoms will suc-
ceed first. However, a problem is that the CNTs have to be either dispersed or solvated. 
This can be done by ultrasonication or functionalization with soluble groups [61].

7. Characterization of CNTs

Thermogravimetric analysis, scanning electron microscopy, transmission 
electron microscopy, atomic force microscopy, Raman spectroscopy, infrared spec-
troscopy, and nuclear magnetic resonance have been used. While TEM, SEM, and 
AFM have been used for the majority part to qualitatively ascertain the widespread 
structural studies of carbon nanotubes, infrared spectroscopy, Raman spectros-
copy, and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy have been used to authenticate 
the presence of useful moiety on carbon nanotubes. All procedures have advantages 
when used in combination with other techniques [62].

7.1 Transmission electron microscopy

It is acclimated affirm the morphology and to give quantitative insight into the 
purity of incorporated carbon nanotubes. TEM unambiguously gives subjective 
information on the size, shape, and structure of carbonous materials, in addition to 
non-CNT–structured contaminations in the sample. Be that as it may, it cannot spot 
metallic pollutions and does not separate from CNTs. TEM has furthermore been 
acquainted image cell take-up of CNT-drug composites and to see the result of the 
CNT component once cell take-up [63].

7.2 Scanning electron microscopy

This is one of the main surface analysis instruments. It is used in the preliminary 
evaluation of CNT morphology. It can measure the diameter of CNT not precisely 
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blending with acid, the nanotubes will break at the deformity locales [59].
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Functionalization depends on making carbon nanotubes hydrophilic in nature 
than the contaminations by appending different groups to the tubes. Presently, it is 
anything but difficult to isolate them from insoluble contaminations, for example, 
metal particles by filtration. An added functionalization procedure also leaves the car-
bon nanotubes’ structure unblemished and makes them solvent for chromatographic 
size division. For recovery of the purified carbon nanotubes, the helpful functional 
moieties can be evidently cleared by heat treatment process, such as annealing [60].

6.9 Chromatography

This system is primarily used to isolate little amounts of CNTs into fractions with 
little length and diameter dispersion. The CNTs overflow into a column comprised 
of permeable material, through which the CNTs will run. The columns utilized are 
gel permeation chromatography and high performance liquid chromatography-size 
exclusion chromatography columns. The number of pores the CNTs will move 
through relies upon their size. This implies, the littler the particle, the more drawn out 
the pathway as far as possible of the section will be and that the bigger atoms will suc-
ceed first. However, a problem is that the CNTs have to be either dispersed or solvated. 
This can be done by ultrasonication or functionalization with soluble groups [61].

7. Characterization of CNTs

Thermogravimetric analysis, scanning electron microscopy, transmission 
electron microscopy, atomic force microscopy, Raman spectroscopy, infrared spec-
troscopy, and nuclear magnetic resonance have been used. While TEM, SEM, and 
AFM have been used for the majority part to qualitatively ascertain the widespread 
structural studies of carbon nanotubes, infrared spectroscopy, Raman spectros-
copy, and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy have been used to authenticate 
the presence of useful moiety on carbon nanotubes. All procedures have advantages 
when used in combination with other techniques [62].

7.1 Transmission electron microscopy

It is acclimated affirm the morphology and to give quantitative insight into the 
purity of incorporated carbon nanotubes. TEM unambiguously gives subjective 
information on the size, shape, and structure of carbonous materials, in addition to 
non-CNT–structured contaminations in the sample. Be that as it may, it cannot spot 
metallic pollutions and does not separate from CNTs. TEM has furthermore been 
acquainted image cell take-up of CNT-drug composites and to see the result of the 
CNT component once cell take-up [63].

7.2 Scanning electron microscopy

This is one of the main surface analysis instruments. It is used in the preliminary 
evaluation of CNT morphology. It can measure the diameter of CNT not precisely 
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but roughly. In its conventional situation, the technique is controlled by its incapac-
ity to set apart catalyst and carboniferous impurities from CNTs. However, the 
metallic content of CNT samples is customarily quantifiable by SEM tied with an 
energy dispersive X-ray analysis detector (SEM-EDX). Despite the consequences, 
SEM is perhaps the only technique that will give data on each CNT structural 
information and also the metal impurity content [64].

7.3 Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy is one of the useful methods to detect carbon nanotubes, 
which not only shows the regularity and purity of the sample but also defines the 
diameter distribution of carbon nanotubes. Raman spectroscopy is used with 
a laser excitation wavelength of 633 nm. In the Raman spectra, there are three 
peaks or regions we are concerned about: the radial breathing modes (RBM ~ 100–
300 cm−1), D peak (~1350 cm−1), and G peak (~1570 cm−1). The RBM peaks are 
the distinctive peaks of carbon nanotubes, analogous with the diameters of carbon 
nanotubes. From radial breathing mode, we can forecast the distribution of  
carbon nanotubes’ diameters. The D and G peaks are a result of unstructured 
carbon and graphited carbon, correspondingly. We can approximate the purity  
of carbon nanotubes by the intensity ratio of G peak and D peak (G/D). The larger 
the resultant value of G/D, the higher the graphited carbon, and if there are not 
many impurities or defects, then the purity is higher [65].

7.4 Proton nuclear magnetic resonance

It has been accustomed to monitor the advancement of CNT functionalization. 
The proximity of useful moiety can be predicted by characteristic peaks emerging 
from the differentiation within the magnetic environment. H1-NMR of functional-
ized CNTs is portrayed by wide peaks for protons close to the CNT, fitting sharper 
with separation. H1-NMR has been accustomed to analyze the synthesis and attach-
ment of functional moiety to CNTs [66].

7.5 Infrared spectroscopy

It is for the most part a subjective method used to recognize valuable moieties 
and the idea of their connection to CNT sidewalls. Characteristic useful moieties 
incorporate characteristic frequencies of IR radiation, giving rise to a fingerprint 
identification of bonds. It is a contrary system to NMR, to affirm the presence of 
bonds among CNTs and of joined moieties [66].

7.6 Thermo gravimetric analysis (TGA)

It is fundamentally a subjective instrument acclimated set up useful gatherings 
and furthermore the idea of their connection to CNT sidewalls. Very surprising 
functional moieties retain characteristic frequencies of IR radiation, offering 
prompt fingerprint recognition of bonds. It is a harmonizing technique to magnetic 
resonance, to substantiate the presence of bonds between CNTs and of coupled 
moieties. The high sensitivity of the TGA, which is in the order of 0.1 mg/min, 
acceptable weight loss determinations at a given heating rate, within a short time 
without overwhelming too much material. The oxidation rates of carbon nanotubes 
measured in air at atmospheric pressure within the TGA are exceptional for each 
CNT sample of diverse wall thicknesses [67].
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8. Recent applications of CNTs

From the time when the discovery of carbon nanotubes was made in 1991, 
several research teams reported their potential applications in diverse fields includ-
ing energy storage, molecular electronics, nanoprobes, nanosensors, nanotube 
composites, and nanotube templates based on their unique electronic properties, 
size, mechanical strength, and flexibility (Table 4).

Potential applications Author and year Ref

Medicine applications

Solid phase extraction of drugs and biochemicals Xiao et al. 2013 [68]

Drug delivery for cancer therapy Zhang et al. 2011 [69]

Antioxidants Pham-Huy et al. 2008 [70]

Antitumor immunotherapy Yang et al. 2007 [71]

Local antitumor hyperthermia therapy Madani et al. 2011 [72]

Infection therapy Jiang et al. 2012 [73]

Gene therapy by DNA delivery Liao et al. 2011 [74]

Tissue regeneration MacDonald et al. 2005 [75]

Artificial implants Zhang et al. 2010 [76]

Biosensor vehicles for diagnostics and detection Wang 2005 [77]

Neurodegenerative diseases Zhang et al. 2010 [76]

Alzheimer syndrome Yang et al. 2010 [78]

Other potential applications

Composite materials Zhou et al. 2014 [79]

Coatings and films Mirri et al. 2012 [80]

Microelectronics Duesberg et al. 2003 [81]

Transistors Aissa et al. 2015 [82]

Solar cells Wang et al. 2015 [83]

Hydrogen storage Adeniran et al. 2015 [84]

Interconnects Li et al. 2013 [85]

Electronic components Cai et al. 2015 [86]

Loudspeaker Xiao et al. 2008 [87]

Environment Ong et al. 2010 [88]

Biosensors Xia et al. 2015 [89]

Superhydrophobic cotton fabric Makowski et al. 2014 [90]

Oscillators Kang et al. 2006 [91]

Light bulb filament Wei et al. 2004 [92]

Magnets Kyatskaya et al. 2009 [93]

Electromagnetic antenna Maksimenko et al. 2008 [94]

Air pollution filter Yildiz et al. 2013 [95]

Water filter Das et al. 2014 [96]

Nanowires for light-emitting devices Yu et al. 2015 [97]

Table 4. 
Summary of CNTs-based applications.
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9. Conclusion

In this work, we have summarized various synthesis techniques of carbon 
nanotubes, and this advanced carbon nanomaterial has emerged since their dis-
covery about 25 years ago. The broad scope of these applications suggests that a 
large number of CNT-based technologies will result from their unique properties of 
high electrical conductivity, mechanical strength, high aspect ratio, and nanoscale 
diameter. This report on carbon nanotubes reveals also an overview on structure, 
morphology, purification, and characterization methods. The distinct structural 
properties of carbon nanotubes, in particular their high aspect ratio, strength, and 
high surface area, have the added advantage of being potential nanodevices for 
various medical and industrial applications. Overall, recent studies regarding CNTs 
have shown a very promising glimpse of what lies ahead in the future of science. 
In this work, we also reported a variety of familiar methods to synthesis carbon 
nanotubes such as arc discharge, laser ablation and spray pyrolysis-assisted chemi-
cal vapor deposition, types, properties, purifications, characterization, and some 
notable applications in diverse field and also covered some recent synthesis of CNTs 
from a range of hydrocarbons using spray pyrolysis.
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Abstract

Cadmium telluride quantum dots (CdTe QDs) were prepared by chemical reaction 
and used to fabricate electroluminescence quantum dot hybrid junction device. 
QD-LED was fabricated using TPD: PMMA/CdTe/Alq3 device which synthesized 
by phase segregation method. The hybrid white light-emitting devices consist of 
three layers deposited successively on the ITO glass substrate; the first layer was of 
tetra-phenyl diaminobiphenyl (TPD) polymer mixed with polymethyl methacry-
late (PMMA) polymers, while the second layer was 0.5 wt% of the (CdTe) QDs for 
hybrid device, whereas the third layer was tris (8-hydroxyquinoline) aluminum 
(Alq3). The organic light-emitting device (OLED) was considered by room tem-
perature photoluminescence (PL) and electroluminescence (EL). Current-voltage 
(I-V) characteristics indicate that the output current is good compared to the few 
voltage (6 V) used which gives good results to generate white light. The electrolu-
minescence (EL) spectrum of hybrid device shows a wide emission band covering 
the range 350–700 nm. The emissions causing this white luminescence were identi-
fied depending on the chromaticity coordinates (CIE 1931): x = 0.32, y = 0.33. The 
correlated color temperature (CCT) was found to be about 5886 K. Fabrication of 
EL devices from semiconductor material (CdTe QDs) between two layers, organic 
polymer (TPD) and organic molecules (Alq3), was effective in white light genera-
tion. The recombination processes and I-V characteristics give rise to the output 
current which is good compared to the few voltages used which give good results to 
generate light.

Keywords: CdTe, quantum dots, organic device, quantum hybrid device

1. Introduction

For the past several years, CdTe quantum dots (QDs) have been reconsidered 
extensively because of their potential for optoelectronic and biological nanoap-
plications. The unique advantage of colloidal QDs is their size-dependent physical 
and optical properties such as the energy band gap, narrow emission with small full 
width at half maximum, broad spectral photo response from ultraviolet to infrared 
regions, and their compatibility with solution processing [1].

QDs success more significance now a day due to their indicating of nanotechnol-
ogy applications in the field of laser, bio-imaging, LED, and sensors [1, 2]. QDs 
materials can illustrate tunable photoluminescent property by changing the particle 
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correlated color temperature (CCT) was found to be about 5886 K. Fabrication of 
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1. Introduction

For the past several years, CdTe quantum dots (QDs) have been reconsidered 
extensively because of their potential for optoelectronic and biological nanoap-
plications. The unique advantage of colloidal QDs is their size-dependent physical 
and optical properties such as the energy band gap, narrow emission with small full 
width at half maximum, broad spectral photo response from ultraviolet to infrared 
regions, and their compatibility with solution processing [1].

QDs success more significance now a day due to their indicating of nanotechnol-
ogy applications in the field of laser, bio-imaging, LED, and sensors [1, 2]. QDs 
materials can illustrate tunable photoluminescent property by changing the particle 
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size. In particular, QDs-based light-emitting diodes (QD-LEDs) have been below 
the global attention as a developing technology for next-generation displays or 
solid-state lighting. A huge improvement has been created in the enhancement of 
high-performance QD-LEDs of which brightness and efficiency are comparable to 
those of OLEDs [2].

Among several QDs, cadmium telluride (CdTe) QDs have been significantly 
used in work and biomedical applications owing to their tunable photolumines-
cence inside the visible range once excited by a single excitation wavelength. For 
evidence, CdTe QDs are expected to be possible probes in the bio-imaging of living 
cells as of their many benefits for example higher photo stability, more controllable 
and narrower emission bands, and higher quantum fabricate in relationship with 
conformist fluorescent dyes [3].

The fast enhancement in synthetic techniques has certified producing semicon-
ductor nanoparticles of narrow sizes and of more than a few shapes. The phenom-
enon of attractive has a great influence of nano materials of the construction of 
these materials and their optical properties [4]. For existence, magic-sized CdTe 
has a very broad so-called white light emission with extensive emission quantum 
produce, which is very different from the very narrow band gap emission detected 
from typical semiconductor QDs [3, 4].

A leading difference to OLEDs is that the active layer covers ionic components 
in addition to the light-emitting species (polymers or transition metal complexes). 
These ionic kinds start moving under applied voltage and so enable charge injection 
into the light-emitting component [5, 6].

So, the charge transporter injection and transport in this type of devices is ongo-
ing by the movement of the ionic types, the response and turn-on time of OLEDs 
which is acceptably long, ranging usually from subseconds to hours, depending on 
the ionic conductivity of the light-emitting layer [7, 8].

The hybrid device was fabricated from three layers: the first layer is the TPD 
polymer, the second is CdTe QDs, and the third is Alq3; all these layers are on ITO 
substrate. It has a significant effect in application of nanotechnology to getting a 
clear and efficient high-intensity of white light generation [8, 9]. The emission of 
EL of the hybrid devices showed luminescence of white light with high intensity 
and good efficiency, using a few voltages [9].

2. Synthesis the CdTe quantum dots

All materials used in this work were supplied from Fluka Company without 
further purification; TPD is a hole-transport molecule, having maximum absorp-
tion wavelength at 351 nm and emission wavelength at 391 nm, while Alq3 is an 
electron transport molecule, having maximum absorption wavelength at 392 nm 
and emission wavelength at 519 nm. The cadmium telluride CdTe QDs were made 
by combination two chemical solutions of molarities 0.02 M. The first solution was 
arranged by dissolving 0.092 g of CdCl2 in 50 ml distilled water, while the second 
solution was succeeded by dissolving 0.033 g from sodium telluride Na2Te in 50 ml 
distilled water. The two solutions were mixed at 1:1 mole ratio in a three-neck flask 
and left on magnetic stirrer at temperature of around 80°C; then, ammonium 
hydroxide (NH4OH) was added drop by drop to the solution, having three values of 
pH 10 with continuous flowing of argon gas for about 1 h, till the color changed to 
light green.

Fabrication process of the hybrid junction devices can be summarized. It 
consists of three coatings added sequentially on the ITO glass substrate by phase 
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segregation method using spin coating at 2000 r.p.m. for about 10–15 s for each 
coat. The first layer was of TPD mixed with PMMA in ratio 1:1. PMMA was used to 
prevent cracks in the film, leading to the increased conductivity of TPD, while the 
second layer was 0.5%wt CdTe QDs. After deposition, each layer is dried at a tem-
perature of 60°C to get a layer well rolled on the film. Completely deposition Alq3 
coat above the CdTe QDs film. The thicknesses of the films have been measured by 
interference method whereas the thicknesses of TPD: PMMA and Alq3 layers were 
600 and 540 nm, respectively; while the thickness of CdTe QDs layers was 550 nm, 
whereas the thickness and resistance of ITO coat were 150 nm and 10 Ω individu-
ally. Then, aluminum cathode is added on the hybrid film. The hybrid junction 
device is thus sandwiched between the ITO and aluminum electrodes. The ratio 
of TPD: PMMA/CdTe QDs/Alq3 was taken to be 1 ml:1 ml/0.5%wt/1 ml separately 
(see Figure 1).

Conducting layer deposit is an organic contain of TPD indicate a hole- carrying 
layer (HTL), while the emissive cover of QDs be an electron-injected layer (EML) 
then Alq3 illustrate an electron transporting layer (ETL). The Alq3 molecular orbitals 
experienced position on states surfaces of semiconductors materials. These molecules 
orbitals are trapped to the Fermi level in QDs materials because of that injunction of 
electrons charge assignment and substrate work function main to trapped level (TL) 
placement within the high occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and low un occupied 
molecular orbital (LUMO) gap. Successively a potential is applied, the injected positive 
and negative carrier’s charges recombine process in the emissive layer to produce an 
electroluminescence light. The transport electrons from the cathode (Al) and produces 
light in reaction to an electric current as appear in Figure 1. Recognizable anode films 
are thin films of optically transparent and electrically conductive material.

3. Characterization

Cadmium telluride QDs were characterized by OPTIMA SP- 3000 UV-Vis spec-
trometer in the spectral range 200–1100 nm and photoluminescence spectrum was 

Figure 1. 
Structure of TPD: PMMA/CdTe/Alq3 hybrid junction devices.
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Figure 1. 
Structure of TPD: PMMA/CdTe/Alq3 hybrid junction devices.
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measured by SL 174 spectrofluorometer covering a range 300–900 nm. The scan-
ning electron microscope (SEM) was recorded by VEGA3 TESCAN, mode SE from 
TESCAN ORSAY HOLDING. The I-V measurements for the TPD: PMMA/CdTe/
Alq3 hybrid device hybrid junction was approved out by Keithley digital electrom-
eter 616 and D.C. power supply to estimate the EL device. The EL spectrum of the 
EL devices was measured at room temperature using fiber optic spectrometer CCS 
Series by THORLABS Company (Germany) with a covering range of 200–1000 nm 
and resolution of 1 nm.

4. Optical properties of CdTe QDs

The absorption spectrum of the CdTe QDs is shown in Figure 2.
It is can be noticed from Figure 2 that the absorbance spectrum of CdTe QDs 

illustrates high absorbance in the visible range 350–450 nm and extremely decreases 
till about 470 nm where there is no absorbance [10]. The spectrum shows high 
absorbance of CdTe QDs in the ultraviolet region, where the absorption spectrum 
of the CdTe is characterized by convexity or peaks resulting from a nanostructure 
formation of the material.

The photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of the CdTe QDs is revealed in Figure 3.
Figure 3 shows the PL of the colloidal CdTe QDs, which shows that the band 

edge transmission is centered at 550 nm and other peaks represent the surface states 

Figure 3. 
Photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of CdTe QDs.

Figure 2. 
Absorption spectrum of CdTe QDs.
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[10, 11]. This value refers to the band-to-band transition in CdTe QDs, where the 
emission spectrum of the CdTe is characterized by high intensity due to the pres-
ence of surface states that cause an increase in the intensity and efficiency of the 
material that has wide applications in nanotechnology applications [11]. The energy 
gap calculated from PL according to the relation (E = 1240/λ (nm)) was found to be 
about 2.25 eV for CdTe QDs.

5. Morphological properties of CdTe QDs

5.1 Scanning electron microscope (SEM)

The surface morphology of the arranged CdTe QDs was considered by the 
SEM of 60K× magnifications, as revealed in Figure 4. The SEM images of the 
QDs films give a good sign for construction of the CdTe QDs. The average grain 
size governed from SEM is about 10 nm by knowing the diameter of the QD and 
dividing it by the amount of magnification used. Figure 4 reveals that the shape 
of formed QDs is approximately spherical, while the image shows aggregation of 
QDs in the range of 100 nm.

6. Electrical properties of CdTe QDs

Figure 5 shows the I-V characteristics of the hybrid junction devices obtained 
using the TPD: PMMA/CdTe/Alq3. Figure 5 reveals that the rectification behavior 
with a turn-on voltage in general at bias voltage at 6 V, while light emissions was 
found at current levels of near 0.02–0.7 mA.

The I-V appearances of the hybrid device indication exponential increase in cur-
rent because of reduction in the depletion layer width at the border. In the forward 
bias, the conduction band barrier will shrunk due to the exponential distribution 
of electrons and holes in the conduction and valence bands and thus the diffusion 
current running through the hybrid junction increases exponentially with increas-
ing forward bias. The drift current curving in the opposite direction does not 
depend on the potential barrier height and will improve the electron flow from the 
Alq3 to n-(QDs) and holes from the p-(TPD) to the n-(QDs) [12]. The succeeding 
recombination would contribute to increase in the forward bias current flow with 
few voltages at 6 V for TPD: PMMA/CdTe/Alq3.

Figure 4. 
Scanning electron microscope (SEM) of CdTe QDs.
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7. Electroluminesces properties of CdTe QDs

The EL measurements under forward bias voltages of 6 V represent the 
upper limit for the light which has been obtained experimentally from the TPD: 
PMMA/0.5%wt CdTe QDs/Alq3 hybrid junction devices; light emission was carried 
out using a photomultiplier detector at room temperature.

Figure 6 represents the emission spectrum studied by CIE 1931 chromaticity 
diagram, which indicates the white light generated at forward bias voltage of 6 V. It 
is clear from the figure that the peaks at 460, 540, and 610 nm of TPD: PMMA/
CdTe/Alq3 and the other peaks are due to defect states. The mechanism transport of 
carrier in the hybrid junction device (QDs-OLEDs) is that the TPD performs as the 
hole transporting material and it contributes to increase the intensity emission of 
OLEDs [13]. Holes are injected from the ITO anode into the high occupied molecular 
orbital (HOMO) of the TPD material and carried to the valance band; electrons are 
injected from the aluminum (Al) cathode into the conduction band. These electrons 
are injected once more in Alq3 layer, which is used as an electron transfer material and 
emitting layer. The number and the mobility of electrons will be improved and conse-
quently are receiving high mobility of electrons affecting the CdTe QDs layer [14].

Therefore, holes and electrons from the excitons in the QDs that recombine radia-
tively are called band-to-band recombination. The holes and electrons recombination 
achieved defects sates to emission light in changed wavelengths, this recombination 
processes complete defects names the Shockley-Read-Hall recombination. The maxi-
mum emission intensity increases were creating in the case of layers covering 0.5wt% 

Figure 6. 
Electroluminescence of TPD: PMMA/CdTe/Alq3 hybrid EL device.

Figure 5. 
Current-Voltage (I-V)characteristics of TPD:PMMA/CdTe/Alq3 hybrid EL devices.
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of QDs and Alq3 layer when compared with that without Alq3 layer. Addition of Alq3 
organic molecules layer causes in generation of Förster energy between the LUMO 
epitomized by (Alq3) and HOMO signified by (ITO), which indicates increase in the 
efficiency of hybrid devices [15]. From Figure 6, it can be perceived the occurrence of 
peaks spectrum at blue, green, and red, which in turn contributes to white light when 
mixed. The energy unconfined from the recombination of the charge transfer exci-
tons being resonantly transported to the proximal electrons in conduction band of the 
QDs concluded an Auger process to produce electrons with sufficiently high energy to 
inject into the lower unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of Alq3. These electrons 
then radioactively recombine with holes in the HOMO of the polymer, causing emis-
sion of photons with energy equal to the HOMO-LUMO gap of the TPD [15, 16].

The white light generated by hybrid devices, or several other light sources for 
general lighting, should have a good white color in stability to show all the colors of 
illuminated objects suitably. As the color of light is expressed by the CIE colorim-
etry system [17], the spectrum of a given light is weighted by the XYZ color match-
ing functions. The x and y on CIE system are located from X, Y, and Z:

  x =   X + Y + Z ______ X    (1)

  y =   X + Y + Z ______ Y    

The correlated color temperature (CCT) for any white light can be analyzed 
by using McCamy’s approximation algorithm to estimate the CCT from the x, y 
chromaticity coordinates as in Eq. (2):

  CCT = − 449  n   3  + 3525  n   2  − 6823n + 5520.3……  (2)

where  n =   x − 0.3320 ________ y − 0.1858   .

Figure 7. 
Tristimulus coordinates of hybrid device on the chromaticity diagram.
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Figure 7 shows the CIE 1931 chromaticity diagram (x = 0.32, y = 0.33). The output 
light of the emission lines registered in the EL spectrum is in the white light region 
confirmed by the photograph of the white light emitted from the hybrid devices in 
Figure 8. It is clear that the intensity of the output light is very high and clear.

The cause of emission of this white light was identified depending on chromatic-
ity coordinates. The values of chromaticity coordinates show that the hybrid device 
of TPD: PMMA/0.5%wtCdTe/Alq3 has a high correlated color temperature of about 
5886 K. This means that during high temperature, the light site will be heading toward 
the center of the white light, which in turn gives a high efficiency of the devices.

8. Summary

Limited confinement size of CdTe QDs is considered by chemical effect which was 
very beneficial since they have many defects. These defects sates can be used in many 
applications for occurrence of white light generation in QDs-OLEDs. The producer 
of white light properties with high efficiency using confinement effect makes a large 
energy gap and hence, the direction of the light sites be toward the center of white 
light color. The succeeding recombination processes would give rise to the forward 
bias current flow. So growth in the forward current under high bias could be the 
amplification of the good contact between the Al electrode and QDs layer. The output 
current from I-V forms is good compared to the few voltages used which give good 
results to develop a production of white light. Fabrication of EL device from semicon-
ductors material (CdTe QDs) with hole injection organic polymer (TPD) and electron 
injection (Alq3) was effective in the intensity and efficiency of white light generated 
and can be the color of emerged clear light.

Figure 8. 
A photographic plate of the white light generation of TPD: PMMA/CdTe/Alq3.
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